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PRE;"ACE 
The pressing need to survey and manage the earth's resources and environment, to better understand remotely 
sensible phenomena, to continue technological development, and to improve management systems are all elements 
of a future Earth Resources System. The Space Shuttle brings a new capability to Earth Resources Survey including 
direct observation by experienced earth scientists, quick reaction capability, spaceborne facilities for experimenta-
tion and sensor evaluation, and more effective means for launching and servicing long mission life space systems. 
The Space Shuttle is, however, only one element in a complex system of data gathering, translation, di stributior'. 
and utilization functions. While the Shuttle most decidedly has a role in the total Earth Resources Program, the 
central question is the form of the future Earth Resources system itself. It if. only by analyzing this form and 
accounting for all elements of the system that the proper role of the Shuttle in it can be made visible. 
'I'his study, entitled TERSSE, Total Eart!~ Resources System for the Shuttle Era, was established to investigate the 
form of this future Earth Hesourees System. Most of the constituent system elements of the future ER system and 
the key issues which concern the future En program are both complex and interrelated In nature. The purpose of 
t.ils study has been to investigate these items in the context of the total system utilizing a rigorous, comprehensive, 
systems oriented methodology. 
The results of this study are reported in eight separate volumes plus an Executive Summary; their titles are: 
Volume 1 Earth Resource .. Program Scope and Information Needs 
Volume 2 An Assessment of the Current State-of-the-Art 
Volume 3 Mission and System Hequirements for the Total Earth Resources System 
Volume 4 The Role of the Shuttle in the Earth Resources Program 
Volume 5 Detailed System Requirements: Two Case Studies 
Volume 6 An Early Shuttle Pallet Concept for the Earth ResQurces Program 
Volume 7 User Models: A System Assessment 
Volume 8 User's Mission and System Requirement Data 
Exeeuti ve Summary. 
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SECTION 1 
INTRODllCTION AND SUMMARY 
1.1 INTRODUCTION AND REPORT ORGANIZATION 
The Space Shuttle brings a new capability to Earth Resources Survey, but is oniy one element in a complex system 
of data gathering, translation, distribution and utilization functions. While the Shuttle most decidedly has a role in 
the total Earth Resources Program, the central question is the form of the future Earth Resources s,ystem itself. 
It is only by analyzing this form and accounting for all the elements of the system that the proper role of the Shuttle 
in it can be made visible. Thus, the major thrust of the TERSSE study is to define a top-level architecture for the 
total Earth resources system during the time frame of the early Space $tuttle era, the early 1980's. 
The first major step in the process, that of establishing traceable user jobs Which ilan be served by the TERSSE, 
has been documented in Volume 1. A second step, that of assessing the current state of the art of all system ele-
ments, has been reported - Volume 2. This volume completes the overall architecture defenition by defining a set 
of 1980's missions to be performed by the TERSSE and the performance requirement and configuration of the systems 
necessary to carry them Qut. 
The specific study objectives covered in this report are: 
1. Define specific mission requirements 
2. Define system configuration and performance requirements for all elements of earth resources system 
a. Future system scenarios 
b. System performance speCification 
c. Critical item development recomendations 
3. Compare/evaluate system configurations 
This volume is organized into several distinct sections (plus supporting appendices) which represent the major 
functional segments of the portion of the study effort. The sections and their contents are: 
Section 1, INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY: provides a brief overview of the effort and contains a brief sum-
mary of the key results, observations, and recommendations obtained. 
Section 2, METHODOLOGY & STUDY APPROACH: describes the approach applied to the determination of the 
TERSSE and relates this effort to the other study task&. 
Section 3, TERSSE REQUIREMENTS: provides the 1980's scenario and the definition of the TERSS}!: users; it 
presents their mission and system requirements and the detailed information flows developed for each major 
resource management miSSion. 
Section 4, REMOT.I!; SENSING PLATFORMS: devlops the basic set of remote sensing platfoms and presents 
each mission's platform assignments. 
Section 5, REMOTE SENSORS: develops the mission's remote sensor requirements and recomends necessary 
sensor developments. 
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Section 6, GROUND SYSTEM: develops the mission requirements, formulates alternative ground system 
concepts, and selects the recommended ground system architecture. 
Section 7, SYSTEM CONFIGURATION: presents the overall TERSSE s,ystem on the combination of platforms, 
remote sensors, and a ground system; the Lead Missions concept for system evolution is described 
Section 8, RELATED ISSUES: contains the results of TERSSE related investigations into the subjects of: 
Orbit Mechanics, Cloud Cover, Resolution, Aircraft versus Satellites, and Coverage Cycle. 
1.2 ~TUDY OVERVIEW & SUMMARY 
One of the significant features of the TERSSE study is its consistent application of the fundamental systems meth-
odology to the broad ·ERS program. As applied to TERSSE this approach consists of four basic steps (refer to 
Figure 1.2-1); these steps are: 
1. Determination of user needs 
2. Derivation of mission requirements 
3. Form\1lation of system requirements 
4. Synthesis of the system design 
Figure 1.2-1. Task 3/4 Approach 
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This TERSSE task begins with the basic determination 
of "Who the users are" (reported in Volume 1) and pro-
ceeds to derive the TERSSE design. The essl:lnce of 
this task lies heavily in the methodology used in pro-
ceeding from the "needs" to the final system. 
The approach taken, here as well as for all of the 
TERSSE study, is to evolve a system design that will 
"optimal.ly" serve the identified us~rs. This is in con-
trast to the more common approach of seeking out users 
or tasks that can be served by a given system. In the 
TERSSE approach the users will drive the system, not 
vicl;.'~versa. This approach applies the systems method-
ology to the definition of the ERS program. 
The essential thread maintained throughout this TERSSE 
study is that the TERSSE concept will be founded upon 
the information needs of the resource managers. This 
top-down, user oriented approach is one of the essential 
differences between the TERSSE study solution and that 
]) 
.J) 
produced by other system studies. The TERSSE requir.ements are determined by first determining "What do we 
want to do in the Shuttle era ?" and then answering "What does it take to accomplish that?" 
The overall approach to deflnlng the system requirements begins with the establishment of a future scenario 'o':hich 
will define the realm of reasonableness within which the TERSSE must lie. This scenario consi.",ts of a series of 
statements about the 1980's world in general and the 1980's Earth Resources Program in particular. Once this 
realm of reafionableness is established, ~. set of resource management mission statement for TERSSE, refer to 
Figure 1.2-2, can be developed with a real::onable confidence that they will be achievable. These basic mission 
statements (consisting of 30 missions spread across 6 resource management areas) are then defined in terms of 
specifi.c representative users with specific resource management jobs to do. It is the requirements of these re-
presentative users (a total of 285 user tasks are used to represent the 30 mission statements) which are used to 
determine the Total Earth Resources System for the Shuttle Era, TERSSE. Tile hierarchy of the terminology just 
discussed in formulating the misSion/system requirements is summarized in Figure 1.2-3. 
It is worth emphasising that the resource management missions used to determine the TERSSE are those which could 
be reasonably expected to (1) benefit from remote sensing and (2) be operational in the Space Shuttle era. This does 
not in any way exclude those missions which may be operational much sooner than the Space Shuttle. In fact, many 
of the TERSSE missions are expected to be operational, at least in part, before the 1980's. 
Automated spacecraft, Shuttle sortie flights and aircraft are the basic means of gatherinr, remotely-sensed informa-
tion for the earth resources management functions. No single observation platform can provide all the required 
information while operating within the following constraints: 
1. Cost 
2. Seneo'Jr power, weight, volume, thermal stability, data handling 
3. Resolution, spatial and spectral 
4. Frequency of observation 
5. Sun muinination 
6. Cloud cover 
Therefore a set of seven remote sensing platforms were defined, as shown in Figure 1.2-4, from the user require-
ment data base. 
For each of the TERSSE missions an assesment was made, utilizing the computerized requirements data base, of 
the observation requirements and the appropriate platforms l?8iligned. This assignment of remote sensing platforms 
is shown in Figure 1.2-5. When reviewing these assignments it should be borne in mind that they represent the 
~ i 
'1 
ultimate operational use of the TERSSE and do not imply that other platforms could not be used to serve a mission ! .' 
in the meantime. 
The examination of the TERSSE sensors begins with an analy.s;!.r;; of the resource managers requirements as repre-
sented in the mission and system requirements data base. The data base contains the spectral and spatial 
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3. Final specification of the ultimate operational sensor/mission a"'signment for TERSEE will require ad-
vancement in,the state of knowledge regarding: 
a. Systems level sensor feasibility/cost as a function of the number of spectral bands 
b. Refined user requirements and weighting factors as to relative importance to mission success 
c. Relative importance of the particular user/mission/tasks 
d. Specific decisions on the assignment of one or more missions to a sensor design 
In R&D operations, remote sensed data is disseminated through discrete and controlled channels to experimenters 
and selected Federal agencies. As operational systems come on line, and as user requirements broaden to include 
multi-disciplinary needs covering both remote sensed and other ancillary data, the data flow will increase and the 
single thread R&D approach will be unable to respond. A total systems approach to the TERSSE ground system is 
required to assure that the outputs of all earth resources data acquisition systems are readily accessible to all 
potential users whether they be technical or non-technical, or whether they be part of Government, public, or 
private agencies. 
The ground system is the interface between the collection system (remote sensing platforms and sensors) and the 
user community. Existing ERS systems are adequate for the present needs because these needs are experimental, 
or R&D, in nature. The present needs can be characterized as being a th.orough broadly oriented analysis of rela-
tively limited quantities of data. 1'his is in contrast to the needs of the TERSSE time frtlme where the users will be 
operational, requiring 1:he routine and timely handling of large quantities of data (each for more narrowly oriented 
analysis). The expanded definition of the TERSSE ground system used during the study is portrayed in Figure 1.2-7 
and can be seen to include the elements of Ground station, Preprocessing, Extractive Processing, User Models, 
and Users, as well as the overall System Operational considerations. 
Conf'.idering each of the missions singularly, there is a remote sensing portion and a ground portion which together 
represent the "system" for each mission. In Section 4 of this report the remote sensing platforms are discussed 
and each mission assigned to one or more specific remote sensing platforms. SimHarly, the sensors are discussed 
and each mission assigned specific sensors (specified as to spatial resolution and spectral band requirements) in 
Section 5 of this report. The remote sensing portion of a mission's "solution" is determined by these platforms 
and senso.r assignments and is depicted in Figure 1. 2-8 using the Water 1 mission as an example. 
The ground system element is discussed at length in Section 6 of this report. In that section and Section 3, specific 
information flow/processing diagrams are developed for each of the TERSSE missions; Figure 1.2-9 is an example 
of these for the Water 1 ,mission. 
The entire system for each mission is then the sum of the remote sensing portion (Figure 1.2-8) and the ground 
portion (Figure 1.2-9). This is depicterl. in Figure 1.2-10 with the Surface Water Inventory mission as an example. 
The TERSSE we have defined thus far is the sum of 30 separate systems each with different requirements and 
serving different users who have various degrees of readiness for the operational usage of remote sensing. The 
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actual implementation of TERSSE must recognize and take advantage of those differences instead of attempting to 
be a one-hiiie implementation of a Singular "super system" that will serve all. 
The TERSSE approach which takes these differences into account and which forms a primary mechanism for 
operational system implementation is referred to as the "Lead Missions Concept". Simply stated, the Lead Mi5-
sions Concept indicates that specific Earth resources management mis~,ions will be selected and the "system" 
for implementing them will be developed as the need, technology, and IJ.ser demand become available. A lead 
mission will, in general also satisfy the requirements for other (gene)cally similar or related) resource manage-
ment missions with little or no change to the specific system of the "lead mission". It is through this process 
of selecting lead missions and implementing their systems that the entire TERSSE will evolve. The first early 
candidate for a lead mission is the CROPSAT mission. 
1. 3 SYNOPSIS OF OBSERVATIONS AND RECOMENDA TIONS 
Throughout the conduct of the TERSSE study many observations and conclusions pertinent to the Earth Resources 
Survey program were obtained. This section summarizes and makes recommendations with respect to the more 
significant ones. In general, each of these is discussed in more detail and greater background is provided in the 
appropriate section of this TERSSE report volume. Each of these conclusions and recommendations is summar-
i zed on a single page for the sake of conciseness. Note that those conclusions pertinent to other TERSSE report 
volumes are contained in those volumes as appropriate; in particular, those relating to Space Shuttle are contained 
in Volume 4, The Role of the Shuttle in the Earth Resources Program. 
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DIFFERENT SYSTEMS FOR DIFFERENT MISSIONS 
The broad scope and wide diversity of potential uses and missions of remote sensing in the 1980's cannot be 
effectively served by a single system. Rather, the Earth Resources Program of the shuttle time frame will be 
composed of several relatively independent systems each with more restricl..ed disciplinary objectives and scope 
than ERTS-lor Skylab. The future systems will be more like curren~ ~OAA and DOD programs (Figure 1. 3-1) 
which, because of their precise scope, are able to be justified, deSigned, and implemented with a high degree of 
benefit and satisfaction on the part of the served community. The future ER systems will also differ from today's 
R&D systems by their necessary implementation as a total" end-to-end process. 
The systems of the future TERSSE can be grouped into three categories: 
1. Single Mission Systems - Appropriate for large, clear-cut, important, repetitive missions (e. g. world 
crop sUJ;'vey) 
2. Multi-Mission Systems - Optimized for one or few lead missions but beneficial to many others; some 
compromise possible 
3. Systems for AD HOC Missions - Smaller in scope; one-time or infrequent coverage, varied users (e. g. 
urban land use) 
The number and implementation r~,te of such systems (Figure 1.3-2) is highly dependent upon their identification 
and vigorous development of all elements. 
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WIDE DIVERSITY OF ERS MISSIONS (USERS, SCOPE, IMPORTANCE, MATURITY) REQUIRE DIFFERENT 
SYSTEMS FOR OPERATIONAL SOLUTION 
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DEVELOPMENT FOCUS: TOTAL APPLICATION PACKAGES 
The major current limitation to the implementation of Earth resources management systems is the uneven readiness 
of the various system elements for an application. For every application there are several system elements ranging 
from the initial distinguishing characteristics to the final user model which together comprise the overall ER 
system (Figure 1.3-3). It is the lack of readiness in all elements together (espeCially the data processing and user 
model elements) which prevents an application (even the simpler ones) from being implemented. 
To overcome this problem it is recommended that major program efforts be devoted to development of total appli-
cation packages. These total packages must encompass all relevent system elements for an application and serve 
as a prototype system for solving the problems of the transition into an operational status. The transitional 
problems are numerous and have not yet been effectively addressed by today's R&D programs. 
• NATURAL 
• ARTIFICIAL 
• RADIANCE 
• SPATIAL 
• TEMPORAL 
OTHER FLIGHT 
HARDWARE 
- SPACECRAFT 
-AIRCRAFT 
SENSORS PRE PROCESSING I.~ EXTRACTIVE I.~ . PROCESSING 
DATA 
• CALIBRATION • MULTICHANNEL 
• TRANSFORMATION • PHOTOINTERPRETATION 
• CORRECTION • AUTOMATIC 
OPERATIONS TECHNOLOGY 
Figure 1. 3-3. Overall Earth Resources System 
USER 
MODELS ~II"~ RESOURCE II MANAGERS 
INFORMATION 
E.G •• YIELD 
THE MOST CRITICAL DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT IS FOR DEFINING AND PROVING COMPLETE 
APPLICA TIONS PACKAGES 
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SIGNATURE EXTENSION: IMMEDIATE ATTENTION NEEDED 
The application of remote sensing to resource management missions over a wide geographic area requircs that 
sensed signatures be extendable over large distances. Today, several training sites ore required for each image 
frame; this situation is at best expensive, and possibly inadequate, to operate on a large scale. The use of 
standard signature banks was once thought to be theoretically possible but the achievement of signature extension 
via the removal of measura!;lle error sources appears to be the best solution (see Figure 1. 3-4). Several ERS 
missions (Global Crop Survey, Water Quality, and Coastal Zone Management) are nearly ready to become 
operational yet are stymied by lack of appJ,'opriate signature extension techniques. 
Inasmuch as atmospheric effects are the major culprit, effort should be placed on this area first. The sensitivity 
to atmospheric variables is beginning to be understood; the keys must still be selected from all the variables. 
Action is needed to coordinate ER Program efforts to: 
1. Define atmospheric correction needs 
2. Understand total atmosphere 
3. Select key atmospheric parameters 
4. Determine: How to measure 
How to implement 
TODAY 
SEVERAL 
TRAINING 
SITESfFRAME 
INADEQUATE 
SIGNATURE 
EXTENSION 
BY REMOVAL OF 
MEASUREABLE 
ERROR SOURCES 
NECESSARY FOR WIDE-AREA 
LOW-COST SYSTEMS 
Figure 1. 3-4. Signature Extension 
THECRETICALL Y 
POWIBlE 
STANDARD 
SIGNATURE 
BANK 
IMPRACTICAL 
WE MUST LEARN TO EFFICIENTLY CORRECT DATA FOR ATMOSPHERIC EFFECTS, DIURNAL AND 
SEASONAL VARIATIONS. SEVERAL NEAR TERM APPLICATIONS ARE STYMIED BY THIS LACK. 
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MULTIPLE PLATFORM SYSTEMS ARE REQUIRED ',I J 
Not only are the several platform options open to the system designer complementary to each other. They must 
also in most cases be used jointly. The analysis of mission requirements and the assignment of missions to remote 
sensing platform, Figure 1.3:-5, indicates that most missions individually require multiple remote platforms. The 
1980's TERSSE will be comprised of seven basic types, Figure 1.3-6, of remote sensing platforms which comple-
ment each other in satisfying mission requirements. Of significance to note is the extensive use of aircraft as a 
"spot checker" to facilitate multistage statistical sampling along with the systematic surveyor platforms. 
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Figure 1.3-5. Platform Asslgnment 
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WESTE'RN HEMISPHERE RAPID RESPONSE 
GLOBAL, NOON ORBIT SYStEMATIC SURVEYORS 
- HIGH IL1.UMINATJJN 
Gl..OBAL,MIDPMJRNING 
ORBIT 
- SHAOONS, lJ:1N TEMP 
GLOBAL, PREDAWN 
- THERMAL CONTRASTS 
ORBIT 
GLOBAL, TAILORED 
ORBITS 
FREQUENT FLIGHTS 
GLOBAL, TAILORED TUNED TO EARTH 
ORBIT PHENOMENON 
REGiONAL. COVERAGE FLEXIBILITY 
Figure 1.3-6. The Seven Basic Platforms 
THE ERS PROGRAM MUST BEGIN TO CONSIDER AND ACTIVELY DEVELOP INTEGRATED MULTIPLE 
PLA TFORM SYSTEMS 
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SCANNER DEVELOPMENTS REQUIRE STEADY PROGRESS 
In gen('lral, the progress of scanner teclmology development is moving ahead satisfactorily; little is required in the 
realm of dramatic breakthroughs. The scanner development recommendations from the TERSSE study are sum-
marized in Figure 1. 3-7 for each type of remote sensing platform. 
Some of the key points with respect to the scanner recomendatlons include: 
. 
1. The users speckal and spatial requirements are hlghly varied (especially spectral) and still relatively 
poorly defined. 
2. The 30-50 meter IFOV scanner for polar spacecraft is a major nea)-term need. 
3. The 10 meter IFOV modular scanner is a key sensor requirement for the Shuttle - its development should 
begin soon. 
4. A compatible aircraft borne scanner with a 1-2 meter IFOV is required as a comparison sensor for the 
shuttle and spacecraft scanners. 
5. Ancillary sensors are required for signature extension; development should focus on providing accurate 
measurement of atmospheric effects and for radiometric calibration. 
AIRCRAFT MODULAR VISIBLEI NEAR IR; COMMON MID, THERMAL IR 
0.5 JIM BANDWIDTHS (OR BmER) 
1 - 2 METER RESOLUTION 
SHUTTLE MODULAR VISIBLEI NEAR IR; COMMON MID, THERMAL IR 
0.05 JIM BANDWIDTHS 
'50M, 10M NOW (5M EVENTUALLY?) 
POLAR ULTIMATE AGGREGATED CAPABILITY -15-18 BANDS 
50M, NOW -10M, LATER 
I 
SYNCHRONOUS DES I RED AGGREGATED CAPAB ILlJ"Y -15-19 BANDS 
APERTURE MAJOR LIMIT -- OPTIMIZE FOR MAX 
POSSIBLE APERTURE 
SPECIAL PURPOSE PREDAWN THERMAL 
WATER QUALITY 
OCEAN COLOR 
Figure 1. 3-7. Scanner Development Recommendations 
A STEADY IMPROVEMENT IN SPECTRAL/SPATIAL RESOLUTION AND SIGNAL-TO-NOlSE RATIO IS 
REQUIRED FOR SMOOTH PROGRAM PROGRESS. ANCILLARY SENSOR DEVELOPMENTS ARE CRITICAL 
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MICROWAVE SENSORS: SOME READY, OTHERS NOT 
The potential for applying microwave sensors to TERSSE spans most resource management missions. The tWo 
categories of microwave sensors considered are: (1) Grid measurers such as scatterometers and radiometers 
which have a relatively large non-contiguous footprint and (2) imagers such as synthetic aperture radar. The 
grid measurers and imagers generally fall into two categories with respect to the Water and Land Use resource 
discipline s : 
1. Relatively well understood for use over water 
a. SAR "cloud-free B & W photography" 
b. Scatterometers/radiometers 
2. Poorly understood for use over land 
a. Soil moisture a major parameter 
b. Terrain signatures for SAR 
The TERSSE recommendations with respect to those sensors are shown in Figure 1. 3-8. 
GRID MEASURERS IMAGERS 
SCATIEROMETERS SYNTHETIC APERTURE 
RADIONfTERS 
WATER • WIND VELOCI~ 
• WIND DIRECTION II MPLEMENT, 
• WAVE HEIGHT ' 
ICE:::::t> IMPLEMENT 
• SAUNITY ':::::t> DEVELOP 
LAND • SOIL MOISTURE CLOUD-FREE B&W'-'\.IMPLEMENT 
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• SNOW DEPTH 
• SNOW MO ISTURE 
CONTENT 
PHOTOGRAPHY~ , 
DEVELOP EXPLORATION OF 
REFLECTION EMISS ION 
PROPERTIES 
(MULTIPLE 
PARANfTERS) 
Figure 1. 3-8. Microwave Sensors 
DEVELOP 
DIFFERENT TECHNOLOGIES AND DEVELOPMENT STATUS EXIST FOR MICROWAVE SENSORS; 
PLANNING IS REQUIRED TO EXPLOIT THOSE WHICH ARE READY AND TO DEVELOP THOSE WHICH 
ARE NOT READY 
J 
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AN INTEGRATED SYSTEMS APPROACH TO DATA GRIDS IS NECESSARY 
Most Earth resources management missions have their own unique information grid scheme. This is represented 
in Figure 1. 3-9 by the dashed lines. The collection of remotely sensed data (shown as the circles and squares) 
will usually be different from the user's grid not only in orientation (translatioll and rotation) but also in resolution 
or grid size. 
The rapid digital manipulation of large volumes of pixels is now straight forward using special purpose hardware. 
The TERSSE should utilize this technology to convert multi-source data into the user's frame-of-reference. The 
actual source of the data is of no concern to the user and should be "invisible" to him; the ERS should adapt in 
order to "invisibleize" the data into the user's information grid. 
+ + + 
+ 
+ 
Figure 1. 3-9. The Data Griddlng Problem 
MULTI-SOURCE DATA CORRELATION IS THE NEXT MAJOR RE~UIRED ADVANCE IN GEOMETRIC 
PREPROCESSING: FILM AND DIGITAL DATA FROM DIFFERENT SENSORS AT DIFFERENT TIMES 
TRANSFORMED TO USER TAILORED GRIDS. 
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MANUAL AND MACHINE ANALYSIS ARE SYNERGISTIC 
Photointerpretation uses the integrative and pattern recognition powers of the human. Automated machine analysis 
uses the rapid quantitative and analytical capability of digital computers. These two techniques for extractive 
processing are often incorrectly viewed as competitive alternatives. Instead, the unique features of each can be 
combined into an integrated approach which synergistically utilizes the natural features of each. 
Contemporary special purpose hardware (e. g., General Electric Image 100 System) can classify an entire image 
in less than a second while it takes the human operator on the order of minutes to analyze the results and instruct 
the machine. This situation is thus well suited for a time shared interactive system which can iterate rapidly 
between the two modes, Figure 1.3-10. But for fuller use of the man/machine capabilities, (and in particular the 
human visual channel) better display capabilities are required in future systems. 
QUANTITATIVE 
OR 
QUAL.ITATIVE, 
OUTPUT 
ENHANCED VISUAL INPUT 
PHOTOINTERPRETATION 
• INTEGRATIVE 
-EXTENDS RANGE 
RECOGNITION 
IN CONTEXT 
- TRAINING 
- EDITING' 
MACHINE ANALYSIS 
• ANAL. YTICAL. 
Figure 1.3-10. Interactive Systems 
QUANTITATIVE 
OUTPUT 
PHOTOINTERPRETATION AND MACHINE ANALYSIS ARE ~ COMPETITIVE BUT COMPLEMENTARY 
TECHNIQUES. FAST INTERACTIVE SYSTEMS ARE THE ROUTE TO THEIR JOINT USAGE. 
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Q ) DATA HARDWARE TECHNOLOGY IS MOSTLY FREE 
The basic hardware technology for data processing and the handling of large data bases is progressing well; the 
large data processing industry can be f'..xpected to continue this technology advancement without the assistance of 
the Earth Resources Program. The large data base technology, with archiving and rapid access/retrieval imple-
ments, needed by the TERSSE as it grows in size and complexity will generally be available. Figure 1. 3-11 con-
tains a currently available example of a large, rapid access mass storage archi~al and retrieval system. 
Even though the state-of-the-art for data storage is relatively well advanced, see Figure 1.3-12, there is a need 
for a new high density digital storage medium. This new medium must be devel},ped to be computer compatible 
with the TERSSE data processing and extraction equipment. With respect to extractive processing, the !ldvances 
beginning to become available from special purpose digital hardware (e. g., General Electric Imarre 100 Sy::;tem) 
should be continued and exploited for the TERSSE. Special purpose digital hardware is frequently better suited to 
the relatively routine handling of large quantities of similar data; the optimal determination of the general pur-
pose/special purpose role is a key system design factor. 
Figure 1.3-11. Rapid-Access-Mass storage 
System 
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Figure 1.3-12. Data Systems Storage/Repro-
duction/Distribution 
DATA SYSTEMS EQIDPMENT TECHNOLOGY IS ADVANCING RAPIDLY WITHOUT ERS ASSISTANCE. 
ERS SYSTEMS DESIGN MUST EXPLOIT BY DEVELOPING NEEDED SPECIAL PURPOSE HARDWARE 
AND SYSTEMS. 
/ 
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DOMSATS PROVIDE A WINDFALL BREAKTHROUGH 
The cost of rapidly transfering large volumes of data from point to polnt via a domestic communication satellite 
llnk are decreaslng, see Figure 1.3-13. The comblnation of plummeting channel costs and the advent of low-cost 
Earth stations make the feasibility of .multi-point ex-
tractive processlng an attractive possibility. Total 
coverage of the United States is possible with a single 
DOMSAT channel; this will allow the placement of sub-
scribers and their extractive processors at convenient 
geographic locations. The recommended TERSSE ground 
system architecture utilizes this DOMSAT capability to 
redistribute remotely sensed data to the sevel' .. l Infor-
.mation Analysis Centers after it has been preprocessed 
and archived at a single national center. 
1M 
.SM 
1972 1974 1976 1978 
Figure 1.3-13. Do.msat ChanJ)el Costs 
Figure 1.3-14. Domsat's Role 
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DOMSAT CAPABILITY NOW COMING INTO EXISTENCE WILL REVOLUTIONIZE INFORMATION 
TRANSFER - ERS MUST POSITION ITSELF TO ExPLOIT THIS TECHNOLOGY 
1910 
,) GROUND SYSTEM: PARALLEL USER'S STRUCTURE 
The architectural structure of the TERSSE ground system should be mission tailored and parallel the user's 
organizational structure. Some missions are naturally centralized (e. g. World Crop Survey); however, most have 
a decentralized and geographically distributed user network, even in those with heavy Federal involvement. This 
need, coupled with the recurrence of a tiered hierarchal user structure (local, district, state, regional) leads to 
the recommended TERSSE ground system concept (Figure 1. 3-15) of Lead Federal Agencies with distributed 
system terminuses located in the facilities of the operational users. 
The majority of ji.'!iH",LOns will evolve to standard output products, routinely issued in user-oriented formats. On 
the other hand, sorue.' missions are by their very natur.e ad hoc; their output products are not routine and will 
require greater flexibility in the user interface. The users terminal equipment will range from Simple read only 
devices to complete interactive extractive processing equipment. 
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Figure 1.3-15. User Oriented Ground System 
REGIONAL/LOCAL EFFORTS SHOULD CONCENTRATE ON DEVELOPING STRONG, RAPID-ACCESS 
TIES FOR REGIONAL/LOCAL MISSIONS. TERMINUS FACILITIES SHOULD BE MISSION ORIENTED 
AND CO-LOCATED WITH USER ORGANIZATIONS. 
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THE 1980'S ERS: AN OPERATIONS CHALLENGE 
The o~eration of the 1980's TERSSE wlll represent a significantly more complex task (Figure 1.3-16) than the oper-
ation of todays more limited experimental systems. The problems associated with coordinating the operation of 
several autonomus systems (e. g. ERTS, EOS, SHUTTLE, CROPSAT, SEOS, etc.) in ordel' to optimally serve the 
users and maidaln flexibility will require new and expanded techniques. These should be inyestigated and developed 
in the intermediate future and plans made to review and modify them as the TERSSE evolves. 
The major issues effecting the operation of TERSSE can be divided into the two categories of: (1) Internal 
Adaptivity and Reconfiguration, and (2) External Responsivity. Not only the operations concerned with multiple 
platforms but also those which operate and coordinate multiple ground facilities and flow processes are in need 
of analysis. Areas of concern include: 
1. Internal adaptivity and reconfiguration 
a. Multiple uses of key system elements 
b. Fill from inventory vs new data 
c. Merge data from multiple sources 
d. Inter-platform support 
e. Accept and use in-situ data 
f. Real-time ase of meterological system - planning, processing 
2. External responsivity 
a. Turn on when asked - collect what's ne.eded 
b. Resolution of priorities 
c. Standing orders - special requests 
d. Enable user to use multi-source multi-time data 
e. Cope with multiple reaction times 
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Figure 1.3-16. Shuttle Operations Technology 
OPERATING COMPLEX MULTI-ELEMENT SYSTEMS REQUIRES A SIGNIFICANT ADVANCE IN 
OPERATIONS TECHNOLOGY - THE PROBLEM SHOULD BE STUDIED AS THE SYSTEMS TAKE 
SHAPE. 
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SECTION 2 
METHODOLOGY AND STUDY APPROACH 
One of the significant features of the TERSSE study is its consistent application of the fundamental systems methodology 
to the broad ERS program. As applied to TERSSE this approach consists of four basic steps (Figure 2-1); these steps 
are: 
1. Determination of Ulijer needs 
2. Derivation of mission requirements 
3. Formulation of system requirements 
4. Synthesis of the system design 
The task reported in this volume begins with the basic determination of ''Who the users are" (reported in Volume 1) 
and proceeds to derive the TERSSE design. The essence of this task lies heavily in the methodology used in pro-
ceeding from the "needs" to the final system. 
The approach taken, here as well as for all of the TERSSE study, is to evolve a system design that wUl"optimaUy" 
serve the idel1tified users. This is in contrast to the more common approach of seeking out users or tasks that can 
be served by a given system. In the TERSSE approach the users will drive the system, not vice-versa. This ap-
proach applies the systems methodology to the definition of the ERS program. 
• BEG IN WITH THE BAS I C REQU I REMENTS 
• OBSERVE THE STATE-OF-THE-ART CONSTRAINTS 
• DEFINE THE OVERALL MISSION REQUIREMENTS 
• TRANSLATE MISSWN REQUIREMENTS INTO SYSTEM 
REQU I REMENTS 
• DEVELOP SYSTEM DES IGN CONHGURATIONS 
• ITERATE AS NECESSARY TO OPTIMIZE 
BASIC SYSTEMS APPROACH APPLIED TO 
ERS PROGRAM DEFINITION 
Figure 2-1. Overall TERSSE Methodology 
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2.1 DEFINITION OF USER NEEDS 
As a brief review of the previous work (Volumes 1 and 2) leading to the start of this task, consider the methodology 
presented in Figure 2. 1-1. Volume 1 prese'nted the necessary definitions of who (users) needs what (information) in 
the Earth resources domain. Once these user needs are firmly extablished, the 'rERSSE study proceeded to the 
establishment of the mission requirements reported in this Volume. 
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DISCIPLINE DESCRIPTIONS 
INFORMATION CLASSES 
- PARAMETERS 
THE BODY OF SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE 
USEFUL FOR SOLVING RESOURCE 
MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS 
- -...... 
/" " ( WHAT INFORMATION ) 
" IS NEEDED ,/ 
....... _---""'" 
USER ORGANIZAT!ON RESPONSIBILITIES 
- LEGAL, BUDGETARY AUTHORITY 
- RESOURCE MANAGEM<::NT TASKS 
THE RESOURCE MANAGEMENT JOBS OF 
THE USERS, THEIR BASIS AND 
STRUCTURE 
........ - --
( WHO ARE THE USERS ') 
........ ........,/ 
---
BEGIN WITH BASIC DEFINITION 
OF WHO NEEDS WHAT 
Figure 2.1-1. Definition of User Needs 
il 
'-' 2.2 DEFINITION OF MISSION REQUmEMENTS 
Once the User's Needs were establlshed, the overall mission requirements were developed (refer to Figure 2.2-1) 
such that when satisfied, the original user's needs will be satisfied. 
The formulation of mission requirements requires an understanding of two distinct issues: 
1. What the Resource Managers need to d() their job. 
2. What will be detectable and how. 
The first issue relates to subjects such as the geographic area of concern, the timeliness and update cycle of the 
information required, and the granularity of the information needed. The second Issue Is more related to the 
various distinguishable characteristics of the subject or phenoma of concern. These can be grouped into general 
types such as: 
1. Radiance or Spectral data 
2. Spatial or positional data 
3. Temporal or time domain data 
4. Polarization of radiation 
..,.------
,/ ........ 
I WHAT INFORMATION ", 
\ IS NEEDED 
" / - _/ 
REMOTE SENSING FEASIBILITY FOR 
DIFFER!i:NT "DISTINGUISHING 
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HOW 
"..,-- -- ......... 
,/ DEFINITION OF' " \ 
\ STATE-OF-THE-ART / 
'...... .,/ 
-------'" 
----,/ ........ ----I DEFINITION OF \ 
,/ ........... 
1/ WHO ARE THE )\ I RESOURCE MANAGEMENT ) 
" MISSla-IS \" USERS 
........ - ./ - _/ 
USER ORGANIZATION INFORMATION 
REQUIREMENTS 
- AREA OF CONCERN 
- "GRID SIZE" OR GRANUlJ.RITY OF 
IN FOR W,TION 
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-- -'/ "-I' WHAT DO THE \ 
\ USERS NEED ) 
'...... ./ ~----' 
DEFINE THE OVERALL MISSION 
REQUIREMI;NTS TO MEET TH.E NEEDS 
Figure 2.2-1. Definition of Mission Requirements 
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2.3 FORMULATION OF SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 
Continuing with the basic "systems approach'I methodology it was now possible to translate the ERS Mission Require-
ments just developed into more specific System Requirements (Figure 2.3-1). 
The System Requirements were developed by iterating possible conceptual systems and their specifications against 
the two basic fundamentals of: 
1. What are the realistic solutions (State of the Art) ? 
2. Is this an acceptable solution (user needs) ? 
The result was a set of system requirements expressed in terms of the three major subsystems which when satisfied 
will meet the mission requirements. The three basic subsystems are: 
1. Platforms 
2. Sensors 
3. Ground Systems 
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Figure. 2.3-1. Definition of System Requirements 
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2.4 SYNTHESIS OF THF SYSTEM DESIGN 
The last step in the fundamental systems approach to TERSSE was the development of the TERSSE system design 
(Figure 2.4-1) based on the previously established System Requirements. 
The specification of the TERSSE system performanc/~ reqUirements, developed over the previous sections, now 
enabled specific system design concepts to be evolvl~d and evaluated. This process was an Iterative one and involved 
the Introduction of both experience and pragmatism. The pragmatism and "real world" considerations Introduced at 
this point included not only the technical state-of-the-art, but also such factors as: 
1. Evolutionary growth 
2. User readiness 
3. Limited resources 
The system was designed in terms of its major components; the platforms, the sensors, and the ground system. 
FACTOR IN REAL WORLD INFLUENCES 
- STATE-OF-THE-ART 
- EVOLUTIONARY GROWTH 
- USER READINESS 
- LIMITED RESOURCES 
SOME PRAGMATISM INCLUDED 
DESIGN OVERALL SYSTEM TO SATISFY 
THE BASIC SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 
Figure 2.4-1. Synthesis of the System DeSign 
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2. 5 THE SPACE SHUTTLE ROLE 
Of particular interest throughout the TERSSE study was the role of the Space Shuttle. This issue was addressed 
(Figure 2. 5-1) as part of the overall systems solution to the 'l'ERSSE study. In one sense the Space Shuttle is just 
another remote sensing platform which will be assigned its share of the total Earth Resources problem; however, 
the Shuttle is so different that its introduction will Significantly effect the ERS program - beyond being just another 
platform. 
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EXPLOIT SHUTTLE UNIQUENESS 
- QUICK RESPONSE 
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CANDIDATE MISSION CONSTRAINTS 
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SPECIAL INTEREST IN THE SPACE 
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Figure 2.5-1. Definition of Space Shuttle Role 
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The role of the Space Shuttle was derived by analyzing the Shuttle design and capabllltles in the context of the overall 
TERSSE design. Some or t!ul unique Shuttle features which gLve it a special place In the set of operatlonai platforms 
lnclude: 
1. Fre'luent flight opportunitles 
2. Quick response 
3. Short flight duratlon 
4. Returnable 
5. Man Ls avallable 
6. Large payload potential 
Due to the signiflcance of, and interest in, the Space Shuttle role, the relevant TERSSE study results are collected 
and reported in a separate report, Volume 4, The Role of the Shuttle in the Earth Resources Program. 
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SECTION 3 
TERSSE REQUmEMENTS 
The essential thread maintained throughout this TERSSE study is that the TERSSE concept will be founded upon 
traceable information needs of resource managers. This top-down, resource-management oriented approach 
is one of the essential differences between the TERSSE study solution and that produced by other system studies. 
TERSSE will fit a system solution to the user's needs; not select users to fit a system design. The TERSSE require-
ments are determined by first determining ''What do we want to do In the Shuttle era?" and then answering ''What 
does It take to accomplish that?" 
The overall approach to defining the system requirements begins with the establishment of a future scenario which 
defines the realm of reasonableness within which the TERSSE must lie. This scenario consists of a series of state-
ments about the 1980's world In general and the 1980's Earth Resources Program in particular. Once this realm of 
reasonableness is established, a set of resource management mission statement for TERSSE can be developed with 
a reasonable confidence that they will be achievable. These basic mission statements (consisting of 30 missions 
spread across 6 resource disciplines) are then defined in terms of specific representative users with specific 
resource management jobs to do. It is the requirements of these representative users (a total of 285 user tasks are 
used to represent the 30 mission statements) whl.:lh are used to determine the Total Earth Resources System for the 
Shuttle Era, TERSSE. 
It is worth emphasizing that the resource management missions used to determine the TERSSE are those which 
~o'r 
J} could be reasonably expected to (1) benefit from remote sensing and (2) be operational in the Space Shuttle Era. 
~./ 
This does not in any way exclude those missions which may be operational much sooner than the Space Shuttle. In 
fact, many of the TERSSE missions are expected to be operational, at least in part, before the 1980's. 
3. 1 FUTURE SCENARIO 
A Significant feature of the TERSSE approach is the emphasis rlaced on top-down requirement developments. How-
ever, requirements for a future system cannot be reasonably created in a total void. Rather they must be derivea 
so as to be within a tire aim of reasonableness. This realm of reasonableness is determined by establishing a scen-
ario for the future, with respect to the Earth Resources Program, within which specific requirements can be derived. 
Future system scenarios must take into account trends in ERS information needs and developments in applicable ERS 
technologies. Two other factors (Figure 3.1-1) are also of great impact. First, the world of the 1980's as seen by 
recognized futurologists was taken into account. It is important that Earth Resources systems of the future address 
problems of future times, and not merely address today's resources management problems with the technology of 
tomorrow. Second, Imagineering, that combination of imagination and engineering based on a thorough understanding 
of needs and capabilities was applied to this creative task. The output of this task, a future scenario, was used as a 
basis for generating performance reqUirements within a realm of reasonableness. 
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Figure 3.1-1. Approach - 1980's Scenario 
PERFORMANCE 
REQU I RErliNTS 
A review of nearly 20 futures predictions indicates a nearly unanimous opinion that the effects of exponential growth 
will be felt by all mankind before the end of the 20th century (Figure 3.1-2). Increases in population and industrial 
growth will place increasing demands on the supply of resources and the ecological balance of spaceship Earth. 
International trade, particularly in food, energy and minerals, will increase dramatically with the ~acific 
!:!emisphere !:rading andlnvestment ~rea becoming increasingly important in all trading. 
WORLD POPULATION 
• POPULATION OF 3.8 BILLION VS 3.2 BILLION IN '73 
• DRAMATIC INCRFASES IN GWP, BUT U. S.A. SMALLER % OF TOTAL 
• GROWl NG LIST OF CR ITICALLY SHORT MINERAL RESOURCES 
• EEC AND PAHTIA MAJOR FACTORS IN WORLD ECONOMY 
• EXPANDING INTERNATIONAL - FOOD - MINERALS - ENERGY - TRADE 
• INTENSIFIED LAND USE PRESSURES 
• ENVIRONMENTAL SURVIVAL FACTORS INFLUENCE GROWTH 
• PRESSURF MOUNTS FOR EQUILIBRIUM VS GROWTH WORLD MODELS 
• INCRFASING RE,D IN ECOLOGICAL SURVIVAL - RESOURCES - ENV. - SURVEY 
• INCREASING USE OF LARGE SCALE DATA BANKS 
• NATIONALlSTlC.EMPHAS IS ON RESOURCE MGT. AND WORLD TRADE 
Figure 3.1-2. The 1980's World 
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Concurrent with increasing demands on resources, will be rapid technological advance and increasing Q.ross ~or1d 
xroduct. Many nations wiIl have the ability to pay for the technological sophistication need to monitor and manage 
their own resources. 
Increasing demand, dwindling reserves, improving technology, and better ability to pay for technological sophistica-
tion are all expected to impact upon earth resources systems of the future. The scenario for the World of the 1980's 
is summarize:! lil Table 3.1-1 below. 
Table 3.1-1. The 1980's World Scenario 
Technology 
An increasing use of large-scale data banks, computational capability and analytical techniques by 
all sectors of the population, brought on by the massive increases in computer power and data 
transmission capability of the 1970's, will be in full swing. A multiplicity of peripher'al equipment 
and services will be available; the use of such technology will be thought of as commonplace and 
will no longer be an oddity. 
Public acceptance of government-funded research and development will reach a new peak by the 
early 1980's as the pendulum swings back from the technological depression of the mid-sixties 
and early seventies caused by the Vietnam War. The new enthusiasm for technology will, however, 
be focused on questions social, such as health, and environmental/ecological, such as pollution-
free power generation. 
Economics 
The U. S. will be the largest economic power in the world but, by 1980, be only the largest of 
several major powers rather than in a class by itself, as in the 1960's and 1970's. The European 
Economic Commission and the Pacific Hemisphere Trading and Investment Area will be major 
factors in world economy. 
International trade of all types will reach a new high, with particular increases in foodstuffs. 
International cooperation in agricultural production and marketing will be widespread, as the 
world seeks to maximize its ability to feed itself. 
Growth of the economic influence of the Middle East upon the ene:cgy-consuming world and the 
energy produced trade surplus of Middle East nations will peak in the late 1970's. As the U. S. 
begins to react tapping of new or presently unexploited sources of energy, such as the Colorado 
coal fields, will begin. A major shift in the international balance of economic power via control 
of energy resources will thus be imminent. 
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Table 3.1-1. The 1980's World SC'(lnario (Continued) 
~------------------------------------------------'~'----------~-------------------------, 
While Federal spending will decline in relation to the GNP, an increase in the regulation and control 
of private activities will occur. The dynamics of the social issues of the seventies, such as pollu-
tion, will be becoming understood and measures will be put in place to alleviate trends thought to be 
disastrous. The treatment of such social issues will thus change from a subjective crisis reaction 
to a methodical analysis and control process led by the Fede'tal Government. 
A major realignment of power between the executive and legislative branches will have occurred in 
the 1970's, with the result that more issues will be actively participated in by the general population 
via the Congress. Congress will, in making such participation possible, reorganize itself and ex-
ploit new technology to permit better analysis of problems and more rapid and interactive com-
munications with its constituencies. The ease with which a citizen may vote will increase, as well 
the number of issues on which he has a direct influence on the outcome. 
Future earth resources systems will contain many elements which are in the planning stages today, refer to Table 
3.1-2. In addition, elements which prove beneficial will be more widely applied, especially by nations and groups 
with resource management needs, ability to pay, and ability to exploit the information collected. The potential for 
an increasing number of ground systems, serving special needs, appears to be high. 
Table 3. 1-2. Elements of Future Earth Resource Systems 
Programmed 
SPMd Shuttle - EOS - lOS - SEOS - TmOS - SMS/GOES - SEASAT 
Potential 
Operational A/C integrated with space systems 
Multiple polar orbiters - USA - Japan - USSR - Brazil - Germany - Integrated Orbits 
Special purpose systems - HYDROS, CARTOS 
On-board processors - T:t:ansmit information not just data 
Regional - National - International Ground Systems - Intercommunicating 
Commercial Systems in place - A/C - Space - Ground Receiving - Data Processing 
Global Wheat Major Food Crop Surveys - Widespread, Timely, Dissemination 
Environment Monitoring - Global Extent and Source Idelltification 
All Weather Capability, Radar Satellite 
Data Collection and Analysis on Request 
These elements, both planned,and projected, were factored into the future system scenario. The role of Space 
Shuttle in making the projections a reality received special emphasis. 
The derivation of system performance requirements in Task 3 utilizes a 1980's scenario as a source of overall 
guidelines and requirements. This methodology, in contrast to a parametric synthesis, is substantially more effi-
cient in the time .it consumes and permits the use of creativity and broad experience in a more direct fashion. 
The scenario development was oriented toward fashioning a set of short statements about the system and its configura-
tion which when cOl1sidered as a whole, describes the total system and all its functions. These statements are 
presented in Table 3. 1-3. 
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Table 3.1-3. The Earth.Resources Program of the 1980's 
NASA-sponsored research will have passed through the· intensive search of the 1970's for initial useful 
applications and study of multi-spectral analysis techniques. It will be entering a new phase where 
much higher level mathematics, coupled with new computational technology, sensor sophistication, and 
the increased use of external data will be under investigation to provide much greater detail about the 
state of the sensed resource. Integration of these techniques with predictive modelling of resource 
dynamics will be methodologically common and a substantial fraction of the effort will be integrated 
with resource control dynamics. 
Hardware technology developments will be less tied to and constrained by infrequent flight opportuni-
ties than in the past and will thus be time-phased to provide a more uniform development (and weeding 
out) process. An increase in the economic efficiency of development funds and a decrease in develop-
ment times will result. 
Significant new sensor and applications advances will have been made through the flight of ERTS-2, 
Nimbus VII, and subsequent conventionally launched polar spacecraft flights. Microwave sensing, 
both active and passive, will be operational system elements. Synthetic aperture radar imagers 
will have flown on a developmental shuttle sortie mission. A second generation of land, water, and 
atmospheric pollution sensors will be flight-ready. 
Spacecraft subsystem technology will have progressed sufficiently to permit simple onboard analysis 
of imager data to extract several Significant parameters and transmit them to a large number of simple 
ground stations. 
The first relatively simple shuttle sorties will have flown, demonstrating the utility of this flight mode 
for sensor development. The role of the sCientist/astronaut in such flights will have been relatively 
primiti.ve but the experience gained will have established the basis for extension of crew involvement 
into higher order tasks such as onboard data analysis. Preparation for the use of the sortie flight 
mode in a qUick reaction surveillance mode will be underway and a standard "piggy-back" package for 
use on nearly all flights will have been developed and be in use. 
The development of a synchronous satellite capability for moderately high resolution (approx. 50-
100m) will have been completed and a major flight program will be underway to demonstrate the 
utility of this system element and to establish the operations technology necessary for its conversion 
to operational use. The spaceborne segment of this system element will have, from the start, been 
designed for hand-over to an operational agency. 
The use of prototype projects to perform final development of a system segment will be in widespread 
use. New operational improvements will be added in complete sections, including platform, sensors, 
ground processing techniques and equipment, user models, and operations procedures. Substantial 
involvement by the receiving agency will be present but the prototype projects will be an essential 
element of the development process and will thus be NASA-initiated. 
The Operational Segment 
A Federal Government agency will have operated an initial EliTS-based operational system for several 
years, gaining the experience necessary to assimilate new technology and to effect a major expansion 
of this system. The areas of expansion will include both increases in the number of Federal bureau 
"subscribers" and also more formal and extensive services to the state, regional, and local govern-
ment bureaus. 
The expanded operational system will include several polar-orbiting spacecraft with different orbital 
repeat cycles and ascending node times which will be tailored to the system users' requirements. 
Several spacecraft will be flown with both operational sensors and those in an advanced develop-
mental stage with NASA-organized users consuming the data from the latter. 
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Table 3.1-3. The Earth Resources Program of the 1980's (Continued) 
A substantial fleet of long-range, high-performance aircraft will be owned and/or operated by a 
Federal Agenc.v in much the same fashion as the agency operates the polar and geosynchronOl!.s 
satellite system segments. The aircraft will be optimally based throughout the U. S. and other 
territories of interest using existing airport facilities where feasible. These aircraft will be used 
not only for operational data collection where they are economically superior to satellites but also 
as elements in prototype projects. NASA and other agencies will continue to operate specialized 
aircraft for sensor and applications development and for use in prototype projects not requiring 
large fleet sizes. 
A hierarchy of ground facilities will have been set up for operational data handling. Major Federal 
facilities will be owned and operated by several heavy'Federal users. Such Federal users will also 
be chartered to perform preprocessing, extractive processing and distribution to designated state, 
regional, and local government users. other users will establish this capability independently in 
cases where special requirements dictate. 
A tracking and data relay satellite system will have been designed, launched conv~ntionally, and 
operated in cooperation with multiple polar-orbiting spacecraft to relay high-rate data tn a U. S. 
ground station. An increased capacity verSion of the spacecraft will hav" bpEm designed for launch 
by the shuttle and tug. The advanced system will be capable of receiving aircraft data, handling 
additional spacecraft, and relaying to multiple ground stations in the U. S. Its use will be by both 
developmental and operational flights. 
Command and control of the data collection system elements will be centralized and tightly inte-
grated; operations will be highly flexible and adaptive. Coordination of aircraft, polar spacecraft, 
and geosynchronous spacecraft will be performed by a control hierarchy which will capitalize on 
the relative strengths, both in performance and economics, of the various platforms. The system 
will be capable of accepting large transients in the type, quantity, and location of output product 
demanded and of rapidly reconfiguring itself to respond. 
Projecting future requirements and systems is hazardous, but largely unavoidable because requirements and systems ) 
are dynamic, not static. Explicitness and completeness, without quantitative constraints, were the primary objec-
tives; the parametriC process of defining quantitative performance requirements and performing tradeoffs must use 
the scenario as a rigorous specification nf top-level system content, form and function. The scenario presented 
here describes the 1980's system which should occur if limited only by reasonable technology growth and the general 
world situation. 
3.2 DEFINITION OF THE TERSSE USER'S 
3.2.1 ANALYSIS OF INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS 
In order to establish the TERSSE users let us briefly review some of the earlier TERSSE Task 1 results and place 
them in the proper cOlltext for this task of defining the system. The complete results of the Task 1 effort are 
reported in T:j':RSSE Volume 1, entitled: Earth Resources Program Scope and Information Needs. 
The major thrust undertaken in the definition of information requirements for the TERSSE was that of analyzing the 
organizational needs relevant to the program. The users of the information potentially to be produced by the pro-
gram were first separated into two classes (refer to Figure 3.2-1) to which different treatments could be applied: 
major Federal organizations and other dominant organizations. 
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• POTENTIALLY DQI,\INATING 
• FED£RALL Y-D£RIVED 
TRACEABLE FRAKWORK 
• SPECIAL NEEDS OF 
OTHER ORGANIZATIONS 
Figure 3.2-1. The Organizational Analysis 
The Federal organizations provided a set of resource management-related missions which were traceable, compre-
henSive, and legally backed. This class of organization was able to be analyzed in great detail for job content and 
to be specifically correlated with or described in terms of discipline information classes. Included in. the second 
class of organizations, other dominate organizations, were the several elements of the public, private, and 
academic sectors which could not be analyzed individually but which, when grouped and characterized by examples, 
reveal substantial impact upon the earth resources system performance requirements. A detailed framework for 
organizationally-based user reqUirements was thus derived from the Federal organizations and then modified to 
accommodate the deviations from the framework imposed by the second category, other dominant organizations. 
From the Federal organizations reviewed, five were selected (Figure 3.2-2) which eX60ute legally established 
resource management jobs. These five were analyzed to determine the missions of each and the functions necessary 
to carry out the missions. The analysis was structured to both provide an overall understanding of the resource 
management jobs carried out by the Federal government and also to provide the basis for the more detailed 
resource management task analysis which followed. This analysis began with the major cabinet level Departments 
and worked through to the specific resource management organization (e. g. Forest Service) and their particular 
resource management functions. 
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• STATISTICAL REPORTING SERVICE 
ECON OMIC RESEARCH SERVleE. 
BUREAU OF INDlAN AFFAIRS 
• BUREAU OF MINES 
• BUREAU OF RECLAMATION 
• BUREAU OF SPORT FISHERIES AND WILDLIFE 
• GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
• NATIONAL. PARK SERVICE 
• BUREAU OF LAND Iv'ANAGEME!HT 
REVIEW CARRIED OUT FOR TOTAL 
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FOREST 5E!lVICE 
MISSION 
PROMOTION OF THE CONSERVATION 
AhD WISE USEOF'THE NATION'S 
FOREST AND RELATED WATERSHED 
!-'NOS 
FUNCTIONS 
• t. 'AGEMENT. PROTECTIoN, AN 
Ol:.vELOPMENT OF THE NATIONA 
FORESTS AND NATIONAL. GRASS-
LANDS 
• RESEARCH IN THE ENTIRE FIEU) 
OF FORESTRY AND THE MANAGE 
MENT OF FOREST AND RELATED 
LANDS 
• COOPERATION WITH STATE 
AGENCIES AND PRIVATE 
aNNERS TO IMPROVE MULTIPLE 
USE MANAGEMENT OF N(>N-
FEDERAL. FOREST LANeS 
1.-_______ _ 
Figure 3.2-2. Federal Organizations: Top Level Missions and Functions 
Each of the selected Federal organizations underwent a detailed task analysis (Figure 3. 2-3) oriented toward es-
tablishingthe specific content of the wide variety of reSource management jobs performed by these organizations. 
Traceability to the Federal budget and existing statistics was maintained in the organization of the tasks. The 
primary value of the information generated lies in its comprehensiveness and depth in defining legally based, 
traceable work elements related to the interdisciplinary management of a resource. 
Each organization was analyzed with respect to the Federal budget statutes in order to clearly identify their legal 
and budgetary authority. The output of this effort was a comprehensive identification of the resource management 
jobs being done by the Federal Government. All of these 125 activities and 816 tasks are traceable to the budget; 
where possible their statutory or governing authority was also establiShed. 
The significance of these results should not be understated. As a result of this effort there now exists for the 
Federal Government, a comprehensive set of users, each fully identifiable and traceable as to their functions and 
authority. This set, together with the major non-federal users will become both the starting point and the driving 
fcrce for the TERSSE design. 
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• 125 ACTIVITIES & 816 TASKS ANALYZED. TRACED TO BUDGET 
• ACTIVITIES & TASKS CORRELATED TO LAWS WI£RE POSSIBLE 
Figure 3. 2-3. Major Federal Organizations Analysis of Activities and Tasks 
The analysis of major Federal organizations established the general framework for the information requirements 
which need to be satisfied by the system. It is recognized, however, that there exists a host of other dominant 
organizations whose tasks are likely to perturb the general framework because of peculiarities with respect to 
geographic coverage, timeliness, accuracy, format, and particularly quantity of output products needed. 
To keep the study tractable, other dominant organizations were analyzed collectively, instead of individually, as 
was the case with the major Federal organizations. As Figure 3.2-4 shows, this portion of the user community 
was treated in terms of three different sectors - public, academic, and private. The major subclasses under each 
sector were first characteriz~d, then made specific through the use of e:Kllmples, and finally analyzed for special 
requirements through the use of a checklist. The resulting data were uEled to modify the requirements framework 
established by the major Federal organization effort. 
' ... 
The resulting organizational analysis thus evaluated the needs of both the major Federal users and the various 
other sectors of the nation which are potentially dominating in their demands on the system. A traceable, task-
oriented set of organizational information requirements has been produced as an input to the Task 3 requirements 
definition efforts. 
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• OTHER FEDERAL (E. G., USCG, TVA, USN, DMA, CSRS, FAS) 
• STATE/COUNTY/MUNICIPAL (E. G., CALIFORNIA, L.A. COUNTY AND CITY) 
• INTERGOVERNMENTAL (APPALACHIAN REGIONAL COMMISSION) 
ACADEMIC SECTOR 
• UNIVERS ITIES, FOUNDATIONS, ACADEMIES, INSTITUTES 
PR IVATE SECTOR 
• CORPORATIONS, MARKETING ORGANIZATIONS, BROKERS, SPECIAL 
I NTEREST GROUPS, INDIVIDUALS 
SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS CHECKLIST 
ACCURACY 
CHARACTER IZATION t.. AREA 
) GRID SIZE TlWfLINESS 
EXAMPLES r UPDATE CYCLE 
TECHNOLOGICAL SOPHISTICATION 
SYSTEM CONFIGURATION IMPACT 
Figure 3.2-4. other Dominant Organizations 
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ADDITIONS/ 
MODIFICATIONS 
TO FEDERALLY 
DERIVED 
REQUIREMENTS 
FRAMEWORK 
3.2.2 DEVELOPMENT OF BASIC MISSION STATEMENT 
In order to establish a concise set of resource m:magement missions upon which to base TERSSE, the user needs 
(discussed in the previous section) were reviewed in the context of the Earth Resources scenario. This review 
process allowed a basic set of mission statements to be synthesized and established which are consistent with both 
the resource m:magement needs and the projected realm of reasonableness as established by the scenario. 
The synthesis of the TERSSE missions (Figure 3.2-5) was structured by dividing the field of resource management 
into six broad basic resource management discipline areas; these six are: 
1. Agriculture 
2. Energy/Minerals 
3. Foresling 
4. Land Use 
5. Marine 
6. Water 
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Figure 3.2-5. Defining the TERSSE Missions 
The basic criterion for the inclusion of a mission was that there be a reasonable chance of its being performed during 
the time frame under consideration. Definition of the missions was based on the following inputs from Task 1 of the 
study: (1) tasks of the Major Federal Organizations; (2) requirements of the other Dominant Organizations; and 
(3) assessments of the relative amenability of the information classes to remote sensing. On the basis of a review and 
evaluation of these inputs in conjunction with the future scenario discussed previously, a list of 30 basic TERSSE 
.,'% missions was synthesized. 
!~,/ 
In order to ensure that no important mission would be overlooked, the tentative list of missions was checked against 
information contained in the JSC Program Plan, the ICCERSP Annual Report, the USDI Benefits Study, the SEOS 
Report, and the EOSMRG Report. 
The result of this effort is a fundamental set of 30 reasonable resource management mission statements. These 
30 mission statements, organized by the six resource management disciplines, are presented in Table 3.2-1 below. 
Table 3.2-1. Basic TERSSE Missions 
Agriculture 
1. Survey U. S. Cropland to prepare statistical summaries and production forecasts for major crops. 
2. Monitor U. S. pasture and cropland to detect and assess insect, disease, and stress damage. 
3. Survey U. S. Cropland to evaluate current farming practices and classify areas on the basis of 
productivity. 
4. Survey and monitor U. S. cropland to calculate short-and-Iong-run demand for irrigation water. 
5. Survey major crops on a global basis to inventory acreage and forecast world production. 
6. Survey pasture and range areas to prepare statistical summaries of forage acreages, calculate 
supportive capacity for livestock, and assess current grazing practices. 
r) 
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Table 3.2-1. Basic TERSSE Missions (Continued) 
Energy/Minerals 
1. Survey geological features to detect sites indicative of the location of mineral deposits. 
2. Survey surficial thermal patterns to detect potential geothermal sources. 
3. Survey waters of outer continental shelf areas to detect oil fUm possibly indicative of submarine 
oil deposits. 
4. Monitor surface mining and oil drilling operations to detect resultant environmental pollution. 
5. Monitor oil and gas pipelines to detect breaks or other environmental dynamics. 
6. Monitor Deepwater ports to detect and assess oil pollution. 
7. Monitor powerplant operations to detect and assess thermal pollution in adjacent waters. 
Forest 
1. Survey and monitor forestland to prepare forecasts of timber production, classify areas according 
to productive status, and assess the efficiency and ecological soundness of timber production and 
harvesting operations. 
2. Monitor forests and grassland/brushland areas to detect and assess insect, disease, and stress 
damage. 
3. Survey and monitor forests and grassland/brushland areas to assess fire potential, detect the out-
break of fire, assess the dynamics of fire, and assess damage. 
Land 
1. Survey and map current land use patterns within the U. S. in support of state land use planning and 
the management of federal lands. 
2. Survey and map the natural vegetative cover, landforms, topography, underlying geology, and soil 
types of the U. S. land area. 
3. Continuously survey lake and coastal shoreline morophology and the navigational channels within the 
coastal zone in support of shipping interests and the recreational use of coastal areas. 
4. Survey, identify, and map the location of geological hazards over the U. S. land area. 
Marine 
1. Survey and map the physical and chemical properties of the global oceans relative to environmental 
prediction for optimum ship track routing, drilling operations, and other open ocean operations. 
3. Survey and map the distribution and quantity of commercial and sport fish species in U. S. coastal 
and off-shore waters, their food supplies, and the appropriate environmental factors necessary to 
predict future catches. 
4. Monitor the health of the global oceans by surveying the source, distribution and movement of the 
main pollutants in the marine environment, and marine organisms. 
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5. Survey and monitor hazards to navigation on the high seas, such as sea ice, icebergs, and severe 
wave conditions. 
· .---:.~ 
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Table 3.2-1. Basic TERSSE Missions (Continued) 
1. Survey and inventory the volume and distribution of surface and ground water to assess available 
supplies for urban and agricultural consumption. 
2. Monitor reservoir levels to manage the release of water through hydroelectric power generation 
facUlties. 
3. Survey and map great lakes ice cover and type to determine the passibUity of navigational channels, 
the optimum routing of lake shipping, and the accessibility of ports. 
4. Survey and monitor the quality of surface water throughout the U. S. and surrounding coastal zones 
with particular attention to lake eutrophication levels, agricultural and urban sources of water 
pollution, suitability for fish and wildlife and recreational use, and levels of pollutant discharge 
into the coastal zones from rivers and outfalls. 
5. Survey and monitor surface water, snow cover, glaciers, and ground water levels and movement 
to identify potential flood conditions and to trace the movement of floodwaters. 
6. Survey and monitor the surface water volume and indicator species of vegetation in wetlands and 
estuaries to evaluate th~ ecological productivity and development potential of wetland areas. 
3.2.3 REPRESENTATIVE USER TASKS . 
To enable the detailed definition of mission and system requirements each of 30 basic TERSSE missions is represented 
by several specific resource managers and their resource management tasks. These mission representatives are 
referred to as user tasks. There are a total of 285 representative user tasks used to specifically define the baSic 
30 TERSSE missions. 
As indicated by Figure 3.2-6 the representative users include examples from both the major federal organizations 
and the other dominant organizations. Referring to the Agriculture 3 mission statement shown as an example on 
the figure, it: is seen that there are five representative users tasks for this mission. That is: 
TERSSE Mission: 
Agriculture 3 - SurveyU. S. Cropland to Evaluate Current Farming Practices and Classify Areas. 
User Task: 
Agriculture 3.1 - USDA, Soil Conservation Service 
Agriculture 3.2 - USDA, Statistical Reporting Service 
Agriculture 3. 3 - usm, Bureau of Indian Affairs 
Agriculture 3. 4 - state Agriculture Department 
Agriculture 3.5 - state Land Use Departments. 
Note that although the mission statement lies within the Agriculture resource discipline group the user tasks include 
users from other organizations (USm and State governments). In total, there are 285 user tasks used to represent 
the 30 TERSSE missions. These are presented in Table 3.2-2. 
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WATER 
MARINE 
FORESTRY 
ENERGY/MINERALS 
~ ______________ ~L~~ND 
AGRICULTURE 
1. SURVEY U.S. CROPLAND TO PREPARE STATISTICAL 
SUMMARIES AND PRODUCTION FORECASTS FOR MAJOR 
CROPS. 
2. MONITOR U.S. PASTURE AND CROPLAND TO DETECT AND 
ASSESS INSECT, DISEASE, AND STRESS DAMAGE. 
3. SURVEY U.S. CROPLAND TO EVALUATE CURRENT 1 
FARMING PRACTICES AND CLASSIFY AREAS. J' 
4. SURVEY AND MONITOR U.S. AGRICULTURAL DEMAND 
FOR IRRIGATION WATER. 
5. SURVEY MAJOR CROPS ON A GLOBAL BASIS TO INVENTORY 
ACREAGE AND FORECAST WORLD PRODUCTION. 
6. SURVEY PASTURE AND RANGE AREAS TO PREPARE 
STATISTICAL SUMMARIES OF FORAGE ACREAGES, 
CALCULATE LIVESTOCK SUPPORTIVE CAPACITY 
AND ASSESS. GRAZING PRACTI!:ES. 
BASIC MISSION STATEMENTS 
REPRESENTATIVE USERS 
AGRICULTURE 3 - SURVEY U.S. CROPLAND 
U(;DA, SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE 
USDA, STATISTICAL REPORTING SERVICE 
US!)I, BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS 
STATE AGRICULTURE DEPARTMENTS 
STATE LAND USE DEPARTMENTS 
30 BASIC RESOURCE MANAGEMENT MISSIONS 
285 REPRESENTATIVE USERS 
Figure 3.2-6. Relationship Between TERSSE Missions and User/Tasks 
It should be noted that the traceabllity of user requirements established in Task 1 is maintained in the 30 TERSSE 
missions and the user/taSk data base. The combination of letters, numbers, and Roman numerals following the 
Federal users in Table 3.2-2 provide an index into the comprehensive Federal user analysis of Task 1. These 
designators are referenceable to Table 4.3-1 of the TERSEE Task 1 report, Volume I, "Earth Resources Program 
Scope and Information Needs". 
3.3 USER 'S ML~SroN AND SYSTEM REQUmEMENTS 
This section presents the specific requirement of the TERSSE u!>ers and the translation of these mission requirements 
into system requirements. 
3.3.1 SPECIFIC USER REQUffiEMENTS 
The mission requirements were derived for each of the 30 TERSSE missions, as represented by the 285 representa-
tive user tasks. These requirements were determined by the TERSSE team together with the Environmental Research 
Institute of Michigan, ERThl, (under subcontract to General Electric). 
The requirements were developed not by the specific users themselves, but rather by persons familar with the 
scientific disciplines, the 30 missions, and their objectives. The data included in the data base represents a broad-
based definition of the alllount, extent, and type of information needed for an earth resources management program 
in the era of the Space Shuttle. To provide the quantitative structure for defining the TERSSE architecture and 
reqUirements, an effort has been made to conSider all !).apects of resource management and to provide an overall 
and general view of earth observations reqUirements of the 1980's. 
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Table 3. 2~2. Representative User/Mission/Tasks 
AG~JCU~TURE 1.SURVEY U.S. C~BP~A~DS TB PREPARE STATISTICAL SUMMARJ~S AND 
PR~OUCTJeN FBREC~STS FeR MAJ~R CRBPS. 
1-1 USDA.ASCS·B~ ePERATt3~ eF sJpP~v ADJUST~ENT, CBNSERVATleN AND PRICE su~peRr 
PR6GRA"1S - - -
~'2 USDA-SRs- CRBP AND LIVESTac~ ESTI"1ATE~ 
1,3 STATE AGR'CULTURE OEPTS, 
1-4t AG~IBIJSINESS 
AGRICU~TURE a'MBNITBR Ute. PASTJRE AN~ CRBPLA~~ T~ DETECT AND ASSESS JNSEGTI 
DISEASE, AND STRESS ~AMAGE. -
21~ USDA-ARS - tMPReVEMENT SF cRep PReDUC!le~ P~ACTICES, 
212 USDAwSRS- CRBP AND ~IVESTBCK ESTI~ATE~. 
2.3 USDA-PHIS· cBePERATIYE EFFeRTS Te PREVE~T SPREAD eF CRep PESTS. 
2,4t USDA.USFS. FBREST AN~ RA~GE MANAGE"1E~! 
2,5 USDJ.B~M. RANGE MANAGEME~T 
2,6 USDI.6IA- FeREST AND RANG~ ~URVEYS~ DEV~Lep"1E~T eF MANAGEMENT P~AN~ 
2,7 USDI-~PS ~B~- FeREST MANA3E~ENT 
2.8 STATE AG ~EPTS. 
2,9 AGRI!)USIN~SS 
2'~O RANCHERS 
AGRICU~TURE 3.SURYEY u.s. c~ep~A~D Te EVA~UATE CUR~E~T FARMING PRACTXCES ~ND 
C~ASSIFY AREAS B~ THE BASIS SF PRBD.UCTIVITY.-
3,1 USOA-SCS.~A7 
3,2 USDA.SRS- A21 A3 -ESTIMATES SF PReDUCTle~ ETC" ceNDUCT BBJECTIVE 
MEASU~EME~T SJRVEYS -
3,3 USDI~BIA-1E1. LA~~-~SE P~ACTICES T6 cB~TReL EReSl6N A~D PR6MBTE Me~E 
EFFECTIVE USE SF seI~ A~J ~~TE~ REseURCES. 
3,4t STATE AGe DEPARTME~TS 
3,S STATE L,J! JEPART~ENTS 
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Table 3.2-2. Representative User/Mission/Tasks (Continued) 
AGRJCU~TURE ~oSURVEY A~D MB~ITe~ J.s. C~BP~ANJ TB CA~CULArE SHBRT AND ~~N~ 
TERM DEMAND FeR ~R~~3AT~O wATER. . 
~.~ USDI.B~ lIlA. BPERATIBN BF PRBJECTS FBR IR~IGATleN' peWER, MUNICIP~~ A~D 
INDUST~lA~ ~ATER SJpPLIES. . 
,.2 USOI.B~~ lA_d·DETER~I~£ ~EEJ A~~ DEVELePME~T ~F PUB~lC ~AND REseURCES, 
lMPReVE ~~TER QUA~ITy,ANO A?eIJ peLLU!I~~ ~F WATER. '. 
_.3 USDA~SCs JV. ~ATER, ~ATE~SH~DI AND F~~B' PREVE~TleN BPERATIBN. 
~.~ USDA.ARS lA1G~ INVESTIGATIB~S T8 IMPRBVE sel~ MANA~EMENT, STUDY HY~Re~~GIG 
PReBL.E~S •. 
,.5 STATE REG! ~ATE~ BeARDS. 
,.6 AGRIBJSl"lESS 
AGRICU~TURE 5. SURvlY ~AJeR CRe~s ~N A G~oBA~ nASlS TB INVENTeRy ACREAGE ~NO 
FBR~~AST WBR~D P~BD~CTIBN. 
S.l USDA ERS C2~ FBREIGN ECB~e~lc A"IA~YSIS e~ SJPP~y AND DEMAND AND TRAOE ~N 
FARM ~R8PUCTS A~D EFFECTS o~ u.s. EXPBRTS,'ETC. -
S.2 USDA-SRS A2,3~ ceND~CT eaJE~TIVE MEASURE~E~TS SURvEYS, PREPARATJ~N~ DF 
eFFICIA~ ~STl~ATE~. 
5.3 UN-FAe" 
5.' AGRIBUSI~ESS 
AGRICUkTJRE 6'SU~VEY PASTJ~E A~) RA"IGE AREAS T' PREF~RE STATISTICA~ SUMMARIES 
SF #eR~GE ACREAG~, 'ALcu~ATE SJPp~RTIvE CAP~CITY ~~R LiVESTBCK, AND ASSES" 
CURRENT GRAZING PRACTICES. 
6.~ USDA.FS I~l. ~A~AGEME~T 9F \54 ~ATIB~A~ PARKS AND 19 NATI!NAL GRAS~~AN~S1 
6.2 USDI.B~~.+A2· RANGE ~ANA3E~ENT 
6,3 USDI.BIA IA1,4. FSREST A~J ~A~GE SJ~VEYS 
6._ STATE AGo A~~ NAT. RES. JEP!S. 
6.5 RA'JCHERS 
E~ERGY/Mt"lERALS 1.SURYEY GE~LeGICA~ FEATJRES T~ DETECT SITES INDICATIVE er THE 
~eCATleN SF MINE~A~ OEP~SITS; . 
1.1 JSGS~I8 • REspe~SlaI~ITIES. JNDER MINING A~~ MI"IERALS PB~ICY ACT eF 1972 
~.2 uSGS.IB. ~ESPBNSla)~lTl~S J"IDE~ ~I~I~G ~"ID ~INERA~S peLICY ACT SF '972 
( 
'In \: , 
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Table 3. 2-2. Representative User/Mlsslon/Tasks (Contlnued) 
1.3 USGS.IV.~~2 • MtNERA~ RES9URCES 
1'~ vSGS.Vl.A~2 • MINERA~ ~EASE MA~AGE~ENI ~eR ~EOERA~ AND INDIAN ~ANO~ 
1.5 BU MINES ~'A'~'A • STuDY 6F P~YSICA~ NATJRE 6r RBCK STRUCTURE 
~.6 au MI~ES t.S.6.F • MI~ERA~ SURvEYS 6F ~A~JS I~CLUDED BRCBNSIDEREO FSR 
INC~USIBN·I~ THE ~ATIeNA~ wl~DE~NESS C6NSEAvATI6N SYSTEM 
1" STATE 3Ee~B3~CA~ SURVEYS 
1.8 Sl~ ceMPA~IES 
~.9 MfNING CB~PANIES 
ENERGY/Ml~ERALS 2.suRVEY SU~FICIAL THE~MA~ PATTER~S TB DETECT PBTENTIAk 
GEeT~ERMA~ SeJRC~S. 
2., USGS"l'C'~ • JEFINITIBN e~ KNSN~ GEeTHE~MA~ REseURCE AREAS 
2.2 USGS.I.C.~ • REceN~AlSSA~CE EXp~eRATIe~ eF J.S' FeR GEBTHERMA~ RE$~URCES 
2.3 BUREC.I.a~1 • GEBTHERMAL INVESTIGATIe~S 
2 ... AEC 
2.5 pewER C6MPA~iES 
ENERGY/MINERA~S 3.SJRVEY ~ATERS BF eUTER C6NTl~ENTA~ SHELF AREAS T6 DETEcI eI~ 
~l~M PeSSlBLY I~QICATIVE eF SU9~A~I~E ~I~ DEPe~IT~. 
3,~ USGS.IV.C.l • I~VESTIGATI9~S, GEB~eGIC MAP~ING AND RESBURCE APPRAJ~A~S SF 
CBNTINENT~L SHELF AREAS . 
3.2 iJSCG/Dec 
3.3 STATE GEe~BGICA~ S~RvEYS 
3.~ Bl~ CB~PA~IES 
ENERGY/Ml~ERALS ~.Mb~lTeR SJRFACE ~IN1~G A~D 9t~ C~I~LING ePERATI6NS T6 DETEC! 
RESv~TANT ENvIReyMENTA~ pe~~JTI3~ •. 
~.1 USGS.IV.A~l.C • DEVE~8P~E~T 9F ~A~' u~E I\F9R~ATIeN SYSTEMS 
SURVEY A~J INV~STI3ATI9~S 
,.3 B~~~l.A.l.B • ~~VELePME~T ~~ E:q~S~IC A~D ~9RE EFFICIENT METHBDS SF 
ce~VERTI~G :~A~ T6 C~EAN~~ E~E~GY FeR~S 
" 
! i 
f! 
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Table 3.2-2. Representative User/Mission/Tasks (Continued) 
~.~ B~M.t.A.8~E • A~A~Y~E EXISTING ~CS PIPE~rNE Ta IDENTIFY PBSSI6~E DAMAGES TB 
ENVIRBNME~T T~ DETER~INE ~e~ 6.'1 RrGH!-er.~AY REQUIREM~NTS SHBU~O 8~ 
STRENGTHE~ED 
~.5 B~M.I.A.9 ~ TECHNICA. AI~~ C~M~~IA~CE EXAMI~ATIeNS re~ NEW BN.~HeR~ MINERA~ 
I,.EASES 
~.6 SUMINES • I.d.~ • 
~.1 BU~INES~IIA ~ DRAINA~E BF A~THRACITE ~I~ES 
~.8 EPA.C ENF~RCE~ENT 
/t.9 DeC/USCG 
~ •• o MINI~G C~MPANI~S 
1+.11BI~ ce~PA~IES 
1+'~2STATE NAT! ~~S. DEPTS. 
ENERGV/MINERA~S 5'Me~IT8R eI~ A~D GAS PIPE~I~ES T6 D~TECT BREAKS BR eTH~R 
ENVIRBNMENTA~ DY~A~ICS. 
5.~ USGS.Vl.A~l,C • I~VESTIGATr~NSI GEB~B~I~ M~PPI~G AND RESBURCE APPR~ISA~S BF 
ceNTINENT~~ SHE~F A~EAS 
5.2 6~M.I.A,7'E • EVA~UATleN SF eVERA~~ E~VTReNMENTA~ EFFECTS BF A~ASK~ 
PIPE~INE ~NO ATTENDA~T FACI~ITIES 
5.3 B~M.I,A.l!B 
5,1t 6bM.I.A.8~D 
5.5 BUMINES.I~A.2.C 
5.6 STATE PUBbIC SERVICE ceMM~SSIB~ 
5,7 PIPE~INE ce~PAN+ES 
ENERGY/MINERA~S ~.~~NITeR DEEP ~ATER p~RTS T~ 'ETECT AND ASSESS el~ PB~LUrIBN! 
6.~ DBC/USC3 
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6,2 EPA.C 
6,3 peRT AJTH~RIT'ES 
6.4 STATE ENVIR9N~E~TA~ ~JAL' DEp~~T~E~T 
6,5 S~IPPING ce~PA~'£S 
) 
1l 
' ~. 
il· .. ~ 
. :/ 
rre-) 
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Table 3.2-2. Representative User/Mission/Tasks (Continued) 
ENERGY/~l~ERA~S ~,~eNITe~ pe~ER P~ANT ePERATI9~S T9 ,ETECT AND ASSESS THERMA~ 
~e~~UTISN IN ADJ~CENT ~ATERS, 
7-i BSFW.I'D'~'A • SURVEI~~ANCE AN) INVES!IGATl9N SF ENVIReNMENTA~ DEGRAOA!I9N 
INVSkVING WATER pe~~JTI9~S 
7_2 BSFW.I,a,5 • MeNITBRI~a SF ENVl~SN~ENTA~ WE~L.6EING SF FISH RESeURCE~ ~NO 
THEIR HA6JTATS iN ~ARGE ~IVERS -
7.3 aSFw.I.I.l • ENVIReN~ENTA~ IMPACT STU~I~S FeR WATER RESBURC~ PReJE~T~' 
FACI~ITIE~, cSNSTRUCTISN,DREDGtNG, E!C, 
7'~ EPA-I.B'2~C • wATER ?eL~JTI~N ABATEMENT AND C'NTRB~ 
7.5 EPA.C 
7,6 STATE DEP~RT~ENT NATJRA~ RE~eURCES 
7-7 FeWER ce~~A~lES 
FaREST 1,SURVEY ~N~ ~e~ITBR FBREST LA~Q TS PREPAR~ Fe~ECASTS SF TIMBER 
PRSOUCTle~, C~ASSIFY AREAS AcceRDI~G T6 PReDUCTIV~ STATUS, AND ASSESS THE 
EFF,CIENCY A~D ECB~BGICAL seJND~ESS SF TI~BER P~BDJCTISN AND HARVESTING 
SPERATieNS. . . -
1.1 BIA I Al.~eREST AND RANGE SJRVEY 
1,2 B1A I A2. DEVELep~ENT SF MA~AGE~ENT P~A~S iN ACCSRDANCE WITH PRINClp~E~ 
SF SUSTAI~E~ VIE~~' 
1,3 B~~ IA3. ~e~~STRY 
1'~ B~M IV B. FaREsT DEVE~ep~E~! A~~ PReTECTle~ (a~EGeN AND CA~IFBRN'A' 
1,5 USFS lolA. MA!NTAI~ 3USTAI~ED YIE~O AI :EA~T CeST 
1,6 USFS I3~A~ INVENT8RY AND AP~RAlSE CS~~ITIB~ 6~ FBRESTRY 
1.7 SRS IA3. P~~PARATle~ AND IS~UA~CE 6F eF~ICIA~ ~ATI6NA~ ~STIMATES 
l'S STATE AG.(F9R. D~PTS. 
1.9 TVA 
1-10 ~UMBER C~'S 
FeRE5T 2.~sNtTe~ F~REST A~D GRASS~A~O/\3RUSH~A~D AREAS TB ASSESS INSECT, 
DISEASE, AND STRESS DAMAGE, 
2,1 alA lA7. Fe~~sT A~D ~A~GE FI~E DETECTI9~ A~) P~ESuPPREBSieN 
2,2 NPS IB1A- C8NTRO~ OF EX9TI~ I~SECTS AN~ DI~EASES 
2.3 B~M Iva~ ~e~EST DEVE~BPME~T A~D ?ReTECTI9~ (6REGeN AND CA~lFSRNIA) 
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Table 3. 2-2. Representative User/Mission/Tasks (Continued) 
2 ... USFS 1 A4- 1 'lSe;CT .A'IID ::> I SEASE Cti\jTRBl. t'll TI"1BE~ AREA 
2.5 USFS I B2B. iNSECT A'l~ DISE~SE ~ESEARC~ 
2,6 STATE FtiR~STRY DEPT., IVA, ~Ut-16ER CB.'S 
2.7 TVA 
a.8 L,UMBER CB~PANIES 
peREST J.SURVEY A'II~ ~eNIT~R FB~EST A\j~ GRASS~A~DS/BRJSHl.ANDS AREAS TB ASS~9S 
;IRE PeTENTIAl., eETECT THE 3JTBREAK BF rIRE,-ASSESS T~E DYNAMICS eF FIRE ~N~ 
ASSESS DAMAGE. 
3.1 BIA IA7. FBREST A~D ~ANGE FIRES DETEC!I~'II ~'IID PRESUPPRESSIBN. 
~.2 BIA IC1.SVPPRESSIBN 3R E~ER~E'IICV PREVE'IITIe~ BF FIRE eN BR THREATEN,NG 
INDIA'll RE~ERVATIB\j. 
3.3 B~A I~2. ~ME~3E~CV REMA~I~I!ATI~N SF BU~'IIE~.SVER AREAS 
3.4 NPS IB2~ ~IRE PReTECTI6'11 SE~VICES A'IID ~tHA6I~tTATIeN SF BURNED A~E~S 
3.5 BL,M lAS. f.I~E PReTECTIB'II 
3.6 B~M IA 12~ P~Bl.IC ~A'IID FIRE pRBTECTt6N 
\ 
3.7 B~M IC1- PRESUPPRESSIBN A'IID SUPPRESSIB\J SF FIRES eR~GINATING eN, e~ 
JEePARDIZ~'II3 ?UBl.IC ~ANOS. 
3,8 USFS IA3~ FSREST FIRE PR3TE~TIe~ 
3.g IJSFS 18 2. F'tiREST PReTECTIe~ 
3.),0 STATE FBRESTRY DEPT. 
3·11 TVA 
3·12 L,UMBER C~., S 
L,AND ~.SURVEV A'II~ ~AP CURRE'IIT i..A\JC USE PATTER'ljg ~lTHt'll THE U.S. I'll suppeRT SF 
STATE ~AND USE P~A\JNI~G A~D THE ~A'IIAGE~ENT eF FEDE~A~ ~A~DS. -
1.1 JSGS IA3. CaeRDI~ATI~~ SF GtS~BGIC, HY~~S~~GIC AND TBPeGRAPHIC DAT~ 
~.2 USGS III ~. ~ESEARCH aN CS~~ECTIB'II, PRe~ESS1~G ANO PRESENTATleN e~ 
ENVIRBNME~TA~ ~~D NAT~RA~ R~SeJ~CES DATA. 
~.3 BSFW IH3. ~l~D ~IFE E~HA'IICE~E~T 
f -
1.1t NPS lCl .. ceePERAHIIE ACT1Y"I!IES 
1.5 B~M lAl. ~A~D AND MI'IIERA~~ ~A\jA3E~E'IIT 
]) \ 
Table 3.2-2. Representative User/Mission/Tasks (Contln~~ed) 
~.6 B~~ IA6. RECREATle~ A~D ~I~C~IFE 
1.7 B~M lA13. p~a~IC ~ANJ INVE~!eRY AND ENVIReN~E~TA~ ANA~YSIS 
1.8 BR I A3. BASI~ SURVEYS 
1.9 SGS Vl Ai- AGRICU~TuRA~ wATER MANAGeMENT 
1.10 ~SAC E 1~3. CeMPREHENSIVE RIVER 8ASI~ 
~.11 ~SACE 165 - F~BBO P~A1N ~AN~GEMENT 
1-12STATE ~AN~ ~~E AGENCIES 
~ANO 2.SURVEY A~O MAP THe ~ATURA~ VEQ~TATIVE cevER, ~ANO FeRMS TBPSGRAPHY, 
YNDER~YING GES~eQY, AND seI~ TYPES eF THE U.~. ~A~~ AREA. 
2.1 USGS IIIB- REspeNSIBI~ITIES 
2_2 USGS lV A;. DEVE~ePME~T eF ~AN~ USE INF~. ~YSTEM 
2.3 USGS tVC1· INVESTIGATIBN, GEB~eG!C MAPP!NG AND RES~URCE APPRAISA~ ~F 
ceNTINENT~~ SHE~F AREAS. 
a.~ NPS lC1. ceep~RATIVE ACTIVIIIES 
a.5 6SFW 03. A~~UA~ S~RVEY Ta DETERMINE ABJ~D~~CE, OISTRlijuTlBN AND TRENDS SF 
M1GRATBRY-GAME BIRD pepU~AT~e~. 
a.6 BSFW-IF1- wATER FBW~ MANAGE~ENT RESEARC~ 
a.7 B~M lA6. ~ECREATIS~ A~D WI~~LIFE. 
~.8 BR IA1· RECSNNAJSSA~CE BF ~ESTERN U.S. WATE~ P~AN 
2.9 BR IA2" REcaNNAISS~NCE ST~D~ES 8F SPECIFIC PR~JECTS 
2.10 BR IA3 - BASIN SURVEY 
2.11 BR 101 ~ WATER RESBJRCES P~A~NI~G ANa ENG'~EF.RING RESEARCH 
2'~2 SCS.IA2~ PJti~ICATle~ tlF selL 6URVEY WIT~ ~~TERPRETATISN 
2.13 SCS 11 A;- ceMPREHE~SIVE F~AME~eR( SU~VEY 
SCS V A~~ selL A~D ~ATE~ C~~SERVATISN 
USACE.H~Q~ATIC PLA~T caNT~e~ 
STATE DE~T. NAT. RES,-
~AND 3.ce~TIN~eJ~LY SUQVEY LAKE A~J CBASTAL S~~R~~INE MeRPHBLOGY AND THE 
NAVIGATleNA~ CHANNE~S ~ITHI~ THE C6ASTAL Z9NE l~ SJPPBRT SF SHIPPING INTEAESTS 
AND THE RECREATI~~AL ~SE SF CBASTA~ AREAS. . . 
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Table 3.2-2. Representative User/Mission/Tasks (Continued) 
3., NB"" lB2. ~AuTICAI.. C~ARTI-.jG 
~.2 NflAA IBI+- CeASTA~ ze~~ MAPplNG ANO SERvtCE~. 
3,3 I,JSACE IA2- SEAC,"" EReSleN Ca~TReL. 
3.4+ v!;1ACE IIC- aEACH EReSle~ CB~TRBI. PRBJECTS 
3.5 STATE NAT! RES. 
3.6 USACE 116- ~AVI!;1ATIe~ PR6,JECTS 
~"ND I+,SURVEY, IDE~T'FY, AND MAP T~E ~9CATlflN eF ~EeI..6GICA~ HAZAROS BVER 
TH~ U'S, I.AND AR~A. 
3-22 
1+,. USGS IA1,!IA1,IVA2,IVC2,IVC3 
1+.2 STATE NAT! RES. DEPT. 
1+.1+ INSURANCE ceo 
1+.5 R~D !;RBSS 
1+.6 U$Dl B~iO?- ATMeSPHERtc ~ATER RESBvRCE ~AN"GEMENT PRflGRAM 
1+.1 USOI- NpS IA1. MANAGEMENT e~ P~~K AND I~TERPRETATleN flF NATleNA~ ~~RKS~ 
1+.8 STATE DEP!. NAT. RES • 
.. ,9 INS. ca'~ REO CReSS 
1+'.0 SKI REse~TS 
'.11 USGS IVA2,3 ~VAL.uATleN AND PRBJECTlflN ~F WATER RESBURCESI ceeRDIN~Tle~ 
fir GEeL.BG;C, HYORe~BGIC, A~~ T6peGRAPHI~ D~TA. 
'.~2 STATE DEPT. eF NAT. RES. 
1+.11+ USGS-IVA 2. SURVEY A~O I~VESTIGATIBN~ ~F ~ART~ HAZARDS 
1+.15 6EP'INSURA~CE CBS, ~ED CRe~s, STATE ~AT. RES. OEPTS., STATE HIGHW~y OEPTS. 
1+.16 uSACE~Il 01. CeNSTRJCTIe~ flF RESE~V61~S F~~ F~eeD ceNTRfI~ AND eTHER 
PURPeSES. -
1+.17 ~NSURANCE CBS. ; MI~ING caS. 
'.l8 BM IA5w~~NIN3 
,.19 USGS- IAl-~DENTIFV EART~.HAZA~'S IVA2- SU~VEVS A~D INVESTlGATleNS eF EARTH 
..!AZARDS -
) 
I 
i 
I I ! 
i 
,.-,::;-
~~) 
~ . .....",." 
i D 
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Table 3.2-2. Representative User/Mission/Tasks (Continued) 
4~20 INSURANCE cels~ STATE NAT. RES. DEPT. 
~-21 I~~URANCE cels, MINING CBIS 
4-22 USACE II~l. F~B6D CSNTRa~ PR6JECTS. 
~ARlN~ ~~SURVEY A~J ~AP T~E PHYSICA~ A~D CHEMICA~ PR~PERTIES 6F TWE G~6BA~ 
~CEANS AE~ATIVE Ta ENVIR(~NMENTA~ P~EDICTI6N FSR B?Tr~UM SHIP TRACK R6UYIN~, 
ORI~~I~G BPERATI~~S' AND eT~ER ePE~ e'EAN BPE~ATI~~_ 
1·1 USGS IV C~. STUDIES SF SE~I~E~T MBVEME"JT, ~JB'1ARl"'E S1..6PE, ETC_ 
1·2 NBAA 132" NAvTICA~ CHARTI~G 
~.3 NBAA 183" MARINE Ge:6G~AP~YSICA\o MAPPI"JG A~O SERVJcES 
1'.1+ NBAA 134-CBASTAL. Z6NE MAPPl~G A~D SERVlrE? 
1,5 USACE IC'" CBASTAL. E~GINe:ERl~G ~ + ~ 
1.6 STATE DE?I· NAT. RES. 
~ARINE 3.SURvEY A~) ~AP THE DISTRI8VTI6N A~D QUA~TITV &F CBMMERCIA~ AND.$PeRT 
FISH SPECIES IN !He: v.s. CBASTA~ AREA AND BFFs~eRE WATERS, THEJR FBBD SUPP~IE~, 
ANO THE APPRBPRI~TE ENVIRSN~ENTA~ ~ACTeRS "JECESSARy Ta PREDICT FUTURE CAT~~ES! 
3.1 NBAA X~l- REseURCE ASSESSME~T 
3-2 N6AA IID IBIO SURVEY DATA PR~CESSI\lG A"JAt"yS,S A'lD DISSEMINAUBN; 
3,3 1IIBAA lID ~B. SURVEY ;)ATA PR~CE$SI"JG ANAI.YSlS A~O DlSSEMINAT!6111. 
3.~ IIIBAA IID lB. SURVEY :lATA PR~CESSING At:lA\,YSIS ~ND D1SSEMIIIIAT16N, 
3.5 1IIBAA lIB ~B" ~AvlGATIe~ C~A~TtN3 
3_6 CBASTAl. SIATES B\JR' SF Fl SH' illS 
3.7 CBMMI + SP6RT FlSHhJ3, I~D. 
3_8 GT, ~A<ES STATE BuR, SF ~ISHI~G 
3.9 GT. t"AKES' ~lSHH~G IN.)JST~Y 
~AR1NE ~.~6NITSR T~E HEAt"TH 5F TME GL6~Ab SCEA~S BY SURVEYING MARINE BRGANISMS, 
A~D By SURVEYI~G THE seuRCE, OlST~Ia~TleN' A~: ~OVE~ENT Bf THE MAIN PBl..~UTAN!S 
l~ THE MARINE E~VIReNME~T' -
4.1 USGS IV C~· STu~Y eF ~lSTRI3uTI9N A~~ ~~vEMENT BF TRACE E~EMENTS l~ MAJeR 
ESTUARIES-
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Table 3. 2-2. Representative User/Mlsslon/Tasks (Contlnued) 
_.2 USGS VB6- D~T~ ~6~~ECTle~ STUDIES SF CJRRE~TS ~~~ D1SSB~VEO A~D SU~pEN~ED 
Se~tDS eF SPECIFIC ESTuARtE~. 
_.3 USDIR~PS tAl- MANAGE~ENT SF SEASHe~ES A~D ~~KE SHeREs 
_,~ USDI-BSF~ II ~C. A~ASKA ~lpE~I~EI ~ARl~e TE~MI~A~ STUDIgs IN PRUO~~E B~Y ANO 
PRINCE Wlk~~AM SeJN~ 
_i5 USDl. 6SF~ Il~1. OETERMl~E Ce~OtTle~ eF ~A~ITAT INCkUDING EFFECTS ~F 
PB\..L,UTIe~! 
_.6 NBAA 11 6?A. GHEAT ~AKES RE~EARCH 
~,7 NBAA II B 2~. RESEARCH e~ sTRU~TUREI VE~6CITV. AND ExTENT BF eCEAN CVRRENTS 
TB FACl~I!ATE BETTER PREJICrla~ SF WA!E~, HEATI pe\..L,uTANTS, P~ANKT~N' ~ND-FISH 
TRANspeRT! 
~.8 EP~ 162. ~ATER PB\,,\"UTIBN AB~TC~ENT ~ND C9~T~e~ 
~.9 USACE lA~· SPECIAL, STUDIES T6 REse\..VE JNIQJE SR ESPECl~~\..Y C6MP~E~ WATER 
REseURCES PRB6\..EMS. -
~.~o ceASTA~ ~TATES WATER REseU~CES caMM. 
~.l1 GREAT ~A~ES STATES ~ATE~ R~SaJRCES ceM~. 
MARINE 5. SURVEY A\lD Me"'ITa" HAZA~DS T9 NAvlGAT16i11 eN THE HlGH SEAS, S.UC;1oI A~ 
SEA ICE, ICEBERG~I AND SEVE~E ~AVE-ce\jDITlaN~. 
5.. N6AA IA7- MARINE ENvlRe~ME~T FBRECAS! 
5.2 N6AA lA7- MARINE ENVIHe~~E~T FBRECAS! 
5,3 GREAT ~A~E STATES 
5,~ GREAT ~AK~S STATES, CBASTAL, STATES NAV, C6M~, 
5,5 A~ASKA, ~A~INE NAVI3ATIS~ CBMM, 
WATER 1,SJRVEY A~D i~VE~T~RY TH~ v~~U~E AND DIsTRlaUT16N BF 5URFAC~ AND GRBUND 
WATER T6 ASSESS ~VA1~AB~E SJPPklES FeR URBA~ A~D ~GRICU~TURA\.. CBNSUMPTl6N! 
1,1 USACE lA~· SPECIA~ STJDIES T6 REse~vE J~lQ~E WATER RESBURCES PRB6~EMS. 
~.2 USDI~BIA-1AG~ ep£RATle~ A~O MAI~TENANCE 6F ~IVESTeCK ~ATER FACI~lrlES, 
~.3 ARS.IA13- I~pRevE SBI~I STJ~Y MVD~a~eGIC P~9B\..E~S 
•• ~ S~s IlIA • SMA\..~ ~ATERSH~D ~ReJECT I~VE~TIGAT19NS AND P~ANNlNG 
~.5 SCS VA- GREAT P~At~S Ctl~SE~VATl6~ PReGRA~ 
1,6 SCS llAl. C9MP~E~ENSlVE FRA~E ~9R< SJRV~YS ... 
Tk!ble 3.2-2. Representative User/Mission/Tasks (Continued) 
l.7 SCS IIA2p CSMPREHENSIVE ~ET~I~ED SuRVEY 
1.8 SGS IIA3. ceePERATIvE RESBJ~CES STuDIES ~I1H STATES AND LBCAL eRGA~JZA!leNS. 
~.9 USGS.JA2-EVA~UATle~ AND PRBJECTle~ WA!E~ REseURCES 
~.10 NPS lC2- ~AND A~~ wATER RESBuRCES STUD.ES, 
1.11 BR ID1Ap ~ATER SUPp~y AJ~MENTATleN AN~ CB~SE~VATleN 
1.~2 SCS IB2 • SNe~ SJRVEY TB DEVE.BP STREA~ F.Bw Fe RECASTS IN WESTERN sTA!ES 
1.13 SCS IVA3. AGRICU~TU~AL HATER ~ANAGEMENT 
1'1~ SCS VIA3- CARRy ~JT CBNSERVA T19 N ~EASJ~ES FeR WATER SH~D PRBTECTt~N A~O 
F~eeD PREYE~TleN. . 
1.15 USGS VA2- R~GIBNA~ RESBJRCE AP~RAlSA~S INC.U~lNG GRBvND.wATER STU~JES! 
1,16 BLM IA4 • selL A~D ~ATERS~ED C'NSERV~TreN 
1,17 BR IA6_ REG16NAL PLANNING SERvICE 
1,18 ~R ID 16· ~ATER QJA~lTY ~A~AGEMENT S!J~IE~. 
1.19 USFS IB~· FBREST AN) RANGE ~ANAGE~EN! ST~~IES 
1,20 BR lA2 - RECSNNAISSANCE STJDIES SF SPECIFXC PReJECTS DEA~lNG WIT~ ASPECTS 
SF MU~TIPuRPeSE DEVELBfMENT 
1,21 6R lA3p cASI~ SURVEYS 
1,22 BR l~lA. WATER SUPP~Y AJGMENTATleN AND ce~SE~VATIeN 
1,23 scs V A. GR~AT P~AI~S C3~S~RVATISN pReG~AM 
1,2~ STATE ~AIER RES. AG~NCY 
1,25 AGRlaJSI~ESS 
~ATER 2,M6NITBR RES~RVGIR ~EV~LS T~ ~A~AGE TYE RE~EASE SF ~ATER THReUGH 
~YDReE~ECTRIC PB~ER GEN~RATeR FACl~ITlES. . 
2.' BR.!A2. RECSNNA1SSA~CE STJDIES 'F SPECI~IC PR'JECTS (MU~TI.PURPeSE' 
DEVE~5PME~T ' 
2.2 BSF~ Ill. E~vIRe~ME~TAL I~P~CT STJDIES 
2.3 TVA 
2'~ STAT~ pew~R ceMM. 
2,5 STATE dATER CBM~. 
2,6 pewER ce'~ 
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Table 3.2-2. Representatlve User/Mlsslon/Tasks (Continued) 
~ATER 3.~URVEY A~~ MAP THE 3REAT ~~KES' ICE CeVE~ AN' TYPE T6 DETERMINE THE 
PASSIBI~lTY 6~ N~V'GATIB~ CMAN~E~SI T~E ePTIMJ~ RBJTING SF ~AKE SHIPPING,AND 
T~E 4CCESSIBI~ITY eF peRTS. 
3,1 N~AA II 62B. RESEARCrl e~ STRJCTJRE, VE~'CITY, AND EXTENT OF eCEAN CURRE~T TB 
'ACl~lTA!E BETTER PREDICTI~~ SF ~ATERI ~E~T, peL~urANT, p~ANKTeNI 'AND FISH 
TRANSP6RT 
3,2 CG 100 C-
3.3 ST. ~A~RE~CE SEAWAY ceo 
3.~ GT. ~AKES STATES DEPT. SF CeM~E~CE 
3.S SHIPPl~G I~~. 
~ATE~ '.SURVEY AND ~SNtT9R T~E ~JA~ITY SF SJR~ACE ~ATER THRBUGHBUT THE u,s. A~D 
SURReu~DING CeASTA~ ze~ES ~ITH PA~TICJ~AR ATT~NTI9~ Te: LAKE EUTRBPHICATisN -
~EVE~S, AGRICJLTORA~ A~D URoAN S9J~CES SF wAfE~ PS~LUTI6~, SUITAeI~ITY FeR 
RECREATle~A~ USE, FISH, AND ~IL~~I~EI ~EVELS-9~ P~~LUTANT DISCHARGE INTO !HE 
c;eASTAIe ZaNES. 
4 •• NPS IA1~ ~ANAGEMENr SF PARKS A~O eTHER ARE~S 
,,2 NPS IC2. ~AND AND WATER RES~URCE STUDIES (ACQUISTIBN PRBGRAM) 
,.3 USGS IA2- EVA~UATIe~ AND PR~JECTIB~ SF WAT~~ RESBuRCES 
4.4 VSGS VAl- AC~JISITIe~, ANA~YSIS, STBRAGE, A~D DISSEMINATI9N 6F DAT~ eN 
STREA~ F~~~~ , 
~.5 BSFW IFl • FlSH EceSYSTE~ RESEARC~ 
,.6 BSFW 112~ SMA~L wA~ER SHED ~ReG~A~ 
,.7 B~M lA'" ~elL AND WATER SHE? CB~SERVA!l~~ 
,.s BR IA2E~ ~ATE~ QuALITY C~~TR6L 
,.9 BR IA3- 5~SlN SuRVEyS 
~.10BV REC~ I~IC- wATER ~ESeJ~CEs PLAN~I~~ 
~.11 SCS III ~. S~ALL WATER SHE~ PRBJECT I~vESTIGATIe~S AND P~ANNJNG 
~.12 SCSIV A7~ PBLLvTIBN ABATEME~T THReUGH ST~E_M FLe~ REGU~ATIBN 
4.~3 EPA t52- WATER peL~JTleN ACATE~ENT A~~ Ce~TQ~L 
'.1~ ~SACE lA~- SPECIAL STuDIES TS ~ES5~VE U~I~JE BQ C6MPLEX WATER RES~URCE 
, PRBS(.,E"'S.-
_.15 USACE IB~- '~TER~ATI9NA~ ~~TE~ STU'lES 
'.16 STATE ~AIE~ ~ES. CB~M. 
'.17 STATE PJc~IC'HEAL!H ceM..,. 
'. J~ 
- , 
) 
f j 
j~ 
~t ~ 
't...1 
Table 3.2-2. Representative User/Mission/Tasks (C<,utinued) 
~ATER 5,SURVEY A~D Me~lTeR SUR rACE WATER, SN6N ceVER, G~ACIERS'A~D GReUNO 
~ATER ~EVELS AND MeV~MENT Ta IDE~TIFY peTE~TIA~ F~~a~ ca~DITIeNS AND T6 TRACE 
T~E MeVEMENT BF r~eeQwATERS, 
5,1 USDI-GS VB~. F~B6D'HAZAR~ M~PPl~G 
$,2 SGS 11~. F.~eeD ~AZARv ANA~Y?ES Br I~DIVIOU~~ C9MMuNITIES 
5.3 SGS 11-. ~LeeD ~AZARD A~A~Y~ES 8r I~D~VTDU~~ ceMM~NJTIES 
5~- SGS IV A2- F~eeD pREVENTI9N 
5,5 SGS IV B. F~eeD PREVE~TIB~ epE~ATI~~ 
5,6 USACE 165- F~~eD PLAI~ MA~A~EME~T SERVICES. 
5.7 USACE 110 1~ C6NSTRuCTte~s eF RESERveI~S F~~ F~a6D ceNTRe~ AND 6THER pURPeSES ..
5,8 USACE tv ~. ~~ERGENCY FLeaD ce~TRel. A~D SH~~E PRBTECT16N, 
5.9 USAC~ IA1- ~AVIGATle~A~ A~D FL6aD ce~T~eL STJ~IES Te DETERMINE NEED AND 
EC6NeMIC ~U$TIFICATle~ FSR PRapeSED W~TER A~D RELATED LAND REseUR~E OEVELBPMENT! 
5.10 NeAA IA t3w RIVE~ A~D F.ae~ Fe~ECASTS ;~D NA~~ING 
5.1~ USACE III 3~ FLeSD C~NTRe~ PRBJECTS 
5.12 BR III o~ J£~ERA~ E~GINEE~ING A' ~ RESEARCrl 
5~13 USGS IJ ~2. HY~Re~6~lC I~VESTIGATIeN~ 
5.1~ US B~ II~l~ DRAI~AGE 6F A~!HRACITE MI~Es 
5.15 BR lA2. REceNNAIssA~CE 5Tv~IES eF SPECtFIC PRBJECTS DEA~JNG WITH 
M~~TI.~UR~eSE DESIGN, 
5.16' BR IA 3~ 8A~IN ~~~vEY 
5,17 III C BR- sel~ AN~ ~elSTJRE ce~SERVA~Ift~ 
5,18 STATE DE~T, 3F AGRICJ~TJRE 
~ATER 6,SURVEY A~) M6NIT5R T~E S~RFACE WATER ve~UME ~~D INDICATeR SPECIE$ eF 
VEGETATI6N l~ NET~ANDS AND ESTUARIES TS EVALUATE T~E ECe~eGICA~ PRBDUCTIVllY AND 
OEVE~ePMENT peTE~TIAL eF ~tT~A~J AREAS. 
6,1 USDI·~~S·IA,~ ~ANAGE1ENT SF PA~KS A~~ eTHE~ AREAS 
6,2 USDI.BSFw~I31. MA~A~EME~T SF wiLDLIFE REFJ~ES 
6,3 USOI·8SF~·IIl. ENVIR3N~E~TA6 11PACT STJ~IES FBR wATtR REseuRCE PReJECT~, 
FACI~ITJE~' ceNST~UCTleN' D~ED3I~3 ETC. 
6._ USOI.aLM·IA6C~ E~~ANCE~E~T ~F ~IL~~IFE ~ABITAT 
6,5 USOI-8~M.lA6G. AQJATIC HAaI!AT ~A~AGEME~T P~A~S 
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Table 3.2-2. Representatlve User/Mission/Tasks (Continued) 
6.6 uSDA.SCS,"~A 
6.1 USDC.~eAA I~~. ~BASTA~ ze~~ MAPPING A~D SEHVICES 
6.8 U~ACE.IA~· SPECIA~ STUDI~S Te RESe~VE u~IQ~E eR EsPECIA~~Y CeMP~EX WATER 
RESeURCES PReo~EMS 
6,9 USDI.BSF~·IF3. ACQJISTIe~ e~ MA~AGEME~T I~F9R~ATleN PERTAINING TO ~J~D~!FE 
EGe~eGY e~ PJe~IC ~A~DS 
6.10 USDI·B~M·IA7A. ACTIVITI~S I~CIDENT TB ISS~ANCE BF RIGHT.eF.WAY AN~ 
A55eCIATE~ PERMITS (A~AS~A PIPE~INE) 
6.1, USDI~BSF~·lD3. A~~UA~ SJRVEyS TB DETER~lN~ A8U~DAN~E' DISTRIBUTle~ AND 
TRENDS I~ MIGRATING GAME aI~D pepu~AT!e~S A~D THEIR HABITATS. 
6.1~ USDA.SCS-IvAS. FISH AND ~1~D~I~E DEVE~'PME~T 
6.~3 USDA.SCS-VI3. ~eNSE~VATIe~ MEASJRES F9~ wATE~SHEO PRBTECTIBN AND ~~ee~ 
PREVE~TIB~ 
6.1~ STATE DEPART~~~T eF Wl~~~I~E A~D FIS~E~IE~ 
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ID TIFICATION: 
USER/MISSION/TASK 
oeSERVAT ON COVERAGE. 
LOCATION 
AREA 
LATITUDE 
FREQUENCY 
DURATION 
MEASUREMENT I 
TIME OF DAY 
RESOLUTION 
C8L!ClUITY 
CHARACTERISTICS 
SPECTRAL PANOS 
ACCURAC 
AUXILIARY MEAS. 
XTRAt"TIV PROCESSING. 
I FO TYP 
T CH IOU 
BAND US 0 
OUTPUT PRODUCT 
FORMAT 
INFO. GRID 
T IMELINESS 
UPDATE CYCLE 
DURATION 
r hu 
I 0 this TER E 
port 
kas an mI. 
y stngl da a I em. I 
d in thlB tudy. Th da 
iteration. lthou h no 
number wUl provide 
• INCLUDES 285 SPECIFIC USE MISSIO ASKS IN 30 BASIC MISSIONS IN 6 PRIMA Y 
DISCIPL IN CATEGORI S 
• NO ATTEMPT MAO YET T O RANK OR PRIO ITI"'E- REOUIRES WORTH/IMPORTANC I 
6ENEFIT INFORMATION 
• REPRESENTS BEGININGS OF STANDARDIZED USER TA BASE- REFINEMENT AND 
ITERATION NOW POSSIBLE 
• EXPERIENCE AND JUDGEMENT NECESSARY IN ORDER TO APPLY TO SPECIFICS 
F!gur 3.3-1. U r Ta k R qu!r m nt Datu. a 
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Figure 3. 3-2. Computer Data Base Example 
The general trends and clustering of the requirements can be readily observed when the raw data is compiled in 
the form of histograms. A few of the requirements for which this was done are shown in the figures below where 
four of the key reqUirements are individually discussed. These four key requirements are: (1) Coverage cycle. 
(2) Spatial resolution. (3) Sun illumination angle. and (4) Duration of coverage. 
Coverage Cycle 
The distribution of user task requirements for coverage cycle are shown in Figure 3.3-3 to range from several 
times per day through every few weeks to only once (evex). Coverage cycle is that requirement parameter which 
specifies the required frequency of observation (number of observations per time interval). It should be noted that 
coverage cycle is not synonymous with frequency of overflight; external interveening factors such as cloud cover 
can easily cause a Significant difference. Two significant pOints to note are (1) the significant number of user 
tasks (70 out of 285) who have a requirement for a single ob13ervation once. Second, the presence of a bureau-
cratic rhythm which shows up as weekly. monthly. and quarterly observation requirements. This rhythm is a 
direct result of most user's need to publish various resource reports on a regular (calendar oriented) basis. 
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Spatial Resolution 
The distribution of user task requirements for spatial resolution are shown in the histogram of Figure 3. 3-4. 
Those requirements are seen to range from 1 meter to 1000 meters IFOV with the largest cluster by far in the 
50 to 100 meter category. A smaller, yet still significant group of user tasks have requirement for spatial resolu-
tion in the 5 to 10 meter range. 
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Superimposed with the histogram are the four basic categories of remote sensing platforms. The solid and dashed 
arrows with each platform provide a rough guideline of that platforms utilization in the TERSSE. The solid portion 
indicates a definite capability/need while the dashed portion indicates a possible but usually impractical or uneconomical 
realm of operation. 
Sun nIumination Angle 
The distribution shown in Figure 30 3-5 expresses the user task requirements for the various sun illumination angles. 
This solar illumination requirement is expressed in terms of time-of-day of the observation (close to the nodal 
crossing time for sun synchronous orbits). It is readily apparent from this distribution that about half of the user 
tasks have no specific illumination requirements (as long as adequate illumination is available). Another point of 
note is that the mid-day (1200 hour) observation will serve all user tasks with a single dally observation require-
ment and will contribute to almost all of the multiple observations per day requirements. 
Duration of Coverage 
The summation of requirements shown in Figure 3.3-6 depicts the distribution of the user task's observation 
coverage requirements throughout the year. It is readily apparent that over half of the user tasks require year 
round coverage and thus are not seasonal in nature. The remainder of the user tasks have intermittent coverage 
requirements which a spread throughout the year. There is a discernable peak of user tasks (primarily from the 
Agriculture resource management discipline area) who require early Spring (March), early Summer (June), and late 
Summer (September) observation coverage. 
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3.3.2 MISSION/SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS TRANSLATION 
As noted from the previous section, the mission requirements are expressed in terms of user (resource manager) 
oriented parameters and requirements. In order to develop a system such as TERSSE, these parameters must be 
translated into system requirement parameters useful to the system designer. What is necQssary is a quantitative 
structure which will serve as an effective translator between what the informational needs of the Resource Manager 
are and what the system design requirements of the TERSSE designer are. 
This translator must be capable of defining the users needs in the designers terms. This translation is not an easy 
one, for it must simultaneously be responsible to a wide variety of mission requirements and reflect the series of 
performance parameters which dominate the system design. The translation structure used for TERSSE is shown 
here in Figure 3. 3-7. 
Many of the system requirements involve multiple mission requirements and of necessity require considerable 
juggling to arrive at an optimal solution. For example, consider the determination of the number and type of 
remote sensing platforms. As shown on the figure, there are six mission requirement parameters (Observation-
location/area, coverage cycle, duration, sun angle, obliquity, and Sensor resolution) which must simultaneously 
be considered in order to determine the true system characteristics. By way of contraGt, other systems require-
ments are relatively straight forward; for example, the extractive processjng throughput (a major driver of the 
ground system) is a direct function of the type of processing and the number of pixels involved. 
3. 4 MISSION INFORMATION FLOWS 
For each of the 30 TERSSE missions the flow of information through the data system to the users was determined. 
This information flow includes the preprocessing and extractive processing required, the use of auxillary data, 
both ancU'tary and in-situ, and the flow of output product to the users. These information flows thus represent 
a requirement on the ground system configuration. 
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Figure 3. 3-7. From M iss ion to System Requirements 
These 30 information flows, one for each mission, are included as Appendix C to this TERSSE report Volume. 
One of the 30, the Water 1 miSSion, is shown here in Figure 3.4-1 as an example. These information flows are a 
unique output of the TERSSE study. They present in one place the complete flow of remotely sensed data as it 
progresses thru the various data processing to the eventual users. 
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SECTION 4 
REMOTE SENSrnG PLATFORMS 
Automated spacecraft, Shuttle sortie flights and aircraft are the principal means of gathering remotely sensed 
information for the earth resources management functions. No single observation platform can provide the required 
information while operating with the following constraints: 
Cost 
Sensor power, weight, volume, thermal stability, data handling 
Resolution, spatial and spectral 
Frequency of observation 
Sun illumination 
Cloud cover 
Therefore a set of seven remote sensing platforms were derived from the user requirement data base In order to 
provide the required information. The seven TERSSE types are shown in Figure 4-1; these are: 
1. Earth Synchronous 
2. Predawn Sun Synchronous 
3. Morning Sun Synchronous 
EARn! SYNCHRONOUS 
SUN SYNCHRONOUS 
SHUTTLE SORTIE 
NON-SUN SYNCHRONOUS 
POLAR 
AIRCRAFT 
WESTERN HEMISPHERE 
GL.OBAL., NOON ORBIT 
GL.OBAL.,MIDMORNING 
ORBIT 
GL.OBAL.,PREDAWN 
ORBIT 
GL.OBAL., TAIL.ORED 
ORBITS 
GL.OBAL., TAIL.ORED 
ORBIT 
REGIONAL. COVERAGE 
Figure 4-1. Seven TERSSE Platform Types . 
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4-1 
4. Mid-day Sun Synchronous 
5. Shuttle Sortie 
6. Non Synchronous Spacecraft 
7. Aircraft 
4.1 SELECTION OF PLATFORMS 
The data base of the 30 TERSSE missions (Section 3.3) was used to determine the specific platforms required. 
The inputs used were: 
1. Location/Area 
9.. Coverage Cycle 
Nodal Time 
4. Duration 
5. Obliquity 
6. Resolution 
The location determines such things as whether one Earth Synchronous satellite can be used (above 57 0 latiiude the 
large oblique viewing angles cause distortion in the data). The area determines whether an aircraft or a spacecraft 
should be used, considering the economics of using multiple aircraft as compared to a single spacecraft. The 
coverage cycle determines such things as whether a Shuttle sortie can be used on a once every 30 days repeat cycle, 
or the repeat cycle of Sun Synchronous satellites vs. swath width is required. 
The observation duration determines whether a continuous observation is required where an Earth Synchronous, 
Sun Synchronous, 07: Non Sun Synchronous satellite platform should be used or whether for shorter observation 
dUrations aircraft or Shuttle sortie is more ad,equate. Obliquity determines whether more than one oblique viewing 
angle is required per target of observation (for stereo photographs, etc), thus, for example, limiting the Earth 
Synchronous satellite mission where it can only provide one viewing angle only. 
The spatial resolution parameter takes into account the present and near future (1980's technology) sensor 
capabilities as a function of observation platform altitude. For example a 50 meter scanner in a geosynchronous 
orbit, a 10 meter scanner in a solar orbit, a 5 meter scanner in a Shuttle orbit and a 1 meter high altitude aircraft 
are all technologically achievable sensors. This parameter therefore determines what platform is required to 
carry what sensor to provide the required spatial resolution. Figure 4. 1-1 shows the platform selection screen 
for the seven types of platforms. 
The four histogran,s shown in Figure 4. 1-2 are typical of the use made of the data base, facilitating the selection 
of the TERSSE platforms. The four subjects presentecl include spatial resolution, coverage cycle, coverage duration 
and observation sun angle. 
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Figure 4. 1-1. System~ Requirement Development Platform Selection 
4. 2 ASSIGNMENT OF MISSIONS TO P:LATFORMS 
The mission requirements of the 30 basic mission statements, as represented by the 281i user tasks, were used to 
establish the basic platforms set for TERSSE. As a result of analyzing the platform-relatE'd mission requirements 
using the computerized data base it wa~1 determined that seven specific platform types would satisfy all the identified 
missions \Ui.th respect to remote sensin.g. The seven platform types required are identified in Figure 4.2-1. 
The specific platform characteristics used to allocate the thirty resource missions to the various platforms are 
shown in Table 4.2-1. These characteristics were iterated with the mission assignments for three different cases 
of spatial resolution. The earth synchronous satellite is the only one that has a location limitation of ~ 57· 
latitude due to the distortion created by large oblique viewing angles at higher latitudes. Nodal crossing time is a 
restriction upon Sun-Synchronous, Shuttle Sortie, and Non Sun Synchronous spacecraft to a single observation of the 
target at· a constant time for Sun-Synchronous spacecraft and variable observation at different times for Shuttle 
Sortie and Non Sun Synchronous, due to different target observation times. The coverage cycle is a restriction to 
a seven day repeat cycle for Sun-Syn(~hronous, one observation per target for a Shuttle Sortie and seven to 
fourteen day repeat cycle for a Non-Sun Synchronous spacecraft. Due to the limit of time that Space Shuttle can 
re::nain in orbit (7 to 30 days), the du:ration of earth target observation is intermittent. Therefore space shuttle 
can best be used to observe objects of interest on non-repetitive basis which require a single observation. The 
Earth Synchronous satellite is capable of providing only one angle of observation of the target due to its constant 
stationary geosynchronous point. 
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30 MISSIONS 
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LOCATION 
NODAL TIME 
COVERAGE CYCLE 
DURATION 
OBLlQUITY 
RESOLUTION 
(SPATIAL) 
. -.. 
7 TERSSE PLATFORMS 
A EARTH SYNCHRONOUS 
B SUN SYNCHRONOUS - PREDAWN 
C SUN SYNCHRONOUS - MORNING 
D SUN SYNCHRONOUS - NOON 
E NON-SYNCHRONOUS - SHUTTLE SORTIE 
F NON-SYNCHRONOUS - AUTOMATED SPACECRAFT 
G NON-SYNCHRONOUS - AIRCRAFT 
Figure 4.2-1. Determination of TERSSE Platforms 
Table 4.2-1. Platform Assignment Characteristics 
EARTH POLAR SHUnLE 
SYNCHRONOUS (SUN-SYNC.) SORTIE AIRCRAFT 
~57° LAT ALL ALL ALL 
ALL SINGLE CONSTANT VARIABLE ALL 
ALL 7 DAY ONCE EACH ALL 
ALL ALL !ALL INTERMITIENn ALL 
SINGLE ALL ALL ALL 
50 METER CASE I = 50 CASE I =20 ~l 
CASE II r- IO CASE \\ = 5 
CASE \11 = 50 CASE III = 5 
POLAR 
(NON SUN SYNC.) 
ALL 
VARIABLE 
>7 DAY 
ALL 
ALL 
CASE I =50 
CASE \I = 10 
CASE III = 50 
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The spatial resolution takes into account the present and near future sensor technology. The Earth Synchronous 
platform with a SO meter scanner is the maximum SEOS resolution under present consideration. Aircraft have the 
greatest advantage of providing high spatial resolution. The TERSSE data base indicateR that there are several 
requirements for high (1 meter) resolution and frequent small area coverage, an ideal combination for the aircraft 
platform. The Sun-Synchronous, Non-Sun Synchronous and Shuttle Sortie platforms were assigned three resolution 
cases. 
CASE 1: polar spacecraft with a mechanical scanner in a 700 to 900 nm orbit can achieve a SOm spatial 
resolution utilizing current technology. Shuttle sortie resolution of 20 m was assigned as the upper limit 
on the same basis. 
CASE 2: polar spacecraft (with a push broom solid state detector array) in the same orbit can achi.eve a 10 m 
spatial resolution, while the Shuttle Sortie can achieve a S m resolution with the same technology. 
CASE 3: polar spacecraft with a SOm resolution and a Shuttle Sortie with a Sm resolution provides the 
other extreme. 
The CASE 1 approach maximizes the use of the Earth Synchronous satellite and the aircraft. CASE 2 maximizes 
the use of the polar spacecraft and the Shuttle Sortie. CASE 3 maximizes use of the Shuttle Sortie only. 
By examination of the user reqUirements data base it can be seen that there are a large number of periodic 
(7, 14, 30 day) coverage cycles requirements at 10 meter spatial resolution, with durations of 6 months to 1 year. 
These form an ideal case for a polar spacecraft. There are also a large number of non-repetitive, short duration, 
coverage requirements at 5 meter resolution covering large areas of observation; these are ideal Shuttle Sortie 
opportunities. Therefore the most logical choice for platform assignment is CASE 2, a 10 meter Sun-Synchronous 
satellite and a Sm Shuttle Sortie. With respect to sensor availability, these resolution requirements are not 
unrealistic for the Shuttle era. 
The computerized data base was filtered through the platform assignment characteristics of Table 4.2-1 using the 
case 2 platform resolution assignments. Additional screening requirement guidelines are the physical and economic 
constraints imposed on the observations by the platforms; these included: 
1. Spacecraft for repeated observation missions are more cost effective than aircraft over large areas 
2. A geosynchronous spacecraft is more effective than multiple polar spacecraft 
3. Shuttle sortie missions are effective platforms for high spatial resolution requirements 
4. Geosynchronous not appropriate for global coverage 
S. Shuttle sortie missions should be unique (not appropriate for spacecraft) 
This filter approach to platform assignment is depicted in Figure 4.2-2 where the various requirements, con-
straints, and guidelines are used to "set" the filter screen. 
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Figure 4.2-2. Resource Missions Assigned to Platforms 
The output of this filtration process is the assignment of each TERSSE mission to a specific remote sensing 
platform. ThiR assignment was done, by computer, for each of the three resolution cases. The computer output 
for Case 2, the selected case, is presented as Appendix B to this TERSSE report. The results of the screening 
were then aggregated on a mission by mission basis, each mission being assigned to at least one (and in most 
cases several) of the seven TERSSE platforms. 
These seven basic platforms together can satisfy all of the observation requirements of the TERSSE resource 
missions. Two degrees of satisfaction of a mission's requirements are indicated when the missions were assigned 
to the platforms. Figure 4.2-3 shows the platform assignments for all 30 TERSSE missions. A platform having 
a mission assigned to it with either an A code (provides all or major part of data needs) is able to fully (or mostly) 
satisfy that mission's data collection requirements. The B code (partial satisfaction of data needs) signifies that 
the platform is .able to satisfy some but not most of the mission's data collection requirements. Full satisfaction 
for such a mission can usually be accomplished with the aid of another platform. 
When considering these mission/platform assignments (shown in Figure 4. 2-3) it must be borne in mind that this 
represents the mature operational TERSSE Dystem. Prior to the availability of the entire TERSSE, many of the 
missions can be adequately (although not completely) served by alternate platforms. These mature assignments 
represent the optimal usage of all the TERSSE platform elements. This assignment does not indicate that other 
platforms should not be used in the intermediate time frame \II),til all TERSSE elements are operational. 
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4.3 SPACE SHUTTLE AS A TERSSE PLATFORM 
A full and complete discussion of the Space Shuttle is contained in TERSSE report Volume 4 entitled The Role of 
the Shuttle in the Earth Resour"es Program. This section will present the key featUres of that report as they 
relate to platform/missiOll assignment. 
The Space Shuttle in its sortie mode of operation has f.our principal roles to perform as part of TERSSE. These 
four and their characteristics are: 
1. Operational-intermediate area sizes, short duration mission. 
2. ASVT Support - test platform, transitional time frame, lower cost. 
3. Sensor development - test bed platform, timely availability. 
4. Technique development - test data source, transitional time frame, lower cost. 
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The first item, operational, requires explanation because there are actually four slightly different operational roles. 
These four are: 
1. Primary operational platform - the most effective platfor!l.l to provide the data acquisition 1.'1 satisfaction 
of a missions requirement. 
2. Secondary operational platform - where the Shuttle is used to supply necessary supplemental data in addition 
to a mission's other platform requirements (e.g., periodic, high resolution data on world-wide test sites). 
3. Partial mission fulfillment - whereby the Shuttle is used to fill the time gap before all of a mission's 
platforms are operational to satisfy a part of its mission objectives (e. g., urban land use data for the 56 
largest US cities instead of for all US urban areas). 
4. Partial data fulfillment - whereby the Shuttle gathers all of the required data but not to the full extent required 
by the mission (e. g., data collected every 6 or 8 weeks as opposed to the every 2 weeks required in the 
fully operational configuration). 
The previous section identified three of the 30 TERSSE missions for which the Space Shuttle would serve as a 
primary operational platform. Each of these three appeared as an "A" (provides all or major pa.rt of Data Needs) 
in. the mission/platform assignment matrix (Figure 4.2-3). These principal operational missions are: 
Forest 1 - Survey and monitor forestland to prepare forecasts of timber production, classify areas according 
to productive status, and asse.;s the efficiency and ecological soundness of timber production and harvesting 
operations. 
Land Use 1 - Survey and map current land use patterns within the U. S. in support of State land use planning 
and the management of Federal lands. 
Land Use 2 - Survey and map the natural veg1atative cover, landforms, topogra(lhy, underlying geology, and 
soil types of the U. S. land area. 
In addition to these three principal operational. utilizations there are many additional missions for which the Space 
Shuttle offers operational capability. These additional missions are shown in Figure 4.3-1 (together with the three 
principal missions). These additional missions arise from the Shuttle's ability to provide partial mission satisfac-
tion and partial data satisfaction. 
A more complete discussion of all the Shuttle modes (including ASV'I', sensor development, and technique 
development) is contained in Volume 4 of the TERSSE report. 
4.4 TERSSE PLATFORM TYPES 
The five types of TERSS]: platforms each provide different advantages and disadvantages. This section- briefly 
describes each type of platform. 
EARTH SYNCHRONOUS PLATFORM 
To date, earth observation programs have concentrated on low-altitude platforms giving repetitive coverage of much 
of the earth's surface; but at non-varying intervals of time (e. g., ERTS-l, once every 18 days). Given the 
presence of an interfacing cloud cover, such low altitude satellites can result in very long intervals between 
successive images of a specific area. 
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Figure 4.3-1. Shuttle Sortie as an Operational Platform 
While current and planned programs will result in a number of such low altitude orbiting platforms, and one can . 
postula.te an appropriate observation sequence to partially alleviate this problem, there are many earth resources 
phenomena which exhibit such short term temporal behavior that they require an unacceptably large number of low 
altitude platforms (for example targets reqUiring multiple observations per day). In such cases, the 'only practical 
approach appears to be through the rapid response - interactive capability of a geosynchronous satellite (eg. SEOS). 
It has been noted that natural disasters constitute one of four key problems involved in monitoring the global 
environment. Such disasters (hurricanes, tornadoes, forest fires, floods, frost and disease anq insect crop 
damage) often involve temporal behavior requ''\'ing critically timed and/or near continuous observation. While it 
has Leen demonstrated that remote observation can materiaily aid in reducing the harmful effects of such disasters, 
it must also be noted that critical timing is .the key to appropriate preventive or corrective action. 
SHUTTLE SORTIE 
The Space Shuttle appears to be uniquely suited for purposes of instrument development and for the study of short 
duration or infrequent phenomena as well as ASVT missions. Proposed sortie missions of seven 10 thirty days 
at 100 nm to 400 run altitude are readily adaptable to Earth Resources SUrvey flPplications requirements. For 
such missions, experimental payloads may comprise both operational and developmental experiments. Operational 
experiments would include surveys of slowly varying phenomena such as river delta or coastal studies, forestry 
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d. patterns, land use inventory, land form and cover mapping, agriculture, pollution monitoring and those requiring 
intermittent observations rather than constant surveillance. Short duration phenomena such as catastrophic events 
would require "contingency" missions which could be employed, but only under the most demanding circumstances. 
The sortie mode will permit scientists from various earth resources disciplines to participate in target selection 
and sensor development on short duration missions. The capability of carrying a large payload will permit sensing 
over the entire pertinent electromagnetic spectrum at high spatial resolution, this will allow intercomparison of 
several types of sensors by the investigator, and will tend to assure the reliability of instrument performance. This 
mode is considered to be particularly useful where seasonal or less frequent sensing is desired, data is not avai1.able 
from other systems, on-board data processing or mission specialists are required, and/or few observations from 
low altitude orbit will provide sufficient data. 
SUN SYNCHRONOUS 
Polar spacecraft are the only means of remote sensing from space and achieving full global coverage. It is the 
only means of achieving low altitude sun synchronism, the advantage being that the node time is fixed providing 
repeating coverage and fixed time of day over the target. Figure 4.4-1 shows a plot of a 7 day repeat cycle for a 
Sun Synchronous platform as a function of longitude and day number of spacecraft at an altitude of 611 KIn whereas 
Figure 4. 4-2 shows the same plot for a 28 day repeat cycle at 833 KIn. A plot of s~nsor swath width as a function of 
repeat cycle for two different altitudes is shown in Figure 4.4-3, for a 5% overlap at the equator. It can be seen 
that a swath width of 400 KIn is required for a 7 day repeat cycle. The swath width is, when coupled with IFOV, 
a critical system driver. 
Using the requirements data base a plot of spatial resolution vs. coverage cycle was made (Figure 4.4-4) in order 
to show the number of user tasks (numbers next to the circles showing clusters of points) satisfied by I, 2, 3 •...• 
10 polar spacecraft in orbit. For example for a 30 day repeat cycle at 10 m resolution at least two polar spacecraft 
are required to provide this type of coverage and 19 user tasks require this type of information. This plot is made 
for a 5% overlap at the equator. Other, more economically feasible solutions for this problem are to a) fly more 
than one sensor per spacecraft providing the increased swatll width and decreasing the number of spacecraft or b) 
to offset-point the sensors where full coverage is not required. 
NON-SUN SYNCHRONOUS SPACECRAFT 
This particular satellite has the advantage of providing full global coverage at variable nodal. crossing times, 
providing a variable time of day over the target. The main application of this platform in the study is for Ocean 
Dynamics Monitoring and Navigation Hazard Monitoring obsarvation missions. An example of this platform under 
present consideration is the SEASAT program. 
AIRCRAFT 
Aircraft are the most versatile of all platforms. They can provide earth observation coverages at different times 
of day, continuous coverage and high resolution. The major disadvantage is the economic burden of providing 
large area coverage on a continuous basis. The aircraft considered for TERSSE are high altitude aircraft such as 
the U-2 or RB-57F. Aircraft have the capability of providing data as a primary platform for small area, high spatial 
resolution coverage. Theyserve many primary missions that require co-;rerage during disasters, and also serve in 
many secondary supporting missions to spacecraft. 4-11 
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SECTION 5 
REMOTE SENSORS 
This section addresses the sensor portion of the overall TERSSE system. The other two major components of the 
TERSSE are the remote sensing platforms, discussed in Section 4, and the ground system, discussed in Section 6 
of this report. 
5.1 REMOTE SENSORS OVERVIEW AND CONCLUSIONS 
The determination of the TERSSE sensors begins with an analysis of the resource managers requirements as repre-
sented in the mission and system requirements data base. The data base contains the spectral and spatial require-
ments for each of 285 representative user tasks. These disparate requirements were then processed through a 
sensor Atrategyin order to reduce the number of disorete sensors required The results of this process, as de-
picted in Figure 5.1-1, is a set of twenty spectral band families which will satisfy aU of the resource management 
missions. 
Each of 30 basic TERSSE missions were then considered with the spectral and spatial categories so that a definite 
assignment could be made for each mission. This process is represented in Figure 5. 1-2. 
It will become evident in this section that, in order to maintain the number of disc rete sensors at a reasonable level 
while satisfying all users, the number of missions served per sensor will have to be high. A general design goal 
za5 
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With respect to spatial resolution, the key sensor development recommendation is the need for a 10 meter IFOV 
scanner from near earth polar orbit altitudes. The need for a relatively large number of spectral bands and large 
optics with respect to the field of view will require the utilization of advanced technology. Therefore, the avail-
ability of this sensor should not be expected before the mid 1980's. However, with slightly reduced constraints, 
the deaign could begin soon for a Space Shuttle borne version which would be available by the late 1970's or early 
1980's. 
The current limitation on the ability to apply automatic data processing techniques over large areas of multispectral 
data need to be overcome lnorder to achieve an efficient operational system. The current capability in automated 
processing requires that several training sites be used for each frame/swath processed. In order to reduce the 
number of training sites required two sensor developments appear appropriate; (1) atmospheric condition sensing 
capability, and (2) a(lcurate spectrometry for calibration to allow signature extension. 
In summary, the analysis of the user's sensor requirements in conjunction with the state-of-the-art determination 
and the driving sensor design parameters leads to the following conclusions: 
1. Development of the following sensors is indicated: 
2. 
3. 
\ 
a. 1-2 m (Aircraft) 
b. 5 m (Shuttle) 
c. 10 m (Polar and Shuttle) 
d. 30-50 m (Polar) 
e. 50-100 m (Synchronous) 
These sensor configurations must be designed to accommodate a larger number of spectral bands and to 
achieve higher spectral resolution and narrower bandwidths than are manifested in current sensor designs. 
Final specification of the ultimate operational sensor/mission assignment for TERSSE will require advance-
ment in the state of knowledge regarding: 
a. systems level sensor feasibility/cost as a function of the number of spectral bands 
b. refined user requirements and weighting factors as to relative importance to mission success 
c. relative importance of the particular user tasks 
d. specific decisions on the assignment of cuc OJ: lilOre missions to a sensor design 
5.2 SENSOR/MISSION ASSIGNMENT METHODOLOGY 
The sensor element of TERSSE is unlike either its platform or ground situations. In the platform case it was found 
that seven remote sensing platform types would satisfy the requirements of a11285 user tasks. However, the 
quantity and diversity of the spectral band requirements for the sensor case preclude a meaningful result without 
first reducing the number of different spectral band sets. / 
The various s[lectral requirements of the 285 user tasks appear at first glance to repre .!nt the need for several 
hundred different sensors (192 unique spectral band sets, 7 different spatial resolutions, with at least 3 different 
5-3 
altitudes). The major contributor to this situation is th,~ large number of unique spectral band sets required by all 
the users. The possibilities for dealing with these (withuut changing the requirements from those given) are: 
1. leave the spectral requirements as is and design a unique sensor for each. 
2. reduce the requirements to a lowest common denominator band set (approximately 25 separate bands) 
and design one sensor. 
3. choose a middle approach and combine the band requirements where possible to reduce the number of 
different designs required 
The approach taken here in TERSSE was the latter, number 3, whereby the band requirementg were combined and 
juggled in order to arrive at 20 unique band families (sets) which would satisfy all user tasks. 
The approach taken and the various intermediate results are described in Section 5.4, Sensor strategies, below. 
The result of this sensor strategy is a. set of twenty spectral band families and five spatial resolution/altitude 
categories. At this point, the sensor requirements of e:<ch user task were considered and a sensor aseigned. 
5.3 SENSOR REQUIREMENTS 
The user's sensor performance requirements are contained in the data base (refer to Section 3. 3 of this report for 
a des~ription) for each of the 285 representative user tasks. The sensor performance descriptive parameters in-
cluded are spatial resolution, required spectral bands, and radiometric calibration accuracies. The radiometric 
calibration accuracies required were either two percent, five percent, or were unspecified These values are 
within the state of the art and consequently are not sensor drivers. The driving sensor performance parameters 
based on the avanable mission requirement information are thus spatial resolution and spectral band'). 
Adoption of these two descriptors, spatial resolution and spectral bands, for examination of the miSSion/system 
sensor requirements is not meant b imply their adequacy for sensor design specification; the more detailed analy-
sis required for that, including specification of modulation transfer functions, noise statistics, lineari1\y, etc., is 
a step beyond the requirements data base and is beyond the scope of the present TERSSE effort. 
As with the other areas of TERSSE, it is assumed that the users requirements accurately reflect his true needs 
and are adequately reflected in their mission requirement specification. In other words, the initial working hypothe-
sis was that to meet the data base specifications is to meet minimal necessary and sufficient conditions to ensure 
image product adequacy for the user. Adoption of this hypothesis allows the requirements to be analyzed and sensor 
systems to be forlnulated; it will be examined in retrospect later in this section. 
The spatial resolution requirements specified by the various user tasks were 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, and 10{}0 
meters. The relative distribution of these resolution requirements is shown in Figure 5.3-1 below. Note that the 
total number of resolutions indicated is greater than the number of user tasks (285) because some require multiple 
resolutions. 
The spectral band requirements specified by each of the various user tasks are shown graphically in Figure 5. 3-2. 
, 
It can be observed by viewing this figure that quite frequently the same spectral band requirements are shared by 
several user tasks (usually different user tasks representing the same mission statement). The total number of 
resolution/band set configurations needed for the 285 tasks is 306. 
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Given a set of sensor requirements for each mission, one might satisfy them by dedicating a sensor design to each 
set of mission 'requirements yielding a large number of instruments; or by specifying a single sensor with the Ver-
satility tc satisfy all mission requirements. The optimal strategy sought probably lies between these two extremes; 
but the precise specification of that strategy is not immediately obvious~ The following section is /In examination of 
the available data and an attempt to provide a realistic and efficient sensor strategy. 
5.4 SENSOR STRATEGIES 
j' 
" 
As discussed in the previous sectio~, the two user reqUirements which serve as driving functions are flpat\al resolu- ./: 
tion and spectral band requirements. The resolution requirements faU into eight classes ranging from 1 metel:' to 
1000 meters; the spectral band requirements on the other hand are much more diverse with nearly 200 different re-
quirements initially specified. An iterative approach, shown in Figure 5.4-1, was undertaken in order to formulate 
a sensor strategy. 
The large number of different spectral bands specified by the user tasks was considered. The cutoff frequencies to 
delineate the band limits were consistent in the greater than 1. micrometer wavelength rllgion, but in the visible-
near infrared region it was often found that one user specified, for example, . 55-. 65 mm while another speCified 
. 54-. 64 mm. It was judged unlikely that these small differences in cutoff frequencies were" real" requirements; 
I 
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substituting one band for the other was thought to be unlikely to cause a signature to be lost. Consequently, the 
cutoff frequencies of the visible-near m spectral bands were rounded off to the nearest O. 05 mm which helped to 
reduce the magnitude of the problem. 
The data base of sensor requirements was sorted according to resolution required. Under each resolution require-
ment, each unique set of spectral bands was listed, and for each unique resolution/band set, the individual user 
tasks which require that particular sensor configuration were delineated. The results of this initial sorting are 
summarized in Table 5.4-1 and illustrated in Figure 5.4-2. Simply by combining user tasks with identical require-
ments, the total number of configurations has been reduced from 306 to 88 at this pOint. 
Resolution 
1. m 
2. m 
5. m 
10. m 
20. m 
50. m 
100. m 
1000. m 
Table 5. 4-1. Sensor Requirements - First Sorting 
Number of Different (Unique) 
Spectral Band Sets 
2 
3 
23 
19 
11 
25 
4 
1 
88 
Total Mission Subtasks 
Satisfied 
5 
4 
65 
69 
26 
126 
10 
1 
Total Resolution/Bandset Configuration is 88. 
At this point, the coverage and obliquity constraints were considered, and a set of resolution/platform require-
ments delineated. The postulate that any resolution specification is also satisfied by a higher resolution sensor was 
invoked (a user requiring 100. m resolution could accomplish his task if given 50. m resolution imagery). It should 
be noted that this is not a good general postulate for all cases because of the possibility for Significantly increased 
data rates and data processing throughput requirements; it was therefore used in only a few cases and with con-
siderable care. Combining this postulate with the resolution/platform requirements yielded a new set of sensor 
configuration requirements which are summarized in Table 5. 4-2 and Figure 5. 4-3. 
The band requirements were then reexamined and it was found that by adding a band or two to certain unique band 
sets, several sets could often be combined thus reducing the total number of sensor configurations. That is, the 
band sets per resolution-platform configuration (Figure 5.4-3) were combined in the most obvious ways while trying 
to keep the total number of bands per sensor reasonably small. 
After each spectral band requirement was rounded off to the nearest. 05 micromcte18 it was subjected to the con-
catenation and integration process shown in Figure 5.4-4 together with all the other band set requirements for each 
of the 5 platform classes. The concatenation step shows that if TERSSE provides the bottom band set on the figure, 
either of the two users whose individual r~uirements were concatenated can select his unique requirement from the 
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Figure 5.4-2. Sensor Requirements - First Sorting 
Table 5.4-2. Sensor Requirements - Platforms Included 
Resolution/Platform 
Number of Different (Unique) 
Spectral Band Sets 
Total Mission Subtasks 
Satisfied 
1. m Aircraft 
5. m Shuttle 
10. m Polar 
50. m l'olar 
50. m Sync. 
26 
6 
21 
18 
21 
Total Resolution/Band Set Platform Configuration is 92. 
65 
20 
69 
88 
99 
Note that some tasks could be satisfied by either a synchronous or polar platform. Such 
tasks appear under both resolution/platform headings in Table 5.4-2. 
total. The integration step shows that some users require.a spectral band which is really the sum of two or more 
bands required by another user. If TERSSE provided the bottom band set the second user could be satisfied by 
integrating the radiance measured in the second and third bands to form the total represented by his first band In 
this manner it was possible to derive 20 unique spectral band families which satisfied all of the users without any 
compromise as to their original requirements. 
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It should be apparent that there is no single unique combination which will result from the above step; the results 
are dependent on the judgment applied during the combination process. The result of one such combination, which 
r~duced the total number of unique band ,sets to twenw, is shown in Figure 5.4-5. The resolution/platform require-
ment to which each band set corresponds is al..:'.) shown on the figure as a matrix. The particular spectral band 
families assigned to each platform class is tabulated in Table 5.4-3 below. The total number of discrete sensors 
required has been reduced to about 51. Each check mark in Figure 5.4-5 ft'l a sensor, except where the same band 
is shown for both the 50 meter and 10 meter polar case - in this case the 10 meter version would satisfy both needs. 
The results of this combination, 20 spectral band families (sets), and the five platform classes, were then used to 
assign (refer to Figure 5.4-6) each resource management mission to a sensor (defined as a spectral band family at 
a resolution). The assignment of missions to the spectral band families is shown in Figures 5,4-7 through 5. 4-:11 
for each of the 5 platform - resolution classes. 
Table 5.4-3. Sensor Band Family/Platform Requirements 
1) 50. m polar 
Band Sets: 1, 2, 7, 8, 9, 12, 13, 18, 19, 20 
2) 10. m polar 
Band Sets: 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 11, 12, 15, 16, 18 
3) 50. m sync. 
Band Sets: 1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20 
4) 5. m shuttle 
Band Sets: 5, 7, 8, 9 
5) 1. m Aircraft 
Band Sets: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15,17 
The number of sensors required as determined by this approach is still felt to be impractical. It is clear from 
Figure 5.4-5 that a single twenW-band sensor at each of the. five resolUtion/platform combinations would yield a 
set of five sensors sufficient to satisfy all mission tasks. Recall that the combination of bands shown as band 
families in Figure 5. 4-5 is not unique. One might add more bands here and there and further reduce the number 
of band sets. The question is simply how does one determine the optimal combination short of the twenty band 
universal configuration? 
Consideration of this question requires re-examination of the basic working hypotheSis: that the data base as given 
constitutes the minimal necessary and sufficient criteria for achievement of the mission tasks. That this hypothesis 
is strictly valid is felt to be unlikely. Rather, perturbations in the band specifications will probably affect different 
users to different degrees; that is, weighting factors ought to be applied to the sensor band requiremen.ts for each 
user task. Those factors would reflect the sensitiviW of variations in the reqqired spectral bands t.o the 
successful performance of the user task resource management objective, These factors do not exist at the 
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present time and to develop them would c()nstltute forming a new, more detailed data base beyond the present scope 
of this TERSSE study. 
On the basis of the data which has been develop ell to date, without a better understanding of the relationship between 
spectral band variations and task performance, it can only be said that the number of sensors required lies some-
where between the 51 indicated in Figure 5.4-5 and five twenty-band sensors. Specification of the optimal sensor 
configuration strategy for the TERSSE sha'\ requiro advancement in the state of knowledge of systems level sensor 
feasibility/cost as a function of number of spectral bands, and weighting factors on user/mission/task sensor re-
quirement specifications. This information is necessary to cause the bounds on the sensor configuration which we 
have developed to converge to a single point solution. 
5.5 SENSOR DEVELOPMENT RECOMMENDATIONS 
The previous discussion has indicated that to attempt to satisfy all user tasks while maintaining reasonable limits 
on the number of sensor/platform configurations flown clearly requires that sensors be designed to maximize 
utility in terms of number of missions adequately served per platform, not maximized for a particular mission. 
A g(lneral design. glIal is therefore for sensors to be able to either: 
• Carryall ba."l.ds potentially reqUired, or 
• Have interchangeable band packages tailored to sets of particular missions. 
The first possibility is most attractive fQr inaccessible platforms - polar and synchronous. The second possibility 
is workable for aircraft and sortie platforms where a modular sensor design would allow band package interchange 
on the ground. 
Looking at the spectral band cutoff points (refer back to Figure 5.3-2) one finds that there is greater variability in 
mission task requirements in the visible-near IR region than in the ill-thermal. Since the technical problems differ 
in the two regions, it is recommended that fabrifJation of a standard IR-thermal sensor be cOMidered. Achievement 
in this wavelength region of the requisite res()lution at acceptable signal-to-noise will requil'e advancement of the 
state of the art. 
The visible-near ill region sensor ought to be, as has been stated, multiband and pnlbably modular. The state of 
the art is such that development of these sensors can start now and can be expected to be achieved by the 1980's. 
The driving design problems appear to be: 
1. Signal-to-Noise Ratio - The scanning radiometers are noise limited in performance. As ih!l number of 
spectral bands per wavelength range (spectral resolution) is increased, the signal per detector is decreased. 
To obtain acceptable signal-to-noise for higher spectral resolution sensors will require as a consequence 
either faster optics (larger aperture since focal length is constrained by detector size and resolution re-
quired) or lower detector noise (possibly achieved by cooling). 
2. Focal Plane Configuration - Room is required for the hardware which partitions the energy into the spectral 
bands. In multiband sensors this might prove a driver in optical configurations and might provide a limit 
on the number of bands implementable. 
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A system driver (as opposed to a sensor driver) associated with implementation of the recommended sensor con-
figurations is data rate, both short-term (communication link, storage (bits/sec» and long-term (information pro-
cessing, diss~mination (bits/year). Increasing resolution, either spatial, spectral, or temporal, in; ~.ues propor-
tional data rate increase. Therefore, multiband sensors ought to have the capability of commandable utilization of 
only those bands required by the given users at a particular earth location. In addition, should for example a 50. m 
sensor be flown, but only 100. m resolution be required at a given earth area, the capability to onboard process the 
data to reduce the sensor capability to the restricted user requirement ought to be considered. 
Finally, since we have emphasized spectral band requirements as a driving sensor design problem, it is appropriate 
to add a comment on the "resolution" criterion. Most users mean by "resolution" the smallest object from which 
they can eA1;ract useful radiometric information. A sensor design specification eventually ought to include expres-
sions of the required modulation transfer function, the acceptable noise level (either SiN or perhaps additionally 
the noise power spectral density), the detector calibration accuracy requirement, and the scan accuracy require-
ment The effect of these parameters on user extractive processing algorithms expected to be in use in the 1980's 
shouid be quantitatively studied and reflected in the instrument designs. 
When considering the overall mission and system requirements of TERSSE, several specific sensor development 
requirements become evident Figure 5. 5-1 depicts five required. Sensor developments and relates them to the six 
discipline categories which contain the 30 'l'ERSSE resource management missions. 
The five required/ recommended sensor developments are: 
1. Modular, Tailored Scanners 
2. All Weather Terrain Jmaging 
3. Microwave Sensors 
4. Atmospheric Condition Sensing Capability 
5. Accurate Spectrometry for Calibration 
The time phasing of the required sensor developments is shown in Figure 5. 5-2. The three time frames are: 
1977-78 
1980-82 
1984 and on 
Current Technology 
Early Advanced Technology 
Late Advanced Technology 
The general :'rends indicated by this figure are for higher spatial resolution, greater numbers of spectr<;ll bands, 
and the '...de of modularity in sensor design. 
The sensor development reqUirements/recommendations for the 10 meter IFOV resolution scanner are especially 
important and are shown here in Figure 5.5-3. The ultimately required capability, from polar spacecraft, will 
require the use of advanced technology and is not expected :mti! the mid 1980's time frame. HoweVer, with 
slightly reduced constraints a Shuttle version can be achieved by the late 1970's or early 1980's (beginning of 
the Shuttle Era). 
The need for microwave sensor capability is shown in Fig4re 5. 5-4 together with the two driving resource manage-
ment disciplines, Water and L~d Use. 
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Figure 5. 5-1. Mission Requirements/Sensor Recommendations 
1977 - 78 1980 - 82 1984~ 
CURRENT TECHNOLOGY EI-\RLY ADVANCED DESIGN LATE ADVANCED DESIGN 
S BAND SCANNER (7-8) BANDS SCANNER (MULTI-BAND MODULAR) SCANNER 
SaM SPATIAL RESOLUTION 10M SPATIAL RESOLUTION (1) 10M SPATIAL RESOLUTION 
SORTIE FAMILY SORTIE FAMILY POLAR ORBIT FAMILY 
VARIABLE ALTITUDE' VARIABLE ALTITUDE SINGLE ALTITUDE 
2 - 6 BAND FILM CAMERA (7-8) BANDS SCANN/::R (2) SM SPATIAL RESOLUTION 
SM SPATIAL RESOLUTION (t) SaM SPATIAL RESOLUTION SORTIE FAMILY 
SORTIE FAMILY POLAR ORBIT FAMILY VARIABLE ALTITUDE 
VARIABLE ALTITUDE (2) 1 M SPATIAL RESOLUTION (MULTI-BAND MODULAR) SCANNER 
AIRCRAFT 
SaM SPATIAL RESOLUTION 
GEOSYNCRONOUS FAMILY 
Figure 5. 5-2. Sensor Development Hequirements 
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• POLAR SIC: OPTIONS: 
- LARGE NUMBER OF BANDS - MISSION-DEDICATED 
- THE:1MAL CHANNELS - SINGLE AGGREGATED 
- BIG OPTICS/FOV - PARTITIONED 
- SINGLE ALTITUDE 
~~ ~ES ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY .... MID SOlS I 
• SORTIE: OPTIONS: 
- EAS IER TO DO - MISS 10N:-DEDICATED 
- MECHANICAL SCAN ACCEPTABLE - SINGLE AGGREGATED 
- VARIABLE ALTITUDE - PARTITIONED 
I CAN START NOW WITH MODULAR DESIGN--LATE 70I s/EARLY SOlS I 
Figure 5. 5-3. The 10 Meter Scanner 
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Figure 5. 5-4. Microwave Sensors 
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The microwave sensors can be considered in two classes of capabiliw: grid measurement and images as repre-
sented by spectrometers/radiometers and synthetic aperture sensors respectively. 
Included with each recommendation is an indication as to whether the capabiliw needs to be implemented or 
developed 
Figure 5. 5-5 summarizes, by platform wpe, the major sensor development recommendations. Note that "polarH 
referlJ to near earth orbit, sun synchronous spacecraft and that "synchronous" refers to Earth stationary or geo-
synchronous spacecraft. 
AIRCRAFT MODULAR VISIBLEI NEAR IR; COMMON MID, THERMAL IR 
O. 5 liM BANDWIDTHS (OR BmER) 
1 - 2 METER RESOLUTION 
-
SHUTILE MODULAR VISIBLEI NEAR iR; COMMON MID, THERMAL IR 
0.05 liM BANDWIDTHS 
'50M, 10M NOW (5M EVENTUALLY?) 
'.-
POLAR ULTIMATE AGGREGATED CAPABILITY -15-18 BANDS 
50M, NOW-10M, LATER 
, 
SYNCHRONOUS DES I RED AGGREGATED CAPAB ILI:rY -15-19 BANDS 
APERTURE MAJOR LIMIT -- OPTIMIZE FOR MAX 
POSS! BLi APERTURE 
SPECIAL PURPOSE PREDAWN THERMAL 
WATER QUALITY 
OCEAN COLOR 
Figure 5. 5-5. Scanner Development Recommendations 
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SECTION 6 
GROUND SYSTEM 
In R&D operations, remote sensed data is disseminated through discrete and controlled channels to experimenters 
and selected Federal Agencies. As operational systems come on line, and as user requirements broaden to include 
multi-disciplinary needs covering both remote sensed and other ancillary data, the data flow will increase and the 
single thread R&D approach will be unable to respond. A total systems approach is required to assure that the out-
puts of all earth resources data acquisition systems are readily accessible to all potential users whether they be 
technical or nontechnical, or whether they be part of Government, public, or private agencies. 
This section presents the results of the Ground Systems portion of -the TERSSE effort. The subjects covered include: 
• 6.1 - Overview and Conclusions 
• 6.2 - Data Acquisition 
• 6.3 - Data Preprocessing 
• 6.4 - Extractive Processing 
• 6.5 - Auxiliary Data Processing Elem/Jnts 
• 6.6 - Ground System Configuration 
• 6. 7 - System Operation 
6.1 GROUND SYSTEM OVERVIEW AND CONCLUSIONS 
The Total Earth Resources System for the Shuttle Era, TERSSE, has been considered throughout this report as being 
comprised of three major elements; platforms, sensors, and ground systems. This section of the report addresses 
itself to those elements of TERSSE considered as part of the ground system. The expanded definition of the ground 
system used during the study is portrayed in Figure 6.1-1 and can be seen to include the elements of Ground Station, 
Preprocessing, Extrac.tive Processing, User Models, and Users, as well as the overall System Operational consid-
erations. 
The ground system is the interface between the collection system (remote sensing platformp, and sensors) and the 
user community. Existing ERS systems are adequate for the present needs because those needs are experimental, 
or Rand D, in nature. The present needs can be characterized as being a thorough broadly oriented analysiS of 
relatively limited quantities of data. This is in contrast to the needs of the TERSSE time frame where the users 
will be operational, requiring the routine and timely handling of large quantities of data (each for more narrowly 
oriented analysis). The TERSSE ground system must be developed to satisfy those needs within the overall context 
of the entire TERSSE system, including consideration of remote sensing platforms, sensors, communications, 
users' needs and capabilities, and the available technology. 
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Figure 6.1-1. Ground System Requirements 
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The ground system design must take into consideration the growth and maturation of the TERSSE such that the costs 
and implementation are consistent with the users' ability to exploit the output information. The ground system must 
begin modestly and grow (evolve) in a planned manner in order that its capabilities are matched \\ith its requirements. 
This evolution can be accomplished with greater efficiency if the civerall design concept is kept in mind as increment-
al capability is added. 
What is needed is an integrated data collection and dissemination system architecture which will systematically 
evolve into the capability to adequately provide for the impGnding change in mode of ERS usage: from R&D to oper-
ational. This system should be able to effectively channel the application of existing technologies into operational 
resource management applications. It is the projected growth in both the breadth and the depth of the operational 
applications which is potentially the most dramatic difference between TERSSE and the systems of today. 
The important conclusions and recommendations developed throughout this Ground System section can be summarized 
as: 
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1. A single, Coherent and integrated ground data processing/distribution system was developed which will 
serve all TERSSE users. 
J 
l " ! :;i 
r 
2. The concept for the data processing function makes a distim.:tion between the basic preprocessing needs 
which are allocated to a national center and the other functions (more user unique) which are allocated to 
several "lead Federal agencies. " 
3. The need for signific:;,nt additional study in ~e realr'l of operations technology has been identified. 
4. Multi-source data correlation is identified as the neld; major advance required in geometric preprocessing; 
film and digital data from different sensors at different times must be transformed into user tailored grids. 
5. Photointerpretation and machine analysis are not competitive but are complementary techniques for extr-
active processing; fast interactive systems are the route to their joint usage and should be pursued by the 
ERP. 
6. Data systems equipment and hardware technology is advancing rapidly without ERS assistance. The ERS 
system design must exploit this by focusing development and application on needed special purpose hardware. 
7. The ERS ground system should parallel the user's structure. Terminus facilities should be mission 
oriented and co-located with users - not super regional satellite data centers serving all comers. 
This section of the TERSSE report develops a ground system configuration which is responsive to these overall 
system requirements. Referring back to Figure 6.1-1, there are two elements depicted which are not addressed 
in this section. The ground system element labeled "User Models" is discussed at length in a separately bound 
TERSSE report volume; Volume 7 entitled, User Models: A System Assessment. The element labeled "Users" is 
expliCitly addressed in the TERSSE report, Volume 1, entitled, Total Earth Resources Program Scope and Infor-
mation Needs. 
6.2 DATA ACQUISITION 
The acquisition of data by the system may be accomplished through the use of any or all of the platform/communi-
cation paths shown in Figure 6.2-1. Of concern in the definition of the total system are the trade-offs among the 
l'arious means of communication the data to different receiving sites: Aircraft or spacecraft direct to ground, and 
aircraft or spacecraft relayed throo.gh a synchronous satellite. This question has been the subject of a Task 3/4 
analYSis, the results of which are shown in graphical form in the following subsections. 
The questions addressed by the analysis were not so much intended to provide the specific wattage or antenna size 
of a given satellite as they were to indicate the basic possibilities or impossib1l1ties of doing a given data acquiSition 
job a given way. 
The observations possible from these efforts are: 
1. A small (0.3 meter) fixed antenna for single frame coverage would minimize local ground antenna costs but 
would be prohibitive in its demands on spacecraft Emp. A better approach is a small (3.0 meter) steerable 
dish which would both extend coverage to many frames and lessen the requirement on the polar spacecraft. 
2. This same 3-meter dislt could receive real-time 15 bit/sec data from a very modest transmitter mounted 
on an aircraft working in its region. 
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Figure 6.2 - 1. Data Acquisition Configurations 
3. Data relay satellites at K-band, such as TDRS, are rather demanding of the polar spacecraft Elm> but do 
not require massive ground receive antennas. Multiple TDRS statiODB would not be excessively costly in 
an all-up system. 
The topics covered in the following subsections arc:l : 
• 6. 2. 1 - Low Altitude Satellite EIRP Requirement (Major Ground Stations) 
• 6. 6. 2 - Low Altitude Platform EIRP Requirement (Minor Ground Stations - S-Band) 
• 6. 2 . 3 - Satellite or Aircraft Power/ Antenna Gain Combinations (S-Band) 
• 6. 2 .4 - Low Altitude Platform EIRP Requirements (Minor Ground Stations - X-Band) 
• 6.2.5 - Satellite or Aircraft Power/ Antenna Combination (X -Band) 
• 6.2 .6 - Emp Requirements for Low Altitude Sate lUte Through TDRS to Earth 
• 6. 2.7 - Satellite Power/ Antenna Combination (Ku Band) 
• 6.2. 8 - Synchronous Satellite Emp Requirement (Ku Band) 
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6.2.1 LOW ALTITUDE SATELLITE Emp REQUIREMENTS (MAJOR GROUND STATIONS) 
The first graph of the series, Figure 6.2-2 below, translates sensor bit rate into satellite effective isotropic 
radiated power (Emp) at S or X band for major ground facillties such as the NASA network and the 30 foot dish to 
be operated at Sioux Falls by USDI. 
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Figure 6.2-2. Major Ground Station EIRP Requirements 
6.2.2 LOW ALTITUDE PLATFORM EIRP REQUIREMENTS (MINOR GROUND STATION - S-BAND) 
Figure 6.2-3 illustrates aircraft and satellite EIRP required to communicate at S-Band with several types of minor 
ground stations at varying bit rates. The uppermost pair of lines refers to a 600 (full angle) ground antenna fixed 
in the vertical direction and s~ould be read as the 600 elevation angle sCalEI for EIRP. Sixty degrees was chosen as 
a beam angle corresponding to regional coverage, apprOximately 1850 km (1000 nm) in diameter. 
The middle pair of lines refers to a steerable but small (0.3 m) dish and may be read il'om any EIRP scale to obtain 
EIRP for different elevation angles. It should be noted that a 0.3 m dish at S-Band, if fixed vertically, would pro-
vide coverage of apprOximately one ERTS frame (185 km 100 nm). 
The lower pair of lines refers to a steerable 3 meter dish. The feasibility of performing operations with such 
ground stations may be assessed by comparing this graph with the following one. 
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Figure 6.2-3. Minor Ground Station EIRP Requirements (S-Band) 
6.2.3 SATELLITE OR AIRCRAF';;' POWER/ANTENNA GAIN COMBINATIONS (S-Band) 
The graph below, Figure 6.2-4, may be used to obtain platform transmitter power required for various platform 
antenna sizes as a function ofthe required S-Band EIRP. For example the fixed 600 antenna referred to in the pre-
vious chart may be seen to require 48 dBw of satellite Emp to transmit at 15 bit/sec resulting in, say, a 1.0 
satellite antenna and a 1.0 m satellite antenna and a 120-watt transmitter. 
6.2.4 LOW ALTITUDE PLATFORM EIRP REQUIREMENTS (MINOR GROUND STATION - X-BAND) 
Figure 6.2-5 illustrates the X-Band EIRP required for three ground station cases analyzed earlier. It should be 
noted that the center set of lines no longer corresponds to a single frame of coverage, as the antenna cone angle is 
reduced by approximately a factor of four by the change from S- to X-Band. 
6.2.5 SATELLITE OR AIRCRAFT POWER/ANTENNA COMBINATION (X-BAND) 
Figure 6.2-6 may be used to obtain platform transmitter power required for various platform antenna sizes as a 
function of the required X-Band EIRP. The previously discussed example of a 600 fixed ground antenna receiving 
MSS data now requires approximately 62 dBw of EIRP, resulting in, say, a 300-watt transmitter and a 1.0 m dish. 
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Figure 6.2-6. Power/Antenna Gain Combinations (X-Band) 
6.2.6 EIRP REQUIREMENTS FOR LOW ALTITUDE SATELLITE THROUGH TDRS TO EARTH 
Figure 6.2-7 illustrates the EIRP required to transmit at Ku Band to various Earth stations via a typical TDRS. 
The graph is characterized by two types of asymptotes: a sloping line defining the uplink limit case and vertical 
lines approached asymptotically by the different ground receiver curves as the downlink is reached. 
10 
0 
It may be seen that substantial satellite Emp is required (58 dBw) to transmit ERTS MSS data through this typical 
TDRS (which is similar to the current NASA baseline) but that a relatively modest ground antenna is required, say, 
a 3.5 m dish. 
6.2.7 SATELIJTE POWER/ANTENNA COMBINATION (Ku BAND) 
"Figure 6.2-8 may be used to obtain the satellite transmitter power required for various eatellite antenna sizes as a 
function of required EIRJ> at Ku Band. The previcus example of transmitting MSS data ii~ 15 bit/sec through the 
TDRS is seen to require 55 watts of power transmitted through a 1 meter antenna to achieve the required 58 dBw 
EIRP. 
6.2.8 SYNCHRONOUS SATELLITE Emp REQUIREMENTS (Ku BAND) 
Figure 6.2-9 illustrates the Ku-Band EIRP required of a synchronous observatory such as SEOS to communicate 
with various ground receivers. The previous curve, Figure 6.2-8, relating Ku-Band EIRP to antenna size and 
transmitter power may be used to obtain the latter parameters. 
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6.3 DATA PREPROCESSING 
Preprocessing includes all those operations which fire necessary to retrieve the desired information (1. e .• approxi-
mate distinguishing characteristics) from data which has been radiometrically and geometrically contaminated by 
"noise" during the collection process. A comprehensive discussion of the various preprocessing techniques and 
their degree of technological advancement is contained in the TERSSE report, Volume 2, An Assessment of the 
Current State of the Art. The purpose of this section is not to repeat that discussion but raf.ler, to consider t.he 
preprocessing requirements of the various users/resource managers as a key part of the 1980's TERSSE. 
One of the significant TE.RSSE conclusions which arose from this preprocessing investigation was the need to 
establish an integrated systems approach to data grids. Most ERS mission/users have their own fram~-of-reference; 
in some CRses this is a longitude/latitude geographic reference system, in others it is a different x-Y reference 
system. The source of the remotely sensed data (and the particular reference system within \\bich it is collected) 
should not be of concern to the user; the TERSSE should adapt this data to the user's particular reference frame. 
As shown in Figure 6-3.1 there can be multiple data C.!ollection grlds(two are shown on the figure as squares and 
circles) which must be converted to the users reference frame (shown on the figure as dashed lines). 
+ + + 
+ 
Figure 6.3-1. The Data Grtddlng Problem 
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The current and projected capabilities of special purpose digital hardware makes the digital manipulation of large 
volumes of individual pb'.els t'ti.'aight forward. This technology should be used In order to get multi-source data into 
the user's frame-of-reference. The correlation of multi-source data is the next major required advance in geo-
metric preprocessing; both film and digital data from different sensors, acquired at different times, should be 
transformed to user tailored grids. 
6.3.1 BACKGROUND AND TERMINOLOGY 
The preprocessing subsystem receives multi-dimensional raw data from the data acquisition SUbsystem (1. e. , 
sensors) and performs those functions which are necessary to quantitatIvely restore the original fidelity to the data 
and produce sufficiently accurate approximations to the desired distinguishing characteristics of the sensed materials. 
The function of image preprocessing is to retrieve desired information from data which has been contaminated, 
radiometrically and geometrically, by "noise" introduced during the collection process so as to make the data 
intelligible and useful for the user. No amount of pro('.essing can incrense the information content of the data - it 
can only make the information that is already there more usable. 
Images, in an earth resources context, are arrays of data elements (pixels, picture elements, or resels, resolution 
elements), which represent a record of events or conditions on the earth at a given instant of time. This data is 
generally used in one of three ways: 
l. Inspection and analysis of the data (i. e. , in photographic format) with the eye, where the precesion of the 
radiometry and geometry may be secondary. In fact, distortion of these quantities may enhance the capa-
bility of the eye/brain system to perform data extraction. 
2. Automated numerical analysis and data extraction where the preCision of the geometry and/or radiometry 
may be of paramount importance. 
3. A combination of the foregoing two, where the automated analysis is used to enhance and expand the human 
visual operations and vice verse. 
Preprocessing functions for conventional imaging sensors can be grouped into two major categories, vis, radio-
metric correction and geometric correction. 
6.3. l.1 Radiometric Correction 
The purpose of the radiometric correction function is to remove et'rors and anomalies in received radiance to allow 
the recovery of the r·eflectance distinguishing characteristics. As shown in Figure 6. 3-2 radiometric correction 
functions can be grouped into three general areas dealing with the removal of the effects from (a) the data collection 
instrument, (b) the viewing and illumination geometry; and (c) the atmosphere (down and up). 
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Figure 6.3-2. Radiometric Correction 
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At present the radiometric quality of multispectral sensor data is limited not by sensor technology, or available 
flux, but rather by the degradation caused by the atmosphere. As spacecraft sensors become operational and the 
volume of data increases, it is important that suitable algorithms be developed which can be used to correct remotely 
sensed data for atmospheriC effects. 
Viewing and nlumination Geometry 
The effect of viewing and illumination geometry on the calculation of multiplicative and additive correction functions 
to spectral reflectance has been s:ltown to be very important under some circumstances. The solar altitude, eleva-
tion and azimuth look angle, as w~l1 as average background albedo have a significant effect on absolute reflectivity 
determination of an object. Corrections for viewing and illumination geometry may be made with a considerable 
degree of ease and accuracy. Many of the thrusts to arrive at the determination of atmsopheric effects on remote 
sensed Earth resources data have included the effects of viewing geometry. 
Instrument Effects 
The state 9f the art has advanced considerably in the area of correcting for radiometric errors in the data due to 
instrument effects. Removal of errors due to the instrument requires that extensive pre-flight calibration measure-
ments be carried out. In certain instances periodic inflight calibration measurements are made and used to update 
corrections applied to the data. Camera calibration laboratories perform radiometric calibration and modulation 
transfer function definition of optical systems (e. g., lenses, filters, detectors, etc.) in order to reduce the residual 
error in resulting radiometric data. The calibration functions required vary considerably in both nature and com-
plexity for different types of sensors. 
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In assessing the radiometric preprocessing requirements of the users for TERSSE, three "levels" or degrees of 
radiometric correction were established. These three are: 
• lA = Relative AtmospheriC Correction (within a frame) 
• IB = Relative Atmospheric Correction (frame to frame) 
• 2A = Absolute Radiometric Calibration (atmospheric effect removal) 
Relative Atmospheric Correction (within a frame) 
This degree of radiometric correction causes each pixel within a frame to exhibit the proper radiometric spectral 
intensity with respect to the other pixels in the same frame. The two principal effects which are to be corrected 
are the detector to detector variations along the sen~'or array and the lower order radiometric differences from the 
frame center to the edges of the frame caused by viewing geometry. 
Relative Atmospheric Correction (frame to frame) 
This level of radiometric correction causes all pixels, including those displaced in time and distance from each 
other, to exhibit the proper relative spectral intensity with respect to each other. The principal differences be-
tween this correction and the previous one, within a frame, is that now larger effects of time (multiple images 
taken of the same area over a long period of time) and distance (images taken at different areas separated by hun-
dreds of kilometers) must be included. The principal new effect which must now be included in the correction 
process is the variation of atmospheric and illumination effects. 
Absolute Radiometric Calibration 
This degree of radiometric correction allows the radiometric spectral intensity of each pixel to be known in times 
of absolute measureable units such as milliwatts/square centimeter/micrometer of spectral range. This correction 
is necessary where the actual ground radiance is of the essence in the measurement (primarily for those appli-
cations utilizing theoretical models developed in absolute terms). 
6.3.1.2 Geometric Correction 
A key requirement of an automatic multidimensional analysis system is the availability of a set of congruent 
measurements for each resolution element in the image. Multiple measurements from each image resolution 
element offer a means of improving the accuracy of recognition of the properties of the scene over that attainable 
using one dimension. Measurements of reflectance and radiance from microwave, thermal, and reflective infrared, 
through the visible wavelengths and into the ultraviolet region, can be utilized for analysiS of eam image point if 
congruence of these measurements can be achieved. 
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The necessity for geometric correction is generated primarily due to (1) uncertainty in platform position and 
motion (ephemeris, attitude and attitude rates), (2) sensor-induced distortions (aberrations, smear, bore sighting, 
etc.) and (3) geometry of the imaging process (rotation of the earth, terrain elevation, viewing perspective). An 
additional and paramount requirement stems from the need to correlate pixels from multiple sources which produce 
x-Y pixel arrays or images which are not colinear with each other. 
Many of these sources of geometric error can be minimized by calibration measurements of the sensors and associ-
ated electronics prior to and during the flight, measurement and/or control of platform dynamics and knowledge of 
the viewing geometry. In many remote sensing systems, measurement of the internal distortions related to the 
sensor is easily accomplished. 
The requirement for ground registration accuracy is determined by the application of the data. A user who wishes 
to do only manual photo interpretation for purposes of change detection or geologic applications does not require 
very stringent absolute geometric accuracy. However, for mapping purposes or for automated information ex-
traction, the geometric accuracy of the preprocessed data should be to at least within a picture element and prob-
ably to sub-pixel accuracy. This requires either very accurate knowledge of the parameters which affect geometric 
accuracy or the use of ground references. If the data system concept is to preprocess, store and correct all data 
from a given source or sensor to a single geometric accuracy, then the most stringent requirement will determine 
that accuracy. 
) 
.... «.- In order to accomplish the task of being able to precisely register to sub-pixel accuracies data from different sensors, 
time periods and sources, the data must be fit to some absolute reference grid or projection (e. g., the latitude/longi-
tude grid using a specific reference spheroid, the UTM projection, etc.). This requires that the position of each 
point with a given radiance value be precisely determined and then moved to that point (hybrid approach) or the 
radiance value for a specific location on the reference be determined from a knowledge of adjacent radiance values 
from the data (digital approach). 
The accuracy of applying geometric correction without ground control is primarily limited by the platform position 
and dynamics, and the geometry of the imaging process (e. g., curved earth, terrain elevation, viewing perspective). 
Sensor induced errors due to observatory, non-linear sweeps, boresighting, etc. can generally be minimized by 
measurement and ca,libration of the sensors and associated electronics. In most remote sensing systems, this is 
easily accomplished. 
The geometric correction process, regardless of the method of implementation, involves the completion of three 
basic functions which are: registration, correction function calculation, and rectification. These are depicted in 
Figure 6. 3-3. 
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Figure 6.3-3. Geometric Correction 
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The registration function involves the identification of reference or control points or areas in the data and the 
measurements of their location to sub-pixel accuracy. 
The correction function calculation process involves the determination of the x and y correction necessary at every 
point in the data in order to remove the distortions present and fit it to the actual location in some desired pro-
jection or reference grid system. 
The rectification process implements the calculation corrector fit by reformating the individual pixels (i. e., rubber 
sheet stretch) to make them correspond to their actual location. The reformating involves interpolation in all but 
the simplist schemes. Interpolation is carried out by weighted averaging in the neighborhood of the "new" pixel 
sin x 
according to one of several schemes such as -x- or linear weighting. 
In assessing the geometriC preprocessing requirements of the users for TERSSE, three "levels" or degrees of 
geometric correction were established. These three are: 
• 1 = Local Map Grid 
• 2 = Local Map Grid" Rotated 
• 3 = Remapped into Geographic Coordinates 
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Local Map Grid 
The Local Map Grid level of corrections applies a "local" sensor oriented reference grid to the radiometric 
intensity data. No effort is made to orient this data reference grid with respect to any other reference grid or 
coordinate system. The correction supplifld with "bulk ERTS" geometric preprocessing would he an example of this 
degree of preprocessing. 
Local Map Grid Rotated 
The Local Map Grid Rotated type of correction is quite similar to the previously described Local Map Grid in that 
the convenient "local" sensor reference frame is the basis. However, in this scheme the image frame and the scan 
lines are rotated so as to be in alignment with a North-South reference. In other words, ''up is North". Note, 
however, that this correction only applies a rotational correction to the image frame, translational correction for 
full geographic correction is still not present. The geometric correction associated with the "LARS" approach 
would be an example of this degree of preprocessing. 
Remapped into Geographic Coordinates 
When an image frame has been "Remapped into Geographic Coordinates" that indicates that it has undergone com-
plete rotational and translational correction such that it is referenceable to an established coordinate system, 
usually established by the user. This correction includes the annotation of the image data so that any pixel, picture 
element, can be referenced via a longitude, latitude geographic coordinate system. The correction referred to as 
"ERTS precision" is a partial example of this degree of preprocessing; it is a partial example because the image 
is referenceable only as a whole - not on a pixel by pixel basis. 
6. 3. 2 USER MISSION REQUffiEMENTS 
Each of the 285 User Tasks (spElcific subdivisions of the 30 basiC TERBSE missions) were analyzed as to their 
specific preprocessing requirements. This was done for both the geometric corrections and the radiometric 
corrections necessary in order to extract the required information from the remotely sensed data. The specific 
requirements for each User Task are detailed in the computerized data compilation of Appendix A. 
One way to examine this data is to plot it in the form of histograms showing the number of User Tasks which re-
quire each type of correction technique. These histograms are shown in Figures 6.3-4 and 6.3-5 for the geometric 
and radiometric corrections respectively. The same data is shown in tabular form in Table 6.3-1. 
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Table 6.3-1. Number of User Tasks Requiring Preprocessing by Type Required 
Resource Geometric Radiometric 
Discipline 1 2 3 lA 
Agriculture 4 10 21 0 
Energy & Minerals 0 22 27 0 
Forest 7 4 19 11 
Land Use 0 4 51 0 
Water 0 41 44 0 
Marine 0 1 34 11 
- -11 82 196 22 
Geometric: 1 = Local Map Grid (e. g., bulk ERTS) 
2 = Local Map Grid Rotated (e. g., LARS approach) 
3 = Remap into Geographic Coordinates (e. g., ERTS precision) 
Radiometric: lA = Relative Atmospheric Correction -- within frame 
IB = Relative Atmospheric Correction -- frame to frame 
1B 
25 
49 
18 
56 
57 
0 
205 
2A = Absolute Radiometric Calibration -- atmospheric effect removal 
2A 
24 
49 
8 
22 
70 
!! 
204 
... 
J) 
.,"\> 
When viewing these plots it must be kept in mind that this approach treats all User Tasks equally; no distribution 
is made as to relative worth or importance. It can, however, be useful for detecting clusters or trends in the 
distribution. Note that the sum of the distributIons exceed the number a. User Tasks; this situation arises be-
cause some User Tasks extract more than one class of information from the data, and thus may use more than 
one type of prepro(,-Elssing. This data reflects the number of User Tasks and does not include the number of spectral 
bands of each; as such it indicates the distribution of requirements. 
The data is not weighted by the number of spectral bands to be processed for each User Task. For example, a 
rough count of the spectral bands for radiometric preprocessing showed twice as many (about 1300) for type 1B 
than for type 2A (about 650 bands) corrections; a significant difference when the User Tasks count are the same 
(205 and 204). 
The last two factors which need to be considered in order to compare the relative volumes of preprocessing cor-
rections by type of correction are the area and frequency of coverage. Different User Tasks cover different 
amounts of geographic area at different repeat cycles; therefore they are expected to have quite different volumes 
of data to be preprocessed. A User Tasks which cover most of the United states every two weeks represents a 
substantially different system loading from a User Tasks which covers only the Great Lakes four times a year. 
This overall loading by preprocessing type was not investigated as part of this TERSSE study. 
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6.4 EXTRAC'l'IVE PROCESSING 
Information extraction, extractive processing, can be defined aE': the process of converting image data into parametric 
information such as the identification and classification of wheat fields from a multi-spectral image. Specifically it 
is the process of C)onverting ll-channel spatial array data (ie., an image from any sensor in any spectral band) i~to 
user-oriented parameters. A comprehensive discussion of the various extractive processing techniques anel their 
degree of technological advancement is contained in the TERSSE Volume 2 report, entitled An Assessment of the 
Current State of the Art. The purpose of this section is not to repeat that discussion; but rather, will consider the 
extractive process bIg requirement of the various users/resource managers as a key element of the TERSSE. 
6.4. 1 BACKGROUND AND TERMINOLOGY 
As seen in the followHlg generic depiction, Figure 6. 4-1, of an Earth Resources data system, extractive processing. 
ANCillARY 
DATA 
RAW SENSOR 
DATA 
PREPR()!;ESSING .------=~'===-----~ 
EXTRACTIVE PROCESSING 
Figure 6.4 -1. Generic Earth Resources Data System 
Figure 6.4-1, Generic Earth Resources Data System includes all those operations which convert the approximate 
distinguishing characteristics into user oriented parameters. The sequential functions in information extraction 
are shown in Figure 6.4-2. They include: 
• Fearure selection/extraction: obtaining the fearures or characteristics of the scene which can be used to 
identify points or objects in the scene. 
• Fearure reduction: a linear transformation of the features obtained ab:>ve to gain, hopefully, a minimum 
optimal set of fearures which will be sufficient to identify objects or points in a scene. 
• Fearure claSSification/estimation: the conversion of feature measurements into user oriented parameters 
(i. e .. , corn yield, soil moisture, etc.) 
These functions are briefly described in subsequent paragraphs. 
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6.4.1. 1 Feature Selection/Extraction 
Feature selection/extraction (Figure 6.4-3) is the initial and most critical step in any machine-aided information 
extraction approach because subsequent extractive processing functions must utilize these features to achieve the 
desired result. 
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Figure 6.4-3. Feature Selection/Extraction 
The purpose of feature selection/extraction is to identify and generate those features which can contribute to the 
recognition and/or separation of classes of objects. Effort to date has been concentrated in the visible and near 
m and has been primarily spectral analysis. Additional development work is required to bring the spatial and 
temporal areas up to the current level of spectral techniques. 
Table 6.4-1 lists the various techniques utilized in the feature selection/extraction process. Each of the four major 
categories of techniques are briefly described below. 
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Table 6.4-1. Feature Selection/Extraction Techniques 
1. Discrete Point Measurements 
Polarization 
Spectral BaJnd (X-ray to Radar) 
Spectral and Polarization 
Combinations Vs. Observation 
Angle and Time 
2. Local Spatial 
Features Derived From the Above 
Measurements 
MxM Window Filters (M = 5-10) 
Operating 011 Each Pixel 
Smoothing, Laplacian, Gradient, 
Correlation Filter & Filter Sets 
Bilevel Image Extraction via ~eshold1ng 
3. Spatial Measurements On N x N Gridded Areas 
Transformation 
(Hadamard, Fourier, Karhune Loelle) 
Geometric Measurements 
Area, length, perimeter, aspect ratio, 
Spatial moment, texture measurements 
Radiometric Measurements 
(Expected value, variance) 
4. Function of Discrete Point Measures I 
Ratioing 
Normalization 
Ratio of Ratios 
Discrete Point Features. The radiometric image data that is recorded in a spectral channel is a function of 
(1) the energy in a spectral band; and (2) the energy with a particular polarization as received by the sensor. If 
during the preprocessing the illumination, atmosphere and sensor radiometric errors have been reduced or el-
iminated, then the intensities in the data are a function of the properties of the object in the scene. Thus the radio-
metric intensities in a channel can be considered a feature which is useful in ide,ntifying points or objects in the 
scene. The n-channel radiometric image data can be considered as n-feature where each feature channel can have 
a different value for each point in the image. 
If images acquired at different times and observation angles for a given scene are corrected to the same reference 
frame via geometric preprocessing, then the polarization and spectral features can be a function of the observation 
time (t) and angle 1fJ). For each value of t and e there are a new set of n-features (one for each channel of the n-
channels of radiometric image data for a given time anc,l observation angle). Hence the number of features expand 
rapidly as the spectral/polarization bands and the number of observation times/angles increase. 
A unique characteristic of the above features is that each feature or channel has a value for every point in the image 
which is only a function of the radiometry at that point features. 
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Local Spatial. The previous discussion was limited to those features (one channel of image data) which were a 
function of the radiometry at each point in the image, i. e., the spatial radiometric variations (variations between 
adjacent picture points in the image x-y plane) were not considered. The determination of variational characteris-
tics between adjacent picture points for each point in an image is referred to as immediate neighborhood spatial 
feature extraction. These features are similar to the discrete point radiometric features in that each feature has 
a value for each point in the image. Examples of these features are spatial features derived from: 
1. Spatial filtering of discrete point features, i. e., n-channel gradient, Laplacian, smoothing, high and low 
pass filter, match filter sets, etc. i: 
2. Bi-Ievel image obtained by thresholding the above features. 
The gradient and Laplacian type operators followed by selected thresholding have recently been used to extract 
boundaries and homogenous training areas for both supervised and unsupervised learning. Matched filter sets have 
been used to extract line segment, arcs, and other simple geometric slopes from gray level images. 
Area Dependent Spatial Features. The features discussed so far have the characteristic that the feature (channel) 
have a valuo at every point in the scene. Area dependent spatial features are different in that there are only fea-
ture values for each array of picture elements in the scene. The array can be a small segment of an image or the 
total scene. Arrays can be square (N x N pixels), polygons, or any arbitrary shape. The array can be pre-defined 
(i. e., a N x N segment of an image) or derived from the discrete point features of the scene via spatial filtering 
and thresholding, classification, or other techniques. Examples of area dependent spatial features are: 
1. Transformations (i.e., Fourier, Hadamard, Karhune Loeve) ofN x N pixel arrays. 
2. Area, length, perimeter, aspect ratio, expected value, variance, spatial moments, texture measurement, 
etc. of each array. 
Most of the recent work with remote sensing applications has centered around transformation or texture measurement 
for predefined N x N pixel segments in a grided gray level image. 
Function of Descrete Point Measure. These functions consist of the ratioing of features or the normalization of 
features. Normalization of features is used to represent the division of each feature by the average value of a 
feature for a given observation time or angle. These functions have several benefits: (1) they further reduce 
radiometric error not removed during the preprocessing step; (2) they can reduce the number of features by one; 
(3) most importantly, they can produce new features which are more representative of the object of interest in the 
scene. These funtions have been incorporated into several multispectral analysis systems which are near opera-
tional on an experimental basis. 
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6. 4. 1. 2 Feature Reduction 
Feature reduction techniques (Figure 6.4. -4) attempt to reduce the number of features to the minimum number which 
can sufficientlz recognize and/or separate given classes of objects. 'This reduction in the number of features can 
significantly l'educe the time ::nd effort required to classify sets of objects for a given application. 
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Figure 6. 4 -4. Feature Reduction 
From the discussion on Feature Selection/Extraction it was shown that many features could be measured or de-
rived for a particular ground scene. Consider the case of overflights, with 4 spectral bands, each of a given 
ground scene. When consideration of spatial and ratioed features is included we could have the following situation: 
16 Descrete point features - 4 bands, 4 overflights 
x6 Spatial and ratioed features extracted for each discrete point feature 
96 Features or Channels 
Each of these 96 channels/features could consist of 10 million picture elements (pixels) of 6-16 bit dynamic range, 
and could be useful in identifiing objects or points in the scene. To try to process the quantity of data would be 
very time consuming, even with high-speed special purpose hardware. It is thus desirable to select the minimum 
subset of features or linear combination .of features which will produce satisfactory object recognitions or class-
ifications. The reason for using new features that are linear combinations (transfo,rms) of the original features 
is that in most cases fewer transformed features are required to obtain the same degree of classification accuracy. 
Ideally, the optimum set of new features would be obtained by selecting the minimum set of transformed features 
that would produce the desired classification accurately with the classification algorithm beinv. ·~ded. However, 
this apparently straightforward method is usually not practiced because the time to select the optimum features 
would be longer than the time to classify using the original features. Thus a whole family of feature reduction al-
gorithms have been developed which show some degree of optimality under certain conditions. 'These are listed 
in Table 6.4-2 in approximate order of increasing effectiveness and computation time. 
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Table 6.4-2. Reduction Teclmiques 
1. Select input channel with largest variance 
2. Maximum or minimum eigen values of mu.lti-class cluster 
3. Maximize (1) inter - to intra-class s.cattering or (2) distance - function using subset of original channels 
4. Minimize error using subset of original channels by use of a linear classifier 
5. Maximize (1) inter - to intr!t-class scattering or (2) distance - function using the best subspace of the 
original channels 
6. Minimize error using the subspace by use of a linear classifier 
7. Minimize error in subspace using the best available classifier 
The final two methods are one function of the composite class distribution and as such do not guarantee an optimal 
separation of the classes. However, these are the only methods of feature reduction that can be applied prior to 
clustering type classification, because in the clustering approach no ~riori individual class distributions are 
known. The remaining approaches can only be applied when a training site (supervised) machine training approach 
is used. In addition, approaches 3 through 7 utilize optimization techniques which require an interactive solution 
and as such can require a long solution time for the many channel, many class problem. 
6.4. 1. 3 Feature Classification/Estimation 
Feature classifiuation/extraction (Figure 6.4-5) algorithms transform sensor oriented radiometric data (features) 
into user oriented parameters or themes needed to produce application information (e. g., user model inputs, sta-
tistical summaries, etc.). 
The speed and accuracy with which this function can be 
performed is very dependent upon the validity of the 
minimum "optimum" feature set. Then classification 
teclmiques are well into the implementation stage but 
require additional developments in rapid throughput 
mechanization. Estimation teclmiques again al"e lag-
ging even though the basic physics is understood. Dev-
elopment is required in relating the features analyzed 
to the desired output parameters. 
Given an optimal set of spectral, polarization, tem-
poral, angular and/or spatial features, these features 
must be used to classify or estimate points or objects 
in a scene in order to obtain user oriented parameters. 
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Figure 6.4 -5. Feature Classification/Estimation 
The relation between the features and parameters can vary from deterministic to statistical. If this relationship 
is deterministic, i. e., the parameter is a monotonic function of the n-features, then the parameter can be estimated 
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from the features. These functions are referred to as parameter estimation techniques and are in an early ex-
perimental state. Though the basic physics indicates that many of these deterministic relationships should exist, 
the models relating features to a particular parameter have been dp,~il1ed for only a few cases. These estimation 
models are very specific in that each model applies only to particular parameters (i. e., water depth for clean 
water). 
On the other extreme, a statistical relationshi!, may exist between the parameter and the features. In this case 
a given set of feature values will correspond to a given parameter. The process of determining a giver. parameter 
from one of a set of feature values is called classification. A gl'aphie representation of estimation and classifica-
tion is shown in Figure 6.4-6. 
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FigUre 6.4-6. Parameter Estimations 
PARAMETER CLASSIFICATION 
FEATURE VECTOR 
Between the above two extremes is a method which can be considered to be classification followed by estimates 
of the valv'd of the; classified parameter. This is shown graphically in Figure 6.4-7. From a classification view-
point this method can be considered as a continuous SUbclassification of a particular class or mixture of cIat>ses. 
The complex mixture algorithm for subpixel interpolation falls into this category. 
The various classification and estimation techniques available are shown in Table 6.4-3. 
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Table 6.4-3. Classification/Estimation Techniques 
Machine Aided 
Gamma stretching 
Color X-Function 
Level slicing 
Rationing 
Clustering 
Local spatial operations 
Area spatial operations 
Supervised 
Training sites 
Training sites plus unsupervised update 
Unsupervised 
OTHER 
WHEAT 
MIXTURE OF 
CORN & WHEAT 
CORN 
[
SHALLOW 
WATER 
DEEP 
OTHER 
FEATURE VECTOR 
Spectral clustering 
Spatial/spatial clustering 
Spatial derived training areas 
Figure 6.4-7. Continous Subclassification of Particular 
Classes 
Estimation 
604.2 DEFINITION OF TERSSE EXTRACTIVE TECHNIQUES 
In assessing the extractive processing techniques required for TERSSE a comprehensive set of techniques was 
considered. These techniques are listed in Table 6.4-4 below; a brief description of each follows. 
Table 6.4-4. Extractive Processing Techniques 
DESCRIPTION TECHNIQUE 
~-------------------~------------~---------------------------------"-----Manual Interpretation 
lA -
lB -
Color Additive Viewing 
Black & White Image Interpretation 
Simple Enhancement 
2A -
2B -
2C -
Color Composite Ratio 
Color Level Slice 
Black & White Ratio 
Supervised Pattern Recognition 
3A - Spectral Features -
3B - Spectral-Spatial-Temporal Features 
4A 
4B 
Unsupervised Pattern Recognition 
Spectral Features 
Spectral-Spatial-Temporal Features 
Estimation 
5A - Spectral Features 
5B - Spectral-Spatial-Temporal Features 
Visual extraction of parameters from film or 
electronic images without special enhancement or 
interactive processing 
Involves simple manipulations of image data to en-
hance basic radiometry, such as color-coding black-
white scale (color level slicing) or ratioing adjacent 
channels to highlight non-common information 
Machine processing of pixel data to obtain statistica11y-
derived classes of parameters; class boundary decisions 
made totally or partia11y by operator 
Machine processing of pixel data as above; class 
boundary decisions made by one of several machine-
implemented approaches 
Calculation of a parameter value, such as water depth, 
from a !mown (monotonic) relationship between the param-
ete!.· and one or more features; deterministic process, as 
opposed to statistical pattern-recognition processes, 
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6.4. 3 USER MISSION REQUffiEMENTS 
Each of the 285 User Tasks (the specific representations of the 30 basic TERSSE mission statements) were anal-
ysised for their specific extractive processing requirements. These requirements were considered in terms of the 
eleven techn~ques discussed in the previous section (Section 6.4.2) and listed in Table 6.4-4, previous. The com-
plete and specific requirements of each user task are contained in the computerized data base of Appendix A (TERSSE 
Volume 8, User's Mission and System Requirements Data. ) 
One way to examine this data is to plot it in the foril1! of histograms which show the number of user task requiring 
eaeh type of extractive technique. Figure 6.4-8 shows the total number of user tasks for each of the eleven ex-
tractive techniques. Figure 6.4-9 is a similar presentation; however only the five major categories of extractive 
techniques are used. In Figure 6.4-10 the composition of the user task requirements can be ascertained with re-
spect to the six resources management areas. The detailed tabulation of user task requirements for each of the 
thirty resource management missions is shown in Figure 6.4-11. 
When considering these histograms it should be kept in mind that this approach treats all user tasks equally; no 
distinction is made as to their relative worth or importance. This approach is useful for detecting trends or clus-
ters in the distribution of requirements. It will be noted that the sum of the extractive processing requirements 
exceeds the number of user tasks. This situation arises because some user tasks extract more than one class of 
information from the data, and thus may use more than one type of processing or may use the same type of pro-
cessing more than once. 
Two significant factors which should be considered when comparing the relative number of requirements for each 
extractive technique are area of and frequency of coverage. Different user tasks cover different sizes of geographic 
area at different repeat cycles (and at different spatial resolution). Thus the various user tasks are expected to 
have quite different volumes of data to be extractively processed. A user task which must consider the entire 
Great Lakes area twice a week represents a different magnitude of volume than a user task which considers a single 
city twice a year. 
Referring to the histograms, several points can be made with respect to the extractive processing requirements: 
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1. No user tasks have expressed a requirement for the Unsupervised Pattern Recognition technique. 
2. The requirements for the use of Estimation and Supervised Pattern Recognition techniques are significantly 
greater (more than an order of magnitude) than the other required techniques. 
3. The requirements for Estimation and for Supervised Pattern Recognitions are apprOximately equal in mag-
nitude. 
4. The requirements for use of spectral features are considerably greater (approximately three to one) than 
for specb.'al-spatial-temporal features for both the Estimation and the Supervised Pattern Recognition 
techniques. 
) 
EXTRACTIVE PROCESSING TECHNIQUES 
::~ II II 
FigUre 6.4-8. Distribution of Extractive Processing Requirements 
EXTRACTIVE PROCESSING TECHi-,IQUES 
Figure 6.4-9. Major Categories of Extractive Tecbniques 
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EXTRACT:VE PROCESSING TECHNIQUES 
RESOURCE DISCIPLINE KEY 
• AGRiCULTURE 
• ENERGY MINERALS 
R FORESTRY 
~ LANDUSE 
D MARINE 
~ WATER 
Figure 6.4-10. Extractive Processing Requirements by Resource Management Area 
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6.4.4 OUTPUT PRODUCTS 
There is a wide range of output product types required by the various resource managers in order to successfully 
fulfill their functions. As part of the TERSSE study, these output product requirements were investigated. A com-
prehensive list was developed to categorize the product types (see Table 6.4-5) and each of the 285 representative 
user tasks were assessed with respect to this list. It should be noted that in many cases a single user task re-
quires several output products of different types; therefore, the total number of output products is larger than the 
285 user tasks. 
Table 6. 4-5. Output Product Type 
A. Photographic: 
Al Images (Thematic) 
A2 Overlays 
A3 Images (Non-Thematic) 
B. Map-Like: 
Bl Maps wholly rendered by hand and/or machine 
B2 Photomaps 
B3 Overlays 
C. Recorded: 
Cl Images 
C2 Physical Measurements (Spectral) 
C3 Output of Statistical Analysis (Correlations, Estimates, etc.) 
C4 Signature Histograms 
C5 X/Y Coordinates 
C6 Physical Measurements - other (Streamilow, Temperature, Crop Acreages, etc.) 
D. Linear Graphic: 
Dl Signature Histograms 
D2 Functional Relationships (e. g., Time Series) 
D3 Descriptive Statistics (U sually Histograms) 
E. Tabulated: 
El Raw Data (e. g., Physical Measurements) 
E2 Analyzed Data (e. g., Coefficients, Ratios, etc.) 
F. Verbal: (Typical) 
Fl Instructions 
F2 Warnings 
G. Alphanumeric: (Typical) 
Gl Data Summaries (e. g., streamilow Readouts) 
G2 Reports (e. g., Hydrological Evaluation) 
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As was done for the preprocessing and extractive processing raquirements, the results of this investigation into 
output product requirements are shown in both histogram and tabular form. These results are presented in Figures 
6.4-12 through 6.4-15. Again, the detailed requirements of each user task are contained in the computerized re-
quirements data base (Volume 8 of the TERSSE report). As was true before, the histograms represent number of 
user tasks requiring an rutput product and thus should not be misrepresented as an accurate measure of rutp1t pro-
duct quantities. 
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OUTPUT PRODUCT TYPES 
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Figure 6.4-12. Major Categories of OUtput Products Required 
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Figure 6.4-13. Specific Types of Required OUtput Products 
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Figure 6.4-14. Output Products Required by Resource Management Area 
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Some of the points that can be observed by considering the various histograms with respect to the Output Product 
requirements include: 
1. The vast majority of required products are either of the map-like or the recorded type. 
2. No user task currently indicates a requirement for the Linear Graphic type of output products. 
3. The requirement for map-like output products is greater than all other output products combined. 
It should be noted that the term''Map-Like'' as used throughout this section has a far broader meaning than the strict 
definitIon of cartography used today by todays mapping community. Rather map-like includes almost any 2 dimen-
sioned array of information keyed to a geographic reference system and printed on a paper base. 
6.4.5 HUMAN VS. MACHINE ANALYSIS 
The two extremes of implemenf;ing the ru..i:ractive processing system element can be represented by human photo-
interpretation at one end and fully automated machine analysis at the other. Photointerpretation and machine an-
alysis should not be considered as competitive but rather as complementary techniques. The development and im-
plementation of fast interactive man-machine systems represent the route to the synergistic usage of these two 
extremes. 
, ! Photointerpretation uses the interactive and pattern recognition powers of the human operating on a visual display 
(either electronic or film) of a scene. The output of this process is able to be both qualitative in nature (e.g., the 
detection and anotat",on of geologic fault lines in the Earths structure) or quantitative (e. g., deliniation and measure-
ment of field sizes). In general the human operates on a lower level of "information" per scene then the machine 
because of his limitations in spatial and spectral resolution (e. g., human cannot distinguish 64 distinct gray 
levels - spectral resolution). 
Machine analysis, on the other hand, is ideally united to apply numerical and analyitical analysis techniques to 
digital representations of a scene. The output of this process is purely quantitative or analytical in nature (e. g. , 
identification and enumeration of all pixels in a scene with a given spectral characteristic). In general, machine 
analysis is capable of operating on all the "information" in a scene but in a more limited, less flexible manner than 
the human. 
Current practice, with few exceptions, is to use these two techniques separately. What is required to better exploit 
them both are extractive processing techniques which draw on the best characteristics of each. The interactive usage 
of a man-machine system need not be restricted to "training" but, if properly excuted, can become a major photo-
interpretative tool by extending and enhancing the range of the hUman visual channel. The initial steps in this area 
have been taken by such systems as the GE Image 100 on which machine-aided photo interpretation/enhancement as 
well as operator-aided machine analysis is possible. But much remains to be done to fully develop the synergystic 
capabilities of the two complementary approaches. 
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6.5 AUXILIARY DATA PROCESSING ELEMENTS 
This section contains a brief, blt relevant, discussion on those issues which relate to the overall data processing 
and ground system problems yet which are not included elsewhere in this report. 
6. 5. 1 ARCHIVAL STORAGE 
At the appropriate point in the overall data processing stream the data must be recorded, stored, indexed, and 
maintained for later reference; this is referred to as a,}:chival storage. The two principal needs for archival stor-
age are (1) for temporal analysis and (2) for later historical analysis not initially perceived at the time of data 
collection. 
One basic issue to be considered is the sheer volume of data (in physical terms) that is generated in the course of 
a year. Figure 6. 5-1 illustrates for various sensor duty cycles the number of bits of data created in one year of 
operation as a function of sensor bit rate. This value is important in defining system archiving requirements such 
as the point in the processing cascade at which data is archived and the method for storage and access, 
106 
SENSOR DATA RATE. BITS/SEC 
FigUre 6.5-1. Archival Storage Requirements (Bits/year) 
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Figure 6.5-2 may be used to convert th'" data generated, in bits/year, to required floor space, storage volume, or ,,' Jp 
tape reels. Storage volume is the act.ual displaced volume of the storage medium and does not take into account 
storage reels, packing spacing, sheU or aisle space; nor does it include that necessary for the attendant access and 
retrieval equipment. 
A currently available example of the state-of-the-art with respect to data storage and retrieval is shown in Figure 
6.5-3. This system stores, searches, and retrieves data stored on microfiche cards., 
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Figure 6. 5-2. Archival storage Requirements (Physically) 
Figure 6. 5-3. Current SOA Example 
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6.5.2 OPERATIONS TECHNOLOGY 
The term "operations technology" refers to the broad range of actions, issues, problems, and tasks associated 
with coordinatit)~, cvntrolling, and operating the entire ERS system. The TERSSE ERS system is a complex multi-
element system, refer to Figure 6. 5-4; tile control and operating problems associated with this system wUl repre-
sent a magnitude not previously encountered by the NASA nor Earth Resources communities. This problem, r(lpre-
sented by the increase in magniture, was briefly addresses as part of the TERSSE study; this section presents a 
dexcription of the problem and makes the recommendat ion that the problem be studied further as the system takes 
shape. 
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Figure 6. 5-4. ERS Operations Technology 
In general, the issue of operations technology can be treated in two categories: 
1. Internal adaptivity and reconfiguration 
2. External responsivity 
Each of the points addressed in these categories, refer to Figure 6. 5-5, wUl be addressed. 
U\[RS 
, ANAL nlS 
• APPlICA!HJ"'~ 
, utCISIOhS 
In the internal category, a significant item is the multiple uses to which key system elements will be put. It is ex-
pected that each of the remote sensing platforms wUl serve several users. In the operations context this represents 
a problem in the scheduling of data acquisition and in the distribution of common data to several users simultaneous-
ly. The centralized preprocessing and archival facility is another example of a key system element which wUl serve 
multiple (almost all)users. The internal scheduling and coordination of its operations must be balanced to ad-
equately serve all requirements. 
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AND RECONFIGURATION EXTERNAL RES PONS I V ITY 
MULTI PLE USES OF KEY SYSTEM ELEMENTS • TURN ON WHEN ASKED - COLLECT WHAT'S NEEDED 
FI LL FROM INVENTORY VS NEW DATA 
• RESOLUTION OF PRIORITIES MERGE DATA FROM MULTI PLE SOURCES 
• STAND I NG ORDERS - SPECIAL REQUESTS INTER -P LA TFORM SUPPORT 
• ENABLE USER TO USE MULTI-SOURCE ACCEPT AND USE I N-S ITU DATA MULTI-TIME DATA 
REAL -TIME USE OF MET SYSTEM - • COPE WITH MULTIPLE REACTION TIMES PLANNING, PROCESSING 
OPERATING COMPLEX MULTI-ELEMENT SYSTEMS REQUIRES 
A SIGNIFICANT ADVANCE IN OPERATIONS TECHNOLOGY -
THEPROBlEM SHOULD BE STUDIED AS THE SYSTEMS TAKE SHAPE. 
FigUre 6.5-5. The 1980's ERS: An Operations Challenge 
As the TERSSE becomes operational the acquisition and accumulation of remotely sensed data will reach unprece-
dented volumes, there will often be cases wheI'e a decision must be made, relative to a new data request, whether 
to attempt to saiisfy that request (perhaps only partially) from data currently available in the archives or whether 
to acquire that specific data (sometimes anew). Several characteristics of the nature of the user's request will in-
fluence this decision including: 
1. Need for fresh or current data 
2. Need for simultaneous multisource data 
3. Need for completeness in requested data 
The projected ERS system indicates that most Earth resources missions will require multiple data sources in order 
to satisfy their data needs. These multiple sources will include not only several remote sensing platforms 1:Alt also 
several ancillary and in situ data sources as well. The operational requirement to merge those separate sources 
and their separate data elements in an integrated and routine manner represeni:s a significate improvement over 
that of todays system. 
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A slightly different aspect of the multiple platform system will be the real-time integrated usage of these separate 
platforms operating together as a system. For example, the presence of cloud cover, as indicated by the meteoro-
logical satellites, should influence the collection of data from other ERS elements. Pointable sensors can be, and 
should be, controlled so as to maximize their ability to obtain cloud-free data. When an opening is detected in a 
cloud cover pattern, the pointable sensor can be programmed to take advantage of the opportunity and collect data. 
Similarly, when data from one remote sensing platform is obscured by clouds the possibility of obtaining the nec-
essary data from another platform (at a different but close point in time) is one which should be considered. 
In the category of external responsivity the challenge to operations technology will stem from the needs of many 
separate and different users. The TERSSE must be responsive to both the routine or standing requests nf those 
users as well as the special, exploritory, or one-time requests for data. A mechanism must be developed to re-
solve potential conflicts in requests; for example, different locations at the same time from a pOintable sensor, or 
different spectral bands from a selectable band sensor. Procedures must be developed to establish priorities for 
user requests so that these inevitable conflicts can be resolved. 
As the ERS system transitions from an R&D or experimental system into an operational system consideration must 
be given to the volume and nature of the data collected. The TERSSE should only collect data that is needed for 
specifiC users; the wholesale collection of unmanageable volumes of data will no longer be desirable or economically 
warrented. The system should l11rn on when requested (and not otherwise) and collect what is needed. 
6.5.3 DATA SYSTEMS HARDWARE 
During the technology state-of-the-art investigation (re-
ported in TERSSE Volume 2, An Assessment of the 
Current State-of-the-Art) it was determined that the 
SOA for the data systems storage, reproduction, and 
distribution elements was well advanced. This is sh< wn 
in Figure 6. 5-6 where it can be seen that all five ele-
ments have reached the operational state. In general 
the hardware technology of data systems equipment 
is advancing rapidly without ERS assistance. The TERSSE 
should exploit this technology by focusing its develop-
ment activities only on the specialized or unique hard-
ware and systems that are peculiar to ERS. 
Two part icular dcvelopments which have been identified 
in this vein are (1) a new CCP (Computer Compatible 
Product) storage device, and (2) low cost interactive re-
mote terminals. 
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Figure 6. 5-6. Data Systems Storage/Reproduction! 
Distribution 
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The volume of data which can be expected from the operational TERSSE will be large. I( will be necessary to develop 
a storing medium which is not only capable of storing this data in a high-density, rapid-access manner, but which 
is also standardized to be compatible with computer-based processing systems. The current standard of !lOO BPI 
magnetic tapes will not be adequate for the TERSSE. 
The overall architecture for the data processing and distribution system (discussed in Section 6.6.6) requires that 
the operational terminus of the TERSSE be colocated within the user's organizational strucb.1re. This terminus 
must range in capability from a fully-interactive extractive processor control/display to a passive, receive-only 
product copier. With regard for the former, which is more demanding of technology, it was notable that special 
purpose classifiers are ideal candidates for time-shared systems where the classifier is connected to and supports 
many user-located termin .. :tls. Typical speed differentials of 20-100:1 exist between the classification of a TV 
screen of data into 8 themes « 1 sec) and the seb.1p of training site selection or interpretation of results (> 20 sec). 
In addition, the data rates between the classifier and the remote control/display need not be excessive, as it, is only 
the altered CRT pixels which must be transmitted. 
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6.6 GROUND SYSTEM CONFIGURATION 
As was discussed earlier at the beginning of this section, Section 6. 1., and as is represented by the following 
figure, Figure 6.6-1, the total concept of the ground system includes a1l those elements necessary to get the raw 
data from the remote sensing platform, process the raw data into useable information, and then deliver that in-
formation to the user. The major elements involved are: 
1. Ground Station 
2. Preprocessing 
3. Extractive Processing 
4. User Models 
5. Users 
GROUND 
STATION 
COMMUNICATION LINK 
RECORDING AATE 
PHYSICAL LOCATION 
GROUND DATA TRANSFER 
GROWTH POTENTIAL 
RAW D"TA 
PREPROCESSING 
TYPES REQUIRED 
TIMELINESS 
THROUGHPUT RATE 
CENTRALIZED 
BASIC APPROACHES 
LOADING CURVES 
PROCESSING 
FACILITIES 
EXTRACTIVE 
PROCESSING 
TYPES REQUIRED 
CENTRALIZATION 
INFORMATION FLOW 
ARCHIV ING NEEDS 
TIMELINESS 
COMMON-'UTY 
USER 
INFORMATION 
USER MODELS 
IDENTIFICATION 
COMMONALITY 
MULTI-INPlTT 
TIMELINESS 
LARGE NUMBER OF INTERRELATED ISSUES REQUIRE THOROUGH ANALYSIS AND TRADEOFF 
Figure 6.6-1. Ground System Requirements 
USER(S) 
WHO 
WHERE 
INFORMATION NEED 
TIMELINESS 
DISTRIBlTTlON 
As indicated on the figure, each of these elements have several important requirements and issues.; all of which 
are genera1ly interrelated and require tradeoffs in order to establish an optimal solution. 
Inasmuch as the Ground Stations and downlink communications areas represent relatively established state-of-the-
arts; and further, the U!l'9r models and users are separately discussed elsewhere, this section of the TERSSE 
effort has concentrated on the "center box", data processing and distlibution portion, of the system. 
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The approach taken with this study was to begin by establishing preliminary guidelines, requirements and other 
significant design criteria, Several different alternative system configurations were then developed and considered 
with respect to the initial criteria, The topics discussed in this section include: 
• 6, 6,1 - Parametric Approach to System Configuration 
• 6, 6, 2 - Alternate Approach to System Configuration 
• 6, 6,3 - Ground System Selection Criteria 
• 6,6,4 - System Selection Methodology 
• 6, 6,5 - Results of Weighted Criteria Approach 
• 6, 6, 6 - The Selected Ground System Configuration 
This procedure resulted in the development of nine basic ground system configurations which will be described in 
this section, 
As will be seen, this portion of the TERSSE effort has evolved a single ground system configuration which satisfies 
the needs and selection criteria of all identified missions and uses, This selected ccmfiguration, titled "Lead 
Federal Agency - Information Analysis Center", provides sufficient flexibility and capability to serve the rliverse 
requirements of the various users while maintaining sufficient centralization to remain efficient. 
6,6.1 PARAMETRIC APPROACH TO SYSTEM CONFIGURATION 
Perhaps the most rigorous methodology towards system configuration (when a pure analytical optimization solution 
is not feasible) is that of parametric variation. In the parametric approach the various dimensions of variability 
and the feasible points of variation along the dimensions are determined first. Then, systems are formulated by 
parametrically combining all combinations of feasible points. Finally, each of these "systems" can then be 
evaluated against the overall reqUirements, guidelines and other criteria. For example, assume that the two 
dimensions of a system were its color and its size. Further, assume that each dimension has only two possible 
values; the color is either black 01' white, and the size is either large 01' small. The parametriC combination of 
these values will produce foul' "systems"; large-black, large-white, small-black, and small-white. 
In the present case, overall configuration of a ground data processing and distribution system, there are several 
key dimensions which result in a large number of possible system designs, For this problem, a total of eleven 
key dimensions of variability have been identified. These eleven dimenSions, tabulated in Table 6.6-1 below, fall 
into four general categories: 
1, User Access/entry 3, Data Base Maintenance 
2. Data processing 4. System Coordination 
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On the average, each of the eleven dimensions have approximately five quantifiable feasible points (i. e., for 
dimension number one, users' physical/geographic access to system, there are : 
1. Hundreds of local, centers 
2. Several dozen state centers, 
3. Few dozen regional centers 
4. Several/few teritorial centers, and 
5. Single national center 
Therefore, the total number of tentative systems (see Figure 6.6-2) arrived at by this parametric approach is 511 
or nearly 50 million different configurations. Obviously, there are too many to do justice to each. 
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Figure 6. 6-2. Variable Dimensions of Ground System Configuration 
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User 
Data 
Processing 
Data 
Base 
Coordination 
Table 6.6-1. Dimensions of Grounrl System Configuration Design 
Extreme 
1 Local User Center 
------Convenient 
Responsive 
Speclaltzed 
Quick Access 
2 ~e~l Purpo~te~ 
Lower Cost 
No Duplication 
Simplified communications 
3 Highly Distributed 
Local Access 
Faster Response 
More direct communication 
4 General Purpose 
r------
Inter-functional expertise 
Generalized capability 
Cross functional analysis 
Functionally synergistic 
5 Multiple 1------
Fnster specific access 
Slmpller linkages 
Geographlcaly dlspersab1e 
Segregated for security 
6 General Purpose 
-cr~ fu-;;;;tionally linked -
Growable for new functions 
Description 
User's physical/geographic 
access to system 
Users' functlonal/techalcal 
Interface to system 
Extractive processing capability -
where located 
Extractive processing capabilitY 
- How organized/conducted 
Number of data bases maintained 
Type of data base 
7 All relevant earth resources Scope of data base 
data 
~verythIng ~ss-;;We - -
ancillary data available 
In-sltsu data aVailable 
Complete cross reference 
8 ~tiple F~at ~a __ 
Complete Information center 
Primary sources retained 
Data fidelity maintained 
Lower storage volume 
9 Present Federal Structure 
i--Malnta1;,;prOPritory Inter~ 
Fosters competlons 
Inherent self interest 
Direct applicability 
10 Federated System 
- National, Regional, 
State, Local 
t-r:;,c;;t;.;lf tn;re;t -
specialized services 
11 Lead Agencys 
ProVide~a1 po!nt;-
Friendly competition 
Traceable responsibility 
Format of data base 
Structure of system at federal level 
GeographIc Organization/Coordination 
Functlonal/Dlsclpllne Organization 
Extreme 
National user center 
-Focused -- --- -- -
Coordinated 
No Duplication 
Optimally sized 
Equally accessible 
FunctlonaJJy speCialized Interface 
-------Techalcal Expertise 
In-depth capability 
"Talks own language If 
Single ER Center 
More sophIsticated equipment 
On Site expertise 
Centralized reB~.!rces 
Functionally specl/Illzed 
------Intra-functl onal expertise 
Specialized responses 
Incremental approach 
Single 
Lower total volume 
Central location 
No redundency 
_ Functionally ~eci~zed _ 
Faster access per user 
Slmpller linkages 
Controllable access 
Remotely sensed data only 
--
e--Simpler -;;;;taloglng - - - -
Directly linked 
Fewer ownershIp problems 
Digitized Data only 
I- Easily ;;;;-m,;,;;;ic,ilii; - - -
Directly computer compatible 
Simpler to arcblve 
Less error prone 
New "US Dept of Earth Resources" i--------
Focuses responsibility 
Reduces redundency 
Simplifies Interfaces 
No charter conflicts 
Phroclal promoter 
OAE National System 
Simplifier Interfaces 
Few redundencies 
Better communications 
No Special 
- N;;-;;w b~aur~ --
No lead time required 
Lower profile 
_~.-z\ 
, f/ 
""'....:: .... ~~ 
6.6.2 ALTERNATE APPROACH TO SYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS 
Considering the unmanageable number of parametril' possibilities discussed in the previous section it is evident that 
what is required is an approach which will rapidly eliminate those configurations which exist mathematically but 
which are not technically valid. The application of experience and engineering knowledge can produce a manage-
able number of viable alternatives which include all important configuration variations. These few configurations 
represent the significant extremes and thus bound the set of alternative configurations. The applications of this 
approach to the present problem produced a total of nine alternative system configurations for the ground data 
processing and distribution system. 
These nine alternative configurations are shown in block diagram form in Figures 6.6-3 through 6. 6-11. Corre-
sponding to each system block diagram is an example, Figures 6. 6-3A through 6. 6-HA, of the information flow 
through that system concept. Table 6. 6-2 summarizes the key features of each configuration concept together with 
some of the applicable strength and weaknesses of each concept. 
6.6.3 GROUND SYSTEM SELECTION CRITERIA 
In order to select from among the several systems configurations, specific selection criteria were developed in 
accor!Lnce with the general system performance requirements. These requirements and the specific criteria are 
summarized in Table 6.6-3; the following paragraphs provide a narritive discussion on each of the thirteen criteria: 
1. System Acceptability - No system of national S'!Jope which crosses several discrete organizational 
boundaries, potentially impinges on existing charter responsibilities and requires Executive Branch 
and Congressional approval for its implementation can afford to overlook the real life environment in 
which the system must survive. Although quantitative technical system parameters can readily be 
developed and evaluated, it is much more difficult to factor in the qualitative environmental considera-
tions on which eventual system implementation may really depend. Listed below are some typical con-
siderations included in the design and selection PJ:ocess. Each of which must be fully evaluated when 
choosing between systems which represent the best trade-offs in technical compliance versus those 
which can do an adequate job--but more importantly--provide good prospects of being accepted and 
implemented. 
a. A lead federal agency exists for each area of earth resources management 
b. Establishment of a department of natural resources improves/strengthens management focus 
c. Lead agencies technically competent (and parochial) in data acquisition and extractive processing 
d. HistOrically, federal agencies resist external programs which threaten infringement on 
established activities 
e. Poor track record to date for implementing national super-systems, e. g. , 
--National Environmental Data System (Dingell Bill) 
--National Enviroomental Center (Muskie-Baker Bill) 
--RALI (DOl) 
--National Enviranmental Data Analysis System (EPA) 
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f. Technically sophisticated users already access appropriate lederal and other avail& data sources 
g. Prime system requirements could evolve from growth of other potential users J) 
2. System Cost - From a practical standpoint, one major factor in the implementation of any system is its 
overall cost, and the competitive relationship of these costs with other prioritized budget items. The 
approach, for now, is to assume that the lower the system cost the better its chances will be for 
implementation; the costs of each can be considered an independent factor in the selection process. At 
this stage of deSign, system costs will best be addressed in terms of estimated relative costs for each of 
the concepts considered; e. g .. , cost of Simplest and least complex system = X; System of estimated twice 
complexity = 2 X. 
3. Response Volume Capability - The network shall be capable of responding to the projected volume of user 
inquiries in the 1978-1982 time period. Some key parameters in defining this workload are: 
a. Source, number, and type of requests 
b. Type of data and/or information required 
c. Inquiry response sources 
d. Response timing and corresponding communication networks required 
e. Response efforts in terms of man hours; types of personnel required and available computer capability 
4. Response Time - Data and/or information shall be made available to users in required format, on a 
demand or standing order basis, in accordance with the timing required to influence earth resource 
management decisions. Such timing--from the sensing of a dynamic event or the measurement of a 
static phenomenon--can range from near real time--e. g., 1/2 hour or less in the case of forest fire 
control to months or even longer intervals for geological surveys. In no case should the information 
network be the limiting factor in satisfying user response schedules. 
:'i. Flexibility - The vast volUlIl.e of data acquired '~hrough remote sensing will require a corresponding 
increased useage of automated processing techniques to assure that these data can be effectively and 
~urrently applied to the solution of earth resources management problems. Accordingly, archieved 
data must be disseminated in a form suitable for automated pre-processing, information extraction, 
analysis, and generation of output products to user requirements. Further, the system must be 
sufficiently flexible to provide a variety of data fromats compatible with a mUltiplicity of user techniques 
and equipment. 
6. Scope of Output- The data and/or information required to contribute to a factual basis for earth resources 
management decisions should incorporate the best available inputs from all appropriate sources. The 
growth of remote sensing is expected to increasingly supplement, reinforce and otherwise benefiCially 
impact--and in some cases supersede--the data available from in-sitU or other ground based sensing 
and measurement techniques. Accordingly, any response to the user requests must integrate both 
remote sensed and all other auxillary data bases. 
7. System Security - The network must provide adequate protection of the data files intagrity of participating 
organizations by preventing usage by unauthorized personnel and by shielding the privacy of both the 
source and user. 
8. System Adaptability - The network configuration and capability shall be suffiCiently flexible and/or 
easily modified to respond in a timely manner to changes in the user population, user requirements, 
data sources, technology, economics, sociopolitical influences and all other changes in the operational 
environment which affect system functions and effectivengss. 
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9. Output to Users - The primary requirement of the Earth Resources Information Network is to satisfy 
known and forecasted direct and indirect user information requirements across all disciplines of in-
terest and across all organizational boundaries within the United States. 
Potential users range from technically sophisticated scientific>ersonnel at the Federal agency, scientific 
and academic levels to non-technical laymen involved in localiz<!d business problems. The network shall 
have the capability of satisfying the information needs of both extremes of users, as well as all in-betwee.n 
gradations. For the technically sophisticated personnel, the information required may range from raw 
digital data to annotated photographic images. In the case of non-technical laymen, available data may 
require considerable extractive processing and interpretation in order to present the resulting information 
in an easily understandable format. 
10. System Evaluation - The network shall be capable of evolutionary growth in scope, capability, and 
structure over time as network capability is demonstrated and accepted and user demands for services 
increase. 
11. Interactive Capability - All elements of the network shall be interconnected and interactive to the extent 
necessary to assure that a user request for information at any entry point in the network will be satisfied 
by an appropriate and timely response, regardless of where the data exists in the network. The network 
operation shall be sufficiently flexible and responsive to permit users to alter, modify, or otherwise 
change initial requests if the user deems this action necessary to impr(lVe the quality of the information 
required. 
12. Self-Monitoring - The network shall include a "housekeeping" capability to monitor system performance 
so that operations managers will have continual feedback in order to properly control and improve 
the network and its operations. 
13. System Elements Improvement - Although conformance with design constraints and performance specifi-
cations will establish the major criteria for an acceptable ground system concept, recognition must be 
accorded to the fact that nearly any eventual configuration will represent a melding of new and existing 
system elements. Many existing elements--such as computerized data banks, other data repositories, 
and data processing facilities--in their present form will almost certainly not be fully compatible with 
each other in an integrated system, and will require modifications and improvements to assure an 
efficient and effective information management network. Provlsions should be made in any system 
concept for some mechanism which addresses these problems and provides for their solution as the 
system evolves. Listed below are some of the system elements which have been identified as prime 
candidates for improvement: 
a. Improve consistency of data bases format, qua1:Ity, standard, and scales 
b. Improve data base cataloging 
c. Improved interaction of information processing efforts 
d. Minimize duplicate data storage 
e. Eliminate conflicting/non-objective data storage 
f. Provide for R&D on: 
--Imagery processing --Display modes 
--Data reduction techniques --Communication techniques 
--Microfilm development --Mass Data Storage 
--Modeling techniques 
--Hardware compatibility 
--Software adaptability 
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No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
NERIC 
RElUC 
lAC 
USC 
NERC 
Table 6. 6-2. Alternate System Configurations 
Title Descriptim 
Centralized NERlC SiDgIe NERIC satisfies the multidisciplinary 
data/Information Deeds for all users. 
Conftgured/chartered so as to not dupUcate 
nor cooflict wUh existing agencies. Inter-
active data links with aU malor data sooroes. 
Communication llnks with User Service 
Centers at State and loca1level. 
Federated NElUC/RElUC A combination 0{ an NERIC serving natlOll3l 
users 3lld REIUC (RegIonal) servin; regional 
(state user \\ith two discrete levels; 
(1) national. (2) combined Regional/State 
Lead Federal Agency Lead Federal Agency is defined for·each 
discrete area or Earth reswrces manage-
ment. They will then expand tbeir sc~ of 
interest and faciUties as volume of user 
requests increases. Multiple lnfonnatfon 
Analysts Centers (re&tonal scope) are 
est3bHsbed to process orders from User 
Service Centers. AU Unked tOltetbcr 
tbroogb an interacth'C computer network 
National Clearingbouse Similar to No.3 (Lead Feder:ll Agency) 
wbere existing agencies, DOW not re-
strietcd to Feder:ll Icv~l. will expand 
their scope and facilities as required. No 
new analysis ccnters are createcl A 
National Earth Resources Clearingbouse 
is estabUshed to provide indeXing and 
source referrals. 
Federal Agency lAC (evolved) No new super system. Lend Federal 
Agencies encour3ged to expand scope and 
facilities with an lAC for each.. Users 
are geograIitlcaUy focused through 
regional. state. nod locnl offices of the 
agency. 
Three Level In!ormnUon Center lIierarchlcnl system of national (NERlC) 
regional (RERlC). and state (SERlC) 
information centers structural to focus 
on geographical needs of user 
Federal Agency IAC with NERIC Slmllar to No. 5 (Federal Agency IAC-
evolved) with the addition of a National 
Earth Resources Clearinghouse to 
provide data lodex1ng aDd user referral 
NERC am Regional Onta Banks The basic concept of 8 National Earth 
Resources Clearinghouse Is expanded to 
include regional Data Banks which prO\1de 
data to State and local user service centers. 
Distributed Center System In combination \\1th the evolved Federal 
(evolved) Agency rAC incorporate Regional Earth 
Resources Cleariachouses and Data Banks 
=> National Earth Res(1Irces Information Center 
... Reponal Earth ~8OUrceS Information Center 
= Informatloo Analsyms Ce.nter 
..: User Service CeQter 
.. NatfOllal Earth Res(1Irccs C1earlngboose 
~ 
Major Strengths 
• all new. ground-up super system 
• single focal point 
• conceptually simple/straight 
forward 
• centralized resources 
• more rapid" comprehensive 
response to users at two 
discrete levels (focused) 
• fixed hierarchy of capabiUty 
• takes advant3ge of existing 
agenCies paradoxical tnterests 
• blgbly responsive to users 
• little required in way of new 
structures 
• minimum. initial commitment 
• mlDlmum tnit1al tn\'Cstment 
• agency oriented structure 
for nccess and \1s1blllty 
• focused to needs (admlnlstrattvely) 
• cstabUsbed througb c\-olution 
• fast In-depth response 
• focused to user needs 
(geograpblc:>lly) 
• prm1des selective notification 
services on National basis 
• FedenUy ndmlDlstrath'Cly 
focused 
• estabUshed mostly through 
e\'Olution 
• geographically distributed to users 
• rapid access to hIgh usage data 
• geograIitically distributed dnta. 
bank 
• maintains Federal Agencies as 
fows 
• established partly through 
c\'OluUon 
• focused response to· user queries 
Major Weaknesses 
• requIres close Integragency coordioatlon 
• at! DeW, ground-up super system 
• remote from users 
• schedullng/prlority conntcts 
• increased complexity/cost In communication 
links 
• Increased coots 0{ factUties. equipment. 
operating personnel 
• large complex computer network 
• potential charter confUcts 
• wasteful redundnnCj probable 
• highly fragmented system 
, 
• potential charter conflicts 
• wasteful redundancy probable 
• potential charter confUcts 
• overlaptng discipUnes 
• redundency in expertise 
• lack of geographical focus 
• largt! cnpll3.l system tnvestmou 
• complex data/information excb:mges 
• lack. of disciplinary depth 
• NERC redundant 'ro1th agency services 
• discipline capabU~ty overlaps 
• geogrnpbleally ce!ltraU:r.ed 
• highly fractionated faciUties 
• little oentrali:r:ed capabiUty 
• redundancy in data. banks 
• difficult for naHmal users 
• potential. charter con!Ucts 
• probable d:lta base redundaDcy 
• little national multldisciplino scope 
• no Inler:tgency coordination 
~ 
,~' 
(7) 
I 
(7) 
..::J 
L-
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
~. ~ 
Title 
System Acceptability 
System Cost 
Response Volume Capability 
Response Time 
Flexibility 
Scope of Output 
System Security 
System Adaptability 
Output to Users 
System Evolution 
Interactive Capability 
Self-Monitoring 
System Elements 
Improvement 
; 
">~ 
Table 6. 6-3. Selection Criteria/Performance Requirements 
Performance Requirement Selection Criteria 
System must be acceptable to all affected participants System will engender a high degree of acceptability 
as a useful adjunct to existing or planned federal, with all affected participants 
regional, and state capabilities 
Cost must be witbin achievable funding System ranking inverse to estimated relative costs 
(i. e., highest relative cost system l'eceives lowest 
ranking). 
Meets projected needs of federal, public, academic, System is capable of responding in a timely manner 
and private sectors to the projected volume of user requirements 
Sensing/Measurement to user inquires range from Capability is, or easily can be, provided to meet user 
near real time to months response schedules for data and/or information ranging 
from near real time to protracted intervals. 
Archival data suitable for automated preprocessing. System provides capability to format and disseminate 
information extraction, analysis, and generation of archived data products compatible with a multiplicity of 
output products must he compatible with user techniques user's automated processing equipment and te·chniques. 
and equipmel!t 
Remote and/or auxiliary data/information Capability is provided to effectively locate, retrieve, and 
integrate both rem~ te-sensed and related ancillary data 
in response to user requests. 
Maintenance of data bal e integrity; source and user The system incorporates the capability to invoke security 
privacy protection are required. provisions which adequately protect the integrity and 
privacy of communications between sources and users. 
The system should be responsive to changes in user mix; The system shall be readily adaptable or modifiable to 
user requirements; data sources; technology; economics; conform to changes in the operational environment which 
socie-political influences affect network functions and effectiveness. 
Data and/or information formats responsive to total Data and/or information outputs can be prooded in a variety I spectrum of user requirements of formats responsive to the total spectrum of user 
requirements. 
Built-in growib capability will he required The system readily permits expansion or modification to 
accommodate growib in input/output requirements. 
System responds to user requests at any entry pOint. System provides a multipliCity of user entry points with 
Accommodates changes in requests prior to completion flexible inquiry/response capability. 
of response 
"Housekeeping" capability for operations control and The system incorporates provisions for performance monitoring 
improvement is necessary to facilitate operational control and improvement. 
Functions and incentives are provided to Improve each System capability is provided to promote and abet planned 
of the system elements system element Improvements. 
-_.-
----
6. 6.4 SYSTl<;M SELECTION METHODOLOGY 
The selection of a specific system configuration from the nine postulated was accomplished by using the approach 
of "weighter.l criteria". The weighted criteria method consists of first establishing the relative importance of the 
specific criteria with respect to each other by assigning each criteria a weighting factor. Then for each candidate 
configuration, the candidate is evaluated for each criteria and a numerical score assigned for that criteria. These 
raw scores are then weig;hted by the appropriate weighting factor and summarized to fOlm the total score for that 
candidate. When all of the candidate configurations have been Similarly evaluated their total scores can be 
compared and a selection made. 
To initiate this process, the preliminary design constraints listed below have been formulated to define the 
boundaries of any eventual system solution. Each constraint represents a go-no/go criteiia for configuration 
acceptability, and non··conformance with anyone constraint is cause for rejection of the configuration under con-
Sideration. 
1. Satisfy user requirements with the U. S. 
2. Avoid/minimize duplication of other system capabilities 
3. Avoid infringement on existiug agency responsibilities 
4. Operational feasibility baseline--1978-1982 
5. Net Annual operating costs consistent with project budgets 
6. Conform to all legal requirements 
Each of the concepts selected for further evaluation was first measured against the above constraints and was de-
termined to be within acceptable limits. Examination of the last two constraints did present unusual difficulties 
in that quantitative system costs and proj(~ct budgets are undefined at this time, and that any system of the scope 
proposed could incur situations involving the legal liability of both source and user with regard to toe use of the 
data. However, it was decided to defer deletion of any feasible concept pending the future determination of more 
definitive costs; budget and legal liability parmneters were not within the scope of this study. 
In contrast to design constraints which establish relatively inflexible go-no/go design and selection parameters, 
the system performance requirements define a set of design goals--each of which has relative importance and 
many of which are interdependent to various degrees. These requirements, together with other system geals and 
qualitative, considerations, form the basis for the initial set of system selection criteria. 
Thi; !.p-:lividual criteria have been compared and have been judgmentally weighted with respect to ear.h other to 
proportionalize the impact of anyone criteria on the acceptability of the overall concept. Each configuration will 
be evaluated and measured against each individual criteria in order to evaluate the degree of conformance of that 
6-68 
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configuration to that criteria. Numerical factors (scores) have been assigned to both the conformance and weighting 
factors so that an overall numerical rating can be obtained for each criteria for each concept. Summlltion of the 
numerical ratings will then determine a prioritized listing of concepts in order of desirability, --No.1 having the 
highest numerical rating. 
Each of the selection criteria impacts on the acceptability of an overall concept to varying degrees. The degree 
of impact itself is also a variable depending on the environment existing at the time of concept evaluation and 
how accurate the evaluator's interpretation is of that environment. Furthe.:", the weighting factors must be selected 
to assure that the correct degrees of differences are assigned to each criteria so that the final numerical summations 
are suffiCiently spread to assure that concept priorities are clearly defined. Listed below in Table 6.6-4 is the 
result of several iterations in prioritizing and weighting the selection criteria developed above. Weight is based on 
a scale of 1 to 50. 
Each of the selection criteria represent system goals to which each of the concepts conform to in varying degrees. 
As with criteria weighting, It is important to assign the numerical factors so that the final summations result in 
clear de:ineations of order. The following conformance factors have been assigned on Ii rating spread of 0 to 10: 
Conformance Factor 
High degree of conformance 
Very near1y conforms 
Partially conforms 
Barely acceptable 
Does not meet 
6.6.5 RESULTS OF WEIGHTED CRITERIA APPROACH 
Numerical Rating 
10 
8 
5 
2 
o 
The results of applying the above criteria, with the we!gnting factors given, are shown in Table 6.6-5 below. 
For each of the nine candidate system configuration concepts, described above, the table conta:1;::, two colunms, 
one with the Individual conformance scores and one with the weighted total. The overall summ~tiun of these 
results are shown in Table 6.6-6; configuration concept number five received the highest total score. 
Two alternative criteria weighting factors schemes were also considered. In alternate scheme number one the 
relative importance of the first two criteria (System Acceptability and System Cost) is increased with respect to 
the other criteria by doubUng their criteria weighting factors (to 100 and 50 respectively). In alternate scheme 
number two the relative importanCe of all criteria are the same (each has Ii weighting factor of Qne). Note that 
these alternatives only effect the total source, and ranking of c;oncepts, by changing the criteria weights; since 
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Table 6.6-4. Baseline Conformance Criteria and Weighting Factors 
Criteria Weighting 
Rank Criteria Factor 
J) 
1 System will engender a high degree of acceptability with all 50 
affected participants 
2 System ranking inverse to estimated relative costs (i. e. , highest 25 
relative cost system receives lowest ranking) 
3 System is capable of responding in a timely manner to the pro- 10 
jected volume of user requirements 
4 Capability is, or easily can be, provided to meet user response 10 
schedules for data and/or information ranging from near real time 
to protracted intervals 
5 System provides capability to format and disseminate archived data 10 
products compatible with a multiplicity of user's automated processing 
equipment and te chniques 
6 Capability is provided to effectively locate, retrieve, and integrate 10 
both remote-sensed and related ancillary data in response to user 
requests 
7 The system incorporates the capability to invoke security prOvisions 10 
which adequately protect the integrity and privacy of communications 
between sources and users 
8 The system shall be readily adaptable or modifiable to conform to 10 
changes in the operational environment which affect network funclions 
and effectiveness ]) 
9 Data and/or information outputs can be provided in a variety of formats 7 
responsive to the total spectrum of user requirements 
10 The system readily permits expansion or modification to accommodate 7 
growth in input/output requirements 
11 System provides a multiplicity of user entry points with flexible 5 
inquiry/response capability 
12 The system incorporates provisions for performance mOnitoring to 5 
facilitate operational control and improvement 
13 System capability is provided to promote and abet planned system 5 
element improvements 
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Selection Criteria 
1 System Acceptability 
2 System Cost 
3 Response Volume 
Capability 
4 Response Time 
5 Flexibility 
6 Scope of Output 
7 System Security 
8 System Adaptability 
9 G!>tput to Users 
10 System Evaluation 
11 fnteractive Capahllity 
12 Self-Monitoring 
13 System Elements 
Improvement 
Criteria 
Weight 
50 
25 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
7 
7 
5 
5 
5 
1 
Score Total Score 
2 100 2 
2 50 0 
5 50 8 
10 100 10 
10 100 10 
10 100 10 
10 100 5 
10 100 8 
10 70 10 
10 70 10 
5 25 8 
10 50 10 
10 50 10 
965 
Table 6. 6-5. Results Using Baseline Weighting Factors 
Candidate Configurations 
2 3 4 5 6 
Total Score Total Score Total Score Total Score Total 
100 5 250 10 500 10 500 0 0 
0 0 0 8 200 10 250 0 0 
80 10 100 5 50 10 100 10 100 
100 10 100 10 100 10 100 I 10 100 100 5 50 2 20 5 50 10 lOll 
100 10 100 5 50 5 50 10 100 
50 2 20 10 100 10 100 2 20 
80 5 50 2 20 2 20 5 50 
70 10 70 5 35 5 35 10 70 
70 5 35 5 35 5 35 8 56 
40 10 50 10 50 10 50 10 50 
50 2 10 0 0 0 0 10 50 
50 2 10 0 0 0 0 10 50 
890 845 1160 1290 746 
7 8 9 
Score Total Score Total Score Total 
10 500 10 500 10 500 
8 200 5 125 2 50 
10 100 10 100 10 100 
! 
10 100 10 100 10 100 
5 50 2 20 2 20 
I 
.5 50 5 50 8 80 
10 100 5 GO 2 20 
2 20 S 50 5 50 
5 35 5 35 5 35 
5 35 5 35 5 35 
10 50 10 50 10 50 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
1240 1115 1040 
I 
-------
Rank 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
Table 6. 6-6. Summary Ranking of Concepts 
(Based on Baseline Weighting Factors) 
Concept No. No. Points 
5 1290 
7 1240 
4 1160 
8 1115 
9 1040 
1 965 
2 890 
3 845 
6 746 
) 
% of No. 1 
-
96 
90 
86 
80 
75 
69 
65 
58 
the system configuration concepts and the criteria the D.lselves are the same the basic score is unchanged for the 
alternatives. The overall summation for these alternatives are shown in Table 6.6-7 and 6.6-8 for alternatives 
one and two respectively. 
The results of all three weighting schemes are shown comparitively in Table 6.6-9. Note that the only difference 
in ranking between the baseline scheme and alternative scheme one is that the seventh and eight place concepts 
switch places; the rank of all other concepts remains unchanged. However, alternative scheme two does produce 
a completely different ranking of concepts from the other two schemes. 
In addition to considering the absolute ranking (first, second, etc) it is fruitful to look at the spread between the 
rankings. That is, a first place rank position is more meaningful if the second ranked concept is far removed than 
jt L if the second place choice is quite close. Figure 6.6-12 graphically displays this "spread" for the three 
weighting factor schemes considered. From this figure it can be observed that for the two schemes which in-
volve wieghted criteria (baseline and alternative one) configuration number five is the highest ranked. But, it is 
not a clear head and shoulders selection; for the baseline weighting scheme it is only 4% above its closest "competitor" 
and for alternative weighting scheme number one it is only 7% above the second choice. Alternative scheme two 
is seen to provide a better clustering and spread between it "winners" and its "loosers", but it is based on each 
criteria having equal weight which is not a reasonably valid hypothesis upon. which to rank the alternfitive con-
figurations. 
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Rank 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
Rank 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
poncept No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
Table 6. 6-7. Summary Ranking of Concepts - Alternate 1 
(Based on Doubling the Criteria Wts. for Criterias 1 & 2) 
Concept No. No. Points % of No.1 
5 2040 
7 1940 
4 1860 
8 1740 
9 1590 
1 1115 
3 1095 
2 990 
6 746 
Table 6. 6-8. Preliminary Ranking d. Concepts - Alternate 2 
(Based on all Criteria of Equal Weight 
-
93 
91 
85 
78 
55 
54 
49 
37 
Concept No. No. Points % of No.1 
1 104 
-
2 101 97 
6 95 91 
5 82 79 
7 80 77 
3 76 73 
4 72 69 
8 72 69 
9 69 66 
Table 6.6-9. Comparison of Concept Rankings 
Baseline Rank Alt. 1 Rank Alt. 2 Rank 
". 
6 6 1 
7 8 2 
8 7 6 
3 3 7 
1 1 4 
9 9 3 
2 2 5 
4 4 8 
5 5 9 
1 t 
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• PERCENTAGE OF TOP RANKED -
0% 10 20 30 '0 50 60 70 80 90 100% 
I I I I , , I , I , I 
BASELINE 
• • • + • t 1 t t WEIGHTING 6 3 2 I 9 5 
ALTERNATIVE I t ftt t t t t t 
WEIGHTING 6 2 3' 9 8 47 5 
In summary, the best system configuration in terms 
of the selection criteria considered is configuration 
number five, Federal Agency IAC---evolved, (no 
l1f,W SU;X\l.· system, evolved lead agencies, addition 
of infui'lllation analysis centers). However, the 
determination of this selection is not so clearcut and 
definite that a strong position is warranted. For 
"LTERNATIVE 2 
\ WEIGHTING 
t tt t " 
, 
" 
example the difference in ranking between it and con-
cept number seven, Federal Agency lAC with NERC, 
! 
~ 81 3 75 6 
Figure 6. 6-12. Relative Ranking of Concepts 
is directly attributable to the cost of the NERO. It may vary well be, that the increased cost will be more than 
offset by increased benefit in other areas which were not accounted for by the thirteen selection criteria. 
6.6.6 THE SELECTED GROUND SYSTEM CONFIGURATION 
II 
As developed over the preceeding several sections the selected ground system configuration for TERSSE is: Con-
figuration 5, Federal Agency Information Analysis Center. rhis concept, sho\\n again in Figure 6.6-13, features 
a distribution of the information analysis functions among the several "lead" Federal agencies which now carry 
out the resource management tasks in the absence of a TERSSE. The interfaces between the outside users and 
the "system" exist through the geographically organized networks of offices of the various Federal agencies 
involved. An overall summary of these key elements of this configuration is shown in Figure 6.6-14. 
The study investigations into the architectural structure of the TERSSE ground system have led to the conclusion 
that the ground system structure should be mission tailored and parallel the user's organizational structure. Some 
missions are naturally centralized (e. g., Global Crop Survey); however, most have a decentratized and geo-
graphically distributed user network, even those with heavy Federal involvement. A second recurring feature is 
the existence of a tiered hierarchial structure (local, district, state, regional) px:esent in the organization of those 
users. 
The TERSSE ground system architecture is designed to be structured along reSOUl-Je management mission 
lines and to be convient for user access at its terminus. This recommended approach produces a structure for an 
operational TERSSE which is in contrast to a reo0n;tmendation by the Applications Summer Study and others for large 
regional sateUite data centers. The satellite data ~nter concept is not felt to be desirable unless modified, for 
two principal reasons: First, large regional centers will not be mission-oriented and geographically convient 
to the users; the TERSSE study team feels that mission orientation and convient user access is a major require-
ment for the operational ground data system. Second, the concept of a Satellite Data Center makes difficult the 
tailored integration and application of multi-source data to a specific resource management problem. The TERSSE 
study has shown that most missions will require the integrated usage of several data sources together wi~ con-
Siderable amounts of ancillary and in situ data. 
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Figure 6.6-13. Ground Data System Configm:ation 5 Federal Agency lAC 
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The recommended TERSSE ground system architecture provides for a mission-tailored hierarchial structure of 
user interfaces focused around several "Lead Federal Agencies". At the lower levels of the hierarchial structure 
the system interfaces are to be co-located with the users. In order to accomplish this co-location of the terminus, 
a series of low cost interactive remote access terminal devices connected to the next higher hierarchial level are 
needed. The nature of current advanced extractive pr·ocessing systems (high ratio of user involvement time to 
machine processing time) lends itself to this time-shared remote terminal concept. 
The near term activity required in this area consists of refining and defining the remote terminal concept. What 
shoUld the specification of this device be, and who are the appropriate initial users are initial issues to be addressed. 
The "Applications Concept Testing Facility" (ACT) concept being considered by NASA/GSFC (Contract Number 
NAS 5-24022 Mod 40) offers an excellent vehicle for addressing these near term issues. The objectives of the ACT 
concept should be expanded to include the definition of the TERSSE ground system remote terminal. 
In addition to the specific features of the selected ground system configuration, discussed in the remainder of this 
section, there are several other overall aspects of the ground system, refer to Figure 6.6-15. These more general 
functions will be performed at a centralized National center prior to receipt of the data by the several lead Federal 
agencies. These centralized functions include, data preprocessing, data archiving, and initial data distribution 
to the lead agencies. 
DATA RATE: 
PREPROCES SING: 
ARCHIVING: 
LIMITED BY FREQUENCY ALLOCATIONS (AT X BAND, 450 MHz; 
<1 GBPS) 
ALL DATA WILL BE PREPROCESSED (GEOMETRIC & RADIOMETRIC) 
AT A SINGLE NATIONAL CENTER PRIOR TO D I STRI BUTION & 
ARCHIVING 
PREPROCESSED DATA WILL BE ARCHIVED AT A SINGLE NATIONAL 
ERS ARCHIVE (RAW DATA NOT ARCHIVED) 
DATA DISTRIBUTION: PREPROCESSED DATA WILL BE DISTRIBUTED VIA DOMSAT ON A 
PREDETERMINED SCHEDULE TO ALL INTERESTED RECIPIENTS (DATA 
OF L I MI TED I RESTR I CTED INTEREST WI L L BE D I STR I BUTED V I A 
CCT'S OR LOWER CAPACITY CHANNELS) 
Figure 6. 6-15. Ground System - General/Overall 
The centralization of these functions can represent a cost savings due to commality and specialization when the 
functions are common to m'!!).y users and/or several systems. This is the case for data archiving, is generally 
true for geometric preprocessing, but is le!;ls true for radiometric preprocessing. Dlring the evolution of TERSSE 
it may become appropriate to have a separate "national center" and operational control facility for each "system" 
within TERSSE (e. g •• EOS. SEOS. SEASAT. CROPSATS. etc.). Initially however it is felt that the predominance 
of new users and evoluving applications will make a single national center the appropriate configuration. Therefore 
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the use of a single nattonal center has been postulated for the purposes of the discussion in this section. We recognize 
that as the TERSSE matures some decentralization and specialization will occur. however significant ties and inter-
connection will still be required. 
The raw data stream from the various remote sensing platforms will be received, vIa a TDRS, at the national 
center and preprocessed both radiometrically and geometrically to an "adequate" level. The exact specification of 
this "adequate" level remains to be determined. In general it will be the degree of preprocessing stipulated for 
the missions in Section 6.3. There will still be some users who because of their uniquely exacting requirement 
will have to do further preprocessing at their Information Analysis Center, lAC. For example, it may be deter-
mined that geographic preprocessing correction for most users can be adequately supplied by utilizing the real 
time, on board euphemeris estimations. In this case, geometric correction would be supplied, to that degree, by 
the ~ center for all data; and those users who require further correction (e. g., with updated euphemeris 
data and/or ground control points) would supply their own. 
Once the data has been preprocessed to this "standard" level of correction by the national center it will then be 
both archived and redistributed by the national center. The data archived by the national center will be fully 
indexed and cataloged and then made available to all lAC's. The redistribution of the preprocessed data stream to 
the various interested user lAC's will be accomplished via a DOMSAT, Domestic Communications Satellite. The 
data stream will be rebroadcast, via DOMSAT, according to a prepublished schedule so that each lAC may 'tap' 
the flow for that data required by its functionally/dIscipline oriented requirements. Each lAC will thus be able 
to tune in and begin recording only those data types of specific interest to them; it is not expected that any lAC 
will require all the data, from all the sensors, for all the spectral bands, for all the areas covered all of the 
time. 
A "lead" Federal agency will evolve for each major resource management diSCipline. The designation of an agency 
as "the" lead agency for a particular resource management area is expected to be an evolutionary process as 
opposed to an executive fiat oX' decree. Those agencies with the greatest self-interest in an area will tend to 
exert themselves through their "power" of knowledge and expertise and will thus llssume a position of leadership 
with respect to that resource management diSCipline. A somewhat obvious example perhaps is that the US Depart-
ment of Agriculture would be expected to be the lead agency for the resource management disciplines of Agriculture. 
Each lead agency will serve as a functional or discipline oriented focal point for the centralization of activity 
related to their area of interest. Each will operate on Information Analysis Center, lAC, specialized for the needs 
and requirements of its users. Each will provide a centralized d;l.ta repository, including both remotely sensed 
and auxillary (ancillary and in situ) data, for data items relevent to its domain. The lead agencies will provide the 
motivation and guidance for such discipline oriented activities as resource management planning, resource 
improvement programs, and specialized data processing technique development as they relate to the agencies 
discipline areas. 
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The various Information Analysis Centers, one for each lead agency, provide the centralized capability for the 
actual data processing, information extraction, and output product production. Data Source Information availability 
is achieved through the maintenance of all necessary indexes, directOries, catalogs, bibliographIes, and abstract. 
These are maintained not only for the lAC's own data base, but through cooporative exchanges for all other lAC's 
as well. These data source availability tools can then be used to access all previously archived data that may be 
needed for a particular use, reguardless of its type, source, or location. In a more particular sense, each lAC 
maintains a local functional archive of those data items normally relevent to its lead agenCies functional role. 
For this local functional archive the lAC will provide for brouse files, data base inquires, and data base utilization feedback. 
Through the functionally oriented concentration of data processing expertise the lAC will be able to handle both 
routine and special user requests. This will include not only the data analysis and information extraction functions 
per se; but also, the development and refinement of user models and applications. The lAC will be able to assist 
users by providing them with whatever guidance and training is appropriate; however, most of the direct user 
interface will occur through the geographically dispersed network of the lead agencies offices. 
Each lead agency will utilize its existing network of Regional, State, and Local Offices inorder to provide a gelr 
graphically decentralized mechanism for user access and interface. These offices will provide geographically 
convient points of contact for those users interested in an agencies functional discipline. These offices will respond 
to initial user inquiries and assist the user in properly formulating his problem in terms appropriate to the TERSSE 
(as implemented by that lead agen<>v). The actual order for output products will be initiated by the appropriate office 
interfacing with the user. It is intended that when a hierarchy of offices exist (regional, state, local) the appropriate 
office will be that whose scope correlates with the users problem (e. g., a user with a state wide problem would 
approach the corresponding state, see Figure 6.6-16). 
In summary, each lead agency will evolve a different implementation of this basic configuration as appropriate. 
Differences will occur due to the inherent differences in the various resource management diSCiplines including 
maturity of the diSCipline, number of different users, geographical dispersion of both the users and their 
problems, and the present degree of experience in the application of remote sensing to resource management. 
~cause of these differemlfls, each agency will evolve thei.r. implementation as required to serve their users and 
their problems. 
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Figure 6.6-16. Example of User Request Flow 
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SECTION 7 
SYSTEM CONFIGURATION 
The preceding three sections have individually addressed the three principal TERSSE elements: Remote Sensing 
Platforms, Remote Sensors, and the Ground System. This section will address itself to the combination of these 
individual elements into an overall integrated system. Each of the 30 TEB.SSE resource management missions has 
its own "system" solution and the entire total system consists of the integrated sum of all 30 solutions. 
7.1 THE TERSSE SYSTEM 
Considering each of the missions singularly, there is a remote sensing portion and a ground portion which together 
represent the "system" for each mission. In Section 4 of this report the remote sensing platforms were discussed 
and each mission assigned to one or more sp€:cific remote sensing platforms. Those platform assignments are 
represented by Figure 4. 2-3 in Section 4 of this report. Similarly, the s(;:nsors were discussed and each mission 
was assigned specific sensors (specified as to spatial resolution and spectr!1i band requirements) in Section 5 of this 
report. These sensor assignments are represented by Figures 5.4-7 through 5.4-11 in. Section 5 of this report. 
The remote sensing portion of a mission's "solution" is determined by these platform and sensor assignments and 
is depicted in Figure 7.1-1 with the Water 1 mission as the example. 
For the example shown here, the Water 1 TERSSE missi9n, there were four platform types required to provide the 
necessary observation coverage. When these platform types, for the Water 1 mission, are used to index the sensor 
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Figure 7.1-1. Remote Sensing Portion of TERSSE (Water 1 Mission Example) 
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assignment tables the required sensor band families are thereby determined. These are then combined to establish 
the plfltform/sensor or remote sensing portion of the system (for the Water- 1 mission)-. . 
The ground system element was discussed at length in Section 6 of this report. In that section and Section 3, 
specific information flow/processing diagrams were developed for each of the TERSSE missions; Figure 7.1-2 is 
an example of these for the Water 1 mission. In Section 6, a ground system concept was selected (the Lead Federal 
Agency Information Analysis Center concept) which can optimally implement all of the individual ground processes. 
Shown in Figure 7.1-2 is an example of the Water 1 mission information flow; Water 1 is the survey and inventory 
of ground water for urban and agricultural consumption. The Rpecific user tasks are identified by name and by a 
two place number sYfltem. For example, in the upper right-hand corner is "1.1 USACE". This is the US Army 
Corps of Engineers with user task number Water 1. 1 (the first 1 is common throughout this example because this 
example is for the Water 1 mission). 
The data a¥ld information flows include the type of preprocessing required (both geometric and radiometric) and the 
type of extractive processing required. The entry of ancillary and ill situ data is indicated together with the format 
of the information where appropriate. 
The entire system for each mission is then the sum of the remote sensinr- ""rtion (Figure 7.1-1) and the ground por-
tion (Figure 7.1-2). This is depicted in Figure 7. 1-3 with the Water 1 l(,!<'~';';\l as an example. 
7.2 THE LEAD MISSION CONCEPT 
As discussed above, the TERSSE is the sum of 30 separate systems each with different requirementG and serving 
different users who have various degrees of readiness for the operational usage of remote sensing. ~he imple-
mentation of TERSSE should recognize and take advantage of these differences instead of attempting to be a one-time 
implementation of a singular "super system" that will serve all. The 'fERSSE approach which takes these differ-
ences into account is referred Co as the "Lead Mission Concept". 
Simply stated, the Lead Mission Concept indicates that a specific Earth resources management mission will be 
selected and the "system" for implementing it will be developed. As this specific mission's reqUirements are 
satisfied, the requirements for other (gellerally similar or related) resource management missions will be satisfied 
with little or no change to the specific system of the ''lead'' mission. It is through this process of selecting lead 
missions and implementing their systems that the entire TERSSE will evolve. 
This concept focuses the system design and operation on critical system development steps and the implementation 
of cost effective solutions for promiSing missions. At the same time, the concept provides data to a maximum 
number of other emerging applications and missions. Thus, the Lead Mission Concept of system evolution will 
serve as the bTidge between the exploratory investigation and the operational application of remote sensing to a 
resource management mission. 
The selection of a particular resource management mission as a lead mission involves the consideration of four 
factors: benefits, users, technical, and En Program. The benefits factor indicates that a lead mission should 
have a major identified benefits potential. The benefits can include both e(!onomic and social components and 
can be either national or global in scope. The users factor indicates that the user organization must be clearly 
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Figure 7.1-3. TERSSE Operational System (Water 1 Mission) 
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identified and must be willing to actively support the mission. The general public a~'/areness of the user and his 
mission is also an influencing element of this factor. 
The technical factor indicates that the necessary system developments are both identified and feasible. A clear 
plan for implementing the system should be available and should build upon the existing technology in a logical man-
ner. The ER Program factor is an indication of the synergism that will accrue to the entire program from the 
particular lead mission under consideration. The capability for sphming off data useful to a maximum number of 
other applications that will produce Widely applicable ERS advances should be considered. 
As an example of the utilization of these four factors consider the rankings shown in Figure 7.2-1. Shown in this 
figure are nine alternative candidates for the "lead mission" for the ERTS-C satellite. Each of the candidates were 
evaluated with respect to the four factors and an overall ranking obtained. 
ERTS·C CANDIDATE LEAD MISSION RANKING 
ECONOMIC TECHNICAL USER 
ER 
COSTI IDENTIFIED PROGRAM RANK 
EFFECTIVITY HIGH IDENTIFIABLE PROVIDES SUPPORTING PUBLIC 
ASSESSABLE BENEFITS SYS. REO'TS. MAJOR ADV. ORG SUPPORT 
WORLD CROP SURVEY YES YES YES YES ? YES YES 1 
U.S. FARMING PRACTICES NO ? NO ? NO NO YES 7 i 
SURFACE WATER INVENTORY YES NO YES YES ? NO YES 2 
WATER OUALITY MONITORING NO ? NO NO NO ? NO 9 
FLOOO MONITORING YES ? YES NO ? YES ? 3 
COASTAL ZONE MONITORING YES YES NO NO YES ? YES 4 
TIMBER INVENTORY YES NO YES NO YES NO YES 5 
U.S. LAND USE RESOURCES INV. NO ? YES NO NO ? YES 6 
LAND FORM & COVER MAPPING YES NO NO NO NO NO YES 8 
Figure 7.2-1. Example of Lead Mission Selection 
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\, --" SECTION 8 
RELATED ISSUES 
This section contains brief but relevant discussions on several TERSSE subjec-ts. These subjects were considered 
at various times during the course of the study and are included here in this section; the subjects include: 
• 8.1 Orbit Mechanics 
• 8.2 Cloud Cover 
• 8.3 Resolution 
• 8.4 Aircraft vs. Satellite ERS Platforms 
• 8.5 Coverage Cycle 
8.1 ORBIT MECHANICS 
This section provides a brief summary of orbital mechanics relevant to remote senSing for Earth Resources Survey 
missions. 
8.1.1 LAUNCH AZIMUTH AND INCLINATION 
There are two launch sites in the United States pertinent to TERSSE; the ETR (Eastern Test Range) at Cape 
Q[) Canaveral, FlOrida, and the WTR (Western Test Range) at Vadenberg, California. 
The operational launch azimuths from these two launch sites and the orbital inclinations obtainable are shown in 
Figure 8.1-1. The figure indicates that at WTR if a satellite is launched at 1400 angle, the inclination would be 
560 • The WTR launch site would be used for launches of satellites to be put in a polar orbit. 
The ETR launch site would be used for launches of satellites to be put in geosynchronous orbit, "figure 8 orbits, " 
low inclination orbits and the 12 hour special purpose orbit. 
8.1.2 LOW INCLINA TION ORBITS 
Low inclination orbits considered here are orbits with inclination less than 57 0 • This class of orbit is primarily 
!lPplicable to ETR miSSions. Inclination of the orbit to the Earth's equator is of significance for two reasons: 
1. It determines the maximum latitude which can be viewed from the satellite. 
2. It determines the amount of precession of the orbital plane caused by the oblateness of the earth. 
Low inclination orbits, like any non-geosynchronous orbit, have the capability to provide two sightings per day for 
any latitude less than the inclination (Figure 8.1-2). They have the advantage to provide observations under 
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Figure 8.1-1. Launch Azimuth and Inclination Limits from VAFB and KSC 
I different sun illuminating conditions. It may be 
important to vary this parameter in a short time. 
Precession of the orbit around the earth at a constant 
rate depends on the altitude and the inclination angle 
of the orbit and is caused due to the oblateness of the 
earth. The earth's rotation and precession together 
with altitude and inclination of the orbit determine the 
rate of change of transit time. A change in transit 
time at a given site implies change in solar elevation 
angle. The rate of change of daily transit time in 
hours per week as a function of altitude and inclination 
of the low inclination orbit is shown in Figure 8. b3. 
I 
I 
GHOUND TRACK 
8.1.3 POLAR ORBITS 
Since the inclination of an orbit determines the maxi-
mum latitude which can be viewed from the satellite, 
A I . 
----- -.!..-------8 
Figure 8.1-2. Geometry Showing Two 
Sightings A and B Per Day 
polar orbits are an especially useful type as it is only with inclinations near 900 that the entire earth's surface 
comes into view of the satellite. Fortunately, it is the near polar orbits which also posses the capability for ad-
justment to sunsynchronism. 
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8.1.4 SUN-SYNCHRONOUS ORBIT 
The oblateness of the earth causes long-term secular drifts of the orbital elements. The drift of the in-plane 
elements of a particular satellite are not of concern so long as they are known and accounted for. 
The precession of the orbital plane itself, or the angular m')mentum vector, is much more important. The earth 
revolves around the sun a~ the rate of approximately 10 /day. If the orbit of th~ datellite can be made to precess at 
the same rate, the earth-sun line will always be contained in the orbit plane, and til" local time of the ascending 
node is fixed. This is to say that the sun azimuth will always.be fixed and the local time of the crossing of any 
latitude will remain constant for repeated crossing. Figure 8.1-4 shows the inclination required for various alt-
itudes to obtain an orbital precessing rate equal to 3600 per year. 11: may be seen that the inclination of such orbits, 
for the lower altitude, are approximately 900 , permitting global coverage. As can be seen, the higher altitude 
orbits are increasingly less polar in their sun-synchronous forms. 
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INCLINATION. DEGREES 
Figure 8.1-4. Inclination for Satellite Sun-SynChronism 
8.1.5 SUN ANGLE CONSIDERATIONS 
The local solar declination angle and azimuth are important to all types of remote sensing which rely on reflected 
solar radiation. To be considered are the magnitudes of the declination and azimuth as well as their variation in 
time. Solar declination angles less than 600 are generally required for most photography to provide adequate 
illumination. SpeCific declination angles and/or azimuths are required to achieve proper texture, relief and 
shadowing. Also of central importance are the variation of declination angle and azimuth, both from point to 
point :in a single scene and from scene to scene in repetitive surveys. 
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\ The local solar declination varies with season, latitude and time of day. This variation of the nadir In time on a 
non-rotating earth's surface traces an oscillatory pattern which follows the expression: 
p = 23.50 sin 211"Y 
where: 
latitude of nadir 
Earth's inclination to the plane of the ecliptic 
y fraction of a year from vernal equinox 
This variation is illustrated in Figure 8. 1-5. 
When the rvtating earth is considered, the nadir rotat'3S 
about the small circular latitude f3, completing a re-
volution in one day. Thus, 
where: 
LAT(t) = f3 = 23.50 sin 211"Y 
LON(t) = 3600 d 
d fraction of a day elapsed since noon at 
the zero degree meridian 
Figure 8. 1-6 illustrates the variation of P in Km/day. 
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Figure 8.1-5. Variation of Nadir Point in Time, 
Non-Rotating Earth 
At locations on the earth's surface other than the nadir, the declination angle is non-zero, ranging upward to 900 
at the terminator, or greater-circle defining the boundary between light and darkness. A specific instance of in-
terest is the value of the declination at noon as a function of latitude and season. From previous relationships, 
we may write 
'Y = A - f3 = A - 23.50 sin 211"d 
In this case, the nadir is at the same longitude as the point of observation but at a different latitude. The variation 
of noon declination angles as a functiuilof time and latitude is illustrated in Figure 8.1-7. 
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8. 1. 6 INTERLEAVED ORBIT 
Interleaved means the orbits do not progress uniformly 
in one direction but alternate in a regular pattern which 
provides reduced access time. For example, a "2 
day access" where the ground trace pattern is inter-
leaved has the orbits on any given day located approxi-
mately midway between the orbits of the previous 
day. 
CARRIER NADIR POINT 
EQUATOR 
By using an instrument with an off-nadir pointing 
capability equal to one-half the distance between adjacent 
Figure 8. 1-7. Geometry of Solar Declination 
at a Point on the Earth 
orbits or two successive days, any given point on the earth can be observed every other day. This is illustrated 
in Figure 8.1-8. On the left of the figure is the familiar ERTS-type orbit with a westwardly daily progression 
and a between-orbit spacing of approximately 90 nautical miles. This pattern exists at both 494 and 297 nautical 
mile altitudes with repeat cycles of 17 and 16 days, respectively. Note that the Shuttle has zero payload capa-
bility at the higher altitude. 
By contrast, the orbit on the right of the figure is a "2 day access" wrere the ground trace pattern is "interleaved" 
(interleaved means the orbits do not progress uniformly in one direction (westerly as on ERTS) but interleave in a 
regular pattern which provides the reduced access time). The two-day access pattern shown has the orbits on any 
given day located approximately midway between the orbits on the previous day. 
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Figure 8.1-8. Shuttle Compatible Orbits, Launch of Automated·PR Spacecraft 
By using an instrument with an off-nadir pointing capability equal to one half the distance between adjacent orbits 
or two successive days (d), any given point on the earth can be observed every other day. The two-day access 
pattern occurs with orbit altitudes of 402 and 3B5 nautical miles with 20-day and 13-day repeat cycles respectively. 
Shuttle payload capability ranges between 8600 and 9000 pounds at these altitudes. 
B.1 .• 7 GEOSYNCHRONOTJS ORBIT 
(Provides continuous coverage of a portioll of the globe up to a given latitude determined by mission acceptability 
obliquity angles. ) 
In addition to the geosynchronous stationary 24-hour orbit (where the angle of inclination is !:!qual to 0) whereby 
the satellite sits over a speci.fic point of longitude on the earth's equator, there are a number of other options that 
may be considered which involve variations in (1) inclination of the orbital plane; (2) eccentricity of the ornit; and 
(3) the argument of perigee for the eccentric orbit (1. e., "ascending node" the location of the perigee point with 
respect to the equator crossing, Figure 8. 1-9). The use of inclined orbit appears to have some potential attraction 
so that one may reach higher latitudes for nadir or near-nadir viewing. The employment of concentric orbits seE:ns 
to offer some potential attractiveness in terms of providing lower altitude, and hence higher spatial resolution, 
coverage for a certain area and for certain times Clf the day. 
Some examples are shown in Figure 8.1-10 for three different inclination angles in a circular 24 hour orbit, 
Figure 8. 1-11 for two different inclination anglefJ in an eliptical orbit and Figure 8. 1-12 for a single inclination 
angle in an eliptical orbit with an argument of p,arigee angle of _30°. 
With an argument of perigee of _900 and an eccentricity in excess of 0.1, the "fIgure 8" effect tends to be wiped 
out as seen in Figu.re 8.1-13. 
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Figure 8.1-9. Orbit Geometry 
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Orbit with Eccentricity and Argument 
of Perigee and Inclination 
) 
There is a considerable price to 00 paid for both in-
clination and eccentricity. In case of inclination, one 
is faced with the regression of the nodes effect due to 
the earth equitorial bulge. This may be in the order 
of 50 a year. The price of eccentricity is a pre-
cession of the; perigee at a rate which may be of the 
order of 150 a year. At an orbital inclination of 
63. 40 provides zero progression of perigee and may 
be a desirable configuration, if eccentricity seems to 
be worth it. 
8.1.8 PLATFORM ACCESS TIMES 
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Figure 8. 1-13. Ground Trace for High 
Eccentricity Orbit (0.5) with 450 Inclination and 
Argument Df Perigee - 900 . 
The two types of orbits primarily considered for long life Earth Resources missions are geosynchronous and sun-
synchronous. The relationship between latitude and access time for these two orbit types is shown in Figure 
8.1-14. 
S).Il1-synchronous near-polar orbits provide access 
times ranging anywhere from one day to saveral 
weeks depending on latitude and field of view of the 
sensors. The "interleaving" of orbits with off-nadir 
sensor pointing capability can improve the access 
time at any point on the globe at the cost of observing 
at oblique angles. 
8.1.9 SHUTTLE COMPATIBLE ORBITS 
The launch of automated low altitude ER spacecraft 
from a Space Shuttle requires special consideration. 
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Figure 8.1-14. Platform Access Times 
Some general constraints have been established which bound the range of useful orbits for low altitude Earth 
Resources spacecraft. The minimum altitude is limited by drag/orbit maintenance considerations; the maximum 
altitude by both sensor field of view/resolution and shuttle payload launch consideration. 'l'he constraints imposed 
on Shuttle launched automated spacecraft include: 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Most orbits are sun-synchronous - nearly all missions have visible/near m sensors 
Minimum altitude: 300 nm - at lower altitudes drag requires numerous orbit adjustments 
Maximum altitude: 500 nm - shuttle direct payload delivery goes to zero at 500 nm. Initially consider 
direct placement only. 
Repeat cycles less than 20 days - strong user preference 
8-9 
There is a whole family of repeatable orbits between 300 anel 500 nautical miles which are Shuttle com patible for 
the launch of ER spacecraft. Access patterns of 2, 3, 4 days ,are possible with offset pointing with the off-nadir 
distance decreasing as the access time increases. Reduced access time provides an alternative to Dlultiple polar 
or syncbronous satellites for the delivery of timely data which cannot now be fulfilled by the ERTS-type orbit. 
. It is a realistic potential EOS and post-EOS operational capability. 
8.1.10 SPECIAL PURPOSE ORBIT 
SpeCial orbits present special observation opportunities for Earth Observation experiments. During the course of 
this study, a quick look analysis was performed on the 12 hour elliptical orbit. This orbit (refel' to Figure 8.1-15) 
would have an apogee of approximately 21, 000 nm and a perigee of approximately 400-500 nm at inclination on the 
order of 600 • 
The results of this analysis are presented below in the advantages and disadvantages of such an orbit. 
·1. 1.1 ,. 121 100 .0 10 40 20 0 20 40 10 II IDa 120 140 160 '.0 
W I I 
Figure 8.1-15. Ground Track of 12-Hr. Elliptical Orbit 
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Advantages 
• Provides continuous daylight coverage over the same designated area 
• Provides a capability for a ground station to receive real time data 
• Provides data at a family of sun elevation angles 
• Minimizes the effects of cloud cover 
• Provides data at various look angles 
• Provides a capability for concentrating on a specific large area 
• Repeat cycles of approximately l/week depending on precession rate 
• J~ong duration mission 
Disadvantages 
• 
Loss in sensor resolution 
8.2 CLOUD COVER CONSTRAINTS 
Remote sensing by satellite has made gr~at strides in technical capabilities since the early days of the satellite 
era. Yet despite these strides, the problem of cloud cover has continued to impede the utilization of satellite data 
in the burgeoning number of earth resources applications. 
By reducing or eliminating visibility on a stochastic baSis, cloud cover makes the performance of any non-earth 
stat!onary viewing system uncertain. Where reliable availability of data is of paramount importance, cloud cover 
can be fatal to an application. 
The current problems with cloud obscuration can be expected to be alleviated to some degree in the future by two 
approaches. The first of these is simply shorter coverage cycles; repeating an orbit more frequently provides a 
greater number of possible observations opportunities. This will increase the probability of securing cloud free 
images. The second approach is the advent of pointable sensors (perhaps in conjuJlction with shorter repeat cycles). 
Those sensors are capable of being pointed, off-nadir, in order to take advantage of cloud-free opportunities such 
as holes or intermittent cloud coverage. These factors, in conjunction with better cloud cover predictability, and/or 
real time interactive cloud cover sensors, will provide some relief by the TERSSE era. 
The data shown in Figures 8.2-1 through 8.2-3 exhibit the historical seasonal variation of cloud cover as a function 
of month-of-the-year for various areas of the world. These data were extracted from the "Global Atlas of 
Relative Cloud Cover (1967-1970)11 and present the mean cloud cover for an afternoon (1400 to 1600 hours) local 
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time-of-day. On the United States curves the overall average experienced by ERTS for a shorter time interval 
(approximately one year) and difft;rent (0900 hours) local time-of-day is indicated for comparison. The variation 
of cloud cover with time-of-day can be seen in Figures 8.2-4 through 8.2-7, which represent long time (5-10 
years) averages for 29 locations throughout the U. S. 
When viewing this cloud cover data it must be borne in mind mat this represents the mean fraction (in eights) of 
cloud cover for an area and is not necessarily equivalent to fre mean fraction of cloud free (or totally cloudy) 
days. This relationship involves a more detailed investigation of the actual distribution of cloud cover. One clear 
day and one totally cloudy day are not the same as two days each with 50% cloud cover. 
8.3 RESOLUTION 
The question of spatial resolution and sensor instantaneous field-of-view, IFOV, is a constantly recurring one for 
remote sensing in general and remot-0 sensing for ERS in particular. This section contains a brief discussion of 
some of the general trends as appropriate for TERSSE. 
The useflliness or utility of better spatial resolution is generically depicted in Figure 8.3-1 • 
This figure indicates that there are quantum levels 
of utility corresponding to better resolution (smaller 
pixel size). The utility (benefit) function is not a 
smoothly increasing one but rather is a function of the 
parameter being viewed. For example, when con-
sidering housing there is a utility associated with 
being able to identify/distinguish suburbs, one with 
particular developments within a suburb, and one with 
particular houses within a development. There is no 
significant utility associated with intermediate levels 
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Figure 8.3-1. Utility of Spatial Resolution 
of identification. Similarly, agriculture has a set of utility quantums; those being agriculture areas, individual 
fields, and individual plants/trees/rows. Each discipline may have its own set of quantum levels corresponding 
to different resolutions; but these will be discrete levels or "knees" in the utility curve. 
Now to consider the cost of obtaining increases in spatial resolution, refer to Figure 8.3-2. 
Although the actual real world curve is not a smooth one as shown in the figure, it has discontinuities correspond-
ing to different sensor types, the point is still valid. Better resolution is not free, there is a definite higher cost 
associated with achieving higher spatial resolution. 
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When the previous two trend!l are combined to yield 
a utility per cost curve, as sh\1wn in Figure 8.3-3, 
some interesting conclusions become evident. The 
utility per cost function (bang per buck) is not a 
smooth montonoic1y inGceasing i!unction at all. 
~ather, there are unique peaks of "efficiency." The 
exact location, height, and spacing of these peaks 
varies according to the different diSCiplines. The 
point, however, remains, that significant changes in 
INCREASING PIXEL SIZE --. 
Figure 8.3-2. Generic Cost of Resolution 
resolution are required to move from one peak to the next. Further, when cost is included as in the previous 
figure, it may not be desirable to move to the next peak. In the case illustrated, higher resolution did have 
higher utility (and a higher cost) but the "efficiency" curve of utility/cost had all three peaks of equal height. 
Significant work remains for the ERS community to better define the various utility quantums and the resultant 
effiCiency curves. 
For example, consider the situation where remote 
sensing is used to determine the size of agricultural 
fields. (Refer to Figure 8.3-4.) The spectral 
signature of each pixel is classified and a decision as 
to whether or not that pixel is part of the field is 
made. The area of the field is then computed as the 
sum of the individual identified pixels. 
Assuming that the center pixels, those wholly within 
the field, are correctly identified, the source of field 
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TO REACH ADJACENT PEAK 
Figure 8.3-3. Utility/Cost Versus Resolution 
size error is then attributable to the border pixels. The figure, (Figure 8.3-4,) contains the relationships 
of estimated field size to actual, for square fields, depending on the treatment of border pixels. 
If the errors in estimated field sizes for individual fields are independent and have a zero mean, then the expected 
error of the aggregate is relatively small. Referring to Figure 8,3-5, the sum of four smaller areas is used to 
determine the single larger area. If each of the small fields has an error (random) of 1CT then when these are com-
bined the error of the total will be 2CT (random independent errors add as the sum of the variances - not as the sum 
of the individual errors). The implication is Significant - the total acreage error is not primarly a function of field 
size but of the total acreage measured. 
This issue of resolution (pixel size) as related to agricultural acreage determination is summed up by Figure 
8.3-6. These curves express the error (measured area/actual area) as a function of the number of pixels in the 
area for the three border pixel treatments discussed earlier. For example, if 80 meter pixels (IFOV) are used to 
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Figure 8. 3-5. Large Area Measurements 
measure an 8 hectare (20 acres) field, the field estimate could be as high as 175% or as low as 48% of the actual 
field size, On the other hand, if the 80 meter pixels are used to estimate a 256 hectare area (either all at once or 
as the sum of many small fields), the estimate will be between 106% and 97% of actual. Thus, the resolution 
required is a function of the total area of concern for the problem. 
8,4 AmCRAFT VS. SATELLITES AS ERS PLATFORMS 
8.4.1 BASIC COMPARISON OF AIRCRAFT AND SATELLITE 
The general usefulness of both aircraft and satellites for performing remote sensing has been demonstrated by years 
of experience. Aircraft have been employed heavily in many types of mapping surveys and are responsible for the 
vast majority of the raw data which produces the maps in use throughout the world today. Satelliter; have been In 
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operational use for several years performing meteorological remote sensing in the form of cloud cover images, 
both from low altitude and geostationary orbits. Both of these uses have created prototype platforms and techniques 
useful for the present requirements of global earth surveys; however, the specific requirements of the global 
system make thorough examination of the inherent and the controllable characteristics of both platforms necessary. 
The literature provides an animated, if incomplete, debate on the relative merit of aircraft and satellites in the 
role of earth resource survey. Katz* claims for aircraft a superior product obtained more economically 
and with more flexibility and political safety. Doyle and Moeckel** claim for spacecraft a superior product 
obtained more economically, and identify the global reach of the satellite as dominating. What is lacking in the 
literature is a comparison of the two platforms on any sort of common basis which includes the total extent of the 
range of information requirements which will exist for future operational systems. A basic comparison of the 
two carriers follows as the first step in such a process. 
*Katz, Amrom H., "Let Aircraft Make Earth Resource Surveys," Astronautics and Aeronautics, Vol. 7 No.6, 
p. 60, June 1969. 
**Moeckel, Wolfgang, and Katz, Amrom, "A Mild Confrontation Over, 'Let Aircraft Make Earth Resource Surveys, ' 
"Astronautics and Aeronautics, Vol. 7, No.8, p. 89, August 1969. 
* *Doyle , Fred J., and Katz, Amrom, "Further Confrontation over 'Let Aircraft Make Earth Resource Surveys,' 
"Astronautics and AeronaUtics, Vol. 7, No. 10, p. 78, October 1969. 
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Carrier Vehicle Function 
The function to be performed by the carrier vehicle is thlit of 
transporting and positioning the sensor package; 
at the proper points in 3-D space above the surface of the glove which are dictated by target and sensor 
requirements; 
at the proper times; 
while providing the housekeepIng and communications functions necessary for sensor package operation. 
The aircraft and satellites as carrier vehicles wUl be compared in their ability to perform the above transportation 
function. 
8.4.2 COMMON OR NORMALIZED TRANSPORTATION CHARACTERISTICS 
Both satellite and aircraft are non-stationary platforms which can carry sensors from ;?lace to place at constant 
or variable altitudes in a controlled or predictable fashion. Both can be equipped to provide the electrical power, 
attitude control, thermal control, and data processing capability required to support sensor payloads of a few 
hundred to a few thousand pounds. Although the sensor configurations may not be identical (e. g., longer focal 
length optics for satellites), both can be considered as sensor carrying platforms which produce equivalent data 
meeting the requirement!; of the target variables. * 
8.4.3 TRANSPORTATION CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SATELLITE 
The satellite, as a result of its altitude of hundreds of km and its orbital velocity of many km/sec. , has an ex-
tremely high area coverage rate per vehicle (e. g., for an altitude of 500 km, and a field of view of ± 450 , the area 
coverage rate is on the or.der of 104 km2/sec.). 
High coverage rate is useful in several ways: it permits imaging of large areas with a small number of satellites 
and it permits obtaining images of target areas separated by great distance (in the direClt!on of flight) within a 
short time. 
*This is not to say that current data from aircraft and satellites is equivalent or even similar; what is intended is 
that a meaningful comparison can be made of the two carriers only if their outputs can be compared in terms of 
system requirements. 
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The high altitude of the satellite is advantageous in a second way - it permits the capture of a large area in a 
single image, preserving tonal and textural correlation across the entire area. A mosaic of the same area made 
up of smaller images would possess tonal and textural decorrelation of varying degrees, sometimes debilitating. ** 
The satellite is inherently on station continuously; its duty cycle is interrupted only by the overflight of uninteresti~ 
terrain, the limitations of data storage or transmission capacity, or the mechanics of its orbit. 
The satellite is often considered to be capable of only modest spatLI resolutions, on the order of 10 to 50 meters. 
If the additional costs of large optics, image-motion compensation, and attitude control C10mplexity are borne, 
however, the low orbit satellite is, on paper, capable of conSiderably better spatial resolution performance. 
A limitation of the satellite, because of its extreme distance from the target, is that of pointing accuracy. For high 
resolution targets (.....2m) the sensor field-of-view will be only a few to 10' kIn wide; total pointing vector errors on 
the order of O. 001 radian are thus required to insure that the target area is enclosed in the sensor field-of-view. 
Nominal satellite attitude control systems are not this good, but closed-loop control of the sensor line of sight 
(LOS) via several means can provide the capability at the expense of additional complexity. Three means of closing 
the loop are: (1) a human observer in the satellite controlling the sensor LOS; (2) an automatic map-matcher in 
the satellite; and (3) a human observer on the ground using a TV display of the sensor image and controlling the 
sensor LOS. 
Another limitation of the satellite which is inherent in its altitude is the obscuration of desired data by cloods. 
This limitation may be attacked, with partial success, by (1) using active and passive microwave sensors which 
are not affected markedly by cloud cover; (2) using a manned observer in the satellite to point the sensors between 
the clouds, thus capturing some of the desired data under some types of cloud conditions (e. g., sub-tropical 
scattered cumulus). The only general solution to the cloud cover problem, however, is repeated overflights which 
image the unobscured portions of the target a1.1d finally accumulate the total amount of desired data. It is worth 
noting that significant resource target areas require upwards of ten overflights to achieve 80% coverage (with 
P = .95) during some seasons of the year. * 
* Cooley, J. L., "Sensor Lighting Considerations for Earth Observatory Satellite Missions," NASA TM X-551-
72-202, June 1972. 
**Jaffe, Leonard and Summers, Robert A., "The Earth Resources Survey Program Jells, " Astronautics and 
Aeronautics, Vol. 9, No.4, p. 24, April 1971. 
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A final characteristic of the satellite, inherent to its being in orbit about the earth, is the fixed nature of its flight 
path once launched. Small in-plane adjustments to the orbit may be made without excessive fuel weight penalty, 
and indeed, any long-lived low altitude satellite will need a small amount of thrust applied along its velocity vector 
to offset the energy lost to atmospheric drag and other perturbations. But large changes to the flight path, parti-
cularly out-of-plane, consume major portions of the satellite's total weight* and are out of the questi,on in a 
practical system. Access to areas on the earth's surface is, instead, pre-programmed by careful selection of the 
orbital parameters of the satellite. 
8.4.4 TRANSPORTATION CHARACTERISTICS OF THE AmCRAFT 
The aircraft, as a result of its human crew and controllability, possesses the ability to vary its path with ease and 
almost unlimited flexibility. Its position in 3-dimensional space and time is limited only by its range, maximum 
altitude capability, and speed envelope. And crew vision, either aided or unaided, may be employed in a search 
for an uncertainly located target, guiding the aircraft over the target after it is identified. 
Its area coverage rate, limited practically to a subsoniC speed (over land) and an altitude of 20 km, is relatively 
low - on the order of 40 km2/sec. And target areas larger than a few tens of km in width will require the use of 
multiple images prepared in mosaics for full coverage. 
High altitude jet aircraft (as opposed to low altitude, piston powered aircraft) are necessary to achieve the 
economies of higher area coverage rate and the usefulness of high altitude. But these aircraft are impeded by 
the obscuration caused by clouds almost as much as too satellite, as neerly all cloud cover of Significance lies 
below an altitude of 20 km. 
The techniques for attacking the cloud cover problem are (1) to fly repeated passes, using real-time cloud infor-
mation to maximize the amount of data obtained per pass**; (2) to fly under the clouqs and accept the inefficiencies 
of low altitude; (3) to point the sensors at open areas between the clouds when such opportunities e,,1st (as with the 
satellite); and (4) to use active and passive microwave sensors. 
Another characteristic of the aircraft is that it requires the consumption of fuel and human energy to remain 
airborne and thus its mission time will be limited to periods of hours, instead of days or years. This character-
istic manifests itself in the constraining of the single aircraft to a more regional, as ,opposed to a global, operation 
as it cannot (as can the satellite) "follow the sun" indefinitely, and the flexibility which characterizes the aircraft 
is dimished as. it ranges further from a suitable base. 
*One 900 plane change would require a fuel weight on the order of 50% of the total vehicle weight. 
**This is an important advantage over the satellite if a staging base is located near to the area to be imaged, as the 
response time of the aircraft to a clearing of the skies would be short. On the other hand, NASA Earth Ftesources 
aircraft spend a signficant amount of time at forward bases waiting for good weather. 
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8.5 COVERAGE CYCLE 
The determination of the proper coverage cycle (orbit repeat interval) involves the consideration and simultaneous 
Juggling of several factors. If a user required updated information once a month, and if all the required infor-
mation could be assuredly obtained with a single observation, then the coverage cycle would also be one mcmth. 
In practice this represents the outside limit on the coverage cycle and the actual cycle requIred is more frequent. 
Figure 8. 5-1 is a representation of the four factors which must be considered simultaneously in order to arrive 
at a proper coverage cycle. The four factors are (1) phenomenological rhythms; (2) bureaucratic rhythms; 
(3) Keplerian rhythms; and (4) cloud cover. 
CLOUDS 
11"i l t'lllll 
___ , It! d I l!"'-I I_-...:....! 
BUREAUCRATIC 
RHYTHMS 
t t t 
I JUGGLING-ACT REQUIRED 
KEPLER IAN 
RHYTHMS 
Figure 8.5-1. Coverage Cycle-Rhythm Method 
The "phenomenological rhythmsfl refers to the basic timing and time patterns of the subject about which information is 
to be obtained. For instance, with agriculture, it is the growth and development characteristics of plants as a 
function of time that are useful in the identification of individual crops, their vigor and the nature of the various 
stresses to which they are subjected. It is through the observation of the rate and nature of these biological changes 
that it appears to be possible to provide useful crop surveys via remote sensing. It is the timing or sampling rate 
dictated by these fundamental characteristics of the basic phenomena that are referred to as phenomenological rhythms. 
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For example, Figure 8.5-2 shows how theoretically the green leaf area index for wheat might vary as a fum.-tion 
of the productivity of two different wheat fields. Measurement of the slopes of these curves thrrugh multiple, time 
spaced samples, could be used to estimate the expected yield of these fields. It is clear that several measurements 
a week or two apart will be necessary. 
HYPOTHETICAL TRENQS OF GREEN LEAF AREA INDEX FOR WHEAT 
CROPS WITH HIGH AND LOW YIE:LDS. LE:AF ARE:A INDEX t-M Y BE 
DETERMINE:D FRO~ SPECTRAL RADIANCE MEASUREMENTS THROUGH 
THE USE OF ANALYTICAL MODELS OR FIELD CALIBRATION DATA 
3 4 5 6 7 9 
TIME (WEEKS) 
Figure 8.5-2. Phenomenological Rhythms 
HIGH YIELD 
9 10 1\ 12 
The "bureaucratic rhythms" refers to the timing of the information requirements, the information update cycle. 
Many users of Eat th Resources information (especially government agenCies) are required to produce reports 
(resource management information) on a regular repeated calendar basis (e. g." weekly, monthly, quarterly, etc.). 
This is demo,1strated by Figure 8. 5-3 which shows a histogram of the update cycle requirements of the major 
federal agencies. Note the large peaks at the monthly, quarterly, and yearly intervals. 
The "Keplerian rhythms" refers to the basic orbital period of a satellite (or similar parameter for other platforms). 
The orbital period of a satellite is related to its mean distance from the center of the earth. Furthermore, the 
width of the ground swath beneath the satellite that can be viewed with minimum degradation in resolution due to 
the curvature of the earth increases with increased altitude, although larger and larger optics are required with 
increasing altitude to maintain the desired resolution. Thus, there is a series of trade-offs that must be made 
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between the width of the coverage swath used, spacecraft orbital altitude, size of the optics required for the 
sensors, the resulting size and weight of the sensors, and the frequency with which the same grrund areas can be 
viewed from any given spacecraft. Figure 8. 5-4 illustrates one of many trade-off curves needed, showing the 
relationship between swath width and coverage repetition period for satellites at 550 km or 1000 km. The point 
to be made here is that for specific values of coverage repetition frequency, there are very definite orbit mechanical 
constraints (refer to Section 8.1 for a brief discussion of orbital mechanics) that must be met. 
Superimposed ov~r all the other constraints for obtaining the desired coverage frequency is the problem of the 
earth's cloud cover. From the point of view of quoting the probability of seeing some point on the earth's surface 
during any season of the year, conventional cloud cover climatolOgical data that have been collected for decades 
are somewhat misleading. First of all, as satellite imagery has shown, the earth's cloud cover is usually quite 
discontinuous; samples of sky cover as seen by an observer on the ground cannot be readily interpolated to areas 
between ground observation points. Furthermore, reports of certain fractions of the sky covered by clouds, usually 
quoted in octas, tell nothing of the spatial distribution of the clouds. For example, a sky cover of 3 octas could 
mean a few clouds are scattered over the entire field of view of the observer, or a solid bank of clruds is covering 
one "corner" of the sky. 
Recently, development of a global cloud cover atlas * has been initiated jointly by NOAA and the USAF Air Weather 
Service based on four years of weather satellite. Full global data on average monthly, seasonal, semiannual and 
*Global Atlas of Relative Cloud Cover, 1967-70, NOAA Dept. of Commerce and USAF Air Weather Service, 
Washington, D. C., Sept. 1971. 
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Figure 8.5-4. Swath Widths Va. Repeat Cycle 
annual cloud cover have been compiled for each approximately 40 x 40 kIn segment of the earth's surface. The 
major shortcomings of these initial compilations is the relatively short period of time so far compiled and the 
fact that the data are all for a local sun time of 1400-1600 hours. In areas of important diurnal cloud cover 
phenomena, e. g., equatorial Brazil or Southern California, this could place a noticeable bias in the data. Refer 
to Section 8.2 for a brief discussion of cloud cover. 
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APPENDIX A 
USER'S MISSION AND SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS DATA 
Due to the physical size of this appendix (300 pages) it has been seperately bound as: 
Volume 8, User's Mission and System Requirements Data 
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APPENDIX B 
RESULTS OF PLATFORM ASSIGNMENT (CASE 2) 
The computer output contained in this appendix is that used for the assignment of missions to remote sensing plat-
forms as discussed in Section 4.2 ofthis TERSSE report Volume. 
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;~ 
'1tS/,JSERS AREA Nfl. flF 
BANDS 
(KM"2) vr Il 11 '1 
* 1"9R 3,4 6,OE .. O:: '+ 320 
* e'BR 3,10 7,7E.0:: 202 0 
• F'BR 3,12 1.0E"0'+ 4 0 2 0 
1111111111 11111/1 !JIIIIIII 
• FeR 3,5 3.0E·0'+ 4 3 2 0 
11/1111//1 11/1111 III/III 
• ":IR 4.8 1,6E"03 4 1 1 1 
• WAT 5,8 1,6E·OS 4 1 1 0 
• wAT 5,10 1,3E"05 4 1 1 0 
1111111/11 1/1111/ 1/11111 
• wAT 5,18 5.0E .. 0,+ 511 1 
11/1111111 1111/11 1//111/ 
AGRI 4.4 1,OE·03 3 2 1 2 
~ 
PAGE 6 
"BN.MICRBooiAVE '1!~R'w&v. :>ISn,,3.:-tARA:T 
cAN)S ACC B"DS A:C ,aI- RES ('1ICRe"S) (I() ("I, 
,50 •• 63 ,60·,70 ~ ... TootER'" RA:J 
,63.,75 '75-,!!~ ... S"E::TRA. S!3 
,80.1.0 '88-1.0 ... 
1.0.1,4 1.5·1,8 ... 
2.0.2.6 !'-. 
4,5.5,5 8,0.14. . .. 
1111/1//11/1//1 ////1 1/1/ /111 1 1// 1// //111//11//1//1/ 
.50 .. 63 ,63-,75 ... T~ER"I RAC 
,75 .. ,88 ,88·1,0 p •• SPE:HA. sr:; 
I 
1.0.1,4 1,5·1'8 .... 
2·0.2.6 •• oo 
,+.5.5,5 8.0"1'+. . .. 
It/// /1111/1/11//1/1 ///1/ III/ // ~~ II/ 1/1/////////1//1 
,40 •• 50 .50 •• 54 2.0 P L.(P) ,a A'IIY 300 T"'ER'I.RAJ 
,54 .. ,64 .64",70 2,0 P S"ECHA .. SI3 1.5ql,8 2.0 P TE'1" S"=:: sr:; 
9.5 .. 11· .5 K S"ATlA. SIS 
VIII /111111/11/111/ 11111 III/ 11// III 1///11////////11 
,40. ,50 ,50.,54 2.0 P XIP) ,50 A"Y 50 T-tER"I RA;;l 
,54.,6,+ ,60 •• 70 2.0 P S"E:HA. S13 
,64.,70 1,5·1'8 2,0 P TE"1" S"::: SI3 
9.5.11· ,5 K SPATIA"" SIS 
vIII 1/11111/111//// //11/ /11/ //1/ 1/1 1111111///1111// 
,51-.55 ,62 .. ,66 2.0 P XIA) ... 30 30 SPEcnA. SI:> 
,80.1,0 1.5 .. 1,8 2.0 P L.IA) .. ~ 30 30 TE"1" S":::: SIS 
1·8.2.6 2,0 P SCAT :R'SS s::c 9,5 .. 11, .5 I( 
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p~AT.eR~ REQ,J!REMENTS 
~AT/~eCI 28.5.72 DEGREES V!S,IR ~ESI 10 ,., 
cev Cye~EI EVERY DAY O,JR: 6.10 
SUN ANG~EI 0600,0900, eBI.IQI A~Y 
120011500 
pe5slB~E P~ATFrlR"'(S': 
1.AIRCRArT 
1111111111I111111111111111111111111111111111111 
~AT/~eCI 28.5.57 DEGREES VIS'IR RESI 50 ,., 
eev CYC~£I 1 DAY EVERy 3 OJRI 3,/t 
SUN ANG~E I 1200 eBl.lQI A:-.IY 
I. >300EG) 
peiSIB~E p~ATFeRM(S): 
~.GEeSYNCHR&~eUS·SATE~~ITE 
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
~AT/~rlel 28.5.57 DEGREES VIS,IR RESI SO ~ 
cev CYC~EI 6 ~R/DV .BR 6 DYS OJRI 3,6,9'12 
SU"I "NGI.EI ANV BBI.IQI AW 
OAY~tGHT 
PrlSSrB~E P~AT.!lR~(S)1 
~,GErlSVNC~Re~BUS SATE~~ITE 
111111111111111111I1111111111111111111111111111 
~AT/~eCI 28,5.57 DEGREES VIS,IR RESI 50 '" 
cev CYC:~EI 1 DAY EVERY 7 DJRI 1.12 
SUN ANG~E I 1200 OBL.IQI A'IV 
Ie >lOOEG) 
pessl~~£ p~AT~eRM(S); 
l,GEeSY~CHRe~6US SATE~~IT£ 
2.Prl~AR ~ATE~LITE (It) 
"'!S/;)SE~S AREA N~;,~r-8, )S 
(I<Hu 2) VI I I T I H 
• MAR 5.5 3.1e;+0" 1 1 1 0 
1/11111111 1111111 1111111 
• WAT 5.1 1.0e;+0/t .. 1 1 0 
1111111111 1111111 11111/1 
• i'lAR ... 9 3.5E-O" .. 1 1 1 
1/111111/1 1111111 1111111 
wAT 1,12 1,1£+06 ,. 2 1 2 
.A~RI 6.2 1.9E+05 3 2 1 0 
.A3RI 6.3 1'''£+05 3 2 1 0 
.ASRI 6.1; 1,"£-06 3 2 1 0 
.AeR! 6.5 2.0E·03 3 2 1 0 
• MAR 1.1 3./tE.06 5 1 1 0 
• MAR 11.10 3.tE-0 .. .. 1 1 1 
• MAR 41.11 2.5E·05 It 1 1 1 
.ASRI 6.1 1.2£.05 .. 2 1 0 
,.rAT 1,141 5.0E-0" .. 2 1 2 
• WAT 5.2 9.1F;-06 .. 1 1 0 
e WAT 5,1t 100E+0'' .. 1 1 0 
e WAT 5.5 102;+05 It 1 1 0 
• WAT 5.6 1.1E·05 It 1 1 0 
• WAT 5,7 1.0E.03 It 1 1 0 
• WAT 5.9 1,1£.05 It 1 1 0 
e WAT 5,11 3,9;:_05 .. 1 1 0 
• lo/AT 5,12 3,4IE+Ol; .. 1 1 0 
• WAT 5.13 5.2E+0" 3 1 1 0 
• WAT 5.1" 8.0;:.02 3 1 2 0 
<,,,,.-., 
pA3E 8 
NrlN.MICR!lWAI'i "1!"RellliAV£ )!ST!~3. :~A~A:T 
sm!)S ACC B>,jDS A:;C '3~ RF;;S ("1!CR6NS) (I() 1'1) 
./to.l.0 1.5.1.8 --. SftEC;HAi, S"13 
9.5.11. .5 I( TE"1ft SiIIEC 513 
11111111/111111 11111 1111 1111 1111 III 11/11111111/1111 
•• 0 •• 50 .50 •• S/t 2.0 It T04t~ .. UO 
.S/t •• 6" .6 .... 70 2.0 P SI!'e:CT~A. 51:! 
1.5.~.8 2.0 P TE'1ft S"'E: 513 
9.5.11· .5 I( Slt.The ~rl1 
111111111111111 11111 1111 //11 III 11/ 1111111111/11111 
./to •• 50 .50 .. 51t 2.Q P I.(P) ,05 A'\IY 300 SltECTU~ 113 
.5,. •• 641 .641 .. 70 2.0 P T!"1ft S.::C 5r3 
1·5.1.8 2.0 P 
9.5.1\. .5 I( 
111/1111111111/ 1111/ 1111 1/11 III III 1111111111111111 
./to •• SO .50.'60 2,0 P X(A, ... 30 !~ T"E~" ~Ai) 
,50.,58 ,50 .. 541 2.0 P ~(A) ·ps 30 50 SftE:HA\o 113 
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pl.ATFeR~ qE~JIREME'lTS 
I.AT/~eC' 28.5.72 DEGREES 
cev CyCl.E: 1 DAy EVERy 7 
VIS,IR RES: 
OJRI 1-12 
SUN ANGl.EI 0900/1200 
C. >30DEG) eSI.IQ: A'lY 
peSSIB~E pl.AT~eR~CS)1 
10 '1 
~.peI.AR SATEl.l.ITE 13 ANJ 41 
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
I.AT/l.eCI 28.5.57 DEGREE~ vIS/IR RES; 10 '1 
cev CYCI.EI 1 DAY EVERy 7 DiJ~1 1.12 
SUN ANGl.E; 0900/1200 
I. >300EG) 6Bl.IQI A'lY 
peSSIBI.E Pl.AT~6RMCSI: 
1.P6I.AR SAT~l.~ITE 13 AND 4) 
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
I.AT/l.eCI Gl.6BAl. eCEANS V,S'IR RESI 50 "1 
cev CYCl.EI 1 DAY EVERy 7 OiJ~: 1'12 
SUN ANGl.E. 0900/1200 
C. >300EG) 
~eSSIBI.E p~ATr6R~(S): 
B3l.!QI A'IY 
1.P6I.AR SATEl.l.ITE la AND 1;) 
1111111111111/1111111111/1111111111111/1/1111/1 
~AT/~6C' 28,5.57 DEGREES vlS/IR RESI 10 M 
cev CYCl.EI 1 DAY EVERY 7 DJR' 1-12 
SUN ANGl.EI 0600j0900, eB~IQI A,/Y 
1200.1500 
peSSrB~E pI.AT,eRMC$), 
1,AIQCRA~i 
IJ:///II//IIIIII/II//II/IIII/IIIII/111111111111 
I.AT/l.e~, 28,5.57 DEGRE~S VIS,IR RES. 5 M 
eev CYCI.EI 1 DAY EVERY 7 OJR: 1'12 
SUN ANG~EI 0300.09001 eS~IQ: ANY 
1200.1500 
~e&SrB~E p~Ar~6RMIS)1 
, 1.AIQCRA-T 
PA:>E 11 
"1!S/JSE~S A~EA ~!STI'l~. :rlA"A:T 
CKM--21 
~/M II.I0\8.0E+03\6 0 21.40 •• 50 .50-.601---1 XCPII'-" 
ElM 4.11 1.0E+04 6 0 2 .60 •• 70 .70 •• 80 .-. KCPI .-. 
.80 •• 90 .90'1.0 I 
8,0.14. .5 K 
A'lY\ 501 T~ER~ RAJ 
A'lY 50 T~ER'1 RAJ 1'1~) 
SIllECTRAI. Sf:; 
SPEC 513 IT~ IR) 
SPEC/S"'Ar S13 
SCAT CUSS SEC 
"""""["""'r"""'f"""""""'[""'r""["'1f"'f"'f"""""""" ElM 5.1 1.9E_04 6 0 1 1 .40 •• 50 .50 •• 60 ~-. XIP) .-. A'ly 50 T~ER'1 RA~ ~/M 5.3 3'4E+06 6 6 1 1 .60 •• 70 .70 •• 80 .. -. T~ER1 RA~ I~.' E/"1 5.4 1.9E-04 6 0 1 1 .80 •• 90 .90·1.0 .... SPECTRA. SI~ 
ElM 5.6 1.9E+04 6 0 1 1 8,0.14. .5 K 
ElM 5,7 1.9E+01I 6 0 1 1 
1111111111 
.. MAR 3.2 
• ~A~ 3,4 
• ~AR 3,5 
1111111[1111111'11,1111111111111 
4.0E.07 3 1 1 1,,1;0 •• 50 ,50.,51; 
4.0E.07 3 1 1 11,54.'64 1.5.1.8 
3.6E-08 3 1 1 1 9,5.11' 
1IIIIfllllflll,lllflllfllllllllll//IIII 2.0 P l.CP) .0 A'lY 3~O SPECT~A. SlJ 
2.0 P TE'1'" S"'EC 513 
.5 K 
'-, 
: 
111/11111/1//lllllfllll/l/ 
• P/M 4.7 8.0E-02 6 0 1 2 
• ElM 4.8 1.9E_04 6 0 1 2 
/11111111111111 
.40 •• 45 .45 •• 50 
.50 •• 55 .55 •• 60 
.60.,65 ,65-.70 
8.0.14. 
III/Iflillfllllril/fil/ 
••• XIP) .-. A'lY 50 
--. I.CP) .-. A'lY 50 
.-. 
.5 K 
11111/1111111111 
TotER'" RA;) 
T~ER'1 RA;) I"'.' 
SPECTRA~ SI:> 
SPEC 513 CT~ I") 
SPEC/S-AT Sp 
SCAT :R'SS SEC 
"""""1"""'["""'1"""""""'1"""""1""r"'!"'!"""""""" ElM 6,1 3'1~-04 7 0 1 0 .32 •• 38 ,40.,50 ~ ... 9 TotER'" qA;) ~/M 6.2 3,lE.04 7 0 1 0 ,50 •• 60 .60 •• 70 ..... ,; SPe::T~Al. 513 
E/M 6.3 3.1E.0~ 7 0 1 0 ,70 •• 80 '80~'90 ~--
ElM 6,4 3,lE.04 7 0 1 0 ,90~1,0 •• ~ 
~/~ 6.5 a.lE+04 7 0 1 0 8,0.t_. ,5 K 
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I 
'j 
I 
.~ 
1 
.r 
to 
I 
t-' 
W 
! ~-:;:-.;'';\ 
'-'--1 
'.,~I 
p~ATFe~~ RE~JI~E~E~TS 
~AT/~eC: 28.5.57 OEGREES vI;;.IR RES: 
cev CYC~E; 1 DAY EVERy 7 JJR: 1.12 
SUN A'IIGI.E: 0300.0600. ea~IQ: A'JY 
1200.1500 
!leSSIBI.E pI.ATFeRH(S): 
1.GEeSY'llCHRe'Je~s SATE~LITE 
:;;0 H 
/1///1/1/1///////////////////////////////////// 
I.AT/l.eCI 28.5.57 DEGREES VIS,IR RESI 2 "1 
cev CYC~EI 2 DAYS EVERy 7 J,)iH h12 
SU'" ANG~EI 0900.1200 B3~IQ: T~~ BBSERvATleNS (+ >30DEG) JIFFERI'JG BY 45 
peSSIB!.E p~ATFeRHIS): 
l·At RCRAFT 
////////////////////////////////11/////1//1/111 
I.AT/l.eCI 28.5.57 DEGREES VIs.IR RESI 10 "1 
cev CYC!.EI 1 OAY EVERy 1" OJR: 1.12 
SU"I A"IG~EI 1200 eal.IQ: 4'1jY 
1+ >300EGI 
"eSSIBl.E pl.t.TFeRH(S): 
1.pe~AR St.TE!.~ITE 141 
11//11111/11/11/111/111111///111/1/11//1/11//11 
I.AT/~eCI 28.5.57 ~EGREE5 vIS,I~ ~ESI 50 '1 
cev CYC~EI 1 OAY EVERy 1~ DJRI 1.12 
S\J'Ij A"lGI.EI 1200 e3~lQ: t.'ljY 
1+ >300EGI 
peSSI3!.E p~ATFeRMIS): 
1.GEeSY'Ij~~ReNe~s SAT~~I,.ITE 
2.pe1.AR SATEI.I.ITE (4) 
.-,--: 
... ~' 
"1IS/,JSE~S AREA NB. eF 
BANDS 
11(1'\"2) V111'1'TH 
* '1AR :.1 3.1E+0/t 3 1 1 1 
• '1AR 3.6 3·1E+0/t 3 1 1 1 
• "AR 3.7 3.1E+0l+ 3 1 1 1 
• "IAR 3.~ 2.5E+05 3 1 1 1 
• "'t.R 3.9 2.5E+05 :3 1 1 1 
- WAT 6.7 2.6E+05 832 1 
- .. A'! 6.8 5.7E+04 832 1 
//1/1///1/ /////// /1//1// 
AQRI 4.6 8.0E+04 3 2 1 2 
1/1///1/// /1////1 ///1/1/ 
-AIiRI 1.1 5.0E+OS 2 3 1 2 
-A(sRI 1.1 1.4E+06 2 3 1 2 
-At'lRI 1.4 1 ... E+06 2 3 1 2 
+AGRI 1.4 5.0E"05 2 ::1 1 2 
- WAT 2.1 5.0E+Olt 1 1 1 1 
.. WAf 2.2 5.0E.Olt 1 1 1 1 
+ IOAT 2.3 1.2E+04 1 1 1 1 
- "'AT 2.6 3.0E.0; 1 1 1 1 
1/1/1/11// 1111/1/ /11//// 
."~Rt 1.2 5.0E+05 2 3 1 2 
"AGRI 1.2 1."E+06 2 3 1 2 
-AelRl 1.2 3.7E+03 2 3 1 2 
+Ar,RI 1.3 S.OE+05 2 3 1 2 
+"'lRI 1.3 1.I+E+06 2 3 1 2 
-AQRI 1.3 7.5E.03 2 3 1 2 
+ "AR 4.5 3.1E+0'+ .. 1 1 1 
+ wAT 4.15 2.5E+05 8 0 1 0 
.. WAT 6.11 5.IjE+05 832 1 
.... AT 6.12 8.0E+03 832 1 
\--
pA:iE 12 
~B"'."1ICi<BwAVE "IIC=<!hU.,VE ::llST I ,,3.:"'A~A:T 1 
BA"'"S ACC B"DS ACC ~a~ R~S (MICR9"1S) «) 1"1) 
• I 
.35 •• 1+3 ./to-.50 2.0 P I.IP) .C5 A'JY 3~0 T-lE~"I ~AJ 
.1+3 •• 52 .50-.54 2.~ P XIP) 
---
A.'IIY 5~ TolER'" ~A) ("IIi\ 
.52 •• 59 .51+-.64 2.0 P S"::CT~"~ il:; 
.59 •• 68 .68H75 2.0 P TE"III 52 E: Sp 
.75 •• 83 .83 •• 92 2.0 P S"ATIl. ~IG 
.92.1.0 1.0.1.4 2.0 P 
1.5.1.8 2.0.2.6 2.0 P 
8.0.11' 9.5-U. .5 I( 
U·.14. .5 I( 
//////////1//// II/II //// //1/ /// /II /1/////.1//////// 
.51 •• 55 .62-.66 2.0 P XIA) .... 30 1~::I S!lEC":V •• 5tl 
.80.1.0 1.5-1.8 2.0 P \.(1.) .-- 30 1::10 T;:'1:O S:o~c SIS 
1·8.2.6 2.0 P ScAT :~'sss::c 
9.5.11. .5 I( 
/11/////1//1//1 /1/11 1111 1//1 1/1 III 1//11111111///1/ 
.51 .. 55 .62 •• 66 --. XIAI .. ~ 30 1::10 SPEcHA. sP 
.80.1.1 10 0·1. 1+ 
---
I.(A) •• '!I' 30 l:l::l 'E"IP S:I£:: st3 
1.5.1.8 2.0.2.6 
---
XIP) 
--" A'IIY 50 SCAT :::"SS SEC 
I 
9.5.11· --. 
////11111111111 III/I 1111 II/I III /1/ 11//11111/11/111 
.32 •• 38 .35.,"3 2.0 P XII.I 
---
30 1:10 T"n'1 ~AJ 
,"0 •• 48 ,"0 •• 50 2.0 P I.IAI .. ~ 30 pO T"4E~" :UJ 1'11i) 
.43.,52 ... 8-.53 2.0 p I,.IP) .05 ,,'ljy 300 SPEcn". St3 
.50 •• 5lt .51-.55 e.'.o p X(P) 
--. A'ljY 50 H"I" 5:1::: SIS 
• 52 •• 59 .53 •• 58 2.0 P SfiATIA. S!:] 
.5" •• 60 .58-.65 2.0 P SCAT C~~SS S::: 
.59 •• 68 .60-.70 2.0 P 
.62 •• 66 .65-.72 2.0 P 
.68 •• 75 .72 •• 80 2.0 P 
.75 .. 83 .80-1.0 2.0 P 
.83 .. 92 .92-1.:) 2.0 P 
1.0.1." 1.5.1.8 2.0 P 
2.0.2.6 2.0 P 
8.0.1 ... 8.0·11. .5 I( 
9.5.11. 11 •• 14. .5 I( 
_ "- ____ L 
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b:l 
I 
I-' 
~ 
~ 
"-' 
P~ATF6~~ qE~JI~[HE~T5 
~AT/~eCI 28.5.57 DEGREES vIS,lR RESI 5 ~ 
cev CYC~EI 1 '''Y EVERY 14 OJQ; 1-12 
SU'II 4'1GI.E: 1200 eal.lQ: A\lV 
Ce >300EG) 
peSS1BI.E PI.ATFOR~ISI; 
~.AIRCRAFT 
1///1/1//1///////////////////////1///////////// 
I.AT/I.OCI 28.5.51 JEGREES VIS,IR ~ESI to ~ 
cov CVC~EI 1 DAY £vE~Y 1~ DJRI 1.12 
SU'II ANGLEI 1200 fl3Llwl 10,20,30 OEG~EES 
Ce >300EG) flF'F 'IIAOIR 
peSS1BI.E PI."TFflR~CS): 
" 1.pe~A~ S"TELLITE (4) 
//1/1/11////1//////1///1///////1//1/1////1///11 
I.AT/1.6CI W6RI.J AS AREAS VIS,IR RESI ~O .., 
cev CYCLE I 1 DAY EVEO:Y 14 JJ~: 1~12 
SUIII UlGI.EI 1200 fl8LIQI A';Y (e >300EG) 
~aSSIBI.E PLATFSRMCS); 
~.pe~AR SATELLITE (4) 
/////////11/////1//1/////1/////////////1//1//// 
~AT/I.SCI W~RI.D "G AQEAS vlS,1R RES; S ., 
cav CVCI.EI 1 DAY EVERV l~ DJQ: 1.12 
SU'II A"iGI.EI 1200 BaLIQ: A~V (e >300EG) 
POSSIBLE PLATFSRM(S): 
l'''IRC~AFT 
/1//1//111////11//1/11//////1////////////////// 
LAT/LOCI 28.5.51 DEGREES VlS,IR RESI 2 M 
cov CYCLE; 1 OAY EVERy 14 DJ~: 1.12 
SUN A'IIGLEI 1200 B3l.IQI A'IIV 
c. >300EG) 
~SSSIBLE PI.ATFSR~CS); 
l·AIRCRAI'T 
~15/JSE"S AqEA '16. 6F 
9A~DS 
(o(M"2) VIIj T I ~ 
",AND ... 15 1.7E+06 3 020 
-ASRI 1.3 2.5E+03 2 3 1 2 
*1.'\10 4.1" 1.7£+06 3 020 
.A5~I 1.2 1.3£+03 2 3 1 2 
I.A'lD 4.16 1.7E+06 3 0 2 0 
LlNO 1t.17 2.0E+03 3 0 2 0 
////////// ///111/ /////// 
•• 5~1 3.1 1 ... E+06 2 0 2 2 
eAGRl 3.1 5.0E+05 2 0 2 2 
*A/\Ql 3.2 1. 4E+06 2 0 2 2 
*"~~1 3.2 5.0E+05 2 0 2 2 
.A'lRI 3.3 1.4£+06 2 0 2 2 
."3Rl 3.3 5.0E+05 2 0 2 2 
.Ar,::n 3.1t 1.ItE"'06 2 0 2 2 
."GRI 3.4 5.0E .. 05 202 2 
."GRI 3.'5 1.4E .. 06 2 0 2 2 
."~Rl 3.5 5.0E.05 202 2 
/////!//// /////// /1///// 
.A5QI 5.1 1.5E+06 3 2 1 2 
• ..,.iRI 5.2 1.5E+06 3 2 1 2 
*AGRI 5.3 1·5E+06 3 2 1 2 
eA(';RI 5./j 1.5E·06 3 2 1 f! 
~-: 
• 
//1//11/11 1/11/1/ /////1/ 
eAGRI 5.1 1.5E+03 3 2 1 2 
."GRI 5.2 1.5E·03 3 2 1 2 
.AG~1 5.3 1.5E"03 3 2 1 2 
.Af!;Rl 5.4 1.5E+03 321 2 
///1/111// 11/1//1 1/1//// 
.I.A'IIO 2.15 1.SE+03 6 0 0 0 
~ 
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'119'11."1!:~flIlAVE ~!"~!hl"\l~ '15'1'113. :~A~"CT 
"".'.J" ACe 6'111)" ":1: ~3~ ~::S (..,ICQ''IISI (0( I I'll 
.50 •• 60 .51-.55 .'!"- XIAI ... 30 100 T~::~'1 ~.;;) 
.60 •• 70 .62-.66 ... ~(A) .-'!' 30 100 SIIECnA. SIS 
.80_1.0 1.0.1 ... .-. SPE:/S"AT sp 
1.5.1.8 2.0-2.6 .. - "E"'co S"E: SIS 8.0.11' 9.5.11. .5 I( SPATIA .. SIS 
lit.llt· .5 I( SCAT :~!SS SEC 
/////////////1/ //1// //1/ 1/// VIII 1// 1/1//,1'/////11// I 
.62 •• 66 .80-1.0 .-. XCA) 
.-" 30 50 SP:::";:II •• SI:O 9.5.10. 10.-11. .. - ~IAI ... 30 50 SCAT :~!SS S!: I 
SCAT :=t SEC I",j) 
P~I,,"~IZA SIS 
///////11//1//1 //1// /1// //// //1 /1/ //////////////// 
.51 •• 55 .62-.66 5.0 ;) XCA) ... 30 100 TE"''' S"::: SI:O 
.80.1.0 1.5-1'8 5.0 P ~CAI _.- 30 1:):) 
1·8 .. 2.6 5.0 P 
9.5-11. 1.0 K 
/////////1////1, ///1/ /1// //11 /1/ 1// /1////////1/1//1 
.51..55 .62-.66 5.0 I' )(4) .. - 30 1:)0 TE'1=» S:>~: SIl 
.80.1.0 1.5·1'8 5.0 P I.C", .. - 30 1JO 1.8.2.6 5.0 p 
9.5.11· 1·0 I( 
//1/1//////////1 /11// ///1 //1/ /1/ NI /111/// / 1//1 /11/ 
,"0 .. 50 .50 •• 60 ... ,.~r;R'" UJ 
• 60 ... 70 .70 •• 80 -_. SPEt;T=t"1. 113 
.80 •• 90 .90.10 0 II!'-" TE"" S;>£: 51:0 
TE"P Sco::/licoA SJ;; 
I 
p"GE 13 
'-
· I 
" ~ 
II 
11 
.. ~ 
IJj 
I 
~ 
VI 
,4 ,>" 
\~I 
P~ATF~~~ QE~JIQE~ENTS 
-
~AT/~ec; 28.5.72 )EGREES VIS,)R ~ES: 
cev C'fCI.E: 1 DAV EVERy 1" DJ~: 1-12 
SU~ A\lG~E: 1200 1:13LI:;): A'IY 
C. >30DEGI 
~BSSIB~E p~ATFeRM(S): 
1.pe~AR SATE~LITE (~) 
10 '1 
///////////////////!III/IIIIIII////I/IIIIII/III 
~AT/~eCI 28.5-57 DEGREES V!S,IR RESI 50 '1 
CBV CYC~EI 1 JAY EVE~Y 14 OJ~: 1.12 
SU\I A\lG~E: ,0900,1200 BaLlO: T"'~ ~aSEQVATleNS 
(* >30DE5) JIH'ERI\lG BV 45 
peSSIB~E p~ATFeRM(S): 
~.peI.AR SATELLITE (3 ANJ .. ) 
//1//////////1////////////1///1//////////////// 
~AT/~eCI 57.72 DEGREES V I s, I R RES I 50 "! 
cev CYCLE I 1 DAY EVERy 14 DJQI 6.10 
SUN A\jG~EI 0900,1200 ~~LIO: T"'~ BBSERvAT!e\lS 
(. >300EG) )IFFERI'IIG BV 1+5 
peSSIB~E P~ATFBRMIS); 
1.P6~AR SATELLITE 13 AN) .. , 
/1//11//1/1///////1////////////1//1/11/111//1// 
~AT/\.eCI 28.5.57 DEGREES vlS,IR RES: 5 M 
cev CYC~EI 1 OAV EVER'f 1" DJR: 1-12 
SU~ ANG~EI 0900,1200 BB~IO: T~~ eaSERVATIBNS 
,- >300EG) JIFFERING ay liS 
peSSIB~E p~ATFeR~(S): 
1.AIQCRArr 
//////1///////////1//1/////////11////////////// 
~.T/\.eCI 28.5.57 DEGREES Vls,IR ~ESI 5 ,., 
CBV CYC~EI 1 DAY EVERY 1~ DJR: h12 
SUN A\jG\.EI 0600,~200 BaLlO: A'iY 
I. >30DEG) 
peSSIB~E PL,ATF8RM(S): 
~.AI~CRAFT 
"-y' 
~!S/JSERS AQEA 
(.<:M"2) 
• 'AlAT 2.4 7.7E+04 
.. ~ ... IAT 2.5 7.7E+0" 
/111/1111/ /11/1// 
-AMI 2.1 2.0E+03 
*A5RI 2.i 8.0E+03 
*A:;RI 2.2 5.0E+05 
*AGRI 2.2 1'''E+06 
*A~RI 2.3 5.0E+05 
*A!;~I 2.3 1,"E+06 
*AGRI 2 ... 1.5E+04+ 
*A-:RI 2.5 2,"E+06 
-AGRI 2.6 2.3E+O" 
*AGRI 2.7 601E+0'' 
-A5RI 2.s 5.0E+05 
-A~RI ?.8 1,"£+06 
//11//1/// /1111// 
-A~RI 2.5 6.6E+03 
11////1/// 11111// 
*A~RI 2.9 3.7E+06 
-AGRI 2.10 7.3E+04 
////1///// /1//11/ 
- ",AT 1.3 1.2E+03 
pAGE 1" 
~El. eF" \Ie~."11 C'le .. ,WE '1IC~~"'~VE )!Sfl":;, :-1.~l:T 
BA"II)S ~A~)S ACC 3\10:; A:C :l3~ ~ES 
Vp 1 T 1'''\ ('1IC~'~S) () ('1) 
1 1 1 1 .80.1.1 1.5~108 
---
X(P) ~-. !''1'f 5:) TE'1" S"=:: SI3 
1 1 1 1 9·5 .. 11. .. --
////11/ Il/II/I/I////II II/II 1//1 11// //1 II/ 1111/111111/11/1 
3 2 1 0 .51~.55 .62-.66 2.0 P ~J .. T! :;"::: 513 
3 2 1 0 .80.1.0 loS .. 1.8 2.0 P TE"!;t S"E: :;1:> 
3 2 1 0 2'()'02.6 2.0 P 
3 2 1 0 9.5 .. 11. .5 K 
3 2 1 0 
3 2 1 0 
3 2 1 0 
3 2 1 0 
3 2 1 0 
321 0 
3 2 1 0 
3 2 1 0 
11///// //1//1111////11 /111/ 1/// 11// II/ /I! /1/11/111/1/11/1 
3 2 1 0 .51 ... 55 .62 ... 66 2.0 P "!JI.TI S=»EC SIG 
.80 .. 1.0 1.5.1.8 2·0 P T£"I'" 5"E: 513 
2.0.2.6 2.0 P 
9.5.11· .S i( 
/1///11 11/11111///1/11 111// 1//1 1111 /11 III 11111//11111/111 
3 2 1 0 ,51_.55 .62 •• 66 2,0 P "'J. Tl 5=»::;: Slii 
3 2 1 0 ,80 .. 1.0 1,5·1'8 2,0 p TE"!=» 5:0::: S r:; 
2,0.2.6 2.0 P 
9.5·11, ,5 i( 
III/III 1/111//1////111 ////1 /1// /11/ II/ /11 /1/11/111111/1/1 . 
1 1 1 2 .80.1,0 1.5.1,8 .... xIA' .-- 3D 50 T04ER'1 ~AJ , ;1.5.11, ,5 K L,IA) 
---
3D 50 S"E:T~A. 51:; 
SPEC/S=»AT 513 
TE'1:O 5=»:::; Sf 3 
SCAT :~SSS S!::: 
-- ---
---~--.-.-
"'A:;:: 14 
~----J 
Ai 
"I 1 , 
," 
,I 
O;j 
I 
I-' 
0' 
L 
-
PLAT'5R~ REJJI~~~E~TS 
~AT/~6C; 28.5.57 DEGREES vIS,IR RESI 10 '1 
cav CYCLE I 1 DAy EVERy 30 OJ'll 1·12 
SU,," 4'1GI.EI 1200 (;!i:lL lQ: A '<Y 
c- >30DEG) 
;>6SSI6I.E PI.4T.6RMIS): 
1.P6\.AR SATELLITE I") 
1111//11/1/11//////////////////////1//////1//1/ 
I.AT/~eCI 28.5.57 ~EGREES vIS,I~ RES; 20 M 
cev CYCLE I 1 ~AY EVERy 30 DJR; 1 .. 12 
SU~ ANGLEI 1200 ElBLIQ: A"Y 
t. >30DEG) 
peSSIBI.E PLAT.eRMIS): 
1.?OLAR SATEl..LITE (41 
1/11//1/1////1111//1/1/11//1/1/1//1/1//1////1// 
~AT/LeCI 28.5-72 ~EaREES vIS,IR ~ES; 5 "I 
cav CYCLE I 1 !)AY EVERY 30 0.,;-11 3.10 
SU~ ANGLEI 1200 tJBI.IQ: A"y 
,- >30DEG) 
P9SStBI.E PLAT.6R~(S); 
1.AIRCRAF'T 
1//1/1///////11/1/////1/1//1/1//111///1/1/1/1// 
loAT/LOCI 28.5.57 DEGREES vIS,IR RESI 5 M 
cev CYCLE: 1 DAY EVERy 30 DJ~I 1.12 
SUN ANGI.EI 1200 6BLIQ: A~Y 
c. >30DE3) 
PeSSIBI.E PI.AT.6R~(S); 
1.AtRCRAF'T 
'1'SIJSE~S AREA /\ie. e. 
aA'lDS 
(I(M·.2) Vj IJ TL'1 
• "/" 7.1 2.8E+01t 6 0 1 0 
• "1 M 7.2 2.8E+OIt 6 0 1 0 
• ""1M 7.3 2.8E+01t 6 0 1 0 
• riM 7.4 2.8E+OIt 6 0 1 0 
• E/M 7.5 2.8E+01t 6 0 1 0 
• I':IM 7.6 2.8E+0" 6 0 1 0 
• !';/M 7.7 2.8E+01t 6 0 1 0 
• "'AT 1.7 8.0E+03 .. 120 
• I./AT 1.8 8.0E+03 I< 120 
• WAT 1<.3 7.3E.01t 8 0 1 0 
• '..!AT ... 6 1.OE+03 8 0 1 0 
1111111/// /1111/1 11111111 
• J",R 3.5 3.0E+06 I< 320 
• '4AR 1.2 3.0E+05 5 1 0 0 
• WAT ... 5 2.5E+05 8 0 1 0 
• WAT It.s 1.0E+OI< 8 0 1 0 
• "JAT 6.1 1.0E+0" 8 3 2 1 
1/11////// /1//11/ ////1/1 
• I'eR 3.10 7.7E+05 2 020 
• "9R 3.12 1.0E+06 I< 020 
/11111//11 1111/1/ 1/111//1 
I.'ND 4.18 2.7E+06 3 1 2 0 
- C'9R 3.11 3.0E+05 2 0 2 0 
- MAR 1.2 3.0E+03 5 1 0 0 
• WAT 1.<' 2.3E.05 1 1 1 0 
--_._- -
-
~ 
'-
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,<el\i.Ml~REl';AVE 
aA'l~S ACC B'I~S 
('1ICR6'<SI 
.32 •• 38 .1t0 •• 50 ~-. 
• IiO •• 1t8 ... 8·.53 ... 
.50 •• 60 .50 •• 51t ... 
• 53 •• 58 .51t •• 61t .... 
.58.'65 '60"70 .. -
.6 .... 70 .65·.72 ... 
• 70 ... 80 .72 •• 80 ... 
.80 •• 90 .80·1.0 ... 
.90.1.0 1.5·1.8 ." . 
8.0.11<. 8.0.11. • 5 ~ 
1l •• 11t· .5 ~ 
11/1/111//11111 /1111 1,11111 
,32_.38 .35 •• 1t3 2.0 .~ XIP) 
,"0 •• 1<8 .1<0 •• 50 2.0 F 
.1<3 •• 52 ... 8 ... 53 2.0 F 
.50 •• 63 .50·.5 .. 2.0 P 
.50 .. 58 .52 •• 59 2.0 p 
.53 •• 58 .5 .... 6 .. 2.0 F 
.58 .. 65 .59 ... 68 2.0 ~ 
.63 •• 75 .6 .. ·.70 2.0 p 
.65 •• 72 .68-.75 2.0 P 
.72 .. 80 .75~.B3 2.0 F 
.75.,88 .80.1.0 2.0 F 
.83 •• 92 .88.1.0 2.0 F 
.92.1.0 ltO·l." 2.0 F 
1.5.1.8 2.0.2'6 2.0 F 
1<.5.5.5 8.0.U. .5 ~ 
8.0.llt. 11.·1", .5 ~ 
11//1//1/////1/ 1//1/ II/I 
.50 •• 63 .60-.70 ... 
.63 •• 75 .75 •• 88 .-. 
.80.1.0 .88-1.0 .~ . 
... 5.5.5 8.0-14. -.. 
/1/1/111111/111 1/111 1111 
.110 •• 50 .50 •• 60 2.0 P 
.50 •• 5" .5;:' •• 58 2.;:, ~ 
.51< •• 6" • 60 .. 70 2.0 F 
.611 •• 70 .80-1.0 2.0 F 
1.5.1.8 2.0·2.6 2.0 F 
11.5.5.5 8.0.11. .5 ~ 
8.0.11t. 9.5·11. .5 ~ 
11 •• 11t. .5 ~ 
PAGE 15 
"!l~R3"AV. 
I.:C 33:.. 
«I 
1111 II/I 
... A'IY 
1// /11/ 
1// 1/11 
'. """ ~,..~'''' ... ~_.-l'J;~.;.;.;:::::.-....:;!!..~.,..< ..... _ •• 
RES 
("I) 
VIII 
5~ 
~/II 
III 
)ISfl,,3, :~A~~:r I 
T~:::'l'1 'lA;l 
SPC::T~A. 51:; 
SPE:/S~ H 513 
?ElIIIf~ S:t~: 31:; 
SCAT :~!SS S::: 
11111/111//11111 
T~ER'" 'lA~ 
·"'.ER"I ~A) I "1,0/ I 
S"ECHA. st:s 
TE'1P S~E: 513 
SPATI4.. 513 
1/11/1111111/11/ 
T~E'l'" 'lA,) 
SPE:nA. 51:; 
1/1/11111111/111 
TooIER"I RA;) 
SPE:HA .. S13 
S:oEC/S8AT sp 
TE'1'" s~;:: 513 
S'"ATlA~ SIG 
SCAT :~!SS sEC 
f 
"<""!lOr 
, 
I 
I 
I 
OJ 
• I-' 
"J 
/->~ 
c~~ 
P~ATF6~~ ~c~JIREME~TS 
~AT/~6el 28.5.72 ~EGREES vIS,IR RES; 
cev eye~EI 1 DAY EVERY 30 )JRI 1·12 
SUN AIIIGL.El 1200 El3L.IGiI II"1Y 
I. >300EG) 
peSSIB~E P~ATF6RMIS): 
1.pe~AR SATEL,L.ITE (4) 
10 '1 
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
~AT/:..eCI G~ElBA~ EleEAIIS vIS,IR RESI 1000 ,., 
Cev CYC~EI 1 ~AY EvERY 30 DJRI 1·12 
SU'\I A'IIG~E: 1200 El31.1GI: AI/Y (. >30DEGI 
peSSIBL.E pL.ATFeR'1(S)I 
1.P6L.AR SATEL.L.ITE (4) 
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
~AT/:..ee: 28.5-72 DEGREES vIS,IR RESI 100 M 
cav CYC~EI 1 DAY EVERy 30 O,JR: h12 
SUN A'IGI.E I 1200 ElBL.IGI: A'\IY 
c. >300E(;) 
peSSIB~E P~ATF6RM(S)1 
1.pe~AR SATE~l.lTE (4) 
/111111111/1111/11/111/1111//11/11111/111111111 
L.~T/~eCI 28.5.57 DEGREES vls,tR RES; 50" 
Cev CyC~EI • DAY EVERy 30 D,JR: 1.12 
SUIII ANGL.EI 1200 tlBL.IGlI A~Y (. >30DEG) 
peSSlB~E p~ATFeRM(S): 
1.GEeSYI/C~Re~ElJS SATE~~lTE 
2.P6~~R SATEL.LITE (4) 
l~ 
-' 
'1IS/JSERS AREA 
(I(M"2) 
-:.,"'10 4011 1.7E+06 
"I.AND 4.12 1.7E+06 
-1.''''0 1;.13 1.7E+06 
• .oAR 1.6 3.1E+04 
• wAT 4.16 2.0E+05 
• ,o/AT 4.17 2.0E+05 
1111111111 1111111 
• MAR t.3 3.6E+08 
1111111111 1111111 
• OAR 1.3 3 ... E .. 06 
1111/11111 /11/11/ 
MAT 1.12 1.lE.06 
• ioIAT 1.6 2.0E·05 
* WAT 1;.4 2.0E·05 
• :.IAT 1;.7 2.0E+04 
• WAT 1;.9 2.0E .. 05 
• \JAT 1;.10 2.0E+05 
• DAT 1+.12 1.8E+06 
• wAT ~.1~ 5.0E+05 
• "AT 5.3 9.1E+06 
• WAT 5.15 6.9E+06 
• ~'AT 5.16 6.9E+06 
• wAT 5.17 3.5E+OI+ 
• WAl 6.3 1.0E .. OII 
• \/AT 6.~ 2.8E+05 
• :oIAT 6.5 2.0E+05 
• WAT 6.6 1.8E+06 
• WAT 6.13 9.1E+06 
• I~AT 6.14 9.1E+06 
>"--" 
PA .. E 16 
Ne. eF 116N.'1 r.r-ReWAVE '1!,r-~~.UII. )ISTI'I:;, :I'lA~A:T 
BANDS BA~'S Ace B'05 A:e ~3L. ~::S 
VIIITIM ('11eR~'lS) (I() ('II 
2 0 1 3 .32 •• 38 .40 •• 50 2.0 P X(A) .50 30 100 T"E=!'1 RAJ 
2 0 1 3 .'+0 •• '+8 .,+8 •• 53 2.0 P XIP) .50 30 100 TolE=!'1 ~A) 1 '1 .. ) 
2 0 1 3 .50 •• 58 .50·.54 2.0 P I(IP) .!SO 30 1:>0 S!>E:T~A .. ilS 
5 1 1 1 .53 •• 58 .5 .... 04 2.0 P ~(P) .... II'lY 3:>0 ';PEC/S"AT sp 
8 0 1 0 .58 •• 65 .60·.70 2.0 P TE'11O 5"::: 513 
8 0 1 0 .64 •• 70 .65 •• 72 2.0 P SIOAT!,. 51:> 
.72 •• 80 .80-1'0 2.0 P SCAT :R'S5 SEc 
1.5.1.8 2.0 P 
8.0.14. 9.5-11. .5 i( 
1111111 111111111111111 11111 1111 1111 III III 1111111111111111 
5 1 1 1 .40 •• 50 .50 •• 58 2.0 P ~IPI .50 A'lY 3:10 T .. ::=!'1 RAJ 
.50 •• 54 .54 •• 64 2.0 P TE'11> $"::: 51:0 I 
.64 •• 70 1.5.1.8 2.0 P SPATIA" 51!3 
9.5.11' .5 I( 
1111111 111111111111111 11111 1111 1111 III III 1111111111111111 
5 1 1 1 .40 .. 50 .50 •• 58 2.0 P ~(P) .50 A.IIY 3:10 T"!R'1 RAJ 
.50 •• 54 .5 .... 64 2.0 P TE'1" $:1::: SI] 
.61+ •• 70 1.5-1.8 2.0 P S"ATlA~ 513 
9.5.11' .5 I( 
"iii" 1'" "I"" Nt " 11111 1111 1111 III III 11111111111111/1 1+ 2 1 2 .32 •• 38 .35·'~3 2.0 P XCA) --- 30 50 T~Eq .. RA::l 4 1 2 0 .1+0 •• 50 .~0.'~8 2.0 P ~(A) .- .. 30 30 T .. E=!'1 '!A;) ('1oi) 
8 0 1 0 .43 •• 52 .~8-.53 2.0 P X(P) .-~ Ally 50 S~E:T'!A.SIS 
8 0 1 0 .50.,S0 .50-.51; 2.0 P SPE:/S:>H SIS 
8 0 1 0 1,50 •• 6" .:52 •• 59 2.0 P TE'11> S:I::: SIS 
801 0 .53 •• 53 .5h.64 2.0 P S:>ATlA~ 51 .. 
7 0 1 0 .5 .... 65 .:\9 •• 68 2.0 P SCAT :'l'SS SEc 
8 0 1 0 .60 •• 70 .63 .. 75 2.0 P 
'I 1 1 0 .6~ •• 70 .65 •• 72 2.0 P 
3 1 2 0 .68 •• 75 .72.,80 2.0 P 
3 120 .75 •• 88 .75 •• 83 2.0 P 
3 120 .80 •• 90 .80-1.0 2.0 P 
832 1 .83 •• 92 .88.1.0 2.0 P 
832 1 .92.1.0 1.0-1.4 2.0 P 
832 1 1.5.1.8 2.0~2.6 2.0 P 
832 1 4.5.5.5 8.0.11. .5 I( 
832 1 8.0.14. 9.5.11. .5 I( 
832 1 11 •• 11+. .5 I( 
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,,,--•• -> 
." 
to 
I 
t-' 
00 
P~ATFB~~ ~E~J!~E~E~TS 
~AT/~BC: 28.5.72 ~EGREES vIS, Ii< RES: '50 '1 
CBV CYC\..EI 1 DAY EVERy 30 OJRI 1'12 
5U'4 ANGL.E: 1200 69LI{;): A'IY 
(. >30DEG) 
P6SStBLE PLATFBRM(S): 
1.P6~A~ SATELLITE (4) 
11/1111111/1111111//111/11/11//111///1//////11/ 
~Ar/~BC: 28.5.57 JEGREES VIS,!i< RESI 100 M 
CBV CVCL.E; 1 OAV EVERy 30 OJR: 1'12 
SU'4 ANG1.E: 1200 631.1Q: "'1Y 
(. >30DEG) 
peSSIB~E PI-ATFBRM(S): 
1.GEB5Y"CHRBN6~3 SAT::l.~ITE 
2.PBI.A~ SAT£; .• !TE (4) 
1111/1/11111/1/1///111/,':/11//////1/11111//1//1 
I.AT/loBCI 28.5.57 :lE.GREF; V!S,IR RESI 50"1 
cev CVCLE: 1 OAV EVERY 30 DJ~: 1.12 
SU'4 4'4G~EI 0900,1200 BBLIQ: A'IV 
(- >300EG) 
P6SSIB~E p~ATFeRM(S); 
1.GEeSY~CHR6~evs S"'TEL~ITE 
11//11/11/111111111111/111/111/1/111///1//1/111 
I. ... T/L5:: 28.5.57 DEG~EES VIS,IR RESI 5 M 
CBII CYC~EI 1 "AV EVERY 30 OJ'l; 1.12 
SUN ANGLE: 0600'1200 6BLIQ: A\jY (. >300E(;) 
P6SSIBI.E P~AT~BRM(S): 
1 .... !RCRAFT 
"1!S/JSE~S AREA NB. BF 
BA'<OS 
(KM" .. 2) VIIfTI~ 
.. ,.IAT 4.1 6.1E+04 8 0 1 0 
.... AT 4.? 8.0E+03 8 0 1 0 
.. wAT 5.18 9.1E+06 5 1 1 1 
- '~AT 6.10 S.2E+0'+ 832 1 
//11/1111/ 1///1// /11111/ 
- "' ... T 6.2 1.lE+05 832 1 
- NAT 6.9 3.1E+Q6 832 1 
/1/1/1111/ 1/11/1/ 1/11111 
!:/M 1.? 3.ItE+06 601 2 
F /M 301 3.4E+06 601 2 
E/!-I 3.2 3.'+E+06 6 0 1 2 
~/M 3.3 3.,+E+06 601 2 
E/!-I 3.4 3.,+E .. 06 6 ;) 1 2 
- w ... r 1.5 1.8E+06 1 1 1 2 
111/1/11/1 1/1///1 /1/1//1 
I. ... ~" 4.20 3.3E+06 3 2 2 0 
-I.A>.lD 4.19 3.3E+06 3 2 2 0 
\. ... '10 4.21 4.0E+05 3 220 
~"'>.l0 4.22 3.8E+04 3 2 2 0 
IoIAT 1.25 ".OE+03 3 2 1 0 
-
-
p~::;E 17 
"B'I~~!C'lB,o/AVE 
t)A~?:' ("IICRB'IS) 
Awl. • 1:l"J:::o 
.32 •• 38 .35".43 2.0 p X(P) 
.40 .... 8 .40 •• 50 2.0 P 
,43 •• 52 .48·.53 2.0 P 
.50 •• 51t .52 •• 59 2.0 P 
.53 •• 58 .S4~.64 2.0 P 
.58 •• 65 .59-.68 2.0 P 
.60 •• 70 .64 •• 70 2.0 F 
.65 •• 72 .68 •• 75 2.0 P 
.72 •• 80 .75 •• 83 2.0 P 
.80.1.0 .83 •• 92 2.0 P 
.92.1.0 1.0-1.4 2.0 P 
1.5.1.8 2.0·2.6 2.0 P 
8.0.11. 8.0-111. .5 I( 
9.5.11· 11.·14. .5 I( 
1/1111//11111/1 III/I 1/11 
.35 ... 43 .43 •• 52 2.0 P X(P) 
.52 •• 59 .59-.68 2.0 P 
.68 ... 75 .75-.83 2.0 P 
.83 •• 92 .92.1'0 2.0 P 
1.0.1 ... 1.5.1.8 2.0 P 
2.0.2.6 2.0 P 
8.0.11. 11.·14. .5 I( 
1/11/1/111////1 //11/ 1//1 
.40 •• 45 .45 •• 50 
---
XIP) 
.50 •• 55 .55 ... 60 
--. I«P) 
.60 •• 65 .65·.70 
--. jeep) 
.80.1.0 1.5·1.8 
-.- I«(P) 
8.0.14. 9.5.11. .5 I( X(A) 
I.(A) 
//1111/11///11/ /1111 III/ 
.50 •• 60 .60 •• 70 
-- .. 
.80.1.0 1.5.1.8 .-. 
2.0.2.6 
--. 
8.0.141. 8.0.11. .5 I( 
U,.l41. .5 K 
-
----
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~!:R51'/"VE 
A;;l. 53 ... 'i-;5 
( <) ('1) 
.SC A'IY 30 
/111 11111 III 
e-- I.\iY pO 
///1 III/I II/ 
--,. A'IV 1)0 
.-- ... \lY PO 
.-- 30 1::l0 
.-" 30 1:)0 
.-- 30 5:) 
.-- 30 50 
fill 1111/ III 
JIST!'13. :~~R4:T l 
T~ER" RAJ 
T~ER" RAJ 1"10/) 
5PECHA~ 513 
TE'1:> S:>=:: SI:1 
5PAT!'~ iilG 
/1111111/1/11/// 
T~ER'1 RA;) 
T~ER'1 ~"'J 1"101) 
5C1E:T'~"'_ S!3 
SPATIA .. SIG 
/1111//1/11/1/// 
T~E'I" RAP 
TI.IE'I"I RAJ 1'1"') 
SPEcnA .. ii13 
SPEC 51J (j04 I~) 
5-E:/5:>AT Sl~ 
TE'1:> S"EC SI3 
C;CAT :R'S5 SEC 
111/11//1///111/ 
T .. ::'1"1 '1A) 
SPECTRA. sl~ 
spEC/S"AT 513 
TE'1" S:>E: 51:1 
5"~TIA. SIG 
St:AT :~!!SS 5!:C 
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11111/11111111/111/111//11/1/1/1/1/////1////1// 
I.AT/loeCI 28.5.72 JEGREES VIS,IR RESl 5 "I 
cev CYCI.EI 1 DAY EVERy 510 OJ=<I 3H,,9,12 
SUN ANGI.E: 0600,0900, eaL.IGll A'IIy 
1200 
! peSSI6L.E PI.ATFBRM(S): 
1.AIRCRAFT 
/1////1///1//111/1111111/111111111//1///1111/11 
~AT/I.BC: 28.5.57 DEGREES VIS,IR RESI 10 .., 
cev CYCI.EI 1 DAY EVERy 90 OJ~I 1.12 
SUN ANG~EI 0600,0900, tlBLIQ: A"IY 
1200,1500 
peSSJB~E P~ATFBRM(SI; 
1.PBi. AR SATEIoLllE (2,3,4,A'ID 51 
2.AIRCR~fT 
111/1/1///1/111///1111/111111111111111/1///111/ 
~AT/~ec; 28.5.57 DEGREES VIS,IR ~ESI 50 '1 
cev CYC~EI 1 DAY EvE~Y 90 DJ"I 3,6,9,12 
SUN ANGLEI 0600,0900, 661.1Q: A'IIV 
1200,1500 
peSSIBL.E ploATFeRMISII 
~.GE6SY'IICH~6NeVS SATEI.LITE 
:.-,::-"}/;--=-~: ..... ~-
{-::"\ 
\,,,,,::::::::7 
"ItS/.,ISERS AREA NS. BF 
BANDS 
(o(M**2) VIII T I 
,.JAT 1011 2.0E+05 4 2 1 0 
* w~T 1.1 51.1E.06 1 1 1 0 
*1.''110 2.13 5.0E+05 6 2 1 0 
1111/11111 11/1111 111//11 
• I,IAT 4.11 6.0E+04 7 0 1 0 
* IoIAT 4.13 5.4E.01l 8 0 1 0 
/1//////// /1///// //1//// 
I.AIIID 4.1 2.8E+06 4 0 2 2 
I. AND ... 2 2.8E.06 4 0 2 2 
\.''iD 4.3 2.8E+06 1102 2 
1." ... 0 4.4 2.8E+06 .. 0 2 2 
tJ'IIO 4.5 2.8E+06 4 022 
11111//1/1 III/III 11/1/11 
* "/1'1 ".6 5.01;+02 4 0 1 2 
1/11/11/11 //11111 1//1111 
* "lAR 4,1 2.6E·04 4 1 1 1 
• "~R 4.2 8.3E+03 4 1 1 1 
* "'AR 11.3 2.3E+03 4 1 1 1 
"'_, «~'3 
,.--
,. 
\'''-oP¢'-
P4GE 20 
'IIB'II.MICRB;O/4VE MIC'(B"'~VE JtSTI'I3. :'UR~:T 
tI~~D:> AC.L tI'IIv" ~~~ '9~ R:." ("'ICR~NS) ('I) 
.110 •• 50 .50 •• 50 
--- T~ER'1 R~J 
.50 •• 63 .60 •• 70 
-.- SPECTR~ .. SIS 
.63".75 .70 •• 80 .. - SPEC/S:>~T SIS 
.75.,88 .80 •• 90 p-. TE'1!) S"O:: 5IS 
.80.1.0 .88·100 
--. TE"lP S:a:/SP~ 513 
.90.1.0 1.5-1.8 .... SCAT :R'Sii 5EC 
2.0.2.6 ..... 
8.0.111. 51.5.11. .5 I( 
/11111/1/1111/1 11111 II/I /11 II/I III 1/11/11/11111111 
.32 •• 38 .40 •• 48 ... T~ER"l RAJ 
.48 •• 53 .53 •• 58 ... SPE:TRAI. 513 
.58 •• 65 .65·.72 .. --
.72 •• 80 .80.1.0 ~-. 
8.0.14. .5 I( 
///////1111//1/ /11/1 ///1 Itllli II/II 1/1 /111//1/1/1111/1 
.51 •• 55 .62 •• 66 .. -:. XIAI p- .. 30 30 T~E~'1 U;) 
.80 •• 90 .510-1.1 ... I.IA) . .. 30 3:) T"IER"I R'J 1"1"1 8.0.11. 11 •• 1", .5 K s"'e;cnA. ilS 
C;PEC/S"H SIS 
S"ATI~. sla 
SCAT C~'SS SEC 
11/111/1/111111 11111 1111 /1/1 :1//1 /II 1111/111111111/1 
.40 •• 55 .55-.70 .~ .• X(P) .-!: A'i 30 T~ER"l RAi) 
.70.,85 .85.1.0 ~ ... i.IPI ..- 4'11y 30 T"4ER"I ~AJ I .... ' 
8.0.1~· .5 I( SPE:;:nA. SIl 
S!)EC SI3 (T~ IRI 
SPE:::/S"AT ill 
SCAT :=<'SS SEC 
/111111//1111/1 1/111 11// /11/ 1// III 11/11/1111111111 
.40 •• 50 .50 •• 54 2.0 P ,-(PI ,OS A"'Y 300 S~ECnAI. su 
.54 •• 60 .60·.70 2.0 P TE .. :t S"£:; SIS 
1.5.1.8 2.0 P 
9.5.11' .5 I( 
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APPENDIX C 
TERSSE MISSION INFORMATION FLOWS 
The figures contained in this appendix represent the information flows for each of the 30 TERSSE missions as dis-
cussed in Section 3.4 of this TERSSE report Volume. 
C-l 
::i!'T' 
P1{E-Pf<OC/i-fiS1 Nn 
"' .... 0""'" ly -G;E.Oltlt=-TRIC ,,~.-, '" -ERr..s StiLI. 
SfHSEO _ ,..p,T.5 pf!(/:C. ~ P~"A ~T~~~ H. ~ItPlo/t1/ETI?IC. 
-REi.. ~fI!/jll1e TO 
;~fVttmi 
I 
I Cc,r's 
r 'A/Ve!LLI'lR.Y - AThlO.s VIISIEILITY 
~ 
+ R f3fO!?'T/(IG 
tcokRf3.CTED ~S.TIII1It'Tt= s 
,-Gtt.O/Jflt> D".774 ~U.IST/'N 
- ~ROVAI J) Sf)!( vl!y 
-1t1-1-/1- Sf)"V~Y 
-H/STOfi:It::.~L . . 
- ~!)vc.rIO'" Stl!(yf!.Y 
r/Z 71~~ SRS 1./ lI.sDA - ,fSt:.S 
n 
I 
E7-TI?~TIVI! P~oc.~1G 
eSoPEI?'fIS/EP 
-SPEC.T,\'''L/.s.P,t77~1 I :.1 I
- tiS STA-nSTrCS ·PKia ~v"~tT P~06fW11 
-P~TIf- caU.pt;T/ON 5/1,.·PLy ADJII.5T"'I!!N r 
T~poRAL 
• r=.STIM ATDRS j-A1IIP-¥STAT(S7/<;S 
-MrA- COflSOI.ff)/lr'rl{)h - fKIct= '5vppofiT.5 
-CRoP ¥1eJ.O ~r -STfIr,/ST7t;5 - cp..or ,UNIT 
'" 
-'S PEerRllt. - ACRElllO£ 
-fPec.rK,JlrVsP/f77"V _ Pl/INT VIGoR 
TEMP6/?'It. _ BIOlffifSS f 
- C~oP ACKeJlGE PIl.Ic.F$ Esn 
-cf.oP p,eOf)IICTIOrv _ YIE.LD fEST. - 0. (l.O? ALLD77'lNirs 
1----------'- -f'/?opucnON 
- CR.oP .s~ESS EST7MII'-r-E-S 
-AcR~A"'e. 
H#.vS7(tE.P Cf.Op $71#7STlCS 
+1lL-t.I)Tntlf:AlrS 
~ 
US~RIilO!)6.L.­
.CRoP '1/EL-P fI'IOPEI. 
.5-rAT/SPCS 
-c~op YIt=L/7 EST 
- fl?Of)tlC-7"IPN ,:sT 
~ 
PRJ V~7,* CIt"P" /t6PD riNG GUVles. 
• CRap f!S77I1?Jr17NG 
-¥Re,.qc,:=. 
- Y/lSI.'O 
-PI:ODI.IC-TICN' 
tANQILL,</R;=! 
-1>1i!-T pll /Jl 
~ J>!'~ vA 15/ PfI./{t:.P/:;OII. ,,"t)IS-:-
- PL.""'T 13 / GAl 1/ s5 
- "'~;TO'ilclI'-- ~=-),")-
FARhJ/' 1(.5 f"ST 
~/':: ')"..lell L Y/f:LV 1'/1 /.II 
DATA FLOW /USER CHAIN 
CROP FORECASTING (AGRICULTURE-I) 
• STlrrLSTlC--S 
- AC.RfEA~ E. 
- tIeL/:) of-
P~DJ)f)C.TIOIV ~srs 
r 
/. 'I AGE! BIJSIN~ 
- F~I(1~. WI~"'AG;:,4'/f!lJr 
- c.ppp TO PLANT 
- EST"/1I1 /rTeJ> 
I",C.OME. 
-wHS# TD SE'--~ 
" 
",--,. 
~';.«, 
; <:>'1 
.,~~~, 
R"..,OTELY 
SfttSEO 
D",TA bT~~'" 
() 
I 
W 
I PRE-"rROCtESSIIVC3 .G.l!i'OM~71~.IC. , 
-~II/<:'!> G.RI.D 
- E.£T 5 Pf!ec., 
• RApl om p-TRI c.. 
- ~ cL, F~~"1e 1b F1<4.-e 
-~8$OLV7F 
cc..r'5 
.-' A.IJCt~; fl.R Y 
-"1 tmos ylSl6/ury 
-50l..IIIR -r TOTAL.. 
1 /R~API~fVCE. 
Ex-rRIlc-rIVff PR()~T:SSJ"''' 
#SIJP~Rv/st=J) < 
r-----
r--
FEIJC1.ftL LAWJ)-R~~ 
~ HI1!m,fo/r "'I'!N~'l!­
"'EMT 
• tIlSE.c.r + I>J~E­
O£,S;c..rION/C4W11DL 
'1N5~<=T .r 
PJSSA~ 
INF6f{Itl~71011 
~,8 Sr/frE IfG !)CPT'S 
• F?"N~E. C.O~PITIP/O 
8EI'Dlflr,IVG. 
:<. ()SOft-4PHI5 
r.ooPI!~A7'IV1! /!!.FFO/(T .INs~Cr/ PlSE4'E: 
wITItST"fTI"S -/fREi/fS 
.PI>TE.C.T1oltI + C()~1Ro,- - "tJ"'TfUA., --
-ClfoP /1f~NGtfELlfND - ,/K ISrJfDPS 
'IoIsscr+DISEI'tSEs 
- jf'E.<!.T1Mi./ sPllrtlll,.l 
'~P#RlJL < ~ _______ ~_~ 
-E.s. T/J'1ItTORS _",.,lIpC. 
-sprC.7RIf-'- '1 ..J 
- SPE~TRAL/~PA7/41/ ., FilLS£! cth oR, 
<T~PIIR"L I ftJ.1l G.E-5 
Ce--r'S 
-OVt=RLIjYS 
.STItT/S T/C/f-L.. 
S""'h7I1RI~S 
-Loc./rT/O"" 
-7Yl'e. 
'EC"U>G'cl'/~ /Svt1l.. +- ·~71("'SEIlSE: 
• HI cTHOJ)S J) fV, • c ;, .. /"r,~;~"'''' 
• SII{<V/? YS £f'F~rlv/ry 
t 
~. 10 RANC.HE!5 
(Fef}Ei~~ LANDS) 
• [)E.Tt;C-iJON ~ 
P, ftl'DJt.r I N G 
.. CotolTRot... EFf'Ec.rl.,['. 
/>lesS 
Iv/) f(.AAlcH EeS 
:Z., Ac,.fIBIIS//IIIES5 
lPR.IV/t'T1=. L.ANf)) 
.pc/cCTIO,v .,.. 
f{Ef'()Ii!.TiJIIG 
• CDN,i<L>I- It1!iASllrE:$ 
• EFFEc.T! v~,v';;> S 
• NF.w CO/lfrt{CJL 
/MET t/tJJ)'s 
I -... -----
mODf!;l..JJIIC. 
./JVl=GVfTE. 
-$ ,""v IRuPMt: "'TilL.. 
V"'I'/lfel F-~ 
: S:r;;rs:~'f.CfJOLOr;;'f 
-WEEP;5 
"ANC'LL~R'/ --f 
-1"'SoLATIOtol 
-c 1(op PHf'NDLOG 'f 
-WIN];) 
-HIM/OITY 
-.501,- hlOl<;r, 
-·50}1. l"FCI'1ISr·"Y 
-CI<Ar!IJG IJllr~sn7 
.M/lcPS 
o.stIlT/STles 
-ST/?EsS 5!'ItRlry 
-SvnJItlAIlY 
ST~TlSflC.<;' BY 
<.<' ~~"',;;,:.~S 
CRoP of 1..1 vsroc-,< SST; 
• Rt!-VISSP EST, 
eTO? -rYf".£ 
-C{)I??fC.1F-l> AUtlifir 
..J'j IE t.p i 
-Rllt,65lAI/[; :;- i'E!sS 
DATA FLOW/USER CHAIN 
RANGE & CROP - INSECT/DISEASE & STRESS (AGRICULTURE-2) 
... .!oj ., 
~.f IJSDI;-A,RS 
RE: Spll!<C.H 
- CRoP PJ<OPIIC":IIJN 
PFl.AC,ICES 
-jfJSE&-T" <fP/SE'fS£ 
co"'TR.ol-
,.--
, 
RIOf"!OTELY 
SEttSED 
D/IITA l:.7tiZ~M 
t 
~ 
C') 
I 
+:-
I Pf{E-?,:oc.~SIN& 
, G/50Al6TX/G. 
- l.JlRS Gf?1 D 
-un p~r=c... 
• RA. O)OIl1IE-TI?JG 
- f(EL, F!?Amt': TfJ 
FIUI""~ 
CCT5 
r-- _AIl/CIL L~~Y 
I - ATMOS VIS 
-"ll.gE!)O DF 
IFttft/4/111 
- S P~c.IJ"llfl DI PI': 
,1 '!It:.IDEA/i /RRI\P, 
ft=XT'Mc.TIV~ P]i!.Dt:.ESSI" • SI""PLE fE4lH ... ",cfiNJ6J/T - 8 ... w RAllO .Sv,fE.!<.VIS,"O 
I 
-srlEc-rJ?"Il/sP!'t-TIIIV 
r':..,PoRA-<-. 
-f!STIII1 IlTOfi!.5 
- ,sf'U..Tf!IH_ 
~"------------------~ 
eel's 
-SOIL ,YfE 
-SOIl- NrO/5T 
- TOPOG t"Api/Y 
r::;~O&7~~S U 
• R~LItTJ£ 
- SUIJ.. CUII1POSI-";W 
- TOPOG'IIlPW; 
-1II0157/1TeE plloFl"'-.c • ?f?OPIJ=TIVI,Y 
-CRoP PPI\c.,'ce. I :NPt:;.: 8y 
Cl<oP /3y 
A.R~"l 
• Aile II I F/KY 
- fEr-TiL/C.!!;',.;" rp,/:c TI r;.c. 
-/-l/510'?,C.I"1. Y/F:..9 
-CJ<' p 7'1 "!"" It-ISTVf.',' 
·TvF'::6'!.... -wr(rM 
3. I vso~ -sES p.f!.pp~r:s ~.2. I)SPIJ - sRS 
• SOl L 511 ~VJE'IS !' Sf>IJ.. F'RODY(:.TIV{.,-Y I • CROP P~P'tJtl~ 
- P'f£T~Rirt/AiE l.ItND STI'rTIST' 
~ CIlPIl81t.,IT/~S - FIITI/RE. vS 
- CDllj~It.V"'TIOtJ ffl.OPllcrr()~ r~MTAI~NT A/EJC.../lJ i 
- PII~LIC'+TT()AI W/Tif 
t I N"-{;I?[~ETl'rT/()A/ 'lJ\.,p VS Af)Jlljf."EJII'.J 
i 
; 
·SO/L. SIJI:'V~Y 
PI4TIf 
- :SOIL S (If-v ey 
PItT". 
J ~.l.1~" uS"'- 'L."N/) riSE..' • 
I REC'M1'" t=,.v DIf-T~OIlS ~EcO""~~""D~'!lj~5 
I 
-I 
3.3 lJSP};'- BIA 3.1( STA-rtE It' [)t=PT5 
"-SeJlL S/lltvEYS • ~l> ·USE.. ~CF$ 
- L'tN'[;> p;eOl1iJCTm-r; O#'7NIl/AN J.. ... ~ 
---
• l.AMP tJSE.. --'"' -C,<oFlS . 
Rr:t:Q",," f!;:# DA7ftlS'.s - GF<It~II'.IG 
- CO/JSEfNA-T1Q/V 
! 
I 
I '1?efti~T5 • RGPQ~:rs l -.50/ .. f'~Q;(lt!'r'II/'-V -&QN- p~piJC'rI'I/T) - CRoP::: tfAfIIGE. -lAIIP USE Ii1E.CO"', ~ECO"'MEIVPA-77rJN5 , R&GION/tl.--.f J..DcJ,L 
AC;R~IJSI"'JS.SS 1 $.5 STAT!: L .(J. 1)EPI ~" 
1-J.IIA1P V~E -S61L. {JSC: CH~NU5 I 
- PI'/S "rv/i'.E 
-FARIII/,vG -T{?fE~.S 
- R.ec.Je.EA-Tf~N 
- ::nitE./< c;coP5. 
-Huvsl'1V6 ' 
DATA FLOW/USER CHAIN 
EVALUATE CURRENT FARMING PRACTICES & CLASS SOIL PRODUCTIVITY (AGRICULTURE-3) 
"~ 
"-=.-
!\"I"~ 
~ 
, "",,,] 
o 
I 
I.n 
RIOP10TELY 
SEKSEO 
t>~TA ~TRE"M 
P1{f--PJi!O(..~ I~G 
.c.f0ft16-1"~c.. -LJt~ ~I!/J) 
-E~r.s Glib:. 
f)~~g,~e-#C 
-~ vtI fl£J-ATIVJ;:: 
-F~I>fjS. ro FflM1E. 
ce/'S 
r- .ANC-/LLAF"'/ 
-"lTIIl/lS 1/ j!::/BII/TY 
-1'1'':'-11'110'7), Pt"oFfl£ 
-SPI?c.!.I':"',t:t.~ T- , .... Irt.;,.;·~: 
,---::... 
'I 
'";;;::,'" 
fl{ 2 I)$DI:"'SL/YJ 
IIf.S STAre. 'tI1t'(61!. BMij) 
/II/e./ DlE-II, J fl. "~:.'I' ,.1/ rl1.3 IJ50,f-SC.S r Pil8L/C- IVIITEIi! PJSfRJe 
if. I U5PI-BR P(}V""rE-W/f-TE~ co 
E><.rI?IlGTl oe. P/2'U;ES6/~ 
• Esrlltl!troj:.S 
-SPfEC.UAL. 
-OPfRtfrE- /RfJ'ATitt. -W.,n=~ P/STX/6t1Tl fff 
PP-OJ e,c..r.s 
C.PLI4~ i3/0M !4SS/ 
LffSll F 'NATtER- COfJr; 
CANOPY SiRVCT7JR£~ 
,....-4' 
.1II!Jf,lAfl,E. "rl/£/i!. • W A-TER ,qL(D".,&r.t?; 
WAT';:R USES ·CO"'T~DL.lltf#1l5ll& 
CCT'S 
.C.Rol' COWPI;t~" 
- WI'TEi!. CO/J" 
-.s~E~5 
• !""-IEL.D SI'i!ES. 
cr sE;. R ",-" PIS- '-
• /1,1 Ie ~ Ii: A-TE. 
-$JlV 1~"''''f3Iff''L I----~--J vA-R'I'\-~L-~ I . 
- PL/tNr C/tIJDPY Cc:.r.!S ge SW1ST/~S 
qUDln"oJ /#v.JA-rEI?. ~E.C¥~ By FIE..LP/ 
- ftG- vlrR/ABI-E-S p :.-; T/? /(:T tV F~r W EEl<.. 
t 
ANC /l..I...AP-- Y 
• P1(f,elf' /+/Sr +fO~GcA sr 
_SDIl .. I¥!D.ISTtJRE 
-PLlrlJi ?ItEIJO!.:JG'/ 
• vii NP tt ISr -:- F=o1/.£CI'lS"-
.INSoL-"TlON /fIST + FOJ!FcAsr 
DATA FLOW/USER CHAIN 
illRlGATION WATER DEMAND FORECASTING (AGRlCULTURE-4) 
-" -
.p/RE&-r 
c.D~T7~r 
.WItT~~ 
'::'CWrlZAer 
I 
Y.p At:;RI 5 ().5iNtss 
efl!~ /If",.vAr;;~ 
- c.f.Dp C.O/JPlltdIY 
-CJl.OP 1t'7 01!;r 
-~oJL- .... O/S:-
-~.r?=:::p .. G1<O"'-;]) 
Wf'-TE-:?... 
.. j 
J!~"'OTElY 
SfHSEO 
D'ITA Il.TR£4f1 
C':l 
I 
Cj\ 
'----I 
-
I ; j : I I ! 
, 
VP-WFP: i , i.u UII-FAD I 1 .~"'~ N()rJ(mtJN_~ • FtJol"'~OP~p,,, I i "':~;;.rRJC. I I 'lftPp.e.. Foor> PICOl>. ~.It . unf'.EC- +DlsT/~T71ER .e~P. 
- rf.IJfilfl' -+~TI-r. 
I 
I "MPIO,,j t=TINe 
- c.llaF O,lfT,f- (>of ...... ~ R efoRfS. 
.Fo", s,/lDn!lf/$ I -tEL. F~E. 771 Ff'I'N. ~oLUf~Tu"'''';" ./!iH(1. Y jltf..,.r,ol).." 
-,lfBSQ!. VlE 1t5S~,"BL.t4lG/ Sf 7)!.., 70'" /<3IP I .<\.:55~S..s/"'co.,+- ' .s ~~T¥.~ 
i I : P ISS fEJIIllllltrllll' - C KtlP f'R a&lfl:r ! 8-.s/lD~rM.C.11EPIl.T , I I ! ! + i cc.:T S 'qut£S1J!'- , I I , j .! ,.,If/f( .cow; PLE.TElJ 
I l I r--- ./MIt:./l.l.IfJty , , f QtJESnolViY",~ I I -1/,"'05 >'ISIf1/~/ry ! . I ; I I 
-Gc..P'5 
I - {(ADIr>ME"1 If'J_ ..... I , ; • , ""5A£ ON SitE I , 
':tlliAf ~QtI~~h.~ .~~D~ti, •• " 'b"'o.T:E3.,If~"" ~~~ ... 
~rl'l! f':3~f~"'6 • DAr"" C.OlL ECTlOIV .... 
·f't)K.et,1tI Clrof' ,,"Uo':(- • P;?OPvc..17';iV AW' 
'IIITI!/(P1?f!TII;TJdAI . . ,.,(; 
• .I?~o"z<J'!. Pl!Q • .5V P~~VISEP 
- OFf'lCM, F.ltll.\;M 
-sPl!erMl./sPII1711Li 
r--' 
- CO~"6(!.TI()'" QDV'T ~T.' ~ • f.Rlc-E. .,. M",t'~.,. T"1EA1f PoRIIL 
-/+:/vIft..YSI-S RE"o~T5> 
- FfUP CHEC.I<.S 5 rtl5ILI'''t7" , • :r.TI"'ATO~ 
- "'D/CLp S.T"TISTICJ, , .$T1+'11 S TII:S , N 
-I;qo - E.iA'S -,$PEcr'~At.. 
-CR'" pf/!1ll> 
- ()THE1?, - PulIS f'ri I -crc4f P", ... ~£ I 
-IIt!!JN T"~/FB i 
-,._ "()L/~a , 
I O[!J~FTIW ' 
CCT'S .nq,~ . 
INC ME - C.II0P I'IC f:F"'Z 
• Wt:~fCL '( S ""''''"leY S;-If r;/~"."lJ 
- elOAlASS w~~LD A~, e.'(JIII~. ' 
- '''NOITIOl>' &ST 
• SP/!C./AL.fZr5.0 <:'0. A"''' ODI ry r I , ,I1:,sPoItT.S i 1 I ",.,II111rHt..y ,57''''T(S7''/e.-tL ~E'ON.! , ""f(.LD A~ f'1l4Pvi!.TllJlt/ ~ ,~"" ~,4~ ---s"jAr.~/811SINes.s S,I U,sO.+- ~RS 
'# 
II""',," "'''''''' 'FOR~/'JI "'~ms-T ·A1M1~-r • Pi?IJMO,!!e.. I!Xjfl7.~T ·''''~r.RlfrE.. 
..,1II", ... VSt-l 
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DATA FLOW/USER CHAIN 
GLOBAL CROP lNVENTORY & FORECAST (AGRIC:.JL'lURE-5) 
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DATA FLOW/USER CHAIN 
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DATA FLOW/USER CHAIN 
LOCA TION OF MINERAL DEPOSITS (ENERGY!MINERALS-l) 
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DATA FLOW /USER CHAIN 
SURVEY SURFICIAL THERMAL PATTERNS TO DETECT POTENTIAL GEOTHERMAL SOURCES (ENERGY/MINERALS-2) 
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DATA FLOW/USER CHAIN 
SURVEY WATERS OF OUTER CONTINENTAL SHELF AREAS TO DETECT OIL FILM 
POSSIBLY INDICATIVE OF SUBMARINE OIL DEPOSITS (ENERGY/MINERALS-3) 
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MONITOR SURFACE MINING & OIL DRILLING OPERATIONS TO DETECT RESULTANT ENVmONMENTAL POLLUTION (ENERGY/MINERALS-4) 
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MONITOR OIL & GAS PIPELINES TO DETECT BREAKS OR OTHER ENVmONMENTAL DYNAMICS (ENERGY/MINERALS-5) 
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CCT!,s. 
• Pi<.~r;."'/~r: .; 
Cfll.l(; .;~- -;:.M i-" 
.. f 0';' AN)~:"! I} .. 
II 
IJse::f<:. /IIqr;J fEi-S 
·1<,PLA7E. 
-OJL/Tlihi PH?A7/c'''' ·,.,ttP 
+fvomOl-!f 
... 1- oc..A i lOti 
-TIP":'" P~--;if~'" 
-WIMP .. C;J~.H3 .. Alr of PO/"(,V/IO';' 
-.5H-IP -r~Ii.r=1=1 c.. 
liNCH I..,RY 
-'''i/P Trz.fFI:,. 
-WINDS 
- fIF/:._ C 1=~" ~ 
• ti!-;'-!;;:l" ," lite 
- WF:~'1'"I/"' ... 1''';[/)'':7 
- ""II'D hIs','] ,?V 
- ORiF'1·· 1-',,\77 ~~IJ 
- r-:!.~'_) .i31-F-
,-'"~'. 
1 I 
4>.2. ~PIII 
.JlMr I!- .., c,oN~(. 
poi-L-V-rtOY 
- RE-5 ~1l-c..H i 
-"IDN'/~/N' I 
-STAN RD ~ 
- ~~FOf-c.~"r 
i 
I 
I 
I 
(p, I t/Sc.G 
• fir Pr/ZINf!... [;I,IV/~PIV-
"'~At-- rj!/) T;c:rf~ 
- C>~iE~TI"'1V 
- c..DNi,iU)1-
. . 
! 
! 
! l (P.'! STATt=... 
6. '2,P()/(T AIJT;;d.R./17rs 
• f'oRT ;O'!ItNAG~"'F"1 
-PO/..l_VTION 
c..oIllT/i!Ot--
DATA FLOW!pSER CHAIN 
i i I I I I ! I I : ! I , . i , 
, , ! ; , : i 
, J I . 
• p# Fop-t:.P""f""- I i ! , I 
i ; I I I 
. I I ! I I 
I I I I 
I I : i 
I 
I 
I ,,£;'.~~P~!~"'t 
• OPeM-:-r/O/v'S 
-: c. 0.., F.'/.../If-~~ 
• PIV Fa f't.c.t'U'" EAoY , wlrltiREGrrtD~ 
, 1 
j 
, 
, 
, 
, 
, 
-t",vFd"'CE""E~i 
, 
MONITOR DEEP WATER PORTS TO DETECT & ASSESS OIL POLLUTION (ENERGY/MINERALS-6) 
'-
I 
I 
i 
, 
! 
! 
i 
\ 
I 
I 
'~~~ 
Rsrl'1oTELY 
s~ttSED 
PI'ITA LT~"'" 
(') 
I 
,.... 
.p-
....--' : 
7,J/z/3 l/SOI-5F+W 
pp.,e.~PJ!oc-e:ss I A.l6 ! 
• t5NVI~I:II"'f5l1r~L. 
.SE.'OMp-r/? Ie . II'IONI-rrJI'!(N6 
--
-t.CJ?S G~/P ~ 
-S1J r('(/3../L...L/tNCE 
...... 
• R P/Otlt lIE Il~.1 '- -IN Vt=.s"a.""'IO~ 
-~cL'h!<ANlfE. 'JIltPl1cT .$T{)PI/ES 
'7"0 t=- ~ mE.. - pO'NER pp.oJ IUrs 
-;A8Sa"lIr~ FoR 
7IfEl?MItl- J3,19NJ) 
, , ; 
J cc:r!5 i 
! 
, r-- .I1NC.} L LItPY ! 
- #1'- -:f~ VAPo~ t 
,~m? P~:J::~.f 
- './'~!"'3 ':,. t- ":~ 
- WI' ',<1" 'TrMP 
! 
7. 'lIS' EPA 
t=>l1'XACTIV£. PF«<ESSltlt:. 
• fE.A/VtJ?t:;/.I/Vi r::lJrl/L. 
-S/JPe!<V/S$[) A'!PNITOI!INt;. -.s~cC~A L. ~ - POI-l-V17tJ!V ' 
• FESTIMItTtJF<S .:sOVf!.c.E.S 
-SF'ECT-,,?A /... 
.. PNFOl--cpl>1f3-IJT 
ee [5 I I 
. 
-T{!!/I'IP """,p 
-1ALGAE: 5FPJI'IF#7ATIJN 
(" !U,.:: 5J'TKt'/: V./ I 
7,b~~J."~II~r 
liSlE-/( 1I'I0P/£/...S I 
• CNvlfC-OAli;'/pA/PrL I ·R~L*rl! i M Dlo/rraf'pc ~ 3P T~1r1 r efllrM.£ I 
- -4LCA-E: 
-mltP!> • i3/JFo~C.r-Mp/./T 
- flIJT!?, I E}JT!:, 
-ALGA-E -P~wef( pLllllr 
O/J17IlT COAJCf#4~A-7ItJP 
- Tf$MPt:~A7vRE. 
'" 
_ ~fl _______ 
'A Ne-/LL-IIP'I 
- wIr7E./i!. ~IMP VfQ p,~()FllE 
-IlLG:.4~ "SPFcl:;;S 
-NII'T1'./ffVr l-/!!lF!5 
- FO~J('";< "'lJ'P, rL~VV /<,,-; 
- [)/scftlj'<,£.. PL"""r 
I 
- "'OV\l~PL';Nr u",,"'~,'T ! ! 
-,(,-I(IID /1V/lV:: cD!JVJ~/:i/ 
DATA FLOW/USER CHAIN 
• ~~ r(JZ,.1S 
.. I?SC<:IhlMl!IVPItT/{)IJ 
I AEC-
7,7 P()wPl<. C(}IHNN/~ 
~ CONSTl:Ilt.TIOIJ To 
o Rf6ULA-7I.JN 
o Pf;RA'Tu)t/ 
- &NV} T<()IV"1f!:1,1Tln 
CONS)P~/?+7/tNS; 
t optf!.A7! 
C 'fliNGS 
! {Is p:J: - BR 
• /111 (IiC-T CO!1lST. + 
OP!' 0# ,c'S!.. 
o KfbtJLftT,;tV • //t1P !:.OVE.. Co/JP1T7rJ~ 
Fo'- ~1.s.H 
-
MONITOR POWER PLANT OPERATIONS TO DE'IECT & ASSESS THERMAL POLLUTION IN ADJACENT WATERS (ENERGY/MINERALS-,?) 
-' ".-
1/5 
,. , 
J1 
~" 
~; ;., 
C') 
I 
,..... 
VI 
REMOTELY 
SeKSED 
PIITA E:.T~"M 
• Gt40m6T/l./~ 
- Llt/l.s r;,IVO 
- FltTs/ BuL./<.J- PJ!~ 
-RA Dlolf1E.TJeIc. 
-Tf~LATlV«- WITHIAI 
1"'1Ul"'~ 
cc-,'5 
eANC!l LIr!?'! 
-JlTllltlS v/slBII-try 
- -:;c..P'<; 
-- T"7AL ,.; pin USE 
IRI<r,U//!/,/cF.. 
,/E'Xrf(Ac-r1vt:! PA'ote'.s:s.w"::i 
.NlAl/vA l- _ 
TI.r~ s.[M7E~rV'A­
/I,ltJl- 'I11BFB. CQ~ 
1~~aL&. i 
1~8L/Y1 
u.s FJ NA-r' ()IJA~ FDf?, 
.ffOREST hTltf'ACUlIWT 
-P/!.. 0 PUe..TIO;V' 
-SIIRVS-Y , 
-.5tJSTAJ,v13{) YIIEL.P 
-~E-FO~eS-r 
, sl.J'-v~y-t­
iP~oPIJC.TlW 
MrA FOR 
',+~EA OF 
R~~ILIT'Y 
t 
t 
TorAL 
S()~f!!Y 
PArl't 
""IVS FS"'tf:tI:;.J'I~'" 
.os F()~~ST S/J~I/Ey: 
-INVIENTOF-Y 
-cu •• " IIgO'7Iy,,/8+""1 
• 51J,.e~v/S/!!D 
- S f'ee -rt,1I '- ~ 
-SP/l.C-TR,IIL/SPItTlIt'-!' I 'FORr:sr sPE£/~ -HlrRV{::ST - APPRlt15A L-
rlll/l1f'o/tJ/L. ,. 
• es-r/'!'",.,.".It, ·Ae~~r"E 
:~:::~';-:::-/$PJ!7IAV: '5TA~P P~Slry 
rl':",p()I!I'1- . , STfl.~5 
I -' 'Tl:l=E!. 51 ~ Co... 
CL7S 
- fOR~r 5"f't·'1€~ 
v,oc",-""6[ 
- 57'<;""D pr" s ._, 
.:-5 7"<i~'SS 
- Tj/fi SI-i'£ 
- OWl" ~Slf I P 
-,Il}lNvltL. c.eowrH 
.;- O~PJ,.%-rl 011/ 
- f'KoP{) e,r1V1'TY 
. t 
'.svRV!E Y of 
PRoPIIC:PDN 
!i/" FOF, I7.eA of If 'fW.JII1JLiT'/ 
1 
PTA I-
svRVf;.Y 
PAr", 
t 
{/SPA -5 c.s 
'R,:P1)R/5 
-lpv~roR.Y 
-rfI!ODIICilv/i'j 
tsT'4 
• /t1 A-~ 1Ir..J!11 I!AlT 
PJIt'T"i+-
/ t-lfI.'.= '77",8-:':' "'-~," ,.J --~ cooP fOCEST~Y 
• Rcso/)~u;. 
.lHIrNAre,~P1~1 
o ~r;.sO"7UE f)SE.. 
• Ft;ReST IfA PJi!OV I=P1PIIT 
I I ' MIr,yA~~1"16A1T I pJA-T'/f _ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I US~5 
U5!f.f< /'!lOPE/.. 
-TI"'U~ TDLlJIff,s. 
"'OpF'-
-AC,/l.!!:A6~ 
-SPl;<=/E5+SIi!ES 
- CIJf{r.E.~ T' 
TINI~pi?. 
VO/..{)M~ OAI 
apO!U:ST SJJ1Wf?-'1/ 
FAfi'hI L 1'1 Alp ::- t-*----- ---
___ ..J 
-f)II4"'e.T~1l-. + 
H~/0H-T 
• /tilt: 1;'/ IF<Y 
- i;~F-C P'f. 
T7Hf:. lirrc:.llr' 
me..,- oR. t'I~t"" 
DATA FLOW /USER CHAIN 
SURVEY FOREST LAND FOR PRODUCTIVITY/PRODUCTIVITY CLASSIFICATION/ 
EFFICIENCY & ECOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF PRODUCTION (FORESTRY-I) 
RS;;,.,oTELY 
SEttSEO 
DIITA ~T~~M 
() 
I 
..... 
<l' 
p.e, FOR&lI{"/ pJEPr-
i P~f::-P1<OCW/1116 
.GEoIt/J!.rRIC 1 '0,-"",0"""--'-A~ G.RIP - PitT", I\~ALYSI5 
-U.PP~5C ...--l -GRoIJwP CJ/ECj!S 
• RA J)I OtI'If!!rRIc. -.8101'OfOl<!/lL ItNI\~'TSIS 
- U:'L F'RItMI:,. fWJltli! I -"'ilVI~.NM~,,",L IIIlIIfCr 
- T "'rSSOl..l.lrlS 
-C.OST !~NE'" rs 
t 
CCT'5 : I 
r- O/tN='Li-IiRY i I .f,GPoRrs 
- Wit r:;/< VllffJi< V- I 
I . 
T511'1P PI~oFfL '" . , • COoFlJ)/ItI~7 
""'V/5 15/ .. ,.,... ... , I 
10;/ 
I ~ :..pl, ~ 
2..11 flt-t C'~Ot#.hl-
/E.><T1</lcT/VE. PROCfESSI"'" 
• S /J pJ!.f( VISTiEJ} "DpTUTION/sVPPRr=SS/otl 
- srsCT,.,p,~/SPIrTlllt/ -PATI! ",,,,"~YSIS 
T-POl'IIL -,tr.OlJtJP C.Hfit:K 
• fE.S'IM/rTO/?5 • m~ps _ /lIOLot;It:II" 1I/1I1L.YSIS 
- S pe:.CT~ItL .f-
a FALSE COl-oR. 
-I:NVI/{ON",UTll'-'/II";c.r 
-5PJSC-TI?ItL/SPl+TlIo/ -CO~T 81Wf!FITS 
"-~PDR"L IM"G/:.S -COO~JIJ"TIOf./ WITH 
• o Ve'RL/iYS 
STAT1£. 
CC.T''5, - STlrnS77c-ItL SVMA1A-R lIES 
-/tl/tPS. OF - l.. o<!.I'rTI 0111.5 
sr!(J:,ss -TY?/!.. , 
S[!lIF-Ii.;~y 
..f INSF"'" , 
VAII1A6~ -f\Gf'01!.TS 
~ 
2..5 tN'IASd.v~srulC~ 
U.s.S.~.MO~ 
,C-0(dEl..ATE • F?.cS~ItRcH I 
-$ ~1e.S 
- Il:~ .fAG.S -,,~W CONTROL ItI~THoPS -S7~t=SS TYPE ,V/E.W Ilf'JPIC-T 
- TOPD "fl..lt-Ptt'f ~iS"Of?7"'(jflP.s 
-So ,,- T;s,t;; -S5Vf;:7f.IT 
-.sf1!.ESS () ",rrolJ 
-c.ON'rltOL ""&AS. 
'/!NCILLIU~ , 
-so/I. i1?~ 
- 50':" tI'l()/ST 
-5J7'E.. '7'OpoG.'<.Il"(I'/ 
- .tj<;E. jF S11lf/P 
- eONi''?O/... rY1I!AS~·'~F..s: 
- YJ~LI: , 
DATA FLOW/USER CHAIN 
-lI'Iltrs 
• RG.poRiS 
• h1APS 
·REfOf<r.s 
FOREST INSECT/DISEASE & STRESS (FORESTRY-2) 
l 
~ 
FoRESr·T"'~N"G~ 
-<.K LUMf3f".R CDmPANl1ES 
• FfJK.{;Sr "'lttl",~$IIr 
-COIITf.OL .., E.45V~ES 
:2.,2.. I'"TlK.IiT!/':i~~:;1! 
• PIlRK. hllttI/t~1Wi 
- k.iIOI'/ :::)t/SI57'e1lT 
I ~ftff.sTN~~~X~~RS \:(.7 TVA 
:<.3 BLM 
• FO~E5T MItN~G~~ 
-CON1'P.O/. ."EIlSVA'ES 
\"~J 
I 
I 
! 
I 
H 
" 
, 
ft 
" 
" Ii 
,'t 
n 
I' ~ 
1 
j'-~\ 
:' !A 
~.:: 
C"l 
I 
~ 
" 
/~ 
r 
'-
I , 
I . i I 
IPK~- ,"ND, , 
R .. ..,OTELY ·<!t~~,~ , " ; 
SEttSEo -$'I<T5 BIJUC+1'fi:E>-; • I I 
DIIITA f.TlIZ~M •• f? [)/Oh1I!:T,f/(.. I 
- '-I'mvt=- .,nrHIIoI 
1'f~II"'fS. " ! 
I I ; 
CC-T5' ~ b./2-,LUh,Bt=R. C()!s i 
_' .. A"t-IUIlRV : r '3J!JA, S TArlE +1Ytr 
. l' :,7:~p,~I!~H$ I J $.'1 NPs 
, - SP~':I~.s ! r.1,IA/~ 814 ' 
, ".' j3,81.1 USFo::. 
" ~s/~BLA1 '' __ _ 
l!)(TMC-Tlte naK-~1N6 • Fq,f{ESr P Ro~ 
fl!!t:';:'IIL, . ' fflXE' I ' 
'$/II'PLIi E,.I+A/lCt -PI(1EsqppR~/a/ll I 
-COLOR. I-J;v~,-.sue'" .MJ!p.S :1 -DF-T(E.C.TlO~ .s_crl'~~fP -T~Pff-t7'llRE. _$IJP~/D" 
.eSTI""~"TO~.e..s ' -ltIbIS7/1}!.E: 1\" COOPU,4I1"J!E. '";~~ld ,</.sP/mlf'7' CCi~TpYr I, 1\ I"/I<t:.. prrbfu L-_~~a..~loI,;li\.l":1.!'L....=-_--l - \(t=GIS'-r~,.",J~ 
r~Treft~, , I I ' 
CC.T~ I ' 
-/'l/tP-5 of i 
A/()I$T CONT -t • 
>lE(#IHA7,'JrJ , 
! 
; 
I U.s~~ ,410PE:L j 
.R/5Lp,re ~<"oC~'''' 
- Ft){E- 1'f{~--
-TopaGKJ'tPJI'T' ! 
-70IJrP.JL • fIRE /hOV~t:n' j -;~,Jt!<p5 'F/~fE tI!1Z/fleD i 
'IiAi!:A~D /YI6J)~':"" I #Pf33)( 
A N.C I L-l!i1tY 
-WI,." 
- 'W r.,.. '-I:- "', -rl--:, :"<=-7 
- TOPv~ ~·f."41 
, c OII11([.l 1'l1:!//Sl/-:£S; 
DATA FLOW/USE~, CHAIN 
I 
SURVEY & MONITOR FOREST & GRASSLANDS!BRUSHLANDd AREAS TO ASSESS FIRE POTENTIAL, 
DETECT THE OUTBREAK OF FillE, ASSESS THE DYNAMICS OF FIRE & ASSESS DAMAGE (FORESTRY-3) 
' ....... ~~ :!.;, 
" , 
j 
I 
;1 
11 
:! 
d 
tl 
,I 
;; 
--J 
"'1"10TElY StKSED 
D'ITA 1l.T~"'" 
----: 
f+ 
y 
-SF",..., 
VSD.t ~u"=; .II~_ HOD 
• P~Oil;C-TION nlltpflDII~- COMMIT'! PlA"","6 ~pev, 
/I1~r LIt"P+'W/trpj? .CO~I=IIIiAlSI~E. II"l.E 1" Itvr. ASS'5 r -t=lJ'I/IDN"'~ ro~M";:-~t!ft:.4<-"'4:i"-S~ l"I/~O""'A-rIO",/ -~Jt. .'L..It/llAl''''" r 
- "L~""I"'e "(;~Iwr cooI!DI#ltn.;'; s,.z..",.".,.! 
- P.t'6E~ 
_ ~:JJ"~':: PiA"'. 'WJl.p.A~~R.'n.T-V.I£.G.T + MM'''G51tfI5tVT 
"".'Ge;,'M e1.7bt"7 
-~1I.r5 pRSC-
·~Aftl':'Plt/t!.C.~T7) 
"~f£ 
. CC--r:~ , 
y-:--,' "'--'Ol~' f.v ~! ~#).F-AIT/fL • ASS'STI/NcE. -wATE 11.. 
~ny! PRDGF'AIG. 
fr",mp 
."'."'lIi~ ! 
-13+11'1 Vt7° , - s .. ,.;e,c.l'4 -s~ 04L-
-rJiS '~f"S .es 
= ''', 
,.L. 
! 
ee-r;) 
~.~~~LL~~ ! 
- CEAfSII$ 
~GlJ"'D,"1 
-Wl:~114E_ 
uJ~ hlD/?~I-S -Ci.IE.¢L.OG) 
-TERR.q,,,, ·p~TeRJI(1w':' 
~.l.I!"'D ", .... 
-.f."NP ,,:!>S: cHAIlGZ'S 
-ntEltl/fnc. _~~I1Tt!. :yo MAPS -1;~~ "' ;'ENSI!. 
"T ;t f51',1 A TJ.c. 
MAPS 
1,1+/.2. f/SG5 
fCOdftP,""Iff7PN' "" 
.' -G.E.OL-oCJe. 
' -HYPRoL.o~/C. 
-iDPOt;IUtPHIC PArI! 
.oJllIlP.s '.C!M~;::::,:a~;!::,:' 
"/(Ef't)Rr. -':l'"~::'f"L- R&.5lful1.C/s' 
-o/(T-4 
1,/1 US/),q -sc,S 
'f/I1f-rIO';I/L-.!I?06Ftt'" OF 
Ll/NP IN~~AatJRY + 
'" O""TO!l/..,G:; f-------l 
- SOll_ .. ""ItTEe. IMr4 
·tf/,fP5 
-Rf.Su"1<e.E {) fI "<4-
-1\!;"~DV~<a uS£: _REPoP 
" Dft,'" 
'I/P~~ 
'/for" 
/ 
7YPE. 
~ -
\ 
\ 
t; c.oAls,ol5F!Jt-noIVS 'GRI'tNT5 
, 
J ' RIVet. ,fJlI5I/J c.",,,,~-c; 
I (;50A - sc. s ! 
1/.8' VS{)I-$R. ; 
{.KJA", VSACE !/.I1--ST~7E. 
_ COIIIP.IIEIfE,.,SIVE. RIV];!: 
- PLAAlI",N6/ 8M!N PLANS, IJ %VrSJ-DPIlf/5 A/ T/ -W~Tt=R/LA"D Nt=ED5 
-COOPEft~T'~f5- -,' -...,.-+- ~S;S,s T~NC-E/ ~}~~fo/ Co.Pt!/("T1~" ~GUJ,. TION I'rFf'OflT. W'T'/f fJ.."""ING-
- LfjtJD uSE o~/I. F~DF-Je~L ... CO~rF<OL, -STI4'~ I cHApGE.s - FLOrIP CoNTlWI-
t 
POLICY 01-1 USD:t- BIll COO~PI"IITI(}rJ 
J \ \ \ 
\ 
\ \ 
\ \ 
.\ 
\\ 
'\ 
'" \ 
lJSPA-FS 
1/-'1 (jSOI. - Nf'S 
l.s/u./1.7 IISDI- BLM 
""'I!"A'&"'~n of PUB~, c- .. ,.,NDS 
-"itL-r,PLe use. ~ 
SP:lTAI",SD YI[;./J) 
-JEN~/R'W"'e#T" 
-wATt:'?' SIf tEP 
-J<iEC.R~A71(;N of 
W/l-yL,F£ 
'n TS 'j?OJ) 0 CTS /iV!t.IL-It-BLE) TD Al-L-. 
JAlFDf(WlltntMI 
DATA FLOW /USER CHAIN 
I ~;:! .er;~~ ;t"~:''(:G 
• PLJl.IC1 v!=vr;":Ji'h~"'r 
+ III ""-I'::;..,,,<.y 
CDO~D//f/~; JA' 
-s.,."r£,.. FE:>fU ,-
- pv!ll'c. LIfIl";J V5E 
CURRENT LAND USE MAPPING FOR STATE PLAl'WING & FEDERAL MAl~AGEMENT (LA},T))-l) 
-
--
.:;" """. 
PePr of T/{I/IISI'IIR:1ITI. 
" T}?AAlSPo'f!f"77()A/ 
P~It""'I"" ".ssIST,,~/CE. 
tu:.oRDIN'''T''''' ~ 
t=6[)SI(I/I./srATo/LDCJf{.. 
- H lGJ/wll'tS ' 
-AIlUDRr:; 
-/t1ASS 7R1/N>,r 
• PLA!V!VI 
ASS/STI! 
"COORDI 
IS 
tlc-~ 
",/riIJK 
'-oeAL.;. REt;/ON".'-. 
·fLAAlHI"'G "i-
'()f;ilELOPhlE:MT 
-Co/If of J?O'?1j L 
UWD USE 
q1lf /1/,. ES. i 
- iEo,;IP(;, 
}SO'';' .. ell "'-',,-v r"-_ _ I 
".~? 
CI:.t::~..J)f:': ;;>fI,A 
~fl-.sc:s ..5011_ 
COIVSGIl,Iii'ialll 015, 
• LAN/) I/VII~III TOICY + 
IHONIT"{)/<:IAJ6 
-~a,.c... .s1~~II*-'I 
-SDJL-/.,.,I+T!IP, ()se. "T Ji!.tEJVD.5 
-ST"TC/~L. 
£~"p use: "':..>tS77!JCl! 
. -~:r.;:CA!.·"";.s 
"'-' 
il"" 
(") 
I 
.... 
'" 
/ '~i'..:~':- \, 
~~:::;,1 
R&l'1arEL'i 
S!MSED 
OltTA I.T~"M 
f'lte- {f0C-ifCSSI/VG ' 
• G f"DMr!TRJC. 
-"-A~ ~J? 
-6.Rr.s PillE£; 
·fUJD/DM~Tfi!lcr 
.., RIa. FRAIYl Eo /l) 
FRlfhllfi. 
c. c.. Tis 
ex r/lt/fC-Tlie. PROCEss'I/, 
·svl?eIN/$,;J) , 
-.5 P /!.&-TP't;. 
- "e~.,.f(IIL./.sPtfTIA/.A 
r"'''J ~"'IfL. ' r 
oESflMllroR.S ; 
'-SPt!"-r.t!/1L. • -~'~~L/ SPIt1"/AL/ I 
TlEIfIPolllf;' , 
CC-,'S , 
_ t..'1/11'V Rf~~U ~C:E. CLJI~SFS 
- """'TE~ ..,.Wir.T4""'DS 
-LANV vs£,. C!t.;ASSFS 
-LIII'IIIOL:.Of:,IC- VA"',4 
-S~IL.. -ryf'FS 
L' ',,<::t';;;..--
11 '2.)(oST/fTt=. 
2.11.. t)SPIf.-5CS 
oNItTI()III/f-L, p/Coc.I(I'tNl 
UI'-LA-1I1> l"'r~To~ +' 
"''''''ITD'''''''' - sTl+T.E. 
r- ~ooPe/t.Jt.T"OtV . 
-SDIL 01- ",AT~ TMT4 
- RfE.SotJJt,C.E. PJ'ltrll 
-f(E:501/.}(.c.r.: '!~ 
·"'ItP::> 
eRf!.PO~"'5 
::..//.z/.3 -v.sc.s 
.G,COLOGIC.fL. .511P-VF Y 
.,./ttAPPIJV~ 
~ -CrlEDL.OG./C"IL OIfT'f 
-OffstlOR£. C.EDl..OGY 
-HYP{?oLOGlC- /MT4 
- TopOG1?1'l P" Ie 
-h,fT0f(I/L. RE5DUR~ 
! 
I I I vs'PA-FS 1'<·'1 l.dpr- NPS 
1<. 7 USDI. - B LIYI 
~.¥" VSPZ -5 F+W , 
• Pi.AAlf/IN" /fRO~TlON 
-/ie'll "'".J1ErtIJESS At';,(S 
L/s'f!.rll'ltJ(TlE-... 
oCORRf!LArE. , 
.;.It-ND FI.~SO"I<~ 
-I-;'IAlO t/.sIE- L -1?f.Vfi;.t;,ff,TATION 
° HYPRoLOt;.Y ""ODS;' 
- P1([5."" ~s~" .. '" 
- $nRE'-p WitTER, 
-L.IlNP ~fiSov~~~ 
C"'~/l.~C.TeI(JS71c.. 
'ANCIl-L Afii'Y 
-C.SNS"..s PArI), 
- eeoAldttf II!. plfTJI! 
THeMltrlC- Alit 
- L",vp R~Si)V~, 
- '/AI"tT/3f< RE-S 
-STATISTICS 
- >'II/tT~l< Fow .. p"M$r<:.-; 
- ;R--;;1;'Jh~FOTFI\JJSP'i:;/r/"'J'J 
-.p F '" 'V!IS+IB''-!"TY 
- FISH .. ' '1.I>1.IFE 
- fl.€4 F:-r"rrl DIY 
; 
, 
-MIt"PS 
•• t:( E.!'t>/?TS 
• ..sOIL.·SU~~ 
.rlfoln=nKETl+71< 
;, f{r:;.50'II!-C5!. 
~ V (;/D. ~ItTiO'" 
• Ttte"''*TtC. 
""'frPS -~ESo"~C.ES 
- HYIJ~Lf)""" 
-V~tFr"n(}N 
-rof30LOGY 
DATA FLOW/USER CHAm 
VEGETATION/TOPOGRAPHY/UNDERLYING GEOLOGY & SOIL TYPE (LAND-2) 
~~WJI USoI-BT? 
• ~IV~ 845',. "'IIL.TI-
""~'O$I! ~evELoP"'l!Ir( • 
07 ..,~STE:~" 571tT~ 
-WItTt!RCj/lP I ,,:i;,v!:.p/ 
- ~EC.REMIO'" IRJ(.r.) 
- HYD(l.() fDwlEP. 
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- Ftsff +-"",L.PL /.,.~ 
'COD~[JI AlM/o 
1 ~JVER J3~/N CtJm#1 . 
.t.15 us Iter;. 
f(.13J,,, v5DIl -SC5 
'Rlvf!./it BtfS/1V 
C~:/?f!.HE-"'$lv£. F )! e:""~1< S1Jf!.VS'i$ 
-R~t;)IJ~c.~ 
- "LooP IOllA1!o A"IIL 
-'Nlfr:>~sttE];J . 
P!l.OTEc.-r·,;Io/ 
-~EcR __ T/O'" 
• COOR.DllVlt1"l 
-Coopo=<ZAf/ 
c.rrO~' 
. 
l RfCIOAlAL/L{)C;fL 
:Mt, ~J;.~L >'l'/ik~ 
• PL!/ftll/ It; 4'r~()r&C.rlJ" 
- WII .. //E':''''es.s l'!7i?fAs 
-w~TE-)?.sH."'{;; 
-/l.ECJo!EA"'"':JtJ 
-FJsH ~ 'W ,I.P" :~'.'!... 
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" 
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JU."'arELY 
Sf" SED 
D'ITA ~T~"11 
" ~iI~~,~ZT' 
~--~~~. .~~1o~~i4 
-1J.£1 ... #AkIJ!1 ra fMiII~ . 
ccrr!S: ! I 
' i I 
.~";CIL LI/.R.'I 1 
I _ .4flllo~ ~/S181 ITY 
I--+--+...L.-;----("....,j' P',5 I I 
, I 3.1 ~ IIIol9 
1 ' ~ I 
I t 
I I I 
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'".sP~c::rtW-/Sftf.,./~/ : - ()f( -Io/T.s -f!If(rli/" ~'" I/o1fT#,- . AAItLJ~t.D./) ~ "'sp,!!:.:.rYtI. • -~I/()~ 41111!.. -Dr:,E.vII 1(bc... . G.> _ I I .J ;r~p()K."L - U/rrt rlt1l(}# A4TI"# • RI5PDR'TS ! cc.f,~ I 
,tIODfL.$ , 
.P.f;.LArE , 
-4IRcll~TIOJV/ 
CV/!1<t='P73 . 
-"'~()SIP~ -IT~""p()~L Bt:IJ'H 
fJ1"1NGS . 
1 
-1YI'(tP5 ' 
-G-H"' .... IP!e:s l,v sJiotEJ./A/E 
ITS T'I/YI E.: 
- ~Z:;PI.41 r~77t'T.ION 1=-.lf"J)/~ 
.,.,.tc/ L..Li4Ryj , . . ; 
- ~CP~ F()~"'PAS. DR,}F,T W BeAcH; 
-iST~~1I1 FLOW DAr'" " 
--4H1SrqRlc J'/'L /E)t!PF«/~Nt:.E-' 
DATA FLOW/USER CHAIN 
'3~«2A<t-.e.. 
-~Aj~[,l,O~i/ 
- trf{ ... ", . JjS ~ ~" I 
I " ! 
I 
I 
LAKE & COASTAL SHORELINE MORPHOLOGY & THE NA VIGA TION CHANNEL WITHIN THE COASTAL ZONE MONITORING 
(LAND-3) 
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.JweIL~AItY 
-~c.pIS 
-w"tE.< 
+T~P 
>C7/( nv~ !WO(. !..~~~'Jinr .1I#JI(~/St:.Jf 5f'.c~7,RJ1L I 
• TIM roRS ; 
...J.SPWR.IIL , ~"p. III/L/ Isp;tn,4-L-/ ' 
·T~Itt1.'D~I'rL' 
:~T:S I--1--t 
(JSI3I<. MVf)E~"Jt/~ 
• f/.P! L~r4 ClW'-111 qUl!l<E€ 
- FA:lL7? L ~ 
. :StISNilc- /)"1,...4 .--
'-'-'~ 
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• sd.l:VE-Y IOArAi, 
- irl!ll./rIIt f1Wr 
-:.!.'l!DW<2i/C , 
-'TiYJ)f(IM-061t:. 
-I.SE"""lc ; ~Toror;,hPlllc ·hllIP.S I I---+--M' .R~"'~TSi '/~~'!})'+17'41 ' , : ~ I 
I I I'; I 
, I ~ . . I, I 
Ifolli""';'/s C.H(jpl.S //ftl OtAsrRY I 
. .. I T I 
, 
1J5~ ~ ,. 
oCOO"P'"I1T1''''11'' I 
"lEci-ar.1 t:.{H'1I7RfL'>CJe ·Collr~o/.. -/iJrlSlif'J 
+T1Jf06!Ot1f1lc IlIfTJf- .5CHOI)I-¥IIJPl.ISt~y 
"",tit- "IJjvD v:sc. -1!OIJIMt: I 'ID~PrJFI¢."'T70"" <1" ':~"'ks -r.t;.J?,lYIlr.s : l>*'ISIISTE1{ ~ li,"ff:tf~v",;,:'E :H""lihf'.l> _-)",sP~~'!...: _ _ . ~JE1I= 
-L.AA//)SLIt:> I!. //)l!#;' 'C,,;;tT""~Tlolt' </J'Jl ";Ql!S',~.v 
~ • /<P'-'rTc.....<..C.AtI$.,/P5) -::~~J!P~ ..... ,.iI!t 
• ~ ~~£~ jq;tl" .s</~) 
... 0 l<?:rUI'-
-~ ;~~~~~G ~ I I' U.:SfM 
I : us or 
USGS NqM 
• svs,vr;ys' +"'''1'1'1'''(;, • IJI/T/{)A/4L- d"E/Ifil s~ 
- fi;f!OlIJ(},/G . -/lliMINE. QEOfHYsICJIL 
-nPDP"GIUIPf/It:. -S{!!ISIIIIC. I4GT/VI7Y L---==::±=:::::::t 
-/illtrURItL Rf,SOV/fCEs. p'5 -N4.,C.M7PW '-HlI'-r.5 5 
- I.>FFSHv/l.E. aED OG/~ ·.ttIIt· -/fIJUT":.AI- c/fllll.r5 .11111" 
. , ,~~ -&II~J1qJA~E. .1'"Vi~"""~Jm'L-~ES£I1~C/J .Re.PIJ/c'''TS 
..srlf-r:c.. 
~DRJ, 
HltfflRD 
·/VoIOID.ll1"CE 
,r,. 
• ':!~;'{;,t;:~.<N~"5T 
-o~/(QAI 
:.1tl4t%::~::= --"s"::;./r:;,.cz;:~!~I1.- -HAif/I/tP 
-~~C{;,1t./"E -~m! VAkE:S JV.f3AITI'1c1ITJtN,.,_~ ______ ..J 
~ 
.hI/tP5 
.~t!/'!tJ".rs 
./?/S,K 
olt1lJl. 
: I i STilT!: 
!ISIIC 
HA~;t I 
.. IIi\IOi'() ,vI:E I 
- ,. RIU C.14-r'(clA/ 
.~}{OT ON' 
.., lJ !!5S(GN I 
-jsrl~.$"'G17Ii'iV" 
, I 
I 
-C.If>III<.IN IIRI!!.ts' 
I- • ANC/LL IlRY 
~~Jt:J;F~~1;E~OGY I OFF-SHOR[ CDNST/c'I!~TJ.OI1/... P/tM.;It!{G!/vd,Y/At'Ir'IJII G-
- FIl"'-r p;SPLp'C.Tfh/~A?' 
-HISTD.'?1(.111 IJA7!f 
-IIV f'A'1f.JF/( 
, I 
DATA FLOW/tJSER CHAIN 
US GEOLOGICAL HAZARDS (LAND-4) 
I 
I 
; 
---1 
Rlfl'1OTlLY 
S!ttSEO 
I 
I 
- Rr.5 ~ec.. 
D'ITA r..1 A!£1I1'1 
P'~~~~~I.t'~ . 1--.......... .. It P/()hI mG 
-~4r~wr/''' l---+ 
C) 
I 
N 
N 
I 
I 
I 
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cdr!5 I 
I i 
r-t-.JtN ILLIt~J I 
I I - W r~fl..,VIrf'l'JIl 'r 
I IftPilfDFll.tIi. , - V 1f!IL -ry 1 
! -C":. P'.5 . ' 
I!!XT'!Allf=.rlvt: pJ(D2~/Nt< 
• Sill P~I<,;/J5,:sP 
1.5"~r~""L.. . 
• rES.,.1 ttl A-rtJP 
- sPI!C-r..eI1L : 
I 
• MARs i 
- C/l~fl.t=NT$ 
-SoW;'PIf1 I co TOlJIt.S 
- R F LOc;4TIONS 
-TIJIf.S/PITY 
, -P4PTH . 
-5N-1~/"" , . ccT;s . 
-TV·R61P1iY 
- p/fi-prl! . 
-BurrlJ//! 
c,OllrDIIR$ 
-5'l;j./Nln 
-C<lf(rU;;A/tf5 , 
-RF-E:F L.dI!.AT1dN5 
I t)S6/!l. 11'10 pl£/../lfI7; 
• OcEAN D'IW!f'" res; 1'IlDPEL, 
- f!!(IIt=~'f,- lIAL/c·,l{C..,,-/ 
.Ef'-:;~;'ze tf,ool=I- . ; . -~T"'" 'rOP{)Gr?r'tPIIYI 'NAVlGltTro# CH~~t:5 
""'p6S/,,J'f'/D.5 ' , Oc.f"AJI/ CVR.t'W;-
'~~~~1~~JgtkRSP~ f~T&~N~ 
StEP/"',.,.,'" PA-,-rE'fUI .", r~e}lIlL, L.OCII;7/~1(S 
! I 
, ·ItN~/J...L1f.Jl'1 ,! I 
_EJ1({sr1l1lCo MIN. LO(!. 
- ~UB56AJ SEO!'!'!)/!'Y . 
- N"V ttltiYf~QS -Cwv~~G~~ IPW~Rr;,E.~CE. fl!!ONE 
-~/~]) ;HI.5T1J'RY +'PRE'i'CT. 
- 'rJPJ'tL; ])/fT..tI 
. By DEF/tJrrootl fF.XC.LlJPi.p' ! 
FR'()/III bRIr;./~I1-L! ljst=.RS 'LIST' 
I'PA~ 
-1I1-rr 5 
I,V-;}6 kOAA: 
eOClf#JV 'AWESTlfP/tTI/JAl!l ~ 
-pY;S/C.I!LY C.IIMf/C.lf¥ I ~ () r #/tftI1 t... 
-MIYlI}IE.. NI/V1r;/fTloN 
c.1I~r.s ; . 
·ConrfH~"'r""I- SHUI' 
+.s414 s u!CvfE.Y.s· 
J 
'f)/jT,tf 
-,.,ItP.s 
1.1 USGS 
,t;,e/)WG/(;. """PPI"'-
colJrr~6#rtf/... s~UF 
-~E.S.O'JR.c.../H. : 
- H'I! I! ARO.s. . 
• tll:Uilc..~J.... !'1ft;P.5 . 
• fI1lffS 
- r:cEDJ.OGIC/iL 
OA-7~ 
DATA FLOW/USER CHAIN 
. 
{)S COA.sT(;tA4l.D 
.--4 'Stiff j?()J-rI#d, 5 
o H,tt·ZIJ.d;5 . 
-0/4 'S/../: .. C:-..$: 
-I 
"l 
SH.IPP/if. cots 
• DPe-Mil J N.S 
- ¢"",.,./wGS ' 
-ttl't1="fPS 
0(1- COmp"AlI~sl 
. .. 
a Ex.Pt. OMfl I#'/ 
c..oNsr"dG..,.,IV/ dP~f<.I',.7(f iJIII . 
SURVEY & MAP THE PHYSICAL & CHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF GLOBAL OCEANS RELATNE TO ENVmONMENTAL 
PREDICTION FOR OPTIMU]I,'! SHIP TRACK ROUTING, DRILLING OPERATIONS & OTHER OCEAN OPERATION (MARINE-I) 
~ '--
....... 
I 
-:c~ 
;. ~ 
~ "-~~~/. 
R~""OTELY 
SEttSED 
OIllTA ~i~~M 
(") 
I 
'" VJ 
"~E-1'i<OC.f1I6Sl ,4/6 
.c,6Ot'I1 ~I c.. 
-~ f7?EC-
-f(APIOlt'le.TRIC:.. 
-,f?EJ.., WtllI!.N 
FIY/hII=-
C.C-T/~ 
r- ~A"'('ILLA~Y 
-A1/tfD~ MDIS'T 
PFI.:DF'IL-l!.· 
- "1~/B/~'T'Y 
.EJ<.TtJiG,71V.EP1/.0t:£$5lIV6 
.~/).f'J£~VlSiSP 
r---
- SP!E&-TR,tt1-
-SPf;:C.T/CIjL!SPATlla/l ~ I 
Tf!II1PfJIU1L 
• /S.5TII'11II rol!s, 
-SPIF~TfAL. 
~MIfP5 
- rp.tp~(/RF 
-c" IJf!.R elVT<; , 
-- f3.FFLUf:M5 
- SFL.'pr/ 
ecis . --CHlOF!.OVH¥l-L. 
- WIl7ER. 7mlP/ 
T1Jf?BI P/7"/ / 
E ,rT~II~N7S/ 
SIl. /f,1/7""/ • 
~ ~ LO/i!.o"";·YIl / 
dlt)· PE:DPE~i:F:!J 
I , 
~ 
' •• ..;,,;:>.y 
3."0 cOIlf".,~7fQA<­
IlL' F/~HIN6'1 
co CO 81/11 f#lC/ A L, 
FISHING. . 
-!-o c.tf/'-TlPA;..5 
I-MAPS , IJltf,-1i 
3.Jf:z.h'IJ!s ,1ttJII A I tlsele Atopt?is'-- , RE.ScIII~~ 6- :;v~vr;ys-
• "~A/£. . LllflJ.E C¥IIl/llrtVE .sv,-vt;y, 
III o/A/FClR.'l1;f-Tlc)/1/ )0-1 
o;v rI51//#o$ 
- L.QG-Jlf-r • J4,I S 
I'=r~. 
- rlltDf/ 011- ON Sv~ 1'/(/N'-IPL E- /310LOG It: 'I <-
- B16LUIYI,#!ESf5I./<-E, c..ONtNlIlIVITlf!£S 1-----------'-' 
-C.HLO/<DPfllI wMAP& -ASVhP"I",a;: ·~ftP5_ 
-SfoP/,.,i;;lJr ci~. _ _ -C.O/l1 pOSITION ·S~/rr.":o~/t:.S -.T{;MPI~;:~r(/1lf PJ<0]348Lt:. FISfi -r)lST.'<I'i3tJTI(}N 
- "VIto/OS L (;c"lT'ftJA/.,5 
.A/IIc..I/../..~yJ 
- TIVAL- CYCLE.. 
-wINeS 
- 56-P/AI)J9JT 
'If-/< •• 'PI~r)-:II-e. 
aS7it7d71 c5 
- F{SH MIG!?/! p)/'; 
- 5PF~I~S 
DATA :i!'LOW/USER CHAIN 
3.7 SPOKT I7SHING 
, Spoi<.T r/SlfI,.v6 
, 
SURVEY & MAP THE DISTRIBUTION & QUANITY OF COMMERCML & SPORT FISH SPECIES IN THE US COASTAL AREA & OFFSHORE 
WATER, THEm FOOD SUPPLIES, & THE APPROPRIATE ENVmONMENTAL FACTORS NECESSARY TO PREDICT FUTURE CATCHES (MARINE-a) 
C':> , 
"" .".. 
REMOTELY 
sfttseo 
D'ITA c1~IIM 
I ; 
: 
, 
P~~:~OCd.;~Nti. 
• ., '" IE. :!!:J(:. , 
-Ji-R.T5 Pl?fOC • 
I> RItDIDItIPrRIC 
-1fL. ~HhV fRI'f1)£. , r---+ 
- B5CJL TE FOR.. 
r,-tll:.!( JlL ' 
i CC.T'5 
r-"·'Y --'1701105 . WIITFR pROfiLE. . -h7/Sr- p~r4 
---
I EI<TRljeTiVl!" PI?OCf$SII'r. 
eSt/PEEP-VIS/E£) 
- S PEe. T.RA l. 
-SPEC.T-,"'I!:"/ 
SPA;/"'L/ "A1AP5 
,Gmf'oIUIL . - "'T7!3M P.5 
- CIJRi?E.NTS 
- EE FFl. tlEIVT.s 
-"'''FLUENT , 
P"rTF/l5 
A - SIlL/~/ry Cc 7 '.-;- , -<XE"'INIC-
; --' . F'.~}'s!';-iL+ 
~_......... 8/0LOG,.:. 
PR.OPe.liT IF.,S 
mDO~LS 
.R~I4-r~ 
-Sf3]1llV1tWT 
_ ~OL L u,.It)/J 
-. '.i-'PRF,,,.s/7 vF;/ tI/l-IIfPS -
f(IV"'-?, 10: .'T'r CorrCFN:.'lfA T 10rJ 
-T ';-'II1PN~AT(}Ji'E 
.. WIND.!: 
.ANCILL'/1PY 
-"IPIIL CYCLE... 
- SE-PII>'iF,.';"A";)II 
-/i!I'IE-ll /l.A7,< 
OF. J..'('LL"rl!~rs 
- C.K.E~ ," L./iK l~ 5 
-~7v;;}l;'::''::: 
• Ah'i,";;J:S 
- D.:SPF:<'SI(11tI 
OF P;;Llvy/,,-n.!:. 
or 
I 
I I i I 
I 
I{. 1/3-.1 U.5~ ls- I I ~A.4 J{,r,f ' 'J., 
• .sr'''''' , i.~Gn'" I . . ·K/E~ EAR:C.~ n,,~-ES V/lR/tS b R ~! ".,AlKCS/''fsrv"R,ltES! 
- ~4C~ If!.NT.s- ! ~ (JC..E.AAlS· Ilis, ' . OI.5'R/ IFrlf) _OIl~EiN -.afND/~I9V ~n~.s/I'~ 
,-ICURR !.ITS . I _ rOf1l.M' S~~.s lUI' 
- a.e;ea y 1/. 
-iP/S0f;'(fD .sVS~#J~ , 
- MY $, ... !r-H~~CHII"Ac-r. 
ISO'-I -PoLLlJn,IoI.~1 ,TI'INtIS~ 
, I 
I · . i 
I 
I 
i i ! 
I 
. I '1./3 $ :::~ R~~Ri~E5l 
r S17'IfE. PARI( SlSIi.vu:..F- . I 'I./b f!~I.1t ;fWJR~E.5· I 
Lf·3 1Vr.S ~8IEP~ . 
·PArK hI";IVA~",~r- · ~t!.~ FOLl-Vi/oll 
5~4sHORE ~ LAI<F.SHORc. ,48 TA1Pivr -I- ·COIVT.'<OL 
-IIYIPRO~JE. C<MI[)I'T'I:>I\r.5 
-
-'fVlONITIJf?INb 
-t.llI1lr'r0LLvT70"" -C.oN-rROl-
I ....:. RfE6,,}J-I'1TI'u!l s 
I 
lIf; Co,tJ S:r 3;;;< c'p f- I 
, 
• /M4/Vln8-/N~ 
· 
- OIL- S~/::,KS 
· 
r S7J4·res !r.,t- w 
+" y15- BSF'<IW ~q • U.5AC£~_ 
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DATA FLOW/USER CHAIN 
SURVEY & MONITOR THE SURFACE WATER VOLUME & INDICATE SPECIES OF VEGETATION IN WETLANDS & ESTUARIES TO EVALUATE TIlE 
ECOLOGICAL PRODUCTIVITY & DEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL OF WETLAND AREAS (WATER-6) 
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